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Abstract 

This dissertation is concemed with issues of justice in diverse societies, with a particular focus 

on Northem Ireland. Northem Ireland provides a useful context for exploring the tensions and 

puzzles that mise for justice when political and cultural diversity is figured at the centre of 

democratic practice, and not at the margins. Recent debates in political theory (led by Charles 

Taylor, Iris Marion Young, and Will Kymlicka) have explored the theoretical background to, 

and the tensions that arise for justice fiom the challenges posed by minorities and marginalized 

groups. This dissertation brings these two conversations-Northem Ireland and political 

theory-into dialogue with one another. Bnnging the two conversations together relates the 

practical problems of democracy to the theoretical h e w o r k s  underlying democratic norms 

and institutions. So, this study bnngs theory and practice together and critically evaluates what 

they have to Say to each other. 

The theory-practice nexus is analytically tracked by exploring the links between concepts, 

constitutions and judgments. This approach dernonstrates how theoretical norms construct 

patterns OC democratic practice, and how these noms c m  either impede or support the process 

of securing just outcornes in diverse societies, particularly for rninonties. This analysis is 

brought to bear on three features of contemporary Northern Irish politics: the concept of parity 

of esteem. the constitutional settlement outlined in the Good Fridqv Agreement, and parades. 

In arguing for the constitutional settlement outlined Ui the Agreement, it is argued that Young's 

theoretical framework offers most support to the reconceived approach to justice in Northem 



ireland. From this perspective, Young's theoretical fhmework offers a compelling account of 

the relationship between political theory and democratic practice in the face of diversity. 

Examining Northem Ireland demonstrates that conceptual foundations and constitutional 

û-ameworks have a crucial bearing on the nature and practice of democratic politics. It is 

concluded that if the theoretical foundations of democratic practices are just, with respect to 

political and cultural diversity, then the institutions and practices that rrnanate fiom these 

foundations are more likely to render just outcornes for a diverse citizenry. 
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Introduction 



Most people, if asked to define the chief symptoms of the Northem Ireland 
troubles, would Say it is that the hvo communities c m o t  live together. The 
very essence of the Ulster question, however, is that they do live together.' 

As is evident in the above quotation. Northem Ireland presents us with a puzzle. On the 

one hand, it appears that the two communities that live within its borders-the 

Protestant/unionist majority and the Catholic/nationalist minont);-find it impossible to share 

the same political, cultural and social space. This perception is lent considerable weight by the 

violence that periodically besieges the province often perpetrated by well-organized and well- 

equipped paramilitary organizations who "represent" both Protestant/unionist and 

Catholic/nationalist "constituencies". On the other hand, both communities are forced to deal 

with the stark reality that they 'do live together' and must, in some sense, find ways of living 

with one another, absent the violence and loathing that has charactenzed their relations in the 

province. This puzzle presents the political theonst with familiar questions about the nature of 

political community: who belongs to the community? What are the rules of membership? Who 

wields power and how is power distributed? What ends or goods are recognized as worthy of 

pursuit? What role should the state play in preserving, fostenng, and/or restricting the pursuit of 

the goods in question? 

Although the questions themselves are familiar, the context in which they are now asked 

has changed considerably in the past thirty yean. Increasingly, we have been made aware of the 

ways in which societies we considered open and tolerant have in fact been shown to be closed 

and hostile, at l e s t  for those belonging to certain groups. Societies like Canada, Australia, Great 

Britain, and the United States have al1 been subjected to a critique of the ways in which their 

institutions and practices exclude and marginalize people defined as Other. hdeed, we can see 

the effect of this critique in the major debates in political theory. Debates about justice and 

equality routinely confkont diversity and difference. The idea of a common political community, 

or our invocation of the cornmon good has been problematized by the introduction of a critique 

of just who was included by the t e m  common. 
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Against this theoretical backdrop, this dissertation addresses these fundamental questions 

of political cornrnunity in the context of Northem ireland. 1 want to illuminate the tensions and 

puzzles that arise via an investigation into issues of justice in a society where diversity, rather 

than commonality, is centrai to its being. I want to examine how the issues of unity and diversity 

play out in a society in the rnidst of re-consmicting its institutions and practices in an attempt to 

mitigate latent tendencies to exclude the Other from worthy and equal consideration. Toward 

this end, 1 examine the theoreticd approxhes to cuitural d i ~ e s i t y  and political cornunit).  

advocated by three of the leading protagonists of contemporary political theory-Charles 

Taylor, Will Kymlicka, and Iris Marion Young3-and situate their approaches to justice against 

the backdrop of the cultural and political conflict in Northem Ireland. 

The aim of the dissertation then, broadly put, is to constnict a dialogue between hvo 

conversations that are normally self-contained. The conversation that concems itself with the 

cultural and political clash in Northern Ireland has had little to do with debates occurring within 

political theory conceming justice and diverse identities, and the conversation among political 

theorists about justice and diverse identities rarely mentions Northem Ireland. I want to bring 

these two conversations together and see what they have to say to each other. 1 want to achieve a 

dialogue, an exchange, which offen those debates occumng within Northern Ireland and 

political theory innovative ways of undentanding each other and themselves. My hope is that 

teasing out the tensions and puzzles that emanate From an investigation into issues ofjustice and 

diversity in Northern Ireland will illuminate some core tensions within Northem Ireland and 

political theory generdly. Ultimately, the dissertation offers a tentative (theoretical and moral) 

endorsement of some of the key elements behind current approaches to reconstitute Northern 

Ireland. 

As a means of bringing political theory and Northem Ireland into conversation, 1 adopt 

an anaiytical W e w o r k  that illuminates the relationship between theoretical concepts and 

democratic practices. My intention is to highlight the relationship between concepts, 

constitutions, and judgments with reference to current attempts to broker a constitutional 

agreement in Northern Ireland. Throughout the dissertation, I argue that there is a clear link 
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between the interpretations we have of key concepts in political and democratic theory (like 

justice, equality, and rights) and the way we endorse our interpretations in constitutional 

documents and through judicial review. I then argue that these conceptual and constitutional 

interpretations affect the judgments a society makes in the course of determining the shape and 

character of its institutions and practices. For example, if a society recognizes that dernocratic 

equality in a diverse polity requires a differentiated conception of citizenship, and endones such 

a view in a constitutional document, the jiidgments that emerge out of everyday political 

discourse should, as a matter of normative consistency, conform to this view of equality and 

endone policies consistent with a differentiated citizenry. This is not to suggest that political 

judgments cannot, or should not, break free of previous interpretations of certain ideals or 

practices, re-interpret their normative bases, and create new ways to give effect to particular 

ends. Indeed, there are times when a society needs actively to tum away from the way it has 

approached some issues and assume an entirely different stance toward them. But knowing 

when to break Free of the past-and its interpretative framework-is in large measure 

determined by the capacity to recognize the conceptual and normative deficiencies in current 

practices. This in tum requires the ability to determine what goods and practices a society ought 

to endorse, how it should give institutional effect to these evaluations, and how these 

evaluations shape everyday acts of political judgment. What 1 want to suggest is that 

understanding the relationship between concepts, constitutions, and judgments gives us that 

ability-the ability to articulate what goods and practices a society ought to endorse, why it 

ought to, and how best to give effect to its evaluative commitrnents. 

While my argument is prirnarily concerned with the way this relationship between theory 

and practice is played out in Northern Ireland, in passing 1 point to the ways in which we c m  see 

it at work in other contexts like Canada and the LTnited States. indeed, one of the principal 

reasons I chose to concentrate on the work of Taylor, Young, and Kymlicka is that each of them, 

in different ways and to varying degrees, utilizes the link between conceptual interpretation, 

constitution-making, and political judgment. That is, Taylor, Young, and Kymlicka alert us to 

the conceptual background lying inarticulate in contemporary political discourses, and 
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illuminate reasons for, and ways to, either recover, transform, or revise our evaluative 

commitments in the punuit of justice. 

The analytical approach 1 adopt in the dissertation emanates from a conviction that 

understanding what justice requires in a democratic society requires an understanding of the 

political, cultural and historical context of that society. Let me proceed then to defend this view 

in reIation to Northem Ireland. 

1.1s Northern Ireland unique? 

The fundamental questions of political community 1 mentioned above are not unique to 

Northem Ireland. in an abstract or theoretical sense, these are the sorts of questions that have 

occupied centre stage in the history of western political philosophy. Since Plato's Reptiblic 'and 

Aristotle's Tlie ~olitics,' political theorists have engaged these prirnary questions of political and 

social organization attempting to discem the most suitable form of polit ical organization guided 

by pnnciples of justice. fieedom, equality and so on. In a more concrete sense. the sorts of 

puzzles and issues raised in the Northem ireland confiict are evident in other disputes around the 

globe. Writing as a graduate student resident in Toronto, one cannot help being aware of the on- 

going polit ical dispute between Quebec francophones and the rest of Canada, where demands 

for greater autonomy (and sometimes sovereignty) are based on claims of cultural difference. 

Other examples are also available to us. For example, having been bom and raised in Australia, 1 

am also acutely aware of the demands for recognition and greater self-determination by 

Australia's indigenous peoples. This too is a fmiliar part of the political landscape in Canada. 

Still, other conflicts corne to mind, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the Kurds in Turkeyhorthem 

Iraq, the Blacks in South Afnca during apartheid, or Afiikanen in post-apartheid South AFnca, 

the Maori in New Zealand, the Sikhs in the Punjab and so on. All of these conflicts share some 

of the range of issues and puzzles that are central to political theory in the abstract sense as well 

as sharing some of the puzzles and issues evident in the concrete context of the contlict in 

Northem Ireland. However, while al1 of these conflicts may issue similar challenges to political 

theonsts, they cannot be said to issue the same challenge. For, within the range of concrete 
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examples listed above are a number of different political, cultural and moral issues. For 

exarnple, does the demand for political recognition and cultural respect by Australian aborigines 

demand the same moral force as the demand by Afi-ikaners for cultural preservation in post- 

apartheid South Africa? There may be similarities between these two cases, but they mise in 

very different political, cultural and moral contexts. 

Another way of thinking about the relationship between generalizable theoretical noms 

md specific political situations is e:ident in the rvay dcmocracy is pncticcd mongst comtr;cs 

similarly situated within the libenl democratic tradition. For instance, we could ask, is 

democratic government as it exists in the Unites States the only form, or even the most just 

form, that democracy c m  take? Given the number of differences in democratic organization that 

occur across countries which share similar liberal-democratic noms such as Canada, the United 

States, Bntain and Australia, it would appear that there are a number or range of morally 

permissible solutions to normative political problems. Therefore, the need to make 

discnminating judgments on a range of issues relating to the way a particular society organizes 

its political cornrnunity is Fundamental to every society. The precise nature and scope of the 

values, ends or goods considered determinant in the making of such judgments would depend, in 

large measure, on the political and cultural goods present within a particular society. Thus, the 

way one society interprets a particular principle of justice, for instance, will in large measure 

reflect broader political and cultural attachments that act to reinforce or give substance to the 

principle itself. 

The influence that these broader political and cultural attachments have on shaping the 

democratic practices within states can be appreciated by looking at the different ways that 

relatively similar states approach some of the political "fundamentals" differently. Take rights 

for instance. The concept of nghts, used to guarantee individual keedoms From unjust or undue 

interference by other individuals andor the state is a key component of many constitutional 

democracies within the western liberal tradition. This is the case in both Canada and the United 

States where individual rights and fieedorns are enshrined within their respective  constitution^.^ 

However, while both countries share a constitutional cornmitment to the protection of individual 
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nghts and keedoms, they illustrate clear differences in the way that such rights and fieedoms are 

understood and interpreted. That is, the US Bill of Rights and the Canadian Charter of Rights 

and Freedonls illustrate two different options available within the liberal tradition to safeguard 

individual rights. For instance, as section 1 of the Charter States: 'The ... Charter ...g uarantees the 

rights and freedoms set out in it subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed by law as c m  

be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society." At the very least, this clause 

precfudes the interpretation of Chcrrcr rights ris absolute, which immcdiately sets it apart h m  

the US. Bill of Rights.' Therefore, one could suggest that Canadians' understanding ofjustice is 

distinct from that evident in the United States although both are derived in large measure from 

the same liberal tradition. What I am trying to suggest here is that while both countries share a 

similar cornmitment to particular liberal values, the way they understand and interpret the 

substance of those values, and the way those values are put into practice, will reflect other 

historical, cultural and political cornmitments. 

I think it is crucial that we understand the sorts of dilemmas raised by the fact that 

countries or communities, which exhibit sirnilar values or commitments ai one level, may 

exhibit sharp and distinct differences at another level. Why? Because it prevents us from 

assuming that the understandings we share at one level (the abstract or theoretical) need 

necessari[v flow on to al1 other levels (the concrete or particular). Consequently, no one 

community c m  be said to provide the appropriate political, cultural, or moral examples From 

which al1 other communities should be judged. Therefore, as political theorists, we need to be 

attentive to the problems encountered when we engage in debates regarding, for example, 

principles of justice, or democratic practices, or equal respect. We need, 1 think, to remind 

ourselves that '[wle make moral arguments against a background of cultural assumptions that are 

never fully explicit and often not even con~cious.'~ So, how might we better conceive of the 

relationship between the categories we employ or the standards we invoke in analyses in 

political theory and the judgments we make about the practices of specific political 

comrnunities? Let me address this question by turning to its application in this dissertation. 
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The conflict in Northern Ireland is a conflict that takes place between two poles. The first 

pole, let us cal1 this the political theory pole, is concemed with the pnmary issues of political 

cornmunity 1 mentioned above. Who belongs to the political community? What are the rules of 

membership? Who determines the critena of membership? What goods or ends are held to be 

worthy of respect? What role should the institutions of the province play in defining, fostering 

and protecting the goods, or ends identified as constitutive of community and so on. The second 

pole, let us cd1 this the cultunl or identir; pole, is conccrned with the specific political and 

cultural context against which issues of broad political significance are played out. The core 

issues here revolve around the political and cultural clash between the two traditions in the 

province-the Protestant/unionist tradition and the Catholichationalist tradition. What is at 

stake here are rival conceptions of Northem Ireland, reflecting a clash of cultural identities and 

political aspirations that has been continuous for at l e s t  four centuries. While 

Protestants/unionists undentand themselves to be "British" and as such, part of the United 

Kingdom (thus identiQing with the institutions and practices inherent within it), 

Catholicdnationaiists regard themselves as "Irish" and identiw with either the Republic of 

Ireland or with an idealized unitary state yet to be realized. Now the question for the political 

theonst is this: how might we better understand the relationship between these two poles? What 

does political theory have to Say to those seeking a solution (or even to those who seek solutions 

that we find abhorrent like paramilitaries) to the Northem Ireland conflict and what can those 

intimately acquainted with the specifics of the Northem Ireland conflict offer to political 

theorkts? [nherent in these questions are two core assumptions 1 want spell out. 

The first assumption is that there has been Little conversation occurring between these 

two poles-between political theory at one end and the Northern Ireland conflict at the other. 1 

think this assumption is, with very few exceptions,"' sound. There have been few attempts to 

undentand the Northern Ireland conflict as a problem of political theory. Most often, the conflict 

is situated within broad discussions of "divided societies" and "ethnic conflicts" where the 

central categories for finding soIutions are gleaned through consociational approaches to 

political organization and power sharing." The second assumption is that political theory does 
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have sornething meaniiningfûl to Say to the confiict in Northern Ireland. That is, 1 believe that a 

theoretical analysis of the assumptions underlying concepts of justice and cultural diversity, 

where such an analysis is conducted within the context of Northern Ireland, can offer normative 

support to those who seek to re-imagine the political and cultural foundations of the province. 

Another way of expressing this is to Say that I am applying Ra~vls' conception of 'reflective 

equilibrium'. " 

Reflective cquilibrium is the proccss bj. which our thcorctical pincipics coincidc with 

our considered judgments and this process is reflective because we c m  determine 'what 

pnnciples our judgments conform and the prernises of their deri~ation'. '~ Where I differ fiom 

Rawls' method is that I conduct an examination of my principles by engaging in actual political 

situations. That is, I begin with a set of normative arguments, evaluate the range of issues and 

answen in the political context of Northem Ireland, and then re-evaluate the initial theoretical 

premises. Joseph Carens suggests that the term 'retlec tive di~equilibriurn"~ more accurately 

captures the task of engaging theory in unfamiliar actual cases because it aims at 'the mutual 

unsettling of complacent certitudes in theory and practice by their juxtaposition against one 

another.'15 My approach is similar in that there is a three step process where we start From 

theory, engage the theory in a particular context, and examine what we have learnt not just in 

terms of the real context of Northern Ireland, but in terms of theory also. 

II. Framework 

In order to explore the relationship between political theory and Northem Ireland, or between 

justice, diversity, and the political and cultural conflict in Northem Ireland, I have divided the 

dissertation into three parts. Part 1-Two Conversations of Justice and Diversity-provides the 

practical and theoretical context necessary to engage debates about Northem Ireland and 

political theory. The foreword to Part I gives an account of how I conceive of the issue of 

difference in Northem Ireland and explains the ways 1 characterize differences between the two 

comrnunities in the province. Chapter 1 provides a brief historical overview of the Northern 

Ireland conflict from the plantation of Ulster in the seventeenth century to contemporary 
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Northern Ireland. In so dohg, I focus on those features of Ireland's/Northern Ireland's history 

that contextualize the current conflict. Thus, I focus on the key moments in ireland'sMorthem 

Lreland's history that constructed, created, and re-created political and cultural divisions behveen 

the two communities. The central purpose of this chapter is to give a context to the identity 

narratives of both communities and to reveal how these narratives ernerged as political and 

cultural by-products of being in a contested political arena. A central feature of my argument in 

+As chaptcr is that the diffcrcnccs bchvccn both groups arc rcflcctions of thc contcxt in nhich 

they emerged, not essential attributes or characteristics of identities defined antecedently to the 

context. 

Having some appreciation of the political and cultural differences that exist between the 

two communities Chapter 2 goes on to detail two distinct Frarneworks for understanding and 

accommodating difference-Consociational and Ontological. Consociational approaches 

emerge at the point of democratic breakdom. Put differently, consociationalisrn's raison d'être 

is its capacity to offer practical solutions to intractable group conllicts. The primary Focus of the 

consociationalist then, is institutional. Conversely, ontological approaches take their cue fiom 

the implications that follow fkom an examination of the link between social context, group 

identity, political alienation, and justice. The social theory underlying the ontological approach 

to justice aims at democratic inclusion as a means to address daims to justice and equality. 

While both approaches are aimed at mitigating group confiict, only the ontological approach 

offers us an adequate account of the relationship between democratic inclusion and justice. And 

yet as 1 go on to argue elements of both approaches are necessary in the case of Northern 

ireland. So, 1 tum to consider whether the ontological approach to dealing with the dilemmas of 

diversity has the scope to accommodate the institutional solutions integral to consociationalism. 

I conclude that it does, and that this type of fusion of the two approaches c m  be gleaned in the 

work of Taylor, Young, and Kymlicka's approach to justice in diverse societies. 

Chapter 3 thus takes up the issues that aise out of a concem for justice and the dilemmas 

posed for it by diversity. My airn in this chapter is to elucidate the approach that Taylor, Young 

and Kymlicka take and the theoretical arguments they deploy in their considerations of what 
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justice requires in diverse societies. Taylor's theoretical fiamework is explored via his seminal 

essay on the politics of recognition. His theory of recognition is critically scrutinized against the 

backdrop of his advocacy of distinct society status for Quebec and his advocacy of a tiered 

approach to identity and belonging encapsulated in the notion of deep divenity. Like Taylor, 

Young's approach to justice is explored via her analysis of the failures of liberalism. Young's 

emphasis, however, concentrates on the ways in which the conceptual apparatus of conventional 

approachcs to justicc both ionstnicts diffcrcncc and thcn ncgatcs the diffcrent h m  cqual 

consideration in justice discourses. Finally, 1 examine the revised liberalism of Kymlicka who, 

in a sense, offers a cntical rejoinder to the critiques of liberalism proffered by Taylor and 

Young. Here. 1 examine the theoretical assumptions integral to Kymlicka's concept of societal 

culture and analyze the implications of his approach for rninority groups in diverse societies. My 

intention is to illuminate how different theoretical approaches to justice reveal distinct 

interpretations of the key concepts of justice, and how these alternative interpretative efforts 

yield different normative hmeworks for addressing justice clairns in diverse societies. 

Having provided a context in which the issues of justice and divenity are undentood and 

exarnined in political theory, and having demonstrated how different conceptual schemes imply 

different institutional Crameworks for dealing with justice claims, 1 tum to consider the issues of 

justice and diversity in the context of Northem Ireland. 

Part II turns to the complex issue of being and belonging in Northern Ireland. The 

foreword to Part II details the way I examine the relationship between concepts, constitutions 

and judgrnents in the context of Northem Ireland. Chapter 4 examines the concept of parity of 

esteem, a justice- and equality-based concept that attempts to reconceive the notion of being and 

belonging in the complex political and cultural context of Northem Lreland. This chapter 

illustrates how a key concept in the political discourse of Northern Ireland has been conceived to 

provide both communities with a fnmework a g a k t  which they can locate their narratives of 

being and belonging without reinforcing group-conflict. 1 offer a defense of the concept against 

those who charge it with inspiring moral and cultural relativism. 1 conclude that parity of esteem 
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provides the conceptual resources necessary to establish an innovative and morally defensible 

normative framework through which a diverse society might be constmcted. 

Chapter 5 analyzes the Agreement as an attempt to re-constitute Northern Ireland as a 

diverse and contested society. 1 argue that the concept of parity of esteem is cmied through to 

the constitutional framework enunciated in the Agreement, which provides for a differentiated 

conception of citizenship to be at the core of Northem Irelands political and cultural identity. 1 

examine the xays in which grolip n m t i v e s  of being and Sdonging an: cons:itutionalizcd in thc 

Agreement alongside conventional individual rights-based protections. 1 conclude this chapter 

recapitulaiing the Agreement's innovative and profound aaempt to constitutionalize diversity 

and multiplicity at the core of Northern Ireland's political identity. 

Chapter 6 then demonstrates how conceptualizing and constitutionalizing divenity 

provides a normative framework to adjudicate important political and cultural disputes in the 

province. Here, 1 focus on the issue of Orange parades, which in many ways is a microcosm of 

the broader political and cultural conflict in Northem Ireland. t argue that the Frarnework For 

adjudicating disputes is provided for by the already-accepted constitutional nom that Northem 

Ireland contains two equally legitimate narratives of being and belonging. The primary 

implication of this nom is that claims by Protestants/unionists to absolutist-style rights to 

freedom of expression and association are unjustifiable, as are the claims by 

Catholics/nationalists to entirely suppress parades. I conclude by recapitulating the importance 

of' the reiationship between concepts, constitutions, and judgments evidenced in the way parity 

of esteem, the Agreement and Parades, in the narne of doing justice to Northem Ireland's 

diversity, have re-shaped the political and cultural identity of the province. 

Part III brings together the insights we have gleaned from Parts 1 and II. Chapter 7 re- 

engages the conversation of political theory and reflects on what we have Iearnt about the nature 

of justice and diversity fiom our examination of Northem Ireland. 1 reflect on the ways that 

Taylor, Young, and Kymlicka would endorse or cnticize the approach to justice and divenity 

evidenced in our discussion of parity of esteem, the Agreement, and Parades. 1 argue that the 

need to re-conceive Northern Ireland's public sphere so that it admits of both modes of being and 
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belonging is lent considerable philosophical support by Young's approach to justice in diverse 

societies, and that Taylor's and Kyrnlicka's approaches have distinct theoretical drawbacks for 

the Northern lreland case. 

Chapter 8 defends rny claim that Young's theoretical approach to justice has the most to 

say to conflict in Northern Ireland on two grounds. The first is that Young's appmach to justice 

and diversity captures the essence of the relationship between concepts, constitutions, and 

judgmnis in üs much as iizr tlieory rr-imagines the nature of Lhz public sphere in the absence of 

an over-arching Framework of political community. Young's appmach to justice and diversity 

applies equally well to divided societies as it does to societies that exhibit a good deal of 

political and cultural solidai-ity. Secondly, and flowing frorn considerations of the first sort, 

Young's approach to justice speaks beyond the paradigrnatic confines of the nation-state. Young 

re-imagines the nature of political debate so that it c m  be separated From the notion of a politicai 

comrnunity understood as the sphere where people with shared political and cultural ends meet 

to debate the nature of their view of the good. 

The appeal of Young's theoretical h e w o r k  is that re-imagining comrnunity in the 

absence of shared ends invites us to see that the ends of justice sometimes require us to step 

outside of conventional paradigms of understanding the bonds of political community. The 

current attempt to bmker a constitutional settlement in Northem ireland requires this theoretical 

support, and in tum, unconventional theoretical approaches to political community c m  gain 

much From looking to those cases where the challenge of divenity renders conventional 

paradigms problematic. In this sense, the conversation of contemporary political theory 

(speaking through the voice of Young) and the conversation of contemporary Northern Ireland 

offer reciprocal support for each other's quest for doing justice in diverse societics. 
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PART I 

TWO CONVERSATIONS ABOUT JUSTICE: 
NORTHERN IRELAND AND POLITICAL 

THEORY 



1. On difference, identity, and the use of the terms cultural and political 

Describing the nature of the differences that divide the two cornrnunities in Northem Ireland is a 

complex task-one that has been the central objective of a great many works prior to this one. It 

is beyond the b i e f  of this work to offer a comprehensive account of the divisions in Northem 

Ireland and the ways these divisions are propagated. However, as 1 pointed out in the 

Introduction, the frarnework 1 employ to analyse, describe, and comprehend the nature of the 

conflict in the province relies on a particular rendering of chfferetice that requires explmation. 

Accordingly, 1 want bnefly to identify the dimensions of difference in Northem Ireland that 1 

take to be at the core of the conflict in the province. Identikng the nature of the di fferences 1 

hold to be central to the conflict simultaneously illuminates the analytical fiamework (for 

understanding the conflict) which 1 employ in the dissertation. In what follows, I want to offer 

insights into the way 1 conceive terms like ailtiire and identiy in order to provide as much 

scope as possible to the ensuing discussion of justice in diverse societies-with particular 

emphasis on Northern Ireland. I do not want to offer comprehensive or definitive definitions of 

culture and identity for fear of constmcting rigid, abstract, and static conceptions of these t ems  

that would run counter to the project of the dissertation. Making judgments about when and 

whether or not something is a cultural or political issue should not be pre-determined by the use 

of ngid analytical boundaries. Sometimes such determinations wiil (and should) remain elusive. 

Tnuiking about culture and identity in the context of Northern Ireland orients us towards 

an analysis of the dimensions of difference-for Northem ireland is a society constituted by 

cultural and political diversity-which requkes two interrelated foms of analysis. The fïrst, and 

most obvious, is that which reflects on the empincal history of the province and takes account of 



the encounters between people over the past four centuries. This sort of inquiry begins with an 

examination of the interactions between the English and the Irish and focuses on the key 

moments of their collective history that demonstrate the "separateness" of these two lands and 

the impact this initial boundary distinction has had on the peoples inhabiting them. This is the 

approach 1 adopt in chapter 1 where 1 give a brief historical overview of the most important 

events in Irish, Northern Irish, and English/British history. This approach allows us to look back 

and examine the concrete circumstances that contributed to the development (and maintenance) 

of the cultural and political narratives instrumental to the development of nval political 

aspirations and distinct cultural attachments in the province today. 

The second form of analysis operates with a different set of considerations, concemed 

chiefiy with theoretical approaches to understanding and analyzing notions of difference. Here, 

we rely on philosophical, anthropological, political, and sociological Frameworks for analysing 

the differences exhibited in the history of Ireland, Northern Ireland, and EnglandlBritain. 

Engaging these theoretical approaches to difference allows us to do two things. Fint, it allows 

us to speak meaninghilly about differences in cziltziral attachment or political aspirution 

because we are able to identifj what we mean by (and include under the headings of) ctiltziral 

attachment and political aspiration. Second, reflecting on what we mean when we use terms 

like niltiiral attachmenr or political aspiration gives us the analytical capacity to engage 

broader questions surrounding issues of identity and agency which are constitutively attached to 

concepts of ndtiire, society, and nation. 

Let me turn to give an overview of the ways in which I employ these two Forms of 

analysis and the implications they have for the issues I discuss in the thesis. 1 begin with the first 

type of analysis which focuses on the concrete dimensions of difference in Northern Ireland. 1 

noted above that 1 give a brief historical account of the key events in IrishMorthem Lrish and 

EnglishlBritish history in order to reveal the nature and sources of their antagonistic 

relationship. 1 detail the ways in which the politics of one country (England) were played out in 

the politics of the other (Ireland). 1 emphasize the interrelatedness of politics and culture when 

discussing the colonization of Ireland, with particular reference to the events surrounding the 



plantation of Ulster in the seventeenth century. in my re-telling of [rish/Northern Irish history 1 

focus on both the social and the political history of the past three centuries in order to illustrate 

the overlapping dimensions of difference which underscore the narratives of the protagonists 

today. So. the historical background 1 offer gives us a context in which to understand 

contemporary identities in the province by illustrating the ways in which key events have 

conrributed to (and reinforced) the emergence of an antagonistic relationship between two 

dominant renderings of a Northem Irish identity. 

My approach here is influenced by the analytical fnmework supplied by Joseph Ruane's 

and Jenni fer Todd's analysis of the differences in Northem Ireland, in which difference is 

accounted for in the lollowing terms: 

Ireland's mode of integration into the emerging British world introduced into its culture 
and social relationships four overlapping socio-cultural and ideological differences 
which would prove enduring - based on religion, ethnicity, settler-native status and 
concepts of progress and backwardness. To these would be added in the nineteenth 
century a further difference based on national identity and a11e~iance.l 

Hence my use of the terms citltural (to cover religion, ethnicity, settlednative, 

colonizer/colonized) and poiiticai (national aspiration, self-determination) when refemng to 

dimensions of difference throughout the dissertation. Again, let me reiterate that the 

distinguishing characteristics of these hvo categories are meant as analytical tools, not 

straightjackets thrown around tems for the purposes of excluding complex situations. They are 

rneant to help us  identiQ the complexity of the problems confionting Nonhem Ireland in order 

to identiQ more accurately the source of current antagonisms and possible remedies. Of course, 

the problem in Northern Ireland is that the dimensions of difference in the province are-to 

employ the laquage of democratic theory-overlapping rather than crosscutting. They feed into 

the narratives that provide the source material for defining self and other in competing and 

antagonistic terms. Hence, they are defined as not ils, th- become Other. In so doing, these 

overlapping diEerences contribute to the establishment of notions of fixed differences, marking 

boundaries that serve to constmct communal antagonisms instead of mitigating conilict by the 

creation of allegiances that cut across identity narratives. Thus, my use of the terms 



Catholichationalist and Protestant/unionist is meant to capture the complexity within identity 

frameworks while simultaneously highlighting the overlapping nature of cultural and political 

di fferences in the province. 

Now to the theoretical fhmework I employ when 1 refer to the concepts of culture and 

identity. Here I follow two paths that correspond to the two purposes I gave for clariGng the 

theoretical assumptions underlying my approach to identity and difference. The first path takes 

its cue from Joseph Carens' Framewvork for understanding what is at issue when we invoke the 

terms culture and identity. When invoking culture he assumes the following: 

cultures evolve and change over time; cultures are influenced, directly and indirectly, by 
other cultures; cultures contain conflicting elements; . . .cultures are subject to many 
different, oRen conflicting interpretations, by both members and outsiders; that the 
extent to which a particular culture pmvides value and meaning to the lives of the people 
who participate in it Vary among the members of the culture and may itself be a topic of 
interpretative dispute; and that memben of one culture rnay be exposed to, have access 
to, and even participate as members in one or more other cultures.' 

When invoking identity he assumes that: 

identities are partly subjectively detemined and partly objectively irnposed and that the 
mix of these two varies fiom one context to another; that people sometimes experience 
their identities as given, sometirnes as chosen, and sometimes as a combination of the 
two; that the meaning and salience of a given identity varies From one person to another 
among those who share the identity, and may shift over time in both of these respects 
both for the group as a whole and for individual members within it; that people ofien 
have multiple identities each of which rnay have al1 of the preceding characteristics; and 
that group identities may or rnay not reflect cultural differences between groups (and can 
be quite powerful even when they do net).) 

What Carens manages to do here is to provide the necessary flexibility in his conceptions of 

culture and identity without sacrificing their conceptual integrity. This is fundamental, for the 

two concepts are crucially important to the tasks of political and social theory. And in the 

context of this work, are central to providing an adequate account of the confiict in Northern 

Ireland and reflecting on the conflict from the perspective of recent debates in political theory. 

This is the approach to culture and identity 1 adopt in the dissertation and it dovetails 

well with the theoretical argument 1 advance, which argues for interpretative fiameworks of 

justice that work outwards fiom an assumption of diversity rather than cornmonality. The reason 



I bring the conversation of political theory together with the conversation of Northem Lreland is 

to illuminate the ways in which curent conceptions of doing justice in diverse societies would 

benefit fiom a critical examination of their major premises in Iight of a contextual understanding 

of the concrete complexities of Northem Ireland. Theory c m  help to identiQ the ways in which 

we bracket our discussions of justice that preclude marginalized voices From being heard in 

justice discourses. Or at least, this is what 1 contend and defend in the dissertation. As I argue in 

chapters 2 and 3, adopting a critical stance to the theoretical frameworks underlying justice is an 

essential pre-condition for the recognition of diverse Othen, especially if the consequence of 

recognition is the inclusion of diverse voices in the political and cultural discourses of society. 

Because I believe this to be true generally-r more accurately, to be true in theory-1 want to 

apply it to Northem Ireland-a situation where recognizing the fact of diversity appears as a 

fundamental condition for doing justice. 

Northem Ireland offers us a crucial insight into the nature of group confiict in societies 

where diversity is often regarded as a probiem to be overcome rather than as a norm that 

requires more innovative institutional and policy responses where identities c m  be re-imagined 

and re-negotinred. The point here is that there are actual cases where notions of identity, culture 

and politics need to be critically examined in order to move beyond the conventional ways of 

treating difference in justice discourses. This is what 1 attempt to do throughout the dissertation 

and it explains my use of the ternis cuittiral and political when discussing issues of difference or 

divenity between the two traditions. I am attempting to identify the primary elements within the 

competing identity narratives in the province responsible for the consmiction of an antagonistic 

Other. 

Applying the concepts of political and social theory in complex situations can be a cumbersome 

task. But retaining the cumbersorne nature of this task is important if we are to realise outcomes 

that can speak to the complexity of the phenornena we confront. Overly narrow analytical 

fiameworks tend to ovenimplifi problems-with the result that the solutions proposed tend to 

be too readily conceived in simplistic ways with neatly demarcated tasks. This dissertation has 



opted for the other path-the one less travelled-in the hope of shedding some light on a 

complex and multifaceted conflict. Consequently, the t e m s  used to describe the complex 

situation in Northern Ireland, the theoretical framework employed to analyse notions of 

difference and identity, and the analytical fiamework used to bring these nvo complex 

discourses together is meant to do two things: to provide a lens that allows for the maximum 

amount of complexity to shine through the conversation; and to provide a relatively stable 

foundation to critically analyse the product of the conversation. It is against this backdrop then 

tliat the tems culture and identity are employed throughout the dissertation. 
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Chapter 1 

Explaining Northern Ireland 
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Northem ireland is a divided society. Explaining how it becarne so is the task of this 

chapter. While sorne historians mark the beginning of the "Ulster questiontt f?om 1609, others 

weave a tale that has its ongins as far back as the Norman invasion in 1169.' I want to distill 

much of the historical record into a manageable and coherent narrative so that those unfamiliar 

with Northem ireland can better understand the present predicament. The history telling of this 

chapter then serves two purposes. First, it provides a context against which the present-day 

justice daims madc by bath p u p s  cm be appreciated. Szcondly, it alloivs me to tstablisli the 

grounds upon which 1 lay the c l a h  that the Northern Ireland conflict should be understood, in 

part, as a conflict between competing politico-cultural identities-where political aspiration, 

cultural identity, and reiigious narratives combine to constnict antagonistic group identities in 

the province. Viewing the conflict barn this perspective moves us away from simple single 

category signifiers such as religion, or national aspiration, and orients us toward the issue of 

contextual identities-the site where various historical narratives meet to construct an image of 

self, of one's sense of place, of one's political and cultural attachments, of one's sense of 

belonging, of one's Being-in-the-world. The fact that there are competing identities present in 

Northern Ireland, each of which constnicts an image of the Other as a threat, or as morally 

inferior, or less loyal, or less legitimate, serves to reinforce the importance of political aspiration 

and cultural identity for understanding and addressing the conflict. 

While much of what i Say in this chapter may be familiar to those intimate with the 

historical events and processes that have shaped Northem Irish society, it will nevertheless serve 

to highlight what 1 believe to be key in developing the sharp cleavages present in contemporary 

Northem Ireland. That said, I do not intend my interpretation of the historical record to be 

comprehensive. This is evident in the events 1 choose not to discuss as much as it is in the 

brevity of my discussion of those that 1 do. A fmal preemptory remark is warranted. 

1 have chosen not to discuss some of the key events that have occurred in Northern 

Irelad fiom 1972 onward in this chapter. This is so for hKo reasons. Firstly, 1 do not intend the 

dissertation to stand as a comprehensive historical accouot of the reasons for the current con£iict. 

Rather, 1 concentrate on the specific events that best illustrate the broader theoretical argument 
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of this chapter (and dissertation)-narnely, that the conflict in Northem Ireland is a by-product 

of the inability to render justice in a diverse society. Secondly, I will have reason to refer to most 

of the key events that have occurred in the past thirty years in subsequent chapters. Most notably 

Part II deals specifically with parity of esteem, the Agreement and Parades. 

This chapter then concems itself with five time periods defined around significant 

historical events: The plantation of Ulster, the Siege of Derry, the United Irishmen, the Act of 

LTnion and Home Rule, and Majority rule. Each of these periods provides h y  elements to the 

cultural and political narratives that structure the competing communal identities within 

Northem Ireland. Finally, I confront the claims to political authonty that both traditions appeal 

to and offer an explanation why many of the political representatives of both cornmunities 

continue to invoke an image of Northem Ireland in exclusivist political and cultural terms. This 

will allow me to substantiate a claim that I make throughout the dissertation-that Northern 

Ireland requires an alternative conceptual and constitutional framework to accommodate the 

political aspirations and cultural attachments of its diverse communities. 

i. A briehote on Ianguage 

Before tuming to my condensed reconstruction of Irish and Northem Irish history 1 want to 

cl&@ a few points regarding language. Northern Ireland, as a distinct and bounded entity, did 

not exist pnor to 1921. The geo-political space of Northern Ireland is itself a product of the 

conflict. This is illuminated today in the refusa1 of some Catholics/nationalists to use the term 

Worthern Ireland'. Enstead, some Catholics/nationalists refer to it as "the six counties" or the 

"North of Ireland" both of which aim to reinforce the supposed artificial barrier imposed by the 

British govemrnent (with the CO-operation of Irish "traitors") on an otherwise "naturally" "united 

Ireland". For some Protestants/unionists, the area is referred to as "Ulster" or "loyal Ulster", 

referring to the histoncal ties between the province and the Protestant Throne in England. 

Although most Protestants/unionists are happy to use the term Northern Ireland as a means of 

legitimating their stake on the island of Ireland and its ties with the Union. These contested 

approaches to temtonai claims signify the depth of the curent conflict. 



Let me make it clear that when 1 speak of Northem Ireland, 

Ireland, 1 am refemng to the entity that came into existence in 

negotiations between republicans and the Bntish Government. It 

statement favoring one interpretation of hstory over another. When 
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or the province of Northem 

1921 as a result of treaty 

is not meant as a political 

[ use the term IreIand, or the 

Republic, the area covered by the noun depends upon the histoncal moment 1 am refemng to. 

Prior to L 92 1 ,  the term Ireland refers to the whole of the island. Post 192 1, 1 attempt to use the 

terms sppropride to ihe particular moment k i n g  discussed. Hence, I use the tems Irish Frcc 

State (19274937) and the Republic of IrelandRepublic (193%) with due regard to the historical 

moment in question. 

1. The plantation of Ulster 

From the eleventh to the sixteenth centuries, the English Crown was embroiled in a 

constant battle to cernent its power in Scotland and Wales, and as it consolidated its power base 

in these regions, it looked toward Ireland as a logical extension of the throne. From the sixteenth 

century, the Tudor throne set about extending its influence in Ireland, which was seen as crucial 

to its strategic security interests as well as attempting 'to bting a Crown possession long 

perceived as lawless, costly, unproductive and culturally backward into line with its own 

developing notions of religion, statehood, economy and culture." As the Reforrnation swept 

through Europe, the English Crown identified itself, as well as the emerging concept of the 

~ n g l i s h ~  "nation", with Protestantism. In an attempt to bring [reland under English (and hence 

Protestant) control the Crown decided to plant English and Scottish settlers in Ulster, 

establishing a secure basis from which Bntish interests in Ireland would be secured. The logic of 

the plantation was simple: if Ireland could not be converted to loyal Protestantism, loyal 

Protestantism would be planted in Ireland. 

The plantation of Ulster was brought into effect in 1609 f i e r  "the flight of the earls"' in 

1607. Following the defeat of Hugh O'Neill (the 1 s t  of the Gaelic Lords) by Crown forces led 

by Mountjoy, the earls Tyrone and Tyroncomell Bed to the continent. The Bntish regarded their 

actions as evidence of treason, and confiscated their lands. The Crown seized Armagh, Cavan, 

Coleraine (which was Iater renamed Londonderry), Donegal, Ferrnanagh and Tyrone 
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representing six of the nine counties of the historic province of Ulster. Following the 'flight of 

the earls', the plantation of Ulster was put into effect in 1609-1610 where 'native settlers' were 

removed f?om the land. As Jonathon Bardon notes: 

Separation was the essence of the scheme, in which the largest group of 
colonists, lcnown as undertakers, had to clear their estates completely of native 
Irish inhabitants ... Undertalcers had to be English or Scots who had taken the 
Oath of Supremacy - that is, Protestants ...' 

The multilayered features of planter identity, "English/Scotl', "Protestant" and "settler/planter" 

signified the beginning of one of the key cleavages that distinguish the "two communities" in 

Northem Ireland frorn 1609 to the present. From that point on the original inhabitants of Ireland 

becarne "colonized", "dispossessed", "native", "Catholic", which would later serve to mark out 

the distinction between Scots-English and Irish national identities. 

By 1641, 41 percent of the land in Ulster was settled by English-Scots. Not only did the 

settlen represent a Protestant Crown but they also propagated a cultural clash still in evidence in 

the rhetoric of confiict today. The settlers thought of themselves, like other colonial settlee 

around the world, as "civilizers", bringing with them "superior" 'English laws, customs, speech, 

habits and dress.'' Along with large-scale unrest arnongst the native uish due to expulsion from, 

and confiscation of, their land, the introduction of a foreign culture Fueled discontent that led to 

the 164 1 rebellion. The 1641 rebellion, where native Irish massacred thousands of English-Scot 

settlers, looms large in the historical memory of present day Protestants/unionists. It is viewed 

as direct evidence of the continuing state of siege that Protestants find themselves in on the 

island of Ireland. However, as most historians note, the events of 1641 cannot be neatly 

separated h m  the English Civil War. The battles in ireland between the Scots army (fighting to 

restore Protestant authority in Ireland) and the native Irish carried on through to the beginning of 

1642 and became embroiled in the events of the English Civil War. When Charles 1 was 

executed in January 1649, Cromwell, as Lord Protector of the Commonwealth, moved to Ireland 

to put an end to Irish insurrection. Cromwell succeeded in defeating the Irish, expelling 

Catholics from their land, and driving them from a number of towns and villages. The 

Cromwellian influence on Ireland cannot be overstated. Cromwell succeeded in increasing 

Protestant land ownership so that by 1680, Protestants owned 80 percent of the land.' While 
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campaigns against the native lrisNCatholics eased during the Restoration, the planting of a 

Protestant aristocracy had secured Protestant control over ireland. Although James II appointed 

some Catholic omcials in ~reland,~ the arriva1 of the Glorious Revolution ensured there would 

be no reprieve f?om the Protestant ascendancf in Ireland. 

II. The Siege of Derry 

When James II failed to hold onto the British Throne, yid the Whi;s invited William of 

Orange to occupy it, James retreated to Ireland. The battle for control of the British Throne had 

moved, once again, to Ireland. The siege of Derry occupies a central place in the complex 

historical narrative of Northem Ireland. As A.T.Q. Stewart notes: The factor which 

distinguishes the siege of Deny from al1 other histonc sieges in the British Isles is that it is still 

going on."' In 1689, when troops loyal to James II mived at the walls of Derry city, the gates 

were locked and held by 13 Apprentice Boys. The Apprentice Boys' parades which occur every 

August around the historical walls of Deny city (and are one of the sources of a continuing 

struggle behveen those who claim parades as a right to celebrate a cultural event and others who 

argue it is nothing more than an expression of British triumphalism over the Irish) are a constant 

reminder of the interconnections between history, cultural tradition, and identity. The siege of 

Derry is part of Protestant folklore. It marks the histoncal event of 13 boys who refused to 

surrender the gates of the city (hence the modem catch cry and pararnilitary slogan of "No 

Surrender") to James' army. While the gates to the city remained closed, James iI comrnanded 

that the city be starved into submission. For 106 days the city remained besieged by troops loyal 

to James (aided by Louis MV) until it was "liberated" by forces under the control of William of 

Orange. For rnany Protestants, the siege of Derry comrnemorated in August every year 

represents the final secuxing of the plantation of Ulster. The Protestant Scots-English planters 

had secured their place in Ireland and had established an identity that was distinct in religion, 

custorn and ethnic origin. Moreover, the defeat of James II by William at the Battle of the Boyne 

in 1690 has merged to become part of the Deny narrative. The siege of Derry serves two 

purposes in the Protestant/unionist tradition: m t l y  it represents the securing of the Ulster 
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plantation thereby securing a Scots-English cultural identity in Ulster; and secondly, it 

represents the victory of the Protestant Crown in Bntain. Thus, these two moments in the 

Protestant/unionist tradition are viewed as integral to the Protestant/unionist stmggle. 

III. The United Irishmen 

Throughout the eighteenth century, Catholics were subjected to severe foms of 

discrimination. As O'Leary and McGany note: 

Catholics were excluded from the religious, political, and social 
establishments, Le. from the ownership of property, membenhip of the 
professions, and representation in parliament and government. Catholic 
ecclesiastics were made outlaws; intermarriage with Catholics was banned; 
Catholic schools and burials were made illegal ..." 

Following the French Revolution in 1789, and as a result of the war between Bntain and France, 

the British government secured the passage of the Catholic Relief Act through the fnsh 

Parliament. The Bill gave a limited number of Catholics the nght to vote (based on land tenure) 

although it did not permit Catholics to sit in parliament. The main purpose of the Bill was not 

Catholic emancipation however. Rather, Britain was keen to ensure that the French did not 

receive any undue assistance from Catholics in Ireland. However, the Amencan and the French 

Revolutions had provided a mode1 of emancipation for radicals seeking an end to the 

denominational domination of Ireland. One such group of radicals, The United Irishmen, was 

formed in 1791. Formed initially by Presbyterian radicals, who were subjected to widespread 

Anglican discrimination, the movement achieved popular support from Catholics when it 

embraced Catholic emancipation. For the Presbyterian Dissenters, emancipation and 

liberalization in France had demonstrated that Catholicism could admit of a radical variant and 

need not be rendered in terms synonyrnous with conservatism. The most celebrated member of 

The United Irishmen, Wolfe Tone, expressed their goals thus: 

To subvert the tyranny of ou- execrable govemment, to break the comection 
with Enpland, the never-failing source of a11 our political evils, and to assert 
the independence of my country-these were my objects. To unite the whole 
people of Ireland, to abolish the memory of al1 past dissension, and to 
substitute the common name of Irishmen in place of the denominations 
Catholic, Protestant and Dissenter, these were my means." 
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The United kshrnen instigated a rebellion in 1798 attempting to ernulate other revolutionary 

movements by overthrowing the denominational power of the British govenunent in ireland. 

While the revolution failed, it provided the British govemrnent with the evidence it needed to 

reinforce its view that insurrection in Ireland was an ever- present threat. Although the United 

Irishmen contained a number of radical Scots-Presbyterians in Ulster, the majonty of its 

members were Catholic. This served to reinforce the dual identities that were continuing to 

emerge t h u g h o u t  the eighteenth rnd nineteenth centuries-lfish'Catholic!nativc contrsted 

with English-Scot/Protestant/settler. The anti-sectarian legacy of Tone has, Save For a few 

notable exceptions, been ovenhadowed by the triumph of ngid identity constructions dong 

cultural, political, and religious lines." 

IV. Act of Union and Home Rule 

The Act of Union in 1801 formally integrated Ireland into Great Bntain. Interestingly, 

Ireland was still demarcated in the title of the Union-The United Kingdom of Great Bntain and 

Ireland-a status not enjoyed by Scotland and Wales. This lent credibility to the widespread 

Catholic view that Ireland was not a "natural" part of the United Kingdom at al1 but was 

"colonized" and "attached" to Britain. The consequences of the Union led first to Daniel 

O'Comell's 'Repeal of the Union' movernent in the 1830s and 1840s which in tum provided the 

groundwork For the 'Home nile' movements which began in the 1870s led by Charles Stuart 

Parnell culminating in the fourth Home Rule Bill being introduced into Westminster (and 

passed) in 1919.'~ 

The ovemding political issue of the nineteenth century was Catholic ernancipation. The 

British Prime Minster, William Pin, linked Catholic emancipation to the Union in the sense that 

Catholics were denied civic equality with Protestants in ireland, but on a revised notion of the 

franchise, would be admitted to the House of Commons in Westminster where they would form 

a permanent minority." The major concem for Pitt was to stave off any threat fkom an uish- 

French alliance. The result, however, was dramatically different fiom the one envisaged by Pitt. 

Mthough the hundred Irish MPs who were admitted to Westminster immediately after the Union 

were drawn from class backgrounds simila. to their EngIish counterparts, t h s  changed after 
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Westminster. Throughout the nineteenth century, irish nationalisrn grew through the efforts of 

middle class professionals. The emergence of a growing identification of a national 

consciousness was evidenced in the founding of the Nation, (a weekly newspaper) 

'which ... combined news, literary cnticism, poetry and leaders on social and political 

q~estions.''~ The significance of the Nation, is revealed by  R. B. McDowell who noted that it 

quickly attaincd a largc circulation and attïactcd a taicntcd anay sf îontributars many of 
whom expressed themselves in verse. ..Irish history was nnsacked for episodes which 
could be romanticized, and contemporary politics were expounded in martial songs with 
a Iavish use of military metaphor. If much of the verse now seems artificial and hollow it 
nevertheless caught the mood of many Irishmen.. . 1 7  

Creating public opinion is crucial to any nationalist movement and Irish nationalism was no 

different.'' Throughout the nineteenth century, increasing numbers of emancipated Catholics 

demanded more than a voice in a British Parliament, they demanded a voice in a parliament of 

their own-making. 

From the Act of Union, through the Repeal of the Union and Home Rule movements, the 

divisions between Protestants and Catholics were attached to questions of 'national' identity. For 

Protestants, Ireland was part of the Union, and as a consequence, the subjects of Ireland owed 

their loyalty to the Protestant Crown. The issue of nationhood was not one that could be 

dissociated fiom the Crown itself Quite simply, Protestants in Ireland were loyal to the Crown 

first and Bntain second. The importance of this distinction behveen Crown and Parliament 

became clear in 191 t when the Ieader of the Ulster Unionist Council, Sir Edward Carson 

announced his intention to establish a provisional government in BelFast that was loyal to the 

Crown. This was a direct result of Asquith's intention of drafting the third Home Rule Bill in 

January 19 1 1. The signing of Ulster's Solemn League and Covenant l 9  in 19 12 was testimony to 

the resolve of Ulster's Protestants not to be mled by a Dublin-based Parliament. As Dr. William 

McKena made clear in his sermon at the Ulster Hall on Ulster Day-September 28", 19 12: 

We are plain, blunt men who love peace and industry. The Irish question is at bottom a 
war against Protestantism; it is an attempt to establish a Roman Catholic ascendancy in 
lreland to begïn the disintegration of the Empire by securing a second parliament in 
Dublin.'' 
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Protestantslunionists in Ulster prepared to defend their place in the Union by establishing 

the Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF) in 1912. The UVF was a military force prepared to offer 

military support for the establishment of a provisional Protestant led, and Unionist controlled 

govenurient in Ulster. This in tum led Irish Catholics to reorganize groups sympathetic to 

Catholichationalist sentiments (such as the irish Republican Brotherhood (IRB), the Ancient 

Order of Hibernians, the Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA) and the Gaelic League) to establish 

the Irish Volunteers. Harein lia dia oqaiüzational mots of tlie surrent paraniilitiq conflict iii 

Northern Ireland. 

On the 12th July 19 14, after several unsuccesshil attempts by Ulster Unionists to have 

Ulster excluded h m  the Home Rule Bill, the Ulster Unionist Council declared itself the 

Provisional Govemment of Ulster. This forced a series of negotiations between Unionists, 

Nationalists, and the British Government, which were brought to a halt by the outbreak of the 

First World War. The Home mle bill passed into law in 19 14 but was suspended from operation 

until the w a .  had ended. At the outbreak of the War, both Ulster unionists in the W F  and Irish 

nationalists in the Irish Volunteers joined up to defend Britain and Ireland. However, in 1916, a 

new band of Irish Volunteers which had split from those loyal to the British War effort rallied 

around centuries-old hostilities to ignite another Irish insurrection. The Easter Rising of 19 16, 

easily cmshed by the British and carried on under the banner of 'England's danger is Ireland's 

opportunity', re-ignited the conflict behveen Irish Catholic nationalists and British Protestant 

unionists. For some, the Easter nsing was an act of treason carried out by treacherous Catholics 

when Britain (and hence the Union) was at its most vulnerable. However, for others, the success 

of the Easter Rising lay in its capacity to raise broad nationalkt sentiment and sympathy for 

those killed during the ensuing battle. The result of the rising, which saw al1 of its leaders 

executed by the British Govemment, was the establishment of Sinn Féin, the separatist political 

party whose chief aim was the establishment of an independent, unitary republican Ireland. Sinn 

Féin won 73 of Ireland's 105 seats in the Westminster election in 19 18, refbsed to take up their 

seats in Westminster and set up an independent parliament in Dublin, the Dai1 ~ireann. 
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The fourth and final Home Rule Bill introduced in 1919 attempted to find a solution to 

the h s h  crisis by implementing two parliarnents in Ireland. One parliament in Belfast would 

govern six of the nine counties of Ulster (where the Protestant majority was at that stage 

65.234.5). Ulster Unionists who had previously said they would fight to the death to defeat 

Home Rule for ireland were now offered the opportunity to rule their own province. Tnis had the 

positive effect of providing Protestants/unionists with a secure base fiom which to defend 

against aiy futurc proposais for the unification of Ircland. R e  pragmatisrn of the unionists' 

position in 1919 has been vindicated since. Every attempt at negotiations between Britain and 

Ireland over the future status of Northem Ireland has met with steadfast unionist resistmce. 

Indeed, the establishment of the province provided Ulster unionists with the security, and 

indeed, the constitutional legality to condemn actions by subsequent British governrnents as 

those of "perfidious Albion". 

The passing of the fourth Home Rule Bill in 1919, known as the Government of Ireland 

Act 1920, was overshadowed by the War of Independence waged between Irish VolunteersIIRB 

and British forces fkom 1919 to 192 1. This prompted the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1921 where the 

British Govemment granted Irish independence for twenty-six of the original thirty-hvo counties 

of Ireland. While Ulster unionists had sacrificed three counties of the province of Ulster to the 

Irish Free State (Cavan, Donegal and Monaghan) they had retained the six that gave them the 

greatest Protestant majority overall (DerryLondondeny, Antrim, Tyrone, Down, Fermanagh and 

Armagh). If the three excluded counties were included in Northem ireland, the ratio of 

Protestants to Catholics would have been 56 per cent Protestant to 44 Catholic rather than 65.5 

per cent and 34.5 per cent respectively-a much more precarious majority. 

V. Majority rule: 1921-1972 

Although partition had secured a "Protestant future" for Northem ireland, devolved 

government meant that the fate of Catholics/nationalists, who now found themselves in the 

minority in Northem Ireland, rested in the hands of the newly created govemment in the 

province. The partition dividing Northem Ireland and the Irish Free State created more than 
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merely a geo-political boundary. Partition created a series of divisions across a number of 

fiontiers: it codified religious, cultural, and political divisions between Northern Ireland and 

Ireland; the establishment of a majoritarian state in the newly created province fostered political, 

cultural and religious divisions between Protestants/unionists and Catholic/nationalists; it 

created political and cultural divisions between Northem Ireland and mainland Bntain; it created 

tensions between Northern Catholic/nationalists and the govemment and people of (what is now 

known as) the Republic of Irelmd with the former accusing the latter of tctnj ing Iïcland's 

national interest by agreeing to partition; and it also created the conditions for the Irish Civil 

War conducted between pro- and anti-treaty movements. 

Partition enabled Protestants/unionists in Northern Ireland and Catholics/nationalists in 

the irish Free State the oppominity to commence a program of state-building in line with their 

political, cultural, and religious identities. Consequently, both states constnicted imagined 

communities2' out of their histoncal narratives and set about building public institutions that 

would reflect the identities central to these narratives. In short. both states were free to punue 

their political aspirations, which were intertwined with cultural and religious attachrnents. Like 

numerous other states in the post-colonial era, Northem Ireland and the Irish Free State had to 

confiont the problem of disceming and then defining the normative principles integral to their 

conception of who they were, what sort of society they wanted to become, and the f o m  that 

their sense of national unity would assume. 

It is important to remind ounelves of both the politico-social and the moral significance 

attached to these foundational moments. That is, newly emerging states con front normative 

issues by recoune to two different (though related) forms of inquiry. The fint sort involves the 

articulation of standards, rules, and principles of "right" action. These, are usually encapsulated 

in discourses concemed with justice or t-ights issues. The second sort of inquiry, as Joseph 

Carens suggests, 'is more likely to use words as "wisdom," "pride," and "tradition" and to 

intertwine arguments about ideals, interests, and identity.'" I do not want to suggest that the two 

types of inquires are not interrelated, as though specific historical and political contexts are not 

implicated in the way rights or justice are conceived by a p d c u l a r  society. Rather, what I do 
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want to argue is that in the case of Northem Ireland, these two sorts of inquiries took a particular 

path, where concepts of tradition, interests, pride, and identity acted as regulative standards, 

setting the parameten for considerations of justice and rights. Now, From the perspective of 

conventional liberal theory, this is a reversa1 of what ought to occur. That is, considerations of 

justice should establish the parameters within which debates about identity ought to take place. 

But this was not the case in Northem Ireland. To demonstrate how this ordering of standards 

occurred - how the !anguage of identity came to set the ternis of rcfcrcncc for rhc languagc of 

justice or right-and the reasons for it, I want first to detail the empirical circumstances of 

majonty rule in Northem Ireland by describing the constitutional and broad political context 

within which Protestantslunionists worked, then move on to discuss the practical consequences 

of unionist dominance. Finally, 1 examine the theoretical arguments deployed by various types 

of unionists to justify their advocacy (histoncal and on going) of a political order founded on the 

principle of majonty consent. 

1. Constitu tioual circumstances 

Although the newly created province of Northem Ireland was free to define its own sense 

of community, there were some restrictions imposed on the state building of Northem Ireland's 

political leaders, which came in the form of the Government of Ireland Act 1920. This Act 

provided the constitutional panmeters within which Northem Ireland's future would be shaped. 

As Claire Palley noted: 

Put positively, the Northem Ireland Parliament [could] legislate on matters 
relating to law and order, to the police, to Courts other than the Supreme  COU^, 
to civil and criminal law, to local govemment, to health and social services, to 
education, to planning and development, to commerce and industrial 
development and intemal trade, to agriculture and finance? 

While Westminster reserved certain powers (foreign policy, taxation, and defense), the on 

effective limitation on the Government's intemal power was that it could not alter or repeal the 

Goventment of Ireland Act or any Westminster Act. Westminster thus reserved the sovereign 

right to repeal or alter the Govemment of Ireland Act and consequently, abolish, alter, or re- 
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negotiate the tenns of Governrnent in Northem Ireland (which it did when it prorogued Stomont 

in 1972 and reintroduced direct nile from Westminster). 

The Government of Ireland Act demonstrated either a complete lack of foresight or a lack 

of political will by the British govement  by its failure to make provisions for the protection of 

the minority community. In contrat to the practice of politics in Ireland, the mode1 of 

democracy set out in the Act seemed overly optirnistic. While the Act did provide for the 

protection of certain rights, its narroqx conception of discrimination alfowcd cnough spacc for 

the majority Protestant/unionist community to rule on its own tems. For instance, Section 5 of 

the Governnient of lreland Act appean to preclude most foms of systematic discrimination 

based on religious belief, conviction, and practice. Section 5 of the Act stated: 

In the exercise of their power to make laws under this Act ... the Parliament of 
Northem Ireland shall make a law so as either directly or indirectly to establish 
or endow any religion, or prohibit or restrict the fiee exercise thereof, or give a 
preference, privilege, or advantage, or impose any disability or disadvantage, on 
account of religious belief or religious or ecclesiastical status ...'" 

However, such references to liberal neutrality were never held in high regard in the province. As 

Northern Ireland P i m e  Minister ( M O -  1940) James Cnig fmously observed, the Northem 

Ireland parliament was a 'Protestant Parliament for a Protestant pe~p le . "~  In a situation where 

communal conflict had been the n o m  for a period of three centuries one might consider section 

5 of the Goventment of ireland Act a rather feeble attempt at protection of minority rights. As it 

turned out, the Following fi@-one yean of majonty-rule in Northem Ireland illustrated the 

impotency of section 5 of the Act to deal with systematic discrimination. The reasons why the 

sort of halfway house between hlly-fledged Constitutional protection and parliamentary 

sovereignty proved, in the context of Northern Ireland, to be ineffective as a means of securing 

protection for minority rights are twofold. Firstly, the Govemrnent of ireland Act concerned 

itseif solely with religious discrimination, neglecting that discrimination can take social, 

cultural, and political foms. Therefore, any piece of legislation that discriminated against 

nationalists or against symbols of "Irish" cultural identity were not protected by the Act. This 

narrow, unifocal interpretation of discrimination proved to M e r  bolster cultural and political 

differences between the two communities by failing to recognize that the conflict between the 
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two communities takes place across religious, cultural and political spheres. Politics, religion 

and culture were intertwined in Northern Ireland. In the language of consociationalists, the 

cleavages in Northem Ireland were overlapping rather than cross-cutting. One's rnembenhip in, 

or identification with, one social group would nonnally correspond with membership in, or 

identification with, the other two goups. Hence, Catholics tended to identiQ themselves as 

"Irish", invoked Irish historical narratives to locate themselves in a culture, and tended toward 

nationalist politicd aspirations. On the other side, Protestmts tended tu identib with Brh in  (or 

the Crown), invoked the historical narratives of Ulster or Britain, and identified with the political 

aspirations of unionists. Thus, the cleavages between the two communities overlapped dong 

these three dimensions of difference. Therefore, any attempt to protect rninority rights by 

including anti-discrimination provisions would have to take al1 three into account. This was not 

the case in Northern Ireland. Consequently, minority protection in the Governnie~it of Ireland 

Act was weak and ineffective. 

Communal divisions were further consolidated by the abolition of proportional 

representation in favour of the plurality vote or first-past-the-post system of voting. Section 14 

of the Government of Ireiand Act implemented proportional representation with single 

tram ferable vote (PR (STV)) for Govemment elections. However, section 14 (5) stated: 

... the Parliament of Northern Ireland ... may alter the qualification and registration 
of the elecion, the law relating to elections ..., the constituencies, and the 
distribution of the rnembers arnong the constituencies, provided that in any new 
distribution the number of the memben shall not be altered and due regard shall 
be had to the population of the constituencies ..." 

The result was that the unionist controlled parliament abolished proportional representation prior 

to the 1929 Stormont election. The abolition of PR along with the redrawing of constituency 

boundaries created a gerrymander which would ensure the Ulster Unionists Party (W) 

dominated govenunent in the province for the next fifty-one years. 

2. Political and social consequenees 

U W  dominance was such that between 1921 and 1969, Northem ireland had just four 

Prime Ministers (James Craig 1920- 1940, John Miller Andrews 1940- 1943, Basil Brook 1943- 
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1963 and Terence O'Neill 1963-1969). Cabinet posts were also secure such that there was no 

change in cabinet membership between 1921 and 1940. Unionist dominance ensured 'a 

permanent majoritarian bloc ...[ that] facilitated the abuse of power.'" 

The fundamental questions of political comrnunity were answered by the U U P  for, and 

on behalf of, the Protestant/unionist majonty of Northern Ireland. Northem Ireland was a 

"Protestant state for Protestant people." Unionist political dominance led to Protestant 

dominance in most a r e s  of the province. 

So, by the late 1960s and early 1970s a picture of Protestant hegernony emerged. Take 

three institutions of cntical importance to a society as deeply divided as Northem Ireland's- 

policing, the judiciary, and the administrative arms of the state. Protestants staffed the legal 

institutions of Northem Ireland. Of the seven High Court judges, six were Protestant and one 

Catholic, a pattern repeated at al1 levels of the Coun d o m  to Crown prosecuton, under sheriffs 

and clerks of the peace who were al1 Protestant." The security forces responsible for policing- 

The Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC), A-. B- and C-specials were almost exclusive Protestant 

~r~anizations. '~ They had no legitimacy in the eyes of the Catholic/nationalist community and 

were noted as being 'their' (the Protestant's) police force. 

Protestants also staffed the administrative arms of the state. Senior administrative staff 

were between 92 and 98 per cent Protestant while the occupational grade were 94 per cent 

Protestant. This meant that those responsible for the formulation and implementation of public 

policy had linle knowledge of the issues which confionted the rninonty community. Direct 

political consequences of Protestant staffing and unionist political influence were evident in the 

housing sector. Those responsible for the allocation of public housing, the locus of a great deal 

of political maneuvering, were ovenvhelmingly servile to unionist interests. Control of public 

housing was crucial because of the role it played in maintaining political boundaries used to 

shape electoral outcomes via the gerrymander. As O'Leary and McGarry note: 

Housing-segregation maintained predictable electoral outcomes and prevented the 
development of mixed communities. Local authorities under U W  [Ulster Unionist 
Party] control west of the River Barn, where Catholics were far more likely to be the 
local majonty of the electorate, were most zedous in using planning controls and 
allocation systems to maintain their political d~rnination.'~ 
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The patterns of control of the Unionist Party cm, without doubt, be labeled as hegemonic, as 

O'Leary and McGany suggest in the Politics of Antagonism. There was a complete and 

systematic dominance and control of the province by the Protestant majority carried out 'on their 

behalf' by the UUP between 192 1-1 967. From 1967, the consequences of Unionist domination 

became untenable in the face of international awareness of civil nghts issues whic h, when they 

spread to Northem Lreland, met with powerfùl historical narratives of disenfianchisement and 

mxgindiz3tion in the Catho!ic!natitionalist c o m ~ ? i t ) . .  

The formation of the Northern Ireland Civil Rights Association (NICRA) in 1967 

attempted to redress the problems inherent within the political community of Northem Ireland. 

The aim of the MCRA was to highlight the degree to which Catholics/nationalists had been 

mistreated by unionist controlled Stormont and to demand reforrns aimed at recognizing the 

rights of Catholics/nationalists as equal citizens. The civil nghts marches that took place in 

Northern Ireland fiom 1967 facilitated the emergence of international pressure on the Northern 

ireland goverment to implement reform. Northem Ireland Prime Minister, Terence O'Neill, did 

implement some limited reforms aimed at appeasing Catholics/nationalists (by appointing an 

Ombudsman to deal with minority grîevances and promising an investigation into the Special 

Powen ACP) but divisions within the LnrP and other unionist ranks between hard-liners and 

liberals, as well as escalating demands for more hdarnental refonn by civil rights leaders, led 

to increasing tension in the province. By the 1969 elections, OWeill was fighting for control of 

the Ulster Unionist Party and nanowly won the election in February but resigned in Apnl 

following his inability to deal with the increasing violence between Protestant loyalists and civil 

rights marchee. 

Two events in the period of the late 60s and early 70s-the reintroduction of internent  

without trial and the killing of thirteen unarmed protesters by British paratroopers-provide a 

snap shot of the tension between the UUP-controlled govemment and the Catholichationalist 

community. Unionist political leaders were ill-equipped to deal with the demands being made of 

h e m  by Northem Ireland's re-energized, and re-focused vocal minority. In adopting the 

language of civil rights, the protesters presented their claims to justice on the grounds of 
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democratic equality. As lemifer Todd and Joseph Ruane note: The civil rights movement could 

not easily be fitted into unionists conceptual categories and they found it difficult to know how 

to respond to it: as old fashioned nationalism in a new guise or as a desire for greater equality 

within the union?13' 

Complicating the matter considerably was the form that the civil rights protest took-the 

"march". Histoiically, the "march" in Northem ireland was associated with the 

Protcstant'unionis t cornmunit)., xrhi c h held parades celebrating 

Bntish/UlsterlProtestantNnionistlLoyalist triumphs over Insh~Catholics/nationalists. Still a 

major stumbling block in current negotiations aimed at reaching a new form of govemment for 

Northem Lreland, Orange Lodge parades and Apprentice Boys marches have been the 

instruments utilized by the Protestant comrnunity to assert their politicai and cultural rights in 

public space. The fact that "public space" often turned out to include Catholic/nationalist areas 

intensified communal antagonisms. Now the fact that memben of the Catholic/nationalist 

community asserted their rights by marching through streets occupied by Protestant houses and 

business was perceived by many Protestants/unionists as a direct challenge to the authonty of 

the Protestant cornmunity, its institutions, and its social practices. As Ruane and Todd observe: 

Northem Ireland's geography was deeply sectxianised ... Civil rights marches which 
travened Protestant temtory, or indeed any temtory not seen as exclusively Catholic, 
were perceived as a direct challenge. This flouting of the North's sectarian geography and 
Protestant dominance in the public sphere provoked loyalists and created communal 
flashpoints." 

The sense of confusion created by the civil rights marches led to increased retaliations by 

Protestant loyalists who perceived the marches as a nationalist threat. This in turn led to the 

introduction of more comprehensive security measures aimed at containing the violence at 

marches. Ironically, the increase in security measures at the marches led to an increase in the 

level of violence, due mainly to the fact that the cultural and religious profile of the security 

forces within Northem Ireland were overwhelmingly Protestant, and were well hown for their 

partiality. The RUC regarded the marches as an attack on "their" community. Consequently, 

rather than acting as impartial policemen, they acted as defenders of the status quo.34 Due to 

escalating violence, the Northem Ireland Government turned to Westminster for security 
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reinforcements. This measure seemed essential in the face of the communal violence waged 

against Catholic/nationalist housing areas in August and September 1969. Communal violence 

of this sort heightened the siege mentality in both comrnunities-never far From the surface in 

Northern Ireland-and resulted in the establishment of barricades and no-go areas policed by 

paramilitary forces drawn from the two communities. Simultaneously, the IRA had m intemal 

split which resulted in the creation of the Provisional M i s t i n g u i s h e d  from the Official IRA 

by the foimer's cornmitment to the concept of " m e d  stnggle" 3s a key cornponent to end 

"British nile" in Northern Ireland. 'j 

The reintroduction of internent without trial in August 1971'~ failed to slow the 

violence in the province. Indeed, intenunent had the opposite effect because the ovenvhelming 

majority of those intemed were Catholic/nationalists, further exacerbating that communityfs 

sense of powerlessness and oppression. Further, internrnent alienated modentes within the 

Catholic community who had previously been unwilling to support protesters but had stiffened 

in their opposition to security forces once the results of the internent  policy were recognized as 

sectarian. Fionnuah O Cornor captures this well. 

Across the range of political opinion from instinctively or rapidly republican to the 
unaware and indifferent, events shaped people: the riots and bumings of 1969, police and 
Specials seen once again as nakedly partisan and threatening, the mass intimidation and 
movernent of families, most of them Catholic, From their homes; awareness that Unionist 
prime minister Brian Faulkner had called for internent as much for his own political 
suMval as for military considerations; Bloody Sunday. The Falls curfew and the sight of 
British soldiers with their rifles pointing towards Catholics and their backs to Protestant 
t-ioten had within a year transformed initial reactions to British army intervention." 

Again, ironically, the introduction of internent  led to more protests, which now focused 

directly on the concept of internent as an instrument of state control, perceived by 

Catholics/nationalists to be motivated by sectarian interests. The tense and heightened 

atmosphere of sectarian hatred appeared to reach its zenith on January 30th 1972 when British 

paratroopers fired on, and killed thirteen unarmed protesten at an anti-internment mach in 

Deny. The now infamous footage of the Catholic Pnest waving his white handkerchief in front 

of rifle wielding soldiers as he attempted to aid the wounded protesters captured the dismal 

reality of communal conflict. 
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When Edward Heath prorogued Stormont and irnplemented direct mle from Westminster 

on March 24th 1972 he did so in an environment of increasing sectarianism. If the purpose of the 

NICRA had been to push for refonns aimed at including Catholics/nationalists into the political 

process as equal citizens, then the effect had been the reverse. The political community in 

Northern Ireland divided dong sectarian Iines and the people retreated into 'the political attitudes 

of the faith into which they were b ~ r n . " ~  Catholics/nationalists would claim Bloody Sunday as 

another example of British bnitality thrit served the interests of the pannilitxics ivhosc nnks 

were swelling with volunteers. 

The fundamental questions asked of every political cornmunity had been asked, in the 

case of Northern Ireland, explicitly in 1921 and answered over the subsequent fifty-one years. 

The establishment of a 'Protestant Parliament for a Protestant people' stands as testimony to the 

failure of majority mle in Northern Ireland. The divisions between the two communities, which 

exist at social and political sites requires 'subtler lang~ages' '~ than those provided by the theory 

of majority rule. 1 now turn to explain why. 

VI. Claiming Political Authority 

Exclusivist claims to political authoricy in Northern Ireland are a legacy of the province's divided 

past. Understanding them is important in the context of this historical discussion because they 

are an important element shaping the current political and constitutional situation. Highlighting 

the various claims to political authority illuminates the history not of individuals and events, but 

of ideas and justifications, and it shapes the context within which actors today operate. So, 

understanding the justifications that acton use to assert their claims to political authority 

contributes to the broader purpose of this chapter which is to provide an account of the histoncal 

context that is relevant for moral and political reflection. 

in the face of overwhelrning evidence that Northern Ireland is a politicaily and culturally 

diverse society, exclusivist claims to political authority advocated by the political representatives 

of both communities often appear ludicrous. Consider how the following claims negate political 

and cultural diversity. Some unionist politicians advocate a return to majority-rule democratic 
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institutions as the most appropriate response to Northem Ireland's continuing political woes, 

while others insist on full integration within the Union (in the hope that Northem Ireland would 

take on an identity within the Union in much the same way as Scotland or Wales). Other 

unionists will enter power-sharing arrangements with nationalists, but only so long as there is no 

diminution in the cultural identity of the province as a British political and cultural entity. 

Similar claims denying the fact of diversity abound on the nationalist side as well. Some 

i~pub!icms insist that the only kgitimatc fom of political authority that cm adcquatcly c:iprcss 

the true spirit of democncy in Northem Ireland is one that enfianchises the entire population of 

the island (hence their advocacy of a united Ireland). Other nationalists share with republicans 

the political aspiration of a united Ireland and find unionist claims to political authority (derived 

from arguments concerning democratic consent in Northern Ireland) an aberration of the ideal of 

consent, as if consent itself were the only determinant of justice in a democratic society. In light 

of what we now know about Northern Ireland's contested past, what are we to make of these 

types of claims? 1s it enough to dismiss them out of hand as anachronistic, sectarian, or both? 

As odd as these claims might appear in the face of Northem Ireland's diversity, 1 want to 

suggest that fiorn another perspective, they appear less strange, even coherent. How is this so? 1 

tum to this mornentarily. First, let me state my reasons for engaging arguments premised on 

normative ideals that, to al1 intents and purposes, attempt to silence the claims of nearly one half 

of the population. 1 engage these debates to make a fundamental point related to current political 

and cultural circumstances in Northem Ireland. And that point is this: To appreciate fi~lly why 

Northem Ireland ought to embrace the alternative conceptual and constitutional frameworks 

currently on offer in the form of the Agreement (which 1 discuss in detail in Part II) it is 

imperative to identiQ the problems with pre-existing conceptual and constitutional Frameworks. 

This is imperative because those who oppose the Agreement and the framework of justice 

underlying it, in the main, revert back to conventional (liberal) constitutional h e w o r k s  to 

support their arguments. So, let us take account of the ways these conventionai conceptual and 

constitutional fiameworks are utilized by both sides in Northem Ireland to c l a h  exclusive 

PO litical authority. 
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So, how do exclusivist claims to political authority come to appear coherent in the face 

of Northem Ireland's political and cultural diversity? Why do some members of both 

communities believe they possess the right to voice their exclusivist claims to political authority 

in terms of justice? What is that both sides appeal to when they make claims to political 

authority in the narne of justice? In short, they appeal to conventional political, constitutional, 

legal, moral, and democratic discourses that purport to lend philosophical support to their 

political aspirations and cultural attachrnents. By "conventional" I mean the standard theoretical 

frameworks central to the development of political and democratic theory, evidenced in the work 

of Locke, for example. Let me illustrate the sorts of arguments utilized by both sides tu support 

their political aspirations, noting along the way the problematic nature of the theoretical 

Frameworks they employ to do their bidding. We will then be in a position to appreciate the 

reasons why Northem Ireland must embrace different approaches to doing justice in diverse 

societies. 

Un ion ist claims tu political otithority 

Let us begin with arguments invoked by unionists to establish their "right" to determine 

the political future of Northem Ireland. In so doing 1 will concentrate on three di fferent, although 

not mutually exclusive, arguments underlying unionism's claim to legitimate authonty in 

Northern Ireland. The first argument cornes in the form of historical religious and cultural 

attachments where the political assertions of particular unionists claim legitimate authority based 

on the principie of covenantai consent. The second argument takes its cue fiom the model of 

legitimate authority underlying the Westminster model of govemment, appropriated by unionists 

in the fonn of majority rule during 1921- 1972. The notion of legitimate author@ here emanates 

out of the principle of seailar consent. The third argument of legitimate authority is proffered by 

liberal unionists who aver that the institutions and practices of Northem Ireland c m  be hlly 

compatible with a modem, pluralist, secular state without formaily accommodating the 

recognition-based clairns of Catholics/nationalists. 1 refer to this as the modern stute argument. 
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Now, according to political circumstances, these three varieties of arguments sometimes 

find themselves in coalition to present a united front against nationalist or republican arguments 

for constitutional change, while at other less heightened times they find themselves engaged in 

constant combat with each other in their individual quest for the hearts and minds of Northern 

Ireland's Protestantlunionist population. Understanding the ba i s  of these three distinct claims to 

political leg-itimacy helps to dari@ unionism's approach to the conflict in Northem Ireland while 

simultmeously illuminating the tensions thnt xise within unionism itsclf. Thc advantagc of this 

approach is that it helps to explain the sources of, and reasons for, the different political 

aspirations within Northern Ireland generally and unionism in particular. It will also help to 

contextualize Catholic/nationalist opposition to the Northem lrish state and the Union of 

Northern Ireland with Great Britain. 

My arguments with regard to unionism here rely on the distinctions Noman Porter has 

drawn between liberal unionists, cultural unionists and civic unionism in his Retlrinking 

Unioizism. As 1 go on to explain later in the chapter, the distinguishing charactenstics of each of 

these "bands" of unionism highlight the complex nature of the way political and democratic 

theory is used to bolster claims that ought, from a different perspective of justice. be denied. In 

what follows, we encounter arguments that attempt to undercut the Other's clairn to legitimacy. 

The capacity to deny legitimacy to the Other most oRen takes the form of silencing the voice of 

the Other, denying a cultunl or social group the public space in which to articulate their self- 

identity and express their relationship to the institutional structures and social practices whic h 

govem public discourse. 1 take up these issues and tease out their theoretical underpinnings in 

chapters 2 and 3 before moving on to discuss the practical consequences and possibilities 

suggested by adopting alternative approaches to democratic govemance in diverse societies in 

chapters 4,s and 6. 

a) nte covenantal consent argument 

The fiat mode1 of consent-the covenantal model-has its roots in cultural unionism, 

the proponents of which reside mostly in the Dernocratic Unionists Party (DUP). While the DUP 
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is smaller than the ULTP, it still commands approximately seventeen percent (1 7%) of the vote in 

Provincial elections and is extremely influential in the politics of the province. Popularized by 

its founder and leading fipurehead, Ian Paisley, the political vision of cultural unionism is finnly 

entrenched within a substantive political, cultural and religious context. 

The covenantal theory of consent emerges out of a particular relationship between 

religious observance, political allegiance and cultural practice. There are three basic premises 

which cxprcss this rclationship: Sijtly, Gsd prarnises Hi5 servants (Protestluits) His 'uiiswèrv ing 

faithfulness' if they live according to the tenets of Christian faith; secondly, the British Crown is 

the vehicle whereby the ' m e  religion' is upheld, thereby expressing the nation's trust in God's 

faithfulness; and thirdly, Protestants are obligated to obey the sovereign to the extent that the 

sovereign represents God's law. We c m  note then that each of these three ideas is expressed in 

different contexts. The first is theological, and is expressed via religious comrnitments, 

observances and practices; the second is cultural in that it is the Briiish Crown. not just any 

Protestant Crown that commands the allegiance of Ulster Protestants; and the third is political in 

that the people express their commitment to God and Northem Ireland through Northem 

Ireland's constitutional link to the Crown. On these terms, unionism denotes loyalty to the 

Crown in parliament, not parliament itsel f. 

Differences between this notion of consent and the secular consent argument I discuss 

next reflect more than differences in emphasis, they reflect different philosophical Fnmeworks. 

First, the covenantal model is located within a senes of institutions and practices where the 

political, cultural, and religious identities of its adherents are assumed. There is no attempt to 

ground the legitimacy of their political principles upon the foundations of an abstract notion of 

the state of nature, or natural nghts. Secondly, fiom the covenantal perspective, civil and 

political obedience is an indirect outcome of one's primary obligation of loyalty to the Protestant 

Crown. Hence, one's political allegiance, to Say, the British Governent  is m p e d  by one's 

allegiance to the Crown. Consequently, if one perceives the actions of the Govenunent as a 

threat to the Crown, or if the direct links to the Crown appear threatened by political 

mismanagement, then disobedience is justified to the extent necessary to restore the C r o m  to its 
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"nghtful" place as the locus of one's political, cultural, and religious cornmitments. Put another 

way, one's loyalty to the Crown ovemdes one's obligations to the institution of Parliament. 

Thirdly, and most problematically, interpreting political cornmitments, institutions, and practices 

in ternis of their capacity to express an exclusive religious-identity runs counter to the modem 

notion of the state articulated in the secular consent model. 

Those who ascribe to the covenant notion of consent define themselves in such a way 

thzt theiï rdigious iomn~iim~nts arc inseparable h m  Ilieir political conuiiitiiiziits. As Xornian 

Porter suggests, this is given clear expression in the idea of an 'Ulster way of 1ife'-which 

defines Ulster as a Protestant, majoritarian state constitutionally linked to Great Britain-which 

encapsulates and celebrates the cultural expression of a particular religious identity and political 

a~p i ra t ion .~~  The problem here is not just that particular Protestants possess a strong religious 

identity that they carry with them into the public sphere. This is a political practice evident in 

most countries particularly in countries with strong evangelical traditions like the United States. 

The problem in Nonhem Ireland is that those who ascribe to the covenant model of consent 

simultaneously posit that the institutions and practices of the state are inseparable fiom their 

religious and political connotations. For covenanters then, any attempt to loosen the ties that 

bind religious narratives and cultural practices with political aspirations must be rejected. 

The covenant theory was given concrete expression in the signing of the Solemn League 

and Covenant in 1912. As a justification for Protestant/unionist rule in Northem Ireland, the 

covenantal consent argument pre-dates the secular justification for the establishment of 

Stormont. As 1 noted in Section IV, the signing of the Covenant stood as testimony to Ulster's 

Protestants resolve not to be "negotiated away" in pursuit of an answer to the "Lrish question". 

While the wording of the covenant appealed to the principle of equal citizenship in the United 

Kingdom-a principle, it should be noted, denved from the secular consent model-the 

meaning attached to the principle was quickiy given a Protestant rendering. Equal citizenship in 

the United Kingdom was interpreted in the categones provided by Ulster Protestantism-one 

was a citizen of Britain, one was loyal to the Protestant Crown, and public institutions were 

meant to embody and reflect Ulster's loyalty both to the Crown and to the Union. From this 
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perspective, the identity of Ulster was unarnbiguously Protestant and pro-Union. The political 

and social consequences of this vision of Ulster was the reinforcement of group identities 

consmicted along sectarian lines. Protestant, British, Unionist, and Loyal were the terms used to 

express one's sense of self, one's social affiliation, and one's relationship to the polity. Those for 

whom such terms were antithetical to their sense of self, social existence, and political identity 

were, from the covenanter's perspective, excluded from the terms of equal citizenship. 

In sum, the politics of idcntiîy in Sorthcrn Ircland has constnrctcd a discunivc field 

where terms like equal citizenship can be interpreted along narrow ly conceived sectarian lines. 

The apparent contradiction between the principle of equal citizenship and sectarianism was (and 

continues to be) lost on those who ascnbe to the notion of covenantal consent in order to justiQ 

their conception of legitimate authority in Northem Ireland. 

b) n i e  seaîlar consent argument 

Let me tum now to discuss a different rendenng of unionism which appeals to the 

pnnciple of equal citizenship but relies on different theoretical criteria to justi fy its own brand of 

majority rule. The secular consent argument has its roots in a hybnd form of unionism where the 

least extreme elements within the culturally unionist D ü P  meet the least progressive elements in 

the UUP. Advocates of the secular consent argument combine a number of elements to justify 

their daim to political authority in the province. They combine traditional arguments within 

democratic theory (that support majority rule) with arguments conceming the limits of political 

sovereignty. These two elements, they aver, justify majot-ity rule in Northern Ireland and defend 

against any diminution of majority rule that the British govemment might compel as a result of 

constitutional negotiations. 

As their name suggests, secular consent unionists insist that their interpretation of 

legitimate authority emanates out of liberal-democratic thought, rather than any sectarian or 

cultural motivation to maintain Protestant authority in Northem Ireland. Following John Locke, 

secular consent unionists hold fast to the idea that popular consent is the key to legitimate 

authority. In the absence of popular consent, civil disobedience is justified to the extent required 
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to bring the political regime to heel and to restore "legitimate" political authority." Just what 

counts as "popular" and "legitimate" is important for al1 societies, but for divided societies like 

Northem Ireland, it is of critical importance. Conventional democratic theory measures popular 

consent and legitimate authority in majoritarian terms. That is, majority will holds the key to 

legitimate authority. For secular consent unionists then, the political vision of Northern Ireland 

as a predominantly Protestanthnionist province is sustained by appealing to that element in 

libcnl-dcnocntic thought t h t  justifies the capacity of the majonc to dctemine the sharactcr of 

a States institutions and practices. To put it slightly differently, secular consent unionism justifies 

its opposition to constitutional change (Le. any move which would weaken its bonds within the 

Union such as a move toward joint-authority between Britain and Ireland or a united Ireland) by 

clinging to the principle that the institutions of Northem ireland can only be legitimately altered 

via majority consent. Of course, this interpretation of the pnnciple of majority consent argument 

not only sustains unionism's political-theoretical justification for majonty rule, but that too of its 

paternal power, Westminster. 

Although popular consent is integral to the concept of legitimate authority, liberal- 

democratic thought prescribes limits to the legislative authority justified by majoritarian rule. 

Take the liberal contractarianism of Locke, for exarnple. Locke distinguishes between a) popular 

consent, which establishes government for the preservation of natural rights and b) legislative 

authority, which exists beyond popular reach so long as it faithfully carries out its duty to govem 

in a well-ordered fashion (which, amongst other things, would presumably require the continued 

preservation and protection of natural rights). The relationship between the dual authority of 

both a) the people and b) the governrnent is conventionally expressed in t e m s  of trust. Here the 

govemmentts power is only fiduciary, and ultimately cari be forfeited if it fails to govem 

according the principle of trust placed in it by the people. From this perspective, trust acts as a 

Iimit to legitimate political authority. Two issues that emerge &om this characterization of the 

relationship between popular consent and the nature and scope of legitimate authority warrant 

comment in the Northern Irish context. 
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Fintly, Catholics/nationalists challenge the notion that there exists any moment in which 

the "people" consented to the establishment of Northem Ireland. Of course, the notion of 

"people" is what rnatters here. Catholics/nationalists include everyone on the island of Ireland. 

Consequently, they argue that a cursory glancc at the historical record provides ample evidence 

that the majority of the people of the island of Ireland have never consented to the establishment 

of Northern Ireland. Discontent regarding British-Irish relations in the first three decades of the 

Lwentieth crnlury was [he nom in bolh Cütholicinationaiist ünd ProtestanVunionist 

communities. Coupled with the arnount of disagreement surrounding the legitimacy of partition, 

complex historical circumstances make any claim to political certainty problematic. The 

circumstances surrounding Northem Ireland's founding are too politically and historically 

charged to deliver the certainty required to unproblematically assert one interpretation of history 

as definitive. The legacy of Northem Ireland's complex history is that notions like popular 

consent will be interpreted against concrete political and historical circumstances, not as abstract 

terms capable of neutral application. As a pnnciple capable of standing beyond political and 

cultural attachments, popular consent fails. 

Secondly, even if the political and civil authorities established in Northem Ireland were 

regarded as legitimate, any reasonable interpretation of the political and social practices of the 

Northem Ireland govenunent From 1921 to 1972 seem to provide enough evidence for 

Catholics/nationalists to claim that the goverrunent violated the principle of trust. The problem 

in this instance is that the rninority, by virtue of its historical definition. was/is incapable of 

resorting to available institutions for political redress. The nature of democratic rule (interpreted 

through concepts like popular consent and majority rule) is such that it constructs barriers in the 

path of those who attempt political reforrn when that reform is associated with the political 

aspirations of the rninority community. Ln circumstances of deep communal antagonism, 

conventionai renderings of the principles of democratic legitimacy ofien mask justifications for 

the statu quo. 

In short, the mode1 of popular consent central to a contractariamtype defense of 

legitimate authority is hadequate in a society like Northem Ireland. Communal divisions, 
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operative across political, cultural, and religious spheres, prevent ternis like popular consent and 

legitimate authority fkom enjoying the sort of neutnl or objective status they may possess in 

other, less volatile, societies. The secular consent mode1 fails then to legitimate majority nile not 

least because Northern Ireland's complex history is such that this mode1 would create a 

permanent minority, whose capacity for equal or due consideration in the democratic process 

could safely, and in times of political crisis would almost certainly, be ignored. The problems 

issucd for democracy by thc cnistcncc af permanent minoritics arc also woll documcnted by 

consociational democratic theorists like Arend Lijphart and Robert Dahl who argue the injustice 

of permanent minorities in democratic societies. They advocate consociational solutions as a 

means to ensure equality in situations where minorities run the nsk of becoming permanent and 

hence marginalized in the democratic process. I discuss consociationalism in the lollowing 

c hapter. 

C )  The nrociern stnte argimient 

Adherents to the modem state argument are located across a vai-iety of unionist political 

parties although its most outspoken advocate, Robert McCartney, who heads the eiectorally 

small United Kingdom Unionist Party, stands as the political figurehead of liberal unionism. 

These unionists are "liberal" in the sense that they distance themselves fiom cultural 

justifications for their political advocacy of remaining part of the United Kingdom. Indeed, their 

adherence to a 'British way of life*' is said to signify their attachment to liberal political and 

social institutions which, they argue, are capable of representing al1 citizens equally because the 

British state is a modern institution. 

Liberal unionists appropnate the language of conventional liberal theory which theorizes 

the modem state as an institution grounded in law, the chief purpose of which is to secure 

individual liberty for al1 based on the prhciple of equal citizenship. This notion of the state is 

distinguished From the non-liberal variety, which unionists argue, is evident in the Republic of 

Ireland. The Irish state is regarded as pre-modem in the sense that it represents a collective, 

'substantive identity'." The argument here is that the Republic defines mernbership in 'the 
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contemporary reality of modem nations where cultural pluralism is the nom. From their 

dichotomized characterization of the two States, liberal unionists draw the conclusion that the 

only form of state capable of accornmodating the demands of Northem Ireland's two 

communities is of the British variety. For such an argument to succeed at least three 

suppositions need to be validated. Firstly, the liberal unionist characterization of the Irish state as 

pre-modern, and therefore out-daied, needs to stand up to critic31 scnitiny. Secondly, the British 

state rnust be as capable of accommodating the demands of cultural pluralism as liberal unionists 

suggest. And thirdly, in order for liberal unionists to advocate integation, the union between 

Northem Ireland and the British state must be validated in such a way as to make arguments for 

integration into sorne other political entity (a federal Europe for example) appear less 

convincing. 

The first two suppositions can be addressed together because both are derived fiom the 

same assumption-that in relation to the British state (which is regarded as modem. pluraiist and 

secular) the Irish state is politically arcane, culturally exclusive, and sectarian. Ernpirical 

evidence suggests these claims are deeply flawed. For instance, as McGany and O'Leary point 

out, in a survey measuring political fieedorn cmied out for the Centre for the Study of Global 

Governance, 'the Republic of Ireland scored 93.8 out of 100, whereas the United Kingdom 

scored 88.9 ... The Republic was ranked 12th in the world whereas the UK was rmked 20th."'. 

Secondly, the Irish Republic is just that, a Republic. Unlike Great Bntain, it has no monarchy, 

nor does it have an aristocracy endowed with the political privileges of those who sit in the 

House of Lords. Moreover, unlike the relationship between the sovereign, the parliament, and 

the Church of England in Great Bntain, the Irish Republic has no constitutional association with 

an established Church since the Irish people voted in 1972 to remove the clauses bestowing 

"special status" on the Catholic Ch~rch.(~ X d l y ,  as most commentators observe, claims that 

the institutions and practices of the British state are ethnically or racially neutral (and hence cope 

well with the demands of a culhirally pluralist society) ring hollow in the ears of Britain's visible 

minorities, especially those who originate korn India, Pakistan, and the West Indies. 
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The third supposition of the liberal unionist argument for integration is that Northem 

Ireland's place within the Union is normatively authoritative. As leading unionist academic, 

Arthur Aughey, argues 'the idea of the union is the willing comuni ty  of citizens united not by 

creed, colour or ethnicity but by a recognition of the authonty of the ~nion."~Consequently, 

integration should necessarily proceed down that path rather than one say, which led to 

integration with the Republic or with a Federal Europe of the regions, as has been suggested by 

Richard ~ c a m c f ' .  Inhcrcnt to the intcgrationists' casc thcn is thc political-constitutional daim 

that Northem Ireland's place in the Union cannot be re-negotiated while the majority of its 

citizens claim to identiS as unionists. That is, so long as the majority of the cornmunity rvills 

their place in the Union. 

Moreover, the liberal-democratic framework underlying the principle of citizenship in 

the Union is invoked against those who question the normative authority of Northem Ireland's 

place in the Union. The argument here runs thus: because the pnnciple of equal citizenship 

necessarily entails the forma1 legal recognition of al1 citizens within the Union, denying citizens 

in Northem Ireland that privilege by altenng the constitutional status of Northern Ireland 

without their consent would violate the dernocratic principles underlying popular sovereignty. 

Although this principle of consent is validated in the Agreement (which I discuss in Chapter S), 

and is endorsed by the majonty of people in the both Northem [reland and the Republic, it 

remains a bone of contention among some republicans and nationalists. Sinn Féin, for example, 

accept the prapat ic  importance of consent regarding constitutional change while maintaining 

their opposition to the idea that Noahem Ireland's place in the Union is normatively justified by 

the principle of consent. Sinn Féin's argument is principally aimed at those unionists who seek to 

tnimp nationalist claims by asserting consent as a normative justification for the Union (and 

hence the constitutional status quo). 

The empirical authority for the sovereignty of the Union cornes via the recognition of 

Britain's sovereignty over the province in international law. This claim to British sovereignty 

over Northem Ireland is captured well by Tom Hadden and Kevin Boyle who state that 

legitirnacy can properly be claimed for the current constitutionai status of Northem 
Treland on two intemationally recognised grounds: hnt, in that a substantïal majority of 
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with Britain; and secondly, in that in the event of an armed conflict within its boundaries 
it is almost certain that the mionist community would be able to maintain an effective 
system of governrnent. The first of these is the universally accepted principle of self- 
determination. The second is tacitly accepted in the international cornrnunity in that the 
victors of an intemal conflict or of a revolutionary coup dtétat are entitled to be granted 
first deficto and ultimately de jure rec~gnition.'~ 

On the fint of these grounds, since partition in 1921, it has always been the case that a majority 

of the people in Northern Ireland express a desire to remain part of the Union. However, the 

qucstion is xhcthcr thc cüiicnt populatioil constitutes the idevant "people" br purposes of 

measuring democratic consent. The problem is that the political community who express their 

consent for the Union was created out of the act of partition, which nationalists and republicans 

claim simply created a majority unionkt political position by default. Further, because 

nationalists and republicans do not recognize partition as normatively authontative, they do not 

recognize unionist claims to democratic consent. Arguments about the empirical authority of the 

Union then make sense to unionists because the events that established Northem Ireland's 

political community are regarded as normatively authoritative. Nationalists and republicans 

dispute the empirical authority of the Union because they dispute the normative authority of its 

foundation also. 

Nationalist claims lo political atithoriiy 

If unionists have been adept at employing the language of liberal democratic theory to 

support their claims to political authority, nationalists have been equally adept at employing the 

language of nationalism and republicanism to support their claims to political authority. In one 

sense, nationaiists in Northem ireland have spent considerably less tirne developing theoretical 

arguments to bolster their claims to political authonty. For the most part, they have concentrated 

their efforts on cnticizing unionist arguments fiorn the relative safety of the position afforded to 

them by Ireland's colonial history. The key arguments of nationalists with respect to the status of 

Northem Ireland are reasonably clear fiom the preceding discussion of unionism. Nonetheless, 

let me detail two of the most significant arguments nationalists and republicans utilize to support 
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their claims to political authority and assess these in light of Northem Ireland's political and 

cultural diversity. 

a) Nationalism as a remedy to Colonization 

Nationalists make their case for a united Ireland in much the sarne way as other 

nationalist movements have made their case against their colonial administrations. Narnely, 

thcrc is a clcarly idcntificd moment in the socicty's history xhich marks ~ l c  bcginning of 

colonization, and the act of colonization, by definition, is an act of injustice. What makes the act 

of colonization an injustice? The chief injustice resides in the denial of a right to self- 

determination of "a peopletf. As a political claim, self-determination has a long history, but as a 

right, its theoretical foundations have been less clearly articulated.jO As contemporary nationalist 

theorist, Yael Tarnir makes plain: 'Political philosophers have.. . tended to infer the contents of 

this right From past and present political arrangements,''' which then places a focus on the ability 

of a bounded temtory to either lay daim to statehood or not. There are hvo key elements 

underlying the right though that nationalists appeal to when they stake their political aspirations 

on the back of nationalism. 

The first elernent underlying the right to self-detemination has a normative thrust, which 

has deep roots in deep democratic theory. Here the idea of self-determination emanates from the 

view that a people who ivill to be self-determined cannot rightfully be denied that right by a 

foreign power. As Yorarn Dinstein put it: a people-if it so ivills-is entitled to independence 

from foreign domination, Le., it may establish a sovereign state in the temtory in which it lives 

and where it constitutes a majonty.'" We observed previously, in Arthur Aughey's argument 

supporting Northem ireland's link to the Union, the same reliance on the notion of popular will 

as normative justification for political claims made in the name of majority consent. But here, in 

the language of self-determination, we have the same claim being put to different political effect. 

Irish nationalists lay their daim to a united Ireland on the right of self-determination 

rneasured by popular wiI1. So, the distinguishing feature of the rival clairns of unionisrn and 

nationalism resides in who is included in the category "popular". For Irish nationalists, the 
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popular will can only be expressed by the people on the entire island. Their political claim then 

derives its normative justification fkom an appeal to a notion of popular sovereignty existing 

pnor to the act of partition. For unionists, partition provided the geogaphical boundaries within 

which their normative justification of popular sovereignty resides. But for nationalists, partition 

was a direct consequence of the use of coercive power by a foreign people to solidify the 

previous injustice of colonization. Consequently, nationalists regard both partition and the act of 

colonization (which created the mnditions to realize the political aspintions of unionists) u x t s  

of injustice. Thus, Irish nationalists aver that the existence of the majonty in Northem Ireland 

does not possess the normative validity required to assert a claim based on a notion of popular 

sovereignty. 

The second element underlying the normative thnist of self-determination malces use of a 

link behveen cultural identity and political aspiration. Here, the idea of the nation takes as its 

starting point an imagined community of people bounded by a common cultural experience. 

What counts as a cultural experience is often lefl open-ended, but as Declan Kiberd has made 

plain in InventLlg Ireland, Insh political leaders in the 19" and 20" centuries had staked their 

claims to national self-determination on the back of an irîsh cultural experience that was defined, 

to al1 intents and purposes, as n~t-English.'~ In Ireland, this self-identity carne to be surpassed by 

an approach that attempted to create something more meaningfûl for the poiitically charged Insh 

to reflect upon, but the purposes of creating a cultural identity remained the sarne-to rei@ the 

political aspirations of "a people". As Kiberd observed: 'The reactive patriotism which saw 

Ireland as not-England would have to give way to an identity which was self-constnicted and 

existentially apt."%s task, of course, is common to most nationalist movements, for al1 

nationalist movements require the "great" pieces of literature or the inspirational lyrics of foik 

songs to bind people together in an imagined community. Indeed, the need to imagine a 

community as consisting of more substance than the shared experience of s u f f e ~ g  the injustices 

of a colonial d e r  is integral to the developrnent of a vibrant cultural imagination. That said, the 

political aspirations of Irish nationalists were intertwined with the cultural clairn that the Irish 

people were bound together by a common culture, and that this cultural bond was enough to 
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establish the validity of the political clairn to self-detemination.js This is the historical legacy 

underlying the arguments of nationalists in Northem Ireland-that the Lrish people as a whole 

meet the requirements to justiS their claim to sovereignty over the island, and that this claim 

tnimps any unionist daim to consent. The problem with this argument, of course, is that it 

suffen from the same blind-spots that nationalists accuse unionists of having. As we have seen 

in this chapter, the history of Ireland (and later Northern Ireland) illustrates that the assumption 

of Irish culttsd md political lmity is de& problematic. .4n Irish culhiml and political 

imagination has emerged alongside a powemil counter-cultural and political imagination. That 

is, the history of Ireland is as much about the history of Ireland and England (and later Great 

Britain). It is problematic, therefore, to assert nationalist claims to self-determination in tems 

that suppress the cultural and political ambiguity that has (since the 16" century anyway) 

surrounded Irish culture and politics. That said, nationalism rernains a powerful political 

narrative in Northem Ireland (and Ireland) and rernains integral to nationalist and repubiican 

claims to political authority in Northem Ireland. 

b) Republicanism as a nationalist discoune 

In much of the political rhetoric that surrounds Northern Ireland, the terms repub 

and nationalism are used interchangeably to represent the political aspiration of a united 

Iicanism 

. Ireland. 

In essence, this is due to the historical link between those who invoked the inspirational 

language of republicanism (evident in the American and French Revolutions) in the struggles to 

be rid of the imperial yoke of Britain. As an ideal, republicanism has a rich and deep heritage in 

political theory. One of the most interesting things about this heritage is that p io r  to the 

marriage between nation and state in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, 

republicanism was defhed, for the greater part, in contradistinction to nationalism.' So, how did 

republicanism in ireland come to take on the nationalist mantra of one nation, one people? Put 

differently, we might ask how nationalists in Northem Ireland have come to invoke the language 

of republicanisrn in order to suppoa their claim to abolish the province and "return" the six 

counties to the Republic of Ireland. They make their claims by appealing to that strand of 
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republicanism that unifies the twin ideals of statehood and cultural identity. How? Republicans 

link these ideals via the notion of self-determination. 

The theoretical argument runs thus: in pursuit of the desire to be self-governed, to create 

a republican state where people are united under a common notion of citizenship "the people" 

unite to express their wilZ to create an independent political state in which they al1 share an equal 

stake. Again, the pnmary ingredient in this scenario is "a people" who can be imagined in a way 

mat idcntifics thcm p o s ~ c s s ~ g  a î o m o n  desim to iwate instiiutioiis to rcprcstiit tlieir *il!. in 

the history of republicanism (and Ireland is no exception here), the "people" were defined as 

those who were subject to imperial power. And this is where republicanism and nationalism 

meet. Both discourses share the goal of self-determination. Both discourses aspired to a post- 

colonial Ireland, and both discounes shared a comrnon assumption about who the "people" 

referred to-Catholics, native Irish, and Dissenten. This is not to suggest that republicanism 

could not include unionists. The United Irishmen made it clear that republicanism could apply 

equally to Catholic, Protestant and Dissenter. It is just that in the histoncal circumstances of 

ireland, republican ideals met an aggrieved people who shared a comrnon goal of political 

liberation fiorn imperial Britain, and for the most part, this s e ~ e d  to exclude unionists who 

identified with a British cultural identity. Thus, republicanism met Irish nationalism and the hvo 

notions came to be regarded as mutuaily reinforcing, creating a republican discourse that becarne 

the exclusive preserve of Irish nationalists. 

The ability of Irish nationalists to assert their republican clairns in the naine of self- 

determination was not unique to them. Histoncal circumstances being what they were, the Irish 

found themselves in a world where destiny seemed to suggest that nationalism and 

republicanism were meant for each other. This is not to suggest that they were originally 

conceptualized in such a way as to be mutually reinforcing. This, of course, is not tme, for 

republicanism was inspired by the universalkt ideals of the enlightenment. As Richard Keamey 

suggests, the relationship between republicanism and nationalism is paradoxical. He States: 

On the one hand, republicanism promoted an enlightened universalism of world citizens. 
On the other, it permïtted a separatist nationalism which subordinates the universal rights 
of the citizen to the rights of the nation-state." 
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The conflation of the twin ideals of the Rights of Man and the Rights of People, brought about 

by the French in the Jacobin Constitution in 1 793j8, had a profound impact on the paradoxical 

relationship of republicanism and nationalism. From this point on, the 'principle of nationalities' 

asserted itself. and the Rights of Man thus came to be secured through the Rights of People- 

republicanisrn and self-determination had become mutually reinforcing. This confiation of ideals 

reinforced the extent to which republicanism became identified with Irish nationalism, to the 

The Irish were particularly adept at pressing their political claims in the language of 

republicanisrn and nationalism. The principle of self-determination was invoked as an 

emancipatory ideal aimed at persuading nationalists and republicans alike. Against this 

backdrop, we cm see that the notion of self-determination underlying Irish republicans' political 

aspirations illustrates the much larger problem that confronts Northern Ireland, namely, the 

problem of defining political community in terms where consent becomes the ultimate rneasure 

of political legitimacy. In a context where who constitutes "the community" is so deeply 

contested, claims to political authonty deriving fiom democratic consent will always be 

inconclusive, and thus troubling for those concemed with justice in diverse societies. 

The theoretical Frameworks underlying unionist and nationalist arguments asserting political 

authonty illuminate the importance of context in the interpretation and application of normative 

principles of govemance. In each of the arguments illustrated above, we c m  see how the to and 

fio between theory and context influenced the practical effect to which political ar,ouments were 

put. Put another way, we cm Say that there was a direct causal relation between group identity 

and political aspiration that shaped the nature and content of Northern Irelands institutions and 

practices. Employing the language of theory, we can assert that the normative principles 

underlying Northern Ireland's political and social institutions were interpreted in light of their 

impact on the competing identities within the province. Thus, Protestants/unionists relied on the 

normative foundations of liberal democracy in order to justiQ their beiief in the principle of 
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consent whilst Catholic/nationalists argued that the historical context of colonization From the 

Ulster plantation onwards rendered consent-based claims to legitimate authority invalid. hstead, 

Catholic/nationalists relied on principles of self-determination and employed language which 

identified them as "colonized", "marginalized" and "disenfranchised" to assert the normative 

authority of their claims to political and cultural recognition on the way toward revoking 

partition and re-uniting with the Irish Republic. 

VII. Conclusion 

In one sense, political theory can hinder as rnuch as it can help in situations of political and 

cultural conflict. We have seen how the conventional theoretical Frameworks used by the 

advocates of both communities to press their political aspirations sirnply reinforces existing 

disagreements about the political and cultural nature of Northern Ireland. Unionism's reliance on 

consent-based claims, and nationalism's reliance on self-determination does not tdce either side 

p s t  its own fint principles-that they have the moral, political, and cultural right to assert 

political authority over the Other. Yet, little else is more obvious than the realization that the 

eithedor way of approaching political aspiration and cultual identity in Northern Ireland 

recreates dichotomies that rnitigate CO-operation, trust, and reconciliation. So, in some 

circumstances, perhaps political theory does a d i s s e ~ c e  to conflict resolution by g-iving aid to 

those who invoke conventional liberal-dernocratic tenets in order to silence the voices of those 

who seek justice. in these circumstances, we (political theorists) need to fumish those who seek 

justice with different conceptual h e w o r k s  in order to challenge the authontative voice of 

conventional theoretical discourses. 

One of the tasks of this dissertation is to illuminate the other conceptual fiameworks 

available to those concemed with justice in diverse societies. I highlight three of these 

alternatives in chapter 3 when 1 discuss the work of Taylor, Young, and Kymlicka. Before that, 

however, i want to highlight the two most popular ways of undentandhg the claims to justice 

invoked in societies marked by political and cultural complexity. These two models of 

understanding justice in the context of diversity-institutional and ontological-offer different 
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accounts of the reasons for conflict and approach the issues of diversity in distinctly different, 

though not mutually exclusive ways. Following that discussion, we will be well situated with 

regard to the theoretical arguments advanced in chapter 3 because we will be clear about the 

nature of the task that confionts those who address the problems ofjustice in diverse societies. 
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Chapter 2 

Two Models of Interpreting Diversity: 
Institutional and Ontological 



In this chapter, I demonstrate hvo distinct (and potentially cornplementary) ways of 

understanding the challenge of diversity in democratic societies, with a specific focus on 

Northem Ireland. My approach revolves around two analytical Frameworks, which act as 

interpretative models for understanding the challenge of diversity, which 1 have termed 

institutional and onrological. I suggest that these two models operate as authoritative "horizons 

of significance". Thnt is, they cnFMme the vast may of appronches to justice and divcnity 

evident in theoretical and policy discourses. Broadly stated, 1 intend to demonstrate the reasons 

why an approach to the conflict in Northem Ireland fiom the perspective of institutional design 

should be supplemented by an ontological approach. Let me say more about what these two 

horizons of significance offer by way of understanding the daims to justice in diverse societies, 

particularly Northem Ireland. The first model-the institutional-approaches the conflict as a 

problem of democntic practice in societies containing overlapping cleavages resulting in the 

creation of permanent minorities. This analytical approach is commonly adopted by those who 

focus on the challenges posed to democratic government by the reality of "divided societies"- 

societies with sizable ethnic, cultural, or religious minorities.' The second model-the 

ontological-makes explicit the relational links between social context and the construction of 

self- and group-identities. This focus facilitates a critical inquiry into the narratives central to the 

construction of conceptual categories, belie fs, and values-in short, the evaluative discourses- 

that compose the h e w o r k s  against which self- and group-identities are formed and the 

avenues through which they are expressed. 

Each mode1 possesses a senes of normative and empirical assumptions that contain 

explicit (and O ften implicit) prescriptions to treat the confiict. Take the fint (institutional) view, 

which focuses on the relationship betsveen democratic institutions, the distribution of political 

power and the problems rninorities pose for majoritarian democracies. What is assumed in 

"history telling" (or the invocation of history as an explmation) is that the cleavages that run 

through Northem Irish society are overlapping. Moreover, in a volatile political and cultural 

context these cleavages are, to al1 intents and purposes, beyond reconciliation or redemption. 
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When combined with democratic institutions defined in majoritarian terms, these cleavages 

result in the marginalization, oppression, and disenfianchisement of the minority population, 

m e r  exacerbating their fate as a permanent minonty. From this perspective, the links between 

theory and practice tend to be conceived in the following rnanner. Northem Ireland consists 

(broadly) of two communities, with one population holding a numerical majority of (roughly) 

ten percent; these two communities are divided in terms of political aspiration and cultural 

values md practices; histoncally, the institutions of the province havc btcn dcfincd in 

majoritarian terms which has resulted in the marginalization of the minority's viewpoints across 

most policy areas; this has resulted in political and social inequality. The solution is to 

redistribute political power to offset the disadvantages of a numerical deficit and re-constitute 

the institutions of the province to allow greater political, social and economic autonomy in 

decision-making processes for the minority cornmunisr. 

From the second (ontological) view-which focuses on the relationship behveen context 

and identity-what is assumed in "history telling" or the invocation of history to gound one's 

explmation of one's constitutive attachments is a series of interrelated assumptions regarding 

identity, context, and belonging. Depending on how one figures the nature of the 

interrelationships between identity, context, and belonging, the connections between theory and 

practice will, correspondingly, tend to be drawn in a particular way. Let me offer one example 

that draws a particular line through a series of assumptions in order to both ontologically and 

normatively support a particular line of inquiry. Self- and group-identity are formed through 

one's location in a particular context imbued with histot-ical political, cultural, and religious 

narratives; historical antagonisms in Northem Ireland have conspied to construct powerfil 

narratives through which conflicting identities have been (and continue to be) formed; and these 

identities need to be understood in light of the historical context in which they have emerged so 

that the claims to justice made by the two groups can be "assessed". By "assessed", 1 mean 

interpreted in light of history and with a view to doing justice to the diverse claims of both 

groups. 
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We can see then that these two approaches to the challenge of diversity construct 

alternative accounts of the reasons behind the conflict as well as suggesting alternative routes 

dong which solutions to end the conflict, or processes that might be irnplemented to mitigate the 

conflict, might be discovered. Moreover, each mode of theorizing rests on alternative accounts 

of the relationship between political theory and the practice of democratic politics. The first 

view focuses on the relationship behveen communal identification and political aspiratiodpower 

while the second view focxes on the links betrvccn thc ontology of thc subjcct and the 

formation of constitutive attachments. 1 want to stress that the two approaches are distinct but 

not mutually exclusive. Indeed, as I suggest at the end of this chapter, and as 1 argue in Parts U 

and III of the dissertation, they c m  be conceived in such a way as to be complementary so that 

the arguments of one view support the arguments of the other. The primary consequence of this 

potential complernentarity is that we need to refine the theoretical fi-arneworks and policy 

prescriptions we employ so that the rnost beneficial features within each approach cm be 

combined to the benefit of those seeking justice. Put differently, we might say that we aim to 

identiQ the key features within each approach that help to conceptualize the challenge of 

divenity and to put ths  to practical effect. Let me proceed then to illustrate in more detail the 

nature of the relationships present in the two modes of theorizing teasing out the similarities and 

differences between their respective theoretical underpinnings and their practical prescriptions. 

1. Institutional Approaches io Diversity 

The approach 1 examine in this section emanates out of a school of thought that regards the 

practice of democracy as ovenvheimingly concemed with balancing diverse or conflicting 

interests. Ln order to address the vast array of interests present in any large or plural society, a set 

of institutions are required to represent the diverse interests of citizens and to mitigate the e&cts 

of differences between individuals and groups. Seen from this perspective, democratic politics is 

inherently conflictual, or adversarial. Individuals a d o r  groups strive to have their interests 

satisfied by those empowered to distribute economic, social, political and cultural goods 



largesse.' In the case of divided societies like Northem Ireland, however, the problem of 

conflicting interests takes on a different hue. The problern, broadly stated, is that differences 

arising out of cleavages in one sphere overlap the cleavages existing in other spheres. As Robert 

Dahl puts it: 

When ... shared characteristics are al1 elements in a more inclusive category of analysis, 
such as class, religion, lanpage, or race, the inclusive category is oflen referred to as a 
political cleavage. Thus if the advenaries in a bipolar conflict consist rnainly of 
Protestants on one side and Catholics on the other, as in Northem Ireland, then religion 
constitutcs a political clcavagc.' 

Hence, the problem in divided societies like Northern Ireland is that the cleavages apparent in 

one sphere are replicated across a range of other spheres too. Divisions between Protestants and 

Catholics are replicated in areas such as political affiliation, cultural activities (such as public 

festivals and sporting events)', education, and housing. As a consequence, there is little room for 

any crosscutting cleavages (like class for exmple)' that would mitigate the effects of 

sectarianism. Hence, 'One's allies today are one's allies tomorrow; one's opponents today are 

one's opponents tomorrow.'>s a consequence, the nature of democratic politics that ensues is 

antagonistic, combative, sectarian, and often becomes violent. 

For those who see Northem Ireland primarily in terms of the challenges it poses to the 

concept of democracy in divided societies, the conflict is best understood as a problem of 

political powedauthonty. Or put another way, the conflict in Northern Ireland is about how best 

to distribute political power in a society wracked by overlapping cleavages. From this 

perspective, what the history telling of the previous chapter dernonstrated was that the 

democratic institutions and practices in Northern ireland were constructed on two interrelated, 

equally problematic. foundations. First, the theoretical framework underlying the conception of 

democracy envisaged for the province (majoritarian democracy) was at odds with the practical 

reality of overlapping political, cultural and religious cleavages. Secondly, implementing a 

system of representative parliamentary democracy on the assurnption that Northem Ireland's 

democratic institutions would be able to stand beyond the sectarian b y  and "represent" the 

interests of al1 of its citizens was woefully ignorant of the existing political and social reality of 

Northem Irish society. Instead, Northem ireland reaped the political and social strife that it had 
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sown in its constitutional founding. It delivered rnajoritarian institutions that resulted in the 

creation of a permanent minority which was excluded from effective political participation for 

over fifly-years. Social antagonisms and street violence were the inevitable result of 

institutionalizing political inequality. 

Frorn this perspective, it is not difficult to understand the reasons behind the drive 

toward a consociational solution to Northem Ireland's political problerns. Advocates of the 

consociritional ripproach opente h m  the rissurnption that the central problem ;vith Sorthcrn 

Ireland is political inequality. That is, the problem is that the interests of the minority have been 

negated by antagonistic rnajoritarian institutional structures, which has resulted in unequal 

political outcomes. The solution is to give the minority community a nght to participate in the 

institutions of govemance that would necessarily entai1 an effective Say over policy formulation 

and imp lementation. Moreover, ensuring the widespread participation of the minority 

community in the decision-making processes of the province by guaranteeing a certain number 

of seats in an assembly would result in the dissipation of their claims for effective political 

recognition. 1 want to critically examine the nature of this line of thought which underscores 

many proposals for change in Northern Ireland, the most important arnongst them being the 

latest proposa1 for political change outlined in the Belfast Agreement. In so doing, I address the 

broad principles of consociational democracy as well as its theoretical underpinnings. I then 

move on to critically examine the arguments that some consociationalists employ against the 

identity-related analytical framework I articulated earlier. 

a) Cleavages and Consociatîonal Democracy 

Let me begin my discussion of consociationalism by situating it within the larger field of 

democratic theory. As a field of study, consociational democracy concems itself with the 

problems of govemance in societies wracked by conflict as a result of group conflict. As a 

consequence of group conflict, the normative principles of democracy (as they are interpreted 

and practiced in the Anglo-Amencan tradition and which are often articulated as though they 

were the authontative principles of democracy) are unable to deliver the political legitimacy 
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required of public institutions. Consociationalist's like Arend Lijphart, however, regard 

consociationaIism as an alternative form of democratic govemance, and not as might be implied 

in conventional discussions of democracy, as an alternative to democracy. ConsociationaIists 

then, confkont the problems of democratic govemance from the perspective of having to secure 

the legitimacy of public institutions in contexts that preclude recourse to (relatively) simple 

methods of legitimation such as majority rule. In contradistinction to Anglo-Amencan 

dernocrxy (where rnrjoritxizn democncy provides the nomatire modcl of dcmocïatic 

govement), we could say that consociationalism ernerges at the point of democratic 

breakdown. That is, where the conventional processes for confemng legitirnacy on 

govemmental institutions and practices fail to garner the support of the majority of citizens. or 

where a significant political and social conflict is waged between antagonistic social, ethnic, 

racial, religious, cultural and/or political groups. By "conventional processes" 1 mean to imply 

the normative standards invoked in a number of western democratic countries for confemng 

consent such as popular will or majonty consent. So. for exarnple. we could Say that the 

institutions and practices of democracies like Canada or the United States command the 

allegiance of the great majority of their citizens and are, therefore, regarded as legitimate 

institutions representing the will of the people. This is not to imply that the not insignificant 

number of citizens in both of these two countries who express a sense of alienation from their 

institutions or who regard the institutions and practices of their society as structurally hostile to 

the inclusion of minority perspectives are wrong or misguided. There are numerous issues and 

debates concerning the problems associated with the institutions and practices of these 

"conventional" democracies and their inability to represent the interests of minority 

perspectives. It is beyond the scope of this body of work to do them justice here. What 1 am 

suggesting here is that there is a marked difference between the problems associated with 

minorities in relatively stable political regimes like those in Canada, the United States, Bntain 

and Australia and those which exhibit the type of legitimacy crisis evident in Northem Ireland. 

The difference lies in the fact that the rninority cornmunity in Northem ireland (which we rnust 

remember is nearly half the population) do not regard the institutions of that society as 
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legitirnate expressions of the will of the people. I go on to explain that this problem of 

legitimacy is conceived by advocates of consociationaIism as the by-product of an absence of 

crosscutting cleavages which rnitigate the formation of antagonistic group relations. 

For a country to be in the throws of democratic breakdown then, factors other than 

rninonty discontent need to be present. Or looking at the problem from the opposite direction. 

we could suggest that other forms of democratic govemance become crucial at the point where 

thc bonds ivhich tic pcoplc togcthcr in a scnse of social. political, or suliurai solidiirity have been 

broken or have never been present. Of course, one of the most obvious bonds that creates a sense 

of shared purpose, or solidarity, is provided by the idea of a common cultural heritage. 

One of the major assumptions inherent to political theory From the ancient Greeks on bas 

been the cultural homogeneity of the societies celebrated in the canon.' Hence, as Walzer points 

out, we celebrate the Greece of Pericles rather than Alexander, and the Roman Republic nther 

than the Roman ~mpire.' Assumptions regarding cultural hornogeneity have been fundamental 

for the way we have conceived democracy and its institutions and practices. Concepts iike 

majority rule, popular sovereignty, representation, and deliberation assume a degree of 

commonality that many now critique as an unwarranted and historically ill-conceived 

assurnption. From the perspective of those who focus on the tensions between pluralism and 

democracy, or difference and commonality, three distinct approaches to democratic politics 

become evident. 

The firçt approach to the problem of democracy operates boom the categorics provided by 

the social theory of Machiavelli and Hobbes. This social theory is largely atomistic and 

conceives of the relationship between human nature, society and politics in conflictual terms. 

From this perspective, politics is the contestation of conflicting individual interests and 

democracy is the institutionai arrangement that best preserves human fieedom, guards against 

brutal despotisms, and provides for the f?ee cornpetition of interests. The second approach has 

its ongins in Aristotelianism where liuman beings were conceived of fûndamentally as entities 

capable of life in community, as a mon poiitikon, as beings who had to rely on the social 

framework of a political community for the realization of their h e r  nature." The observation 



that the human animal is by nature a political animal emphasizes the naturalness of communal 

relations and the political realm as a necessary cornponent of hurnan flourishing in 

contradistinction to the charactenzations of the state of nature in Hobbes and Locke. The third 

approach has its origins in Hegel's philosophical project that, like Aristotle's, emphasizes the 

interrelationship between human flourishing and social frameworks. What distinguishes Hegel's 

project from Aristotle's is that Hegel theonzes the relationship between the social and the 

individu21 CS 2 stmggle for recognition between conflicth; wil!s. Thcs, Hegel's project does not 

rely on the metaphysical order of Aristotle, but rather, ernerges out of the Enlightenment's 

emphasis on conflict, self-preservation and self-interest. Hegel, however, inverts the conclusions 

of the atomists by proposing an holistic philosophical system which conceives the relationship 

between human nature and politics as underpimed by notions of intersubjective identity- 

formation within an ethical community [Sittliclrkeit] .Io 

Elements of the latter two approaches are contained in the next section of this chapter 

where we examine the interconnections between identity and social context. Those who ascribe 

to the first approach, however, tend to be predominant in the field of consociationalism. That is, 

the majority of consociationalism's adherents tend to ascribe to the conflictual school of 

democratic theory that focuses on the problem of democratic politics as the institutional arena of 

conflicting interests. Another way to characterize this conception of democratic politics is to 

undentand its approach to politics as instrumental. This is evidenced in the scholarship of 

Robert Dahl and Arend Lijphart, and in the context of Northem Ireland scholarship, Brendan 

O'Leary and John McGarry. Dahl's conception of democracy, for example, is concemed 

primarily with the instxumental process of democratic rule in societies defined by the plurality of 

individual interests. Defining pluralism so that it conceptually precludes notions of cornmonality 

or shared understandings fiom defining the character of democratic institutions, Dahl limits his 

focus to the instrumental processes and procedures required to secure legitimacy of 

governmental authority from citizens. Likewise, Arend Lij p hart's appro ac h de fines the nature of 

democratic politics so that the central "democratic problem"" becomes one of implernenting a 

set of procedures aïmed at minimizllig the effects of conflicting interests to secure a stable 
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political regime.12 I will take up OfLeary's and McGarry's utilization of the instrumental variant 

of democratic theory M e r  on. For the moment let me detail what a consociational approach to 

democratic politics looks like, its principles of institutional design and the assumptions about 

equality and justice underlying it. 

b ) Primiples of Consuciationa~ism 

Lijphart identifies four principler of consociational democracy: (1) governent by s u i d  

coalition, (2) 'mutual veto or "concurrent majority" rule', l3 (3) proportional representation, and 

(4) 'a high degree of autonomy for each segment to run ifs own affain.'" Govemment via grand 

coalition brings together 'the political leaders of al1 significant segments of the plural society"' 

and makes them ail party to the process of government. The mutual veto ensures that minor 

parties remain key to the process of govemment by allowing them to vote down proposals which 

are hostile to their interests. Thus, minonties are protected From the situation where a majority in 

cabinet can exercise complete authority my virtue of their numerical superionty. The principle 

of proportionality covers three areas. First, it applies to the representation of minor parties in 

legislative bodies by implementing proportionality as the method for measuring electoral 

support and subsequently allocating legislative seats. Second, it extends to cover appointments 

of personnel in the public sector as a whole. Thus, minorities are represented at al1 levels of the 

public service responsible for the development and implementation of policy proposals. And 

thirdly, proportionality underlies the distribution of economic resources by hnneling 

governrnent subsidies via existing segments. Finally, segmental autonomy enables each group to 

have the power to rule itself in those areas in which it enjoys an exclusive interest. There are two 

forms which segmental autonomy nomally takes. First, particular segments can be located in a 

federal stnicture such as is the case in Canada where Quebec stands out as the province which 

most preciously guards the autonomy it has in certain poiicy areas such as immigration and 

education. Another form which segmenta1 autonomy might take is institutional rather than 

temtorial. That is, govemment can cede control of institutions that hold particular interest to 
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members of a segment. For instance, members of linguistic minonties could be given the 

autonomy to educate their children in their native language. 

These alternative principles of democratic govemance (with the exception of segmental 

autonomy)16 have been given explicit recognition in the Agreement that is currently being 

implemented in Northem ireland. The principal t h s t  underlying the Agreement is that new 

institutional arrangements which are designed to be more inclusive of the minority comrnunity 

(by the implementation cf proportional reprcçcntation) offcr thc most üscful ïncans of securing a 

peaceful resolution to the curent conflict. The central assumption underlying the drive toward to 

consociational institutional change is that redistributing political power will transfomi the 

smictural relations in the province and reduce the level of violence carried out by the various 

political protagonists within each of the two communities. The reduction in violence, it seerns, 

follows on fiom giving members across the various factions in both communities the capacity to 

cornpete for seats in a formal institutional forum to express their views and to participate 

effectively in the govemance of the province. Consequently, the capacity of any one group to 

dominate the other is negated which in tum ensures the need for political accommodation across 

the board. 

There is a good deal to the view of an inclusive democracy offered by this perspective. It 

draws into sharp relief the connections behveen democracy. equality, and self-determination by 

focusing on the way institutional design effects democratic outcornes. Moreover, it 

problematizes the ideal of impartiality so central to liberai theory and implements a series of 

institutional procedures to ensure equal representation of various politico-social groupings. 

Moreover, it draws the leaders of the various political parties into the formal arena of the 

province's public institutions, which directly impacts on the degree of legitimacy enjoyed by 

these institutions. This last feature is particularly crucial, for the absence of any one of the major 

political parties in the processes of government will likely result in an institutional legitimacy 

crisis followed by widespread discontent, and political and social disorder. To the extent that the 

Agreement is able to redistribute political power in the province to accommodate the diversity of 

political interests it should be waxmly welcomed. 
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The formal institutional route to political change outlined in the Agreement is an 

essential element in restnicturing Northern Irelands political, cultural, and social life. Indeed, 1 

defend the Agreement and the new approach to constitutionalism in diverse societies that it 

represents in Parts II and III. There is, however, a danger associated with forma1 institutional 

approaches to democratic justice in diverse societies that warrants immediate attention. Let me 

emphasize here that the dangers lie not in structures like the Agreement, but in the approach to 

political and cultural ionf l i~ t  ünderlying ihèm. Thc problems I point to iuz tliose tliat im 

marginalized or obscured by overly forma1 institutional approaches to delivering just and equal 

outcornes in politically and culturally diverse societies. The central problem for institutional 

approaches to justice in diverse societies lies in the social theory that underlies and enkames 

them. 

C) Social theory und the advocaq of rational politics 

The conceptual framework underlying the approach to political resolution in the 

Agreement is, in many respects, inspired by consociationalism. As we have already seen, the 

social theory underlying consociationalism is derived, in the main, from a focus on the 

adversarial or conflictual nature of political and social life most clearly iuriculated in the works 

of Hobbes and Locke. We can identiQ the core features of this social theory in present day 

scholarship on Northem Ireland via an analysis of the approach adopted by two leading scholars 

of the Northem Irish conflict John McGarry and Brendan O'Leary. What is distinctive about 

their work, particularly their E-rplaining Northern Ireland, is their methodological reflexivity. 

That is, while spending considerable time explainhg (and debunking) various explanations for 

the causes of the confiict, McGany and O'Leary situate their own theoretical and empirical 

perspective within the broader context of methodological debates withïn political science. In 

particular, McGarry and OtLeary advocate the adoption of a rationalist approach to the conflict 

in Northem Ireland, distinguishing this from what they term 'culturalist accounts'. They note: 

There is a long-running debate in the social sciences between rationalists, who focus 
on interests in explaining political and social phenornena, and culturalists, who focus 
on values and social noms. Rationalists favor economic explanations, and see agents 
as pulled by incentives, while culturalists see agents as pushed by quasi-inertîal 



forces; and whereas rationalists see humans as strategists, culturalists portray them as 
creatures of habit. Rationalists maintain that people undertake actions, not as cultural 
automata, but because it is in their interests; culhiralists, that people's perceptions of 
their interests and their normative codes goveming pursuit of their interests are 
culturally determined ... Our methodological preference is to seek rational 
explanations before resorting to cultural ones." 

For reasons that will become clearer in a moment, 1 disagree with McGarry's and O'Leary's 

presentation of rationalist and culturalist approaches as incompatible. As 1 will suggest, the hvo 

approaches are potentially complementary. But before 1 explain how, 1 want to flesh out what 

lies behind McGany's and O'Leary's approach. The political objective behind McGarryls and 

O'Leary's methodological reasoning is to head off the argument that somehow the 'Northem 

Irish are culturally strange or distinctive because they are passionately and bitterly divided over 

their national allegian~es.''~ For as McGarry and OILeary make plain, '[dlebates, conflicts, and 

wars over national political identity, national territory, and national sovereignty have dominated 

European history for over a century. The Northem Irish are oniy exceptional in that their 

debates, conflicts and wan have not been res~lved."~ The political imperative to counter 

arguments that situate the Northem Irish/Irish in a context where they are viewed as less 

civilized, moved by more tribalistic or outdated cultural values which are out of step with a 

modem secular Europe, provides the impetus for the methodological justification of a rationalist 

approach to political life. As a means of countering arguments perpetrated by those openting 

from a prejudiced view of Northem Irishfish people and culture, the rationalist account proves 

most effective. But is the rationalist account of the conflict, of the rnotivating forces behind the 

actions of Northern Irelands protagonists, adequate in itself? To answer this question we need to 

probe a litt le more deeply into the philosop hical pre-dispositions underwriting McGarryls and 

OfLeary's approach. 

One of the ways that McGarry and O'Leary support their thesis is by examining the IRA 

hunger strikes of 1981. McGarry and OILeary suggest that an examination of the hunger strikes 

fkom a rationalist perspective offers a supenor, more accurate, interpretation of events. They 

contrast their approach to the hunger strikes with that of Padraig O'Malley whose interpretation 

McGarry and O'Leary describe as a 'c~lturalist'.'~ As McGarry and O'Leary interpret the hunger 

strikes, the republican prisoners in the Maze prison were not victims of theu culture but were 
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'autonomous agents - albeit within the republican organizations which operated inside and 

outside the Maze ... They had a goal - to have their organizations regarded as political, and 

themselves as prisoners of war - and they experimented with a range of tactics.'" Their 

rationality is fûrther demonstrated in their strategic weighting of the costs and benefits of their 

campaign. The cost-benefit analysis between 'martyrdom (damage to the enemy and posthumous 

reputation). ..[and] the costs associated with serving out a li fe sentence'" reinforced the c larity of 

their purpose. .4!thocgh M c G ~ ~ ~  md O ' L e q  point out the obvious Bct  th3t the prisonen 

strategic calculations were, in the end, miscalculated, they insist that this does not mean that the 

prisoners 'were irrational.'". 

McGarry's and O'Learyts interpretation of the hunger strikes rest on two broad 

assumptions: Firstly, that in the case of some of the individual prisoners, their culture could not 

be regarded as a prime motivating factor in their actions as rnany of them only acquired some of 

the basic rudiments of a nationalist culture (like the acquisition of Irish language skills) as 

inmates. Secondly, the overall strategy of the IRA to achieve a greater bargaining position in a 

'long-term political war of po~ition"~ was served by the hunger strike campaign and thus 

demonstrated its rational basis according to the criteria of strategic ntionality. Both of these 

assumptions fail, however, to explain the most significant factor underlying the hunger strikes in 

the first place. For instance, as Norman Porter points out, what McGarry and O'Leary do not 

account for is why the IRA has the interests that it does in the first place. Regardless of how one 

may interpret the political strategies adopted to express these interests, accounting for the 

existence of something like the [RA requires an understanding of the cultural background to the 

conflict in the fint place. Porter notes: 

CU]ndentanding what informs republicans interests is constitutive of appreciating why 
republican goals are what they are, and of grasping how it is that these goals are able 
to be pursued by a variety of means-including those as extreme as hunger strikes." 

Porter offers an alternative? four-point 'pattern of reasoningt2' offenng a less dualistic 

interpretative hmework. First, 

strategies may be judged as more or less rational to the degree that they succeed in 
advancing interests; second, interests thus establish the parameters for strategically 
rational action; third, but interests are shaped by culhual factors such as values, noms 



and memories as well as by calculations of self-advantage; and fourth, accordingly, 
cultural explanations carmot be bypassed by attempts to explain thoroughly why 
individuals or groups act as they do, and to assess whether this or that cause of action 
is strategically rational." 

This pattern of reasoning makes it clear that interpreting the political objectives of those 

involved in the Northern Ireland conflict requires an understanding of both interests and the 

political and cultural background that informs them. This view refuses to operate according to 

the strictures laid down by invoking a dichotomy between rationality and culture. Lnstead, it 

highlights the conceptual flaw in understanding interests on& through the conceptual categories 

of strategic rationality. 

Another way to understand the significance of Porter's alternative 'pattem of reasoning' is 

tu interpret it in ternis of its social theoretical assurnptions. As we have already noted, the 

instrumental approach to politics advocated by McGarry and O'Leary derives much of its 

justification from an atomistic social theory. This social theory regards individual action as 

motivated by the individual's desire to satisfy particular interests which themselves originate in 

the individuals pursuit of selfpresewation and desire-fulfillment. However, the pattem of 

reasoning advocated by Porter takes its cue from the Hegelian social theory 1 mentioned earlier. 

From this perspective, the conceptual categories that lie beneath Porter's pattern of reasoning 'are 

geared to the [pre-existing] social nexus between subject~'.'~ As Axe1 Hometh undentands it, 

'every philosophical theory of society must proceed not fkom the acts of isolated subjects but 

rather fiom the fnmework of ethical bonds, within which subjects always already rn~ve ."~  The 

'ethical bonds' Hometh speaks of here are what Porter has in mind when he argues that there is a 

cultural background which gives meaning to the particular, "strategic", interests of organizations 

like the IRA, or any other political or social organization, or the political actions of individuals. 

The fundamentai disagreement then is one about social theory-whether the atomistic social 

theory of Hobbes and Locke underlying McGany's and O'Leary's conceptual scheme for 

explaining the pattern of reasoning inherent to the conflict in Northem ireland is capable of 

accornmodating the range of interests of the political actors in the province. As I have aiready 

suggested, because McGarry and O'Leary would need to resort to some fuller, cultural, 

explication of the values underlying the poiitical interests of organizations like the IRA to 
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adequately explain why they have the interests they do, it seems fair to conclude that the 

atomistic social theory underlying their approach is philosophically inadequate to the tasks ihey 

set it. 

The implications for refusing to accept the social theoretical thmst of the McGarry- 

OILeary approach is that theorizing the conflict over political aspirations and cultural identities 

in terms which describe the confiict as a failure of institutional design offers an incomplete, and 

îlius inadquate, account of tlit conflict &id unnècrssarily foracloses aiternative avenues to 

political, cultural and social reconciliation. In another way, we could Say that the social theory 

underlying institutional approaches silences those claims to justice that cannot be satisfied via 

institutional means. Here, I have in mind justice-based issues of respect, dignity, and/ or 

recognition for persons who, as a matter of everyday existence, venture into public spaces as 

political and/or cultural Othen. What these types of situations require is a change in the 

judgments that create and re-create Others. This is why 1 adopt an approach in the dissertation 

that links the conceptual categories of justice to the constitutional realm, and the constitutional 

realm to the public sphere where judgments regarding being and belonging are so fundamental, 

because we need to be clear that the way we conceptualize justice and diversity will impact on 

the way we institutionalize our approach to it, and that this in tum will create an ethical 

framework against which we invoke judgments regarding the nature of our political community. 

So, to re-state the problem with the McGany-O'Leary approach more bluntly, the fundamental 

issue that needs to be recognized is that political institutions do not exist, as Porter puts it, in 

cultural vacuums. 

We c m  conclude then that the consociational approach, which could also be 

characterized as a variant of the adversarial or conflicting-interests approach to democratic 

theory, on its own, offers an incomplete analysis of the conflict in Northem Ireland. This, 

however, is not to suggest that there is no place for consociational interventions in political 

debates surrounding resolution and reconciliation in Northem Ireland. On the contrary, 

consociational arrangements like those evident in the Agreement s houid be integral components 

of attempts to render just outcornes in politicaily and culturally diverse societies like Northem 
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Ireland. On their own, however, they remain Iirnited by their singular focus on interests and 

power. 

Now I tum to discuss an alternative mode1 of understanding the challenges to justice issued by 

diversity. In this section, 1 deal with the ontological approach, which takes its cue Erom the links 

between identity and context. In so doing, 1 emphasize that the institutional approach should be 

rcgardcd as complcmcr,tary to :hc ontological approach, as long as thc social thcoq undcrlying 

the former is conceived in way that allows for the inclusion of claims to justice made audible by 

the approach to justice evidenced by the latter. I contend that this complementarity is made 

possible by interpreting justice claims in the political and cultural context in which they emerge. 

That is, we need to recognize that claims to justice emanate from multiple types of grievance, 

some of which cm be addressed institutionally, while othen will require subtler, more nuanced, 

changes in cultural and social relations behveen groups. 

II. Ontologieal Approaches to Diversity 

a) Selfand Cunrext 

To reiterate, the ontological approach to divenity focuses on the links between the 

ontology of the subject and the formation of constitutive political and cultural attachrnents. The 

links between the formation of self-identity and social context have been explored, most notably 

perhaps, by ferninist and cornmunitarian critics of liberalism who have taken aim at the concept 

of the self assumed in Iiberal political theory. The self, as it is conceived in liberal theory, 

presents a picture of the human animal as a self-made, atomistic creature, whose capacities and 

choices are derived from an imer source-often described as the capacity for rationai autonomy. 

The problem with this characterization of the self is that it stems fkom a belief in self- 

determination which denies a formative role for the social frameworks through which one's 

sense of self (including one's capacity to reason) is both facilitated and formed. From this 

perspective, the liberai view of the self is deeply flawed because it inadequately theorizes the 

processes via which the self cornes into being. The failure of liberal theory to grasp the 
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ontological significance of the social backdrop to the self is captured succinctly by Jennifer 

Nedelsky. She notes: 

We corne into being in a social context that is literally constitutive of us. Some of our 
most essential characteristics, such as our capacity for langage and the conceptual 
framework through which we see the world, are not made by us, but given to us (or 
developed in us) through our interaction with others." 

nie process of coming into being--of attaining a sense of self-illuminates the importance that 

social context has for the development of who we are. It is not simply a matter of developing our 

characteristics of self in the Company of others but, rather, our selves are constituted, in part, by 

the social contexts through which we emerge as individuals. It is important, however, not to 

confuse the idea of a contextually embedded self with a purely socially constructed subject. 

Defining the self in terms of context does not entai1 a wholesnle rejection of self-determination 

and self-making, so crucial to modemity's characterization of hurnan lreedom and autonomy, not 

to mention dignity and equality." Rather, what is being claimed against liberalism's ontology of 

the self (or more accurately put, liberalism's deontological theorizing) is that individuals are 

incapable of developing their capacities in isolation fiom, or without immersion in, a social 

context. What is not being clairned is that we can dispense with the idea of self-determination 

altogethet; that the dual concepts of freedom and autonomy are somehow unimportant once we 

realize the significance social context has for the development of the self. Let me tease this out a 

Little fiirther. 

One of the most troubling features of much of the debate between liberals and 

cornmunitarians has been the misperception (arnongst liberals mostly) that defining the self in 

terms of a social ontology necessarily requires a corresponding diminution in individual 

autonomy. The mode of argument usually employed against the contextually located self 

normally begins with a premise like: socially embedded selves lack the robust sense of 

individual agency ascribed to individuals by the capacity for choice (and its linking with 

autonomy and authenticity) within liberdism. It is a common theme in liberal texts to descnbe 

the contextual self as "trapped" within the social and cultural context through which it first 

emerges; as if it is unable to exercise meaningful choices, unable to cntically reflect on, rnodib, 

a d o r  depart fiom the constitutive attachments formed in the process of one's original mode of 
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belonging in community. Even more recent liberal theonzing which has atternpted to develop 

more nuanced responses to the dichotomies of individualkontext, freedornhelonging, 

autonomy/dependence, authenticity/faith fails, ultimately, to evade the somewhat cmde 

descriptive distinctions of the ps t .  For example, while Kymlicka argues that the realrn of the 

social is fundamentai for providing meaningful options kom which individuals can exercise 

their freedom of choice, he nevertheless confidently States that the 'communitarian conception of 

the self is mistaken' becausa although '[ilt is noi eajy or enjoyabk to rwisr one's deepzst 

ends,. .. it is possible, and sometimes a regrettable necessity .'" Clearly, Kyrnlicka regards the 

communitarian self as unable to revise its ends, even under conditions of 'necessity'. Similarly, 

Yael Tamir locates the individual within social and cultural contexts but, nevertheless, insists 

that 

Rejecting the assumption that individuals have the potential to reflect on and refuse the 
values and noms offered to them in the coune of their socialisation sets us on a slippery 
slope leading to social and cultural determinism. Every conception of the person 
acceptable to liberais must therefore include the notion of this potential." 

The dilernrna posed by Kyrnlicka and Tamir for those who ascribe to a view of the self as 

contextually embedded is how to conceive of the capacity for self-making and autonomous 

choice once individual agency has been circumscnbed by the role of constitutive attachments. 

Before 1 lay out a response to the dilemma posed by Kymlicka's and Tamir's culture-fnendly 

liberalism, 1 want to digress bnefly to consider some theoretical contributions made to the 

debate by leminist scholars. 1 do this because 1 beiieve the liberal and communitarian 

formulation of the dilemma is in some ways misleading, a problem I believe that can be set right 

by a critical examination of some feminist contributions to debates conceming the ontology of 

the self. 

@) Feminism und the self 

Much feminist thought stands in similar relation to liberal theory as cornmunitarianism. 

On the whole, feminists share the cornmunitarian critique of liberalism's charactenzation of the 

disembodied, self-made, autonomous individual as a fictional constmct. Elizabeth Frazer's and 

Nicola Lacey's cnticism of Rawls' conception of the onginai position provides us with an 
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example of the shared ontologicd perspective from which feminism and communitarianism 

critique liberalism. Frazer and Lacey note: 

In the real world 'choice' always implies a concrete context of options, our perceptions 
and understandings of these, noms and our understandings of these. The chooser must 
be a person with multiple responsibilities, affective cornmitments and so on. This is to 
Say, choice only occurs in a social context. We might ask why the on na1 osition is in 
any sense a suitable starting point for reflection about the just society. 3 

The feminist rejection of liberal ontology demonstrates a striking similarity with 

communitarianism. However, as Jennifer Nedeisky has noted, ferninisr schoiarship is mindfui 

not to dispense with the language of fieedom, self-determination, and self-rnaking which is 

implied in the liberal philosophical and political program. Nedelsky notes: 

[Fleminists are centrally concerned with Freeing women to shape our own lives, to define 
who we (each) are, rather than accepting the definition given to us by othen (men and 
male-dominated society, in particular). Feminists therefore need a language of freedom 
with which to express the value underlying this concem. But that language must also be 
tme to the equally important precept that any good theorizing will start with people in 
their social contexts. And the notion of social context must take seriously its constitutive 
quality ... The problem, of course, is how to combine the claim of the constitutiveness of 
social relations with the value of se~f-determinatior~.~~ 

This captures more precisely the dilemma that seems, too often, to slip between the cracks in 

much of the liberal-cornmunitarian debate, narnely, how to re-figure the relationship between 

contextually located, embodied selves with the value of self-determination without sacnficing 

the powerfui, and yet extremely attractive promise of individual freedom promised by 

liberalism. The ability to get beyond the impasse suggested by the dichotomous nature of much 

of the liberal-cornmunitarian debate is crucial for a contemporary rendering of the human 

subject. It is imperative for political theory to re-figure the human subject in ways mindful of the 

social and cultural locations of individuals as well as playing due homage to the idea of self- 

detemination integrai to people's desire to shape their own lives. 

I agree with Nedelsky that reconceiving the self so that it embodies both dimensions of 

its being-context and self-determination-is rnost fniitfûlly pursued through a critical analysis 

of the concept of autonomy. Reconceiving autonomy so that it no longer carries the connotations 

associated with a formalistic liberal rendenng offen us innovative ways to get beyond the 

liberal-cornmunitarian juncture. It holds out the possibility of combining (albeit in tension)36 

individual fieedom with one's constitutive attachments. If we are able to reconceive autonomy 
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such that it is understood to emerge via a social ontology, then arguably, we will be in a much 

better position to make more explicit the links between one's location in social and cultural 

contexts and the formation of self-identity, without having to compromise Our capacity for 

critical reflection and individual agency. 

So, how might we conceive autonomy so that it is compatible with the idea of 

constitutive attachments? The first step towards this goal is to understand what is meant by the 

term "autonomy". As E\'edels!cy points out, autonomy litenily mems, "govcned by oncls own 

law"." So, how do we corne to know what Our own law is? Clearly, this is the most fundamental 

question that has been addressed at one stage or another by most theonsts considering the 

mdimentary elements of autonomy. But I want to proceed by following Nedelsky's claim that 

the key to undentanding autonomy cornes through the recognition that we beconze autonomous 

rather than simply possess autonomy as a pre-social feature ofour being. Starting fiom this basis 

makes plain the social basis of autonomy and highlights the degree to which moral, cultural, 

political, and religious Fiameworks inhise Our understanding of individual agency. Nedelsky 

notes: 

The idea of "finding" one's law is true to the belief that even what is tmly one's own law 
is shaped by the society in which one lives and the relationships that are a part of one's 
life. "Finding" also permits an openness to the idea that one's own is revealed by spiritual 
sources, that our capacity to find a law within us comes From our spiritual nature. From 
both perspectives, the law is one's own in the deepest sense, but not made by the 
individual; the individual develops it, but in connection with othen; it is not chosen but 
re~ognized.'~ 

The process of coming-into-being, of deveioping one's sense of self, of developing one's 

capacity for independence, occurs in rela~ion to the world around one. This is what is clearly 

articulated in the writings of a number of feminist authors; that the self attains its identity in 

relation to the world through which it emerges. 

Defining the self in relational terms highlights the significance autonomy has for 

feminist scholarship and practice. What is at issue here is the degree to which one c m  realize 

one's potential for self-making-indeed, the degree to which one can even conceive of having a 

potentid-when one's sense of who one is has been shaped by the social fhneworks and 

evaluative commitments of one's society. It is because feminist ~ o r n e n ~ ~  have smiggled to 
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liberate women from the hidden and marginalized positions ascribed to them by the moral, 

political, econornic, and social discourses of society that the idea of autonomy remains 

fundamentally important for self-realization and feminist critique. It is because women's 

particular social location has made feminists al1 too aware of the degree to which women's self- 

hood has been developed in relational terms rather than forma1 or abstract ones that Frazer and 

Lacey advocate the retention of a concept of autonomy for feminist political and theoretical 

objectives. .4s the;. state: 

The notion of the relational self, in contrast to both atomistic and inter-subjective selves, 
nicely captures our empincal and logical independence and the centrality to Our identity 
of our relations with others and with practices and institutions, whilst retaining an idea of 
human uniqueness and discreteness as central to Our sense of ourselves. It entails the 
collapse of any self7other or individuaYcommunity dichotomy without abandoning the 
idea of genuine agency and subjectivity." 

Retaining the concept of autonomy rather than adopting the idea of inter-subjectivity, feminists 

illuminate the significance of the concept of autonomy for the realization of each woman's 

potential. Moreover, as both Iris Young and Virginia Held suggest, maintaining the concept of 

autonomy preserves a space for women's difference without collapsing the differences between 

them into common or "essential" categories." This faditates the mauirnization of the space 

required for critical reflection 'which implies [a] capacity for distancing and differentiation from 

both other selves and social structures (including noms, conventions and practices)."' Such a 

space also seems implied by Nedelsky's formuIation of autonomy as the process of "finding" 

one's o m  Iaw. 

Reconceiving autonorny in tems that express the social ontology of the self brings to the 

fore the importance attached to the role of language in both theory and practice. The theoretical 

re-configuration of key tems  in political (and legal) theory like autonomy, reason, fieedorn, 

equality, justice, and rights, so that they more accurately reflect the true nature of people's 

experiences is essential to ensure that they are not conceived in terms which simply assume a 

particular perspective as iheoretically and practically authontative. This is why feminists, 

members of racial and ethnic minonties as well as indigenous peoples have challenged the 

assumptions underlying basic concepts iike equality. Key to understanding the sorts of issues 

members of these groups raise (as issues of equality) is an understanding of the way their 
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different locations effect their capacity to negotiate their way through a senes of social relations 

and institutions. Hence, women claim that defining equality in terms of "equal treatment" (with 

men)" fails to adequately capture their distinctive social location and the way their location 

compels them to negotiate their gender-identities in al1 spheres. For exarnple, because of the 

social expectations ascribed to women's gendered-identity (as the group responsible for child 

bearing and nurturing), they are compelled to confront, evaluate, and negotiate the everyday- 

ness of other social processes and institutions in socizty (such as ducation, iiealth, ernployniznt, 

neighborhood safety, transport) di fferently from men. S imilarly, members of racial and ethnic 

minorities have articulated their hstration with the idea of "equal treatment" regarding it as an 

invitation to be included on the proviso that they act "the same as" members of the rnajority, 

rather than recognizing and respecting their distinctiveness and difference From the rnajority 

culture. This is echoed in debates in Northem Ireland when the minority cornrnunity reject the 

plea by sorne unionists to be just like the rest of the citizens of the UK? On a practical level 

then, it is essential that the key concepts around which we organize our social and political 

institutions, as well as our language of legal interpretation, bear witness to a world-view that 

more accurately reflects the experiences of "actual" people in their "actual" locations. 

Combining theoretical with practical objectives in the process of re-fgzrring, reconceiving, and 

challenging holds out the promise of effecting positive social change through transforming the 

institutions through which we negotiate our identities on a day-to-day basis. Thus, Feminist 

challenges to the way legal concepts like mens rea have been interpreted in rape cases (in ways 

which support the maintenance of unequal power-relations between men and women) represent 

an exarnple of the practical import of challenging the social assumptions underlying the 

interpretative framework of the law. " 

At this point, the reader may detect a not-so-subtle change in the terms of reference 

employed in the argument. 1 began this section with a discussion of autonomy and individual 

agency and have ended up using exarnples of situations that employ group identities. There is 

nothing mysterious in this, however. Rather, it follows ftom our earlier observations regarding 

the formation of self-identity and social context. I have argued that the major flaw with the 
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liberal rendering of the self lies in its ascribing to subjects the capacity for critical reflection as a 

transcendent quality, or an antecedent characteristic of individuals, prior to or removed fiorn the 

social contexts through which the self emerges. Instead, I have argued that critical reflection 

requires a social context. Using the insights of feminist thought, I argued that our location in 

social contexts need not imply a diminution of our capacity for autonomy. Indeed, as feminists 

have arnply demonstrated, the capacity to cntically reflect on those features of society which 

nis-iccognizc and mis-constuc xoincn and womcn's cxpcricnccç docs not dcpcnd on a conccpt 

of autonomy defined antecedently to the self. Rather, it is women's experience in the everyday- 

the requirement that they negotiate social, political, legal, religious, and moral institutions which 

have defined, shaped, ascribed, and moulded their identities along the way-that has provided 

them with the capacity to cntically reflect on the theoretical and practical assumptions inherent 

in traditional understandings of wornen's identity. 

c) self-identity, group belonging, and criticai reflection 

Reflecting on the insights of feminist thought clarifies a Fundamental point relating to 

identity: understanding the processes associated with the formation of self-identity necessarily 

entails a corresponding understanding of the contexts through which one's sense of identity 

emerges. Let me emphasize though that the philosophical insights proffered by feminist thought 

are not unfamiliar to us. From a slightly different perspective, we can detect a similar 

theoretical-practicd stance in the narratives of those peoples and cultures marginalized by the 

process of colonization. Think of the stones told by the colonized, the rnarginalized, and the 

dispossessed. What these stones tell us is that the link between identity and context is cmcial- 

and sometimes fngile. The history of colonization (and de-colonization) has demonstrated the 

devastating effects visited on "a people" and their culture, their sense of identity and belonging, 

by the imposition of social and cultural h e w o r k s  antagonistic to their previous social-cultural 

understandings?' Coming to ternis with these sorts of stories highlights not just the irreducibly 

social nature of the self, but also points toward the importance of group-identification in locating 

the individual and undentandhg the role of the "social" in criticai reflection." We catch a 

g h p s e  of the importance group affinity has for self-identity in ferninist discourses which 
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illuminate the gendered nature of various social, cultural, and political discourses. But it also 

stands out in the history of places like Northem Ireland where one's identity is derived, in large 

measure, f?om one's membership in particular groups-some religious, some social, some 

political, sometimes al1 three. in Northem Lreland, one's sense of self is defined in relation to 

one's mernbership in a religious group, or in a particular social group with clear political 

aspirations. Consequently, one is defined as Protestant or unionist or both, or Catholic or 

nationalist or both, or wen by one's absence h m  belonging to one of the tnditional pupings.  

One of the more profound ways of distinguishing one social context from another is 

provided to us by the dual ideas of culture and nation. The very idea of the nation reflects the 

historical processes which have given shape to the ways in which boundaries have been drawn 

around particular cultural goods and practices; where communities, in Benedict Anderson's 

terms, have been in~agined."~ Since the rise of nationalism in eastem Europe following the 

collapse of the Soviet Union, and the devastating human consequences of the dissolution of 

Yugoslavia and the ensuing wars in Croatia. Bosnia-Herzegovina. and Kosovo. the politicai 

power associated with the dual ideas of culture and nation are no longer underestimated. Of 

course, in some parts of the world, Ireland/Northem [reland, Canada and Quebec, and nurnerous 

African states the ideas of culture and nation have occupied a central place in everyday political 

affairs more or less continuously. But the questions that arose for conventional (primarily 

liberal) political theory in the late 1980s and early 1990s concemed whether the burgeoning 

cultural identities attached to the political projects of emerging nations need necessarily be 

hostile to difference-cultural as well as individual-and whether justice could be conceived in 

tems which served cultural, national and individuals' interests. 

Rethinking the nature of the relationship between the "social" and the "individual" in 

terms of nation and culture provided the central thrust for the "reconceived liberaiism" of 

Kymlicka and Tamir, each of whom account for the role of the "social" in the development of 

individual choice. For Kymlicka, the social is defined as membership in a societal culture which 

'provides its members with meaningful ways of life across the full range of human activities, 

including social, educational, religious, recreational, and ecooomic life...'49 Kymlicka relates 
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societal culture to liberalism by conjoining fkeedom and culture. He States: 'Put simply, freedom 

involves making choices arnongst various options, and our societal culture not only provides 

these options, but also rnakes hem meaningful to us.150 For Tamir, the social and the individual 

are linked via her concept of the person as a "contextual individual" which 

suggests a concept of the person that embodies both the liberal virtue of self-authonhip 
and the national virtue of embeddedness. It portrays an autonomous person who can 
reflect on, evaluate, and choose his conception of the good, his ends, and his cultural and 
national affiliations, but is capable of such choices because he is situated in a particular 
socid and cultuml environment th3t offers him zvriiuativc cïitcria. Sclf-dctcmination, 
autonomy, and faculties of cntical reflection and choice are essential features of this 
concept of the person, but so are cultural affiliations, religious beliefs, and conceptions 
of the good, narnely, the products of these choices." 

For both Kymlicka and Tamir, the individual and the social are bonded together by culture. 

However, although they attempt to combine the individual and the social, as 1 noted earlier, both 

theorists insist that they possess a conception of the person and self-identity distinct fiom the 

cornmunitaian self which they regard as t'trappedl' or "contained" by virtue of its constitutive 

ends. Instead, Kymlicka and Tarnir retain a form of residual individuality from which the 

individual's capacity for cntical reflection, and hence choice, is derived. This they suggest, is 

what enables people to make difficult choices such as changing their values, transforming their 

sense of identity by adopting alternative social commitments, opting-out of one's cultural 

context altogether and emigrating to a different society. The question I want to ask is "what is 

the nature of this residual individuality, and how does it relate to feminist critiques of individual 

1s the capacîty for cntical reflection that Kymlicka and Tamir insist is essential for self- 

determination a quality that can be defined antecedently to our social location? Where, or in 

what, does our capacity for reflection reside? It is precisely these soas of questions where the 

insights provided by feminist thought are instructive. I mentioned earlier that reconceiving 

autonomy in ways that remain faithfbl to individual fieedom without denying the irreducibly 

social nature of the self is essential to the feminist project. The project of emancipating wornen 

from subordinate and rnarginalized social and political locations c m  only be achieved by 

articulating the injustices associated with traditional ways of definùig women's identities. Suc h 

articulations reflect back to our public institutions that our most basic conceptions of justice- 
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the ones we hold as foundationally crucial (like hpartiality, neutrality, and equal respect for 

al1)-are often found wanting when viewed through the experiences of wornen, ethnic 

minorities, the poor, the disabled and so on. Now, my concem at this point is not with the actual 

outcornes such exarninations achieve, as important as they are, but with the philosophical basis 

of the process of critique which sustains challenges to the s ta tu  quo by the marginalized in the 

first instance. And this is where my earlier remarks regarding feminism corne in. The most 

cmcial fcaturc of thc reconccivcd notion af autonoiny underlying Rminisrn's conception of the 

self is that the very idea of cntical reflection is actually made possible by understanding how 

one's identity is shaped in relation to the social. Focusing on the social dimension of identity- 

formation orients us towards seeing the social as the facilitator of change rather than a hostile 

threat to self-realization. As Nedelsky makes plain: 

If we ask ourselves what actually enables people to be autonomous, the answer is not 
isolation, but relationships-with parents, teachers, fiends, loved ones-that provide the 
support and guidance necessary for the development and experïence of auton~rny.~' 

Given that Our capacity for autonomy is made possible through relationships, engaging Our 

critiçal faculties must first be seen as a result of forming a sense of o u r s e l v e s ~ u r  self- 

identity-through the relations we have with significant others. Of course, the relations we have 

with others take place in a varîety of contexts. Thus, the relationships we are bom into, the 

language(s) that we leam and are taught, and the values, rules, and modes of being through 

which we develop our identities, are al1 reflections of the political, social, cultural and other 

institutions and practices integral to Our society. From this perspective, it seems unarnbiguously 

true that our capacity for cntical reflection, our capacity for choice, and our ability to interpret 

the world is a process not just carried out in the realrn of the social, but made possible by it-it 

does not simply provide the material for reflection, but is the source of reflection also. This is a 

point that seems to have been lost in much of the liberal-cornmunitarian debate; particularly 

those portions of it devoted to expositions of the self and its ontological structure. 

Now let me explain the link between ontological clarity and justice. Ontologicai clarity 

gives us the ability to cntically examine the historicd forces behind, and current reasons for, the 

existence of social stereotypes and institutionalized bias against those whose identities have 
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been constmcted as less worthy, or less valuable, or less normal, than our own. The quest for 

ontological clarity should not be conceived merely in tems of its importance for philosophical 

debates. Rather, ontological clarity helps us identiQ and explain the links between social 

existence, self-identity and group W t y .  Identifjmg these links contextualizes the daims to 

justice made by marginalized identities. In essence, it provides the necessary information we 

need to understand why some people expenence political, social, and cultural institutions and 

practices 3s muitngonistic to their self-undentm.dings zbout k ing  md belonging. Let me 

conclude this section with an example of how context shapes identities, and how these identities 

shape perceptions of justice and injustice in Northem ireland. 

d) Context, Identity and Behg ing  

The formation of self-identity takes place via a series of interpretations about the nature 

of one's existence. That is, we attempt to gain clarity about our world by understanding how our 

social location serves to situate us in a myriad of complex relationships. We attempt to 

undentand the different structures which underscore the nature of ou relational self-through 

family, race, gender, ethnicity, religion and the like-and we attempt this understanding as part 

of the process of figuring out how, to whom, and to what, we belong. The pmcess of ontological 

discovery takes place against a background of social practices infused with a variety of 

evaluative understandings, developed over a period of time, reflecting changes in received 

opinion (Le. previous interpretations) from one penod to another. In some societies, however, 

the very idea of the social is politicized in a way that is divisive. as is the case in Northem 

Ireland. While al1 societies possess a social sphere imbued with political characteristics, beliefs, 

airns and aspirations, some societies experience the social as an extension of politico-social- 

cultural aspirations. These sorts of societies contain a complex social sphere, one that is often 

divided along racial, or ethnic, or cultural, or religious (or various combinations of these) lines. 

In such circumstances, the role and impact of the social on the formation of self-identity 

becomes more obvious and pronounced. "Belonging" in societies which contain divided social 

spheres has vastly different consequences than it does in societies less divided. Identity and 

belonging becorne fused and are self-referential; one's identity is a politico-cultural issue, is 
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cntical at al1 ievels of society, and becomes particularly important in the everyday act of 

negotiating public institutions fiom within one's politico-cultural identity. 

Understanding the relevant processes that connect social location to individual- and 

group-identity is fundamental if we are to appreciate the terrain of politics and the claims made 

in the name of justice in any society. In places like Northem Ireland though, the processes that 

connect social context, self-identity, and communal belonging manifest themselves in alarming 

ways. As we saw in the previous chapter, the history of the province provides powerful politico- 

cultural-religious narratives that fumish the evaluative frameworks against which individual 

identities are fomed and the mode of communal belonging is defined. This is clearly evident in 

the "siege mentality" which is so powerful in group-narratives in Northem Ireland. In Belfast 

and Derry, its two largest cities, and in towns throughout the province, the conflicts of the past 

reinforce and re-create the political and cultural mistrust of the present via the physical 

separation of Protestant and Catholic estates, streets, schools, bars, and so on. In times of 

heightened conflict, the physical separation of cornmunities serves to reinforce the ideology of 

being under siege fiom the other comrnunity and provides a fortress for one's protection. The 

politics of geography in Northem Ireland reflects more than a divided history, it stands as 

testimony to the interplay between the past and the present which binds people together in a 

form of communal identification. The physical separation of communities serves two purposes: 

First, it provides them with a clear landscape to fall back on, laden with histotical narrative, to 

explain their present individual and group identity; and secondly, it serves to easily identiQ 

people as members of this or that tradition. 

The interconnections we have been explonng between the social, the individual, and 

belonging cm be summarized thus: Northem Ireland is a divided society with powerful group 

narratives, constructed out of history of antagonistic group relations. These narratives contain 

rival sets of political aspirations and cultural attachments that define notions of being and 

belonging in terms derisory of the Other. The net result of this social backdrop (the ontological 

dynamic, as it were) has been the creation of two group mentalities-a siege mentality in the 

majority comrnunity and a dispossessed or disenfkanchized mentality in the mùiority 
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community. This is the histoncal and cultural backdrop to present-day claims to justice in 

Northern ire land. 

Theorizing the needs of justice in diverse societies £tom the perspective afforded by a 

focus on identity-related issues brings to the fore the interconnections between the social and the 

political and makes them explicit and concrete. It provides a basis to understand the nature of 

people's identities and gives us a preliminary understanding of the reasons people attach such 

sipificmce to the social dimensions of their existence. LI short, focusing on idcntity-rclritcd 

issues offers us ways of understanding the complexity that lies beneath the everyday exchanges 

between people from different traditions and the political institutions and practices which shape 

so rnany of these exchmges. But how does this increase in understanding help to change the 

dynarnics of the conflict in Northem Ireland? A better appreciation of the problem of justice in 

Northem Ireland does not in itsel f reveal how we ought to change it. 

III. Complementarity 

One of the reasons consociationalism has the appeal it does is because its proposals for 

change are unambiguous. Most consociationalist-derived diagnoses of conflict lead to clear 

proposals for change. This itself is a direct consequence of the instrumental approach it adopts to 

political conflict. The same is not true of diagnoses that utilize ontological sources to explain 

conflict-they do not present us with unambiguous proposals for change in the same way that 

consociationalism does. But from our discussion so far, we also know that consociationalism 

only takes us  so far in both understanding the conflict and proposing ways to change it. 

Consociational approaches construct institutions in instrumental fkmeworks that tend, in the 

main, to dichotomize politics and culture, and justice and context. h contrast, ontological 

approaches help to identi@ the reasons for conflict by illuminating the context in which peoples 

Iives are lived. 

Each approach we have discussed has its virtues. Consociationalim offers a clear 

diagosis of a problem and proffers a boxed-set of solutions to mitigate gmup-conflict in the 

name of doing justice to rninorities. Ontological approaches provide us with a more adequate 

account of the reasons for the conflict and why people continue to interpret their identities 
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through the histoncal traditions which have emerged through the conflict. The two approaches 

are not, however, exclusive. On the contrary, from a particular perspective they are 

complernentary. The perspective that affords us a view of their complernentarity takes shape 

when we engage a multilevel approach to justice in Northern Ireland. The dynamics underlying 

this approach constnicts an analytical framework along the following lines. It begins by locating 

the rival claims to justice in the political and cultural context in which they emerged. This 

revenls clear differences in the namtive accounts underlçing the conflict, which çcms to 

explain the creation and re-creation of discourses which Other those belonging to a different 

group. This Ieads to a consideration of the ways in which institutions represent these differences, 

and the ways they have been used to do a particular groupfs bidding. From here, we will also 

notice that the public sphere too has been constructed in such a way that it mirron the group 

differences evidenced in identity narratives and public institutions and practices. The effects of 

these influences on the public sphere are most clearly viewed through the judgments that are 

made in regard to the political and cultural space of the province. Here, questions of who 

belongs to the community and what rights are attached to each groupfs capacity to associate and 

express its aspirations and attachrnents will corne to the fore. Crucial to making good judagnents 

in a diverse society is an appreciation of the dynamics behind grooup conflict and the need to do 

justice to those elements within each groupsf claims that are consistent with the demands of 

living in a diverse society. 

Adopting a h e w o r k  that utilizes the diagnostic capacities of both consociational and 

ontological approaches leads inexorably to viewing change from both perspectives. Changing 

the dynamics of divided societies requires both an institutional and ontological approach. The 

challenge for those who seek just solutions to the political and cultural conflict in Northem 

Ireland is to engage the theoretical and practical elements inherent to both approaches to 

diversity and to uni@ them in a coherent way. Of course, what counts as coherent is important. 

My answer to the question of coherence between the theoreticai and practical objectives of both 

approaches is to illustrate the links between concepts, constitutions, and judgments. That is, I 

demonstrate that the way justice and divenity is conceived has direct implications for the way 
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constitutional arrangements are negotiated, and these arrangements have a direct bearing on the 

political judgments made in the public sphere. 

N. Conciusion 

My aim in this chapter was to demonstrate the reasons why an approach to the conflict in 

Northem ireland kom the perspective of institutional design should be supplemented by an 

ontological approach. My concem :vas to dernonstnte that a society likc Northcrn Irc!and 

requires a hvo-fold response to its political malaise. Firstly, some form of formal, institutional, 

accommodation of rival political parties representing different factions within each of the hvo 

communities is essential. This is the approach adopted in the recently brokered Agreement that 

establishes institutions and practices designed to overcome the problems associated with 

majority-rule in a province with overlapping cleavages. Secondly, because of the interplay 

between context and identity, Northem Ireland exhibits a set of antagonistic identities denved 

fkom different narrative accounts of the province's political, social and religious history. 

Addressing the problems in Northem ireland fkom the perspective afforded by a focus on 

contextual identities has the advantage of making explicit the nature of the differences (and 

disagreements) between the two traditions and simultaneously points toward the need to re- 

examine the construction of group identities in the province. This is essential if the construction 

of Othemess (and the corresponding existence of prejudicial cultural, social, moral and political 

judgments which accompany Othemess) which lies at the heart of communal relations is going 

to be addressed. Both approaches need to be core features in any proposa1 to address change in 

Northem Ireland. I regard them both as being at different points along a continuum that has 

democratic renewal and political, cultural, and social reconciliation as its goals. Northern Ireland 

requires a polity that confiants the differences between the two communities without sacrificing 

the goal ofsome form of shared space in which alternative identities meet in a non-hostile public 

sphere. 

Let us turn then and engage three theurists who, in one way or another, combine the 

insights of both of these approaches in their theoretical accounts of the demands of justice in 
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diverse societies. Each of the theorists works with a particuiar social theory in mind, attempting 

to conceive of justice in diverse societies in ways that cornplement their social theoretical 

perspectives. Put slightly differently, we might say that they exhibit alternative ways of 

conceiving of the relationship between concepts, constitutions, and judgments dong their way to 

addressing the challenges to justice issued by political and cultural diversity. 
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As I noted in the Introduction, this thesis brings together two conversations that tend, for 

the most part, to remain separate fiom one another. The two conversations relate to two fields of 

inquiry, one concrete one abstract. Chapter L gave substance to the concrete history of the 

conflict in Northem ireland by illuminating the major events which have shaped, and continue to 

influence, the political and cultural antagonisms between the two traditions in the province. 

Chapter 2 highlighted two approaches to dealing with the fact of political and cultural diversity 

in Northern Ireland. nieri. I xgued mat doing justice in diverse societies requires a dual 

focus-institutional and ontological. What I want to do now is nim to a deeper discussion of the 

theoretical frameworks on offer in political theory which adopt a similar approach to the one 1 

argued for in chapter 2. That is, those which regard ontological approaches to divenity as 

important as-and complementary to-institutional approaches. 

This chapter then, concems itself with the philosophicai conversation, the conversation 

that concems itself with recent debates in political theory. The insights in this chapter offer us 

analytical Frameworks to engage more deeply with some of the most troubling issues of political 

and cultural life in Northem Ireland. Recent debates in political theory have opened up new 

spaces for thinking about the problem of justice in societies composed of politically and 

culturally diverse peoples. So, 1 want to explore what these spaces are, look at who bas created 

hem, and investigate the normative boundaries of these debates. 

Against this backdrop, the chapter has five purposes. The first is to identiQ and cntically 

examine two theoretical frameworks that have been employed to render justice in diverse 

societies. These frameworks are Ioosely identified as the politics of recognition and the politics 

of difference. Secondly, 1 examine how the politics of recognition and the politics of difference 

have challenged the normative assumptions regarding equality and justice inherent in 

conventional liberal democratic understandings of political community. Thirdly, 1 detail a liberal 

response to the politics of recognition and difference critique by discussing Will Kymlicka's 

(revised) liberal theory of rnulticultural citizenship. Fourthly, 1 illustrate how the focus on 

identity politics has created new spaces for thinking about community when comrnonality is 

contested. Finally, 1 relate the theoretical approaches of recognition and difference to the 
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Northem ireland conflict. 1 conclude this chapter by suggesting that the normative thrust of 

recognition and difference offer illurninating ways to think about the conflict in Northem 

Ireland, and the justice daims made by both traditions. Before this claim can properly be 

evaluated, we tum to Part II, which examines current approaches to doing justice in Northem 

Ireland. The discussion in Part II poses interesting dilemmas and puzzles for the theoretical 

approaches discussed here, which 1 take up again in Part UI. 

I. Why Recognition and Difference? 

There are two reasons why 1 have chosen to concentrate on the theoretical challenges posed by 

the politics of recognition and the politics of difference. Firstly, to date, there has not been a 

systematic attempt to relate the theoretical issues central to the contemporary philosophical 

discussions of recognition and di fference to the problem of political community in Northern 

Ireland. Secondly, as 1 demonstrated in the previous two chaptes, the problems inherent in the 

Northern Ireland conflict revolve around issues of equality and justice in a democracy with 

divided political aspirations and cultural attachments. What has been absent in Northem Ireland 

is a conception of political comrnunity capable of accommodating the dual aspirations and 

identities of the two cornmunities. Both the politics of recognition and the politics of difference 

attempt to reconceive issues of equality and justice against a background of multiple and diverse 

identities, where assumptions regarding political and cultural comrnonality are contested. 

Consequently, both recognition and difference approaches to doing justice in diverse societies 

seem well situated to speak directly to the problems of community in Northem Ireland. 

Just before 1 move on to explain what 1 mean when 1 refer to the politics of recognition 

and the politics of difference I want to make a bnef remark about the role and purpose of 

definitions in political theory. 1 take it as a given that before any conversation occurs there is a 

need to establish some sense in which the meanings of terms expressed and the ideas put 

forward are in some sense understood as representative of general concepts and ideas that 

participants in a conversation agree on. By "agree" here 1 mean that participants can intelligibly 

understand each other, the arguments and viewpoints expressed, and even in the absence of an 
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agreement about the normative principles asserted, can understand that they are involved in a 

purposehl and meaningful discussion. Put very generally then, conversations rely on some 

sense of conceptual clarification to permit a meaningful dialogue to occur. Conceptual 

clarification or theory generally, acts to create a meaning-framework through which our 

utterances pass on o u  way to elucidation and illumination. But theory does more than set up 

meaning-frameworks it also sets up evaluative fhmeworks that make judgements possible. In 

this scnsc, thcox-y givcs us the nomative tools to judgc the fairness (or I x k  of Iàiniess) of 

principles and practices. So theory does two things-it makes conversations across frontiers 

easier by insisting on some sense of conceptual clarification as a means of marking off the 

relevant from irelevant and it also makes judgements about particular principles or practices 

possible. 

While theory often serves to make conversation and the exchange of ideas possible it can 

also have unintended consequences which, at tirnes, narrows or limits ow vision of a particular 

practice or ideai. Joseph Carens rnakes this point well when he States: 

Every theory casts some things into the shadows with the very light with which it 
illuminates others. But we have to try to avoid allowing our theories to become rigid 
frameworks that screen out considerations that ought to rnatter because they don't 
correspond to the categories we've establis hed. Theones s hould provide lenses, not 
blinders. ' 

This appeal to openness lies at the heart of the methodology of this thesis. My aim is to move 

back and forth between theory and the actual practices of Northern Ireland to see how each 

conversation can illuminate tensions and puzzles inherent in each. And on the way, i hope to 

have something meaningfil to Say about each conversation. The approach i have adopted in my 

thesis flows through to this chapter in the following sense. While 1 attempt to identim and 

explain what 1 mean by the categories referred to as the politics of recognition and the politics of 

difference, I do not want to define these categories too rigidly. 1 want to make sure that there is 

enough elasticity in the theoretical and conceptual boundaries that 1 draw around these concepts 

so that 1 allow for the maximum amount of light to pass through the lenses they offer to ow 

envisioning. 
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Let me hm then to identiQ and explain what 1 mean by the politics of recognition and the 

politics of difference. First, the politics of recognition. 

II. Taylor and the politics of recognition 

The politics of recognition is fundarnentally concemed with issues of identity. That is, the 

politics of recognition is concemed to illuminate the normative implications which follow from 

thc recognition of divcnc idcntitics and xhat thcsc implications may nicai for our 

understanding of subjectivity, politics, culture and society. Let me begin by explicating the 

concept of recognition via Charles Taylor's seminal essay 'The Politics of Recognition" before 

moving on to critically engage the central t h s t  of Taylor's account of the concept and the 

implications that issue Erom it. 

As Taylor notes in the opening passages of 'The Politics of Recognition', 'a number of 

strands in contemporary politics tuni on the need, sometimes the demand, for recognition." 

What is fundamental about the idea of recognition is that 

[t] he demand for recognition. ..is given urgency b y the supposed links between recognition 
and identity, where this latter term designates something like a person's understanding of 
who they are, of their fundamental defining characteristics as a human being. The thesis is 
that our identity is partly shaped by recognition or its absence, often by the misrecognition 
of othe B... Nonrecognition or misrecognition can inflict h m ,  can be a form of oppression, 
imprîsoning someone in a false, distorted, and reduced mode of being.' 

Taylor's thesis, bearing al1 the hallmarks of his Hegelian roots,' makes it plain that recognition is 

a fundamental human need. Deprived of recognition, we lack the capacity not just to express 

ourselves, but to understand fully who we are, to recognize the constitutive features of our being 

and our relationship to the political, social and cultural worlds we inhabit. But how have we 

only just now corne to understand the links between identity and recognition? Why is it a 

peculiarly contemporary phenornenon to speak of the links between identity, recognition and 

politics? 

For Taylor, it is the philosophical drive of modernity that provides the mord and 

normative impetus to contemporary debates about recognition. Fundamental to the philosophical 

project of modernity is that the human subject is reconceived as possessing an 'individualized 

identity16. This eighteenth century ideal emanates out of the Romantic vision of the self as the 
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locus of moral sentiment-where each individual is 'endowed with a moral sense'.' A result of 

this 'inward tum' is that the individual becomes the locus of moral tmth, where right action can 

be discerned by discovering the 'voice within'.' The inward tum is transformed fiom the 

Rousseauia. view of having to overcorne passion and desire on the way to moral enlightenment 

by Herder who argues that each penon has a particular-authentic-way of being who they are. 

Indeed, as Taylor notes, this resonates with John Stuart Mill's notion of 'character" in On Liberty 

where Mill insists th2t tu possess chmcter is to pozsess desires md impulses which rre one's 

own as authentic expressions of one's Indi~iduality.'~ This modem drive to authenticity cornes 

about then by 

being true to my own originality, which is something only I can articulate and discover. In 
articulating it, I am also defining myselE..This is the background to the modem ideal of 
authenticity, and to the goals of self-fulfillment and self-realization in which the ideal is 
usually couched." 

Thus, the picture of  the human subject that ernerges at the end of the eighteenth century and 

develops through the nineteenth is one of a self-realizing, self-defining, self-fulfilling being. 

Importantly, Taylor notes that this philosophical ideal of authenticity qua individual 

identity had appeal beyond individual self-realization and self-Fulfillment. Herder applied the 

concept of authenticity to cultures as well. The idea here was that culture-bearing people should 

be mie to themselves as "a people". 'Just like individuals, a Volk should be true to itself. A s  own 

culture." Consequently, Herder argued, Germans should be true to themselves via being mie to 

their culture as an authentic expression of who they are. Here, individual and culture meet as co- 

determinants of an authentic identity. 

Coupled with the modem drive toward self-defining subjects and authenticity (ai both the 

individual and cultural level) is the modem notion of democratic equality. Here, Taylor points 

out that modem democratic societies differed fiom the ancien regime ideal, which defined 

citizens in relation to honour. Ancien regimes differentiated citizens according to honor-a 

concept derived fiom social hierarchies defined in terms of inequalities of status. Modem 

democratic societies differed fkom ancien regimes in the crucial sense that citizens were dehed  

in egalitarian terms. Social hierarchies were not so much replaced but displaced fiom their 

determinant role in defïning citizenship. Citizenship in modem societies was underpinned by the 
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normative assumption of the equal dignity of human beings. Hence the appeal of Kant's maxirn: 

treat each penon as an end not as a means." As Taylor makes plain, this ideal of citizen 'dignity 

is the only one compatible with a democratic society'.14 The entire premise of democratic society 

is, therefore, underlain with the idea of equality, where each citizen is equally situated with 

respect to dignity and the law. Consequently, democracy created a culture of equality which in 

tum reified equality as central to its raison d'être. 

Thcre are two "moments" then that lic at thc hcart ûf the modcrn striving ioward 

recognition. The fint moment is the development of the self-defining subject, where the 

individual becomes the locus of reason and the older cosrnological view of the univene is 

replaced with the individualized ideal of authenticity. The second moment, which follows frorn 

the first, is the ideal of equal citizen dignity which defines citizens as equal bearers of dignity 

and whch lies at the heart of modem democratic societies. These two moments in modemity 

combine to present a picture of the self as a self-defining, self-realizing subject situated in an 

equal political relationship with other individuals in a democratic society. What Taylor wants to 

add to this picture though is a deeper understanding of the process via which one attains the self- 

realization and self-understanding promised by the project of modemity-he wants to more 

hlly describe the ontological background to the process of attaining an "identity". 

The process of forming an identity is, for Taylor, a dialogical one. Rather than viewing the 

human subject as an individual with purely monological sources of self, Taylor argues that we 

attain our individual identities through a dialogical process. Linking identity with dialogue 

permits Taylor to establish an ontological connection between identity and recognition. It is 

cmcial, aven Taylor, that we undentand that the identity and recognition nexus is the 

consequence of the dialogical formation of our self-identity. He notes: 

We become full human agents, capable of understanding ourselves, and hence of defining 
our identity, through our acquisition of rich human languages of expression ... L.. take 
language in a broad sense, covering not only the words we speak, but also other modes of 
expression whereby we define ourselves, inciuding the "languages" of art, of gesture, of 
love ... But we l e m  these modes of expression through exchanges with others. People do 
not acquire the languages needed for self-dejinition on their ow.  Rather, we are 
introdziced to them through interaction with others who matter to us..." 
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Having established the connection between identity and recognition at the point of language, the 

significance of the Other cornes to the fore. The ontological background to the identity- 

recognition nexus is provided by language as the medium which facilitates as well as constitutes 

one's identity. Because we corne to language through dialogue, and because we acquire the 

richness of language through social, political and cultural contexts, the dialogical mode OF 

acquisition suggests a constitutive role for significant othen in shaping our sense of ourselves- 

our sensc of identity. 

One of the normative purposes of Taylor's conjoining of identity and recognition via 

dialogue is revealed in his use of Hegel to explain the role of the Other in the formation of self- 

identity and the importance of recognition within this process. Hegel's conception of recognition 

in 'Lordship and Bondage'Ib illustntes what happens in instances where forms of oppression and 

domination are involved in the assertion of one's self-identity. Hegel's tale of the stmggle for 

identity recognition between lord and bondsman represents that struggle as a battle, where 

neither lord nor bondsman is capable of overcoming the other in their attempt to win 

recognition. If the lord succeeds in subsuming the bondsman his victory is merely Pyrrhic for he 

has not won the bondsman's recognition of him (as lord) but merely as oppressor. Or put another 

way, the lord has neguted the bondsman. Similarly, the bondsmants acquiescence to the lord's 

power situates both persons as mere objects rather than subjects. In essence, they both lack 

recognition because they fail to achieve reciprocal recognition. As Taylor notes: 

Each consciousness seeks recognition in another, and this is not a sign of lack of virtue. 
But the ordinary conception of honor as hierarchical is cnicially flawed. It is flawed 
because it cannot answer the need that sends people afier recognition in the first place. 
Those who fail to win out in the honor stakes remain unrecognized. But even those who 
do win are more subtly hstrated, because they win recognition from the losers, whose 
acknowledgment is, by hypothesis, not really valuable, since they are no longer kee, self- 
supporting subjects on the same level with the wimers.17 

Consequently, for Taylor, via Hegel and Rousseau, 'the struggie for recognition can h d  only 

one satisfactory solution, and that is a regime of reciprocal recognition among eq~als ."~ What 

counts as equality here is crucial. For, as Taylor nghtly points out, Rousseau defined equality 

together with fkeedom in terms of transcending subjective or personal will and being subject to 

the general will. For Rousseau then, one realizes one's fkeedom by aligning one's own purposes 
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with that of the sovereign authority. As Amy Gutmann points out though, '[tlhe demand for 

recognition may be satisfied on this scheme, but only after it has been socially and politically 

disciplined so that people pnde themselves on being little more than equal citizens and therefore 

expect to be publicly recognized onIy as such.'19 The effect of the Rousseauian configuration of 

the equality-recognition nexus is, however, negative. That is, subjective difference is negated by 

the ovenvhelming demands of a universal citizen-based identity. From this perspective, the 

notion of subjcctivc-will is dcnicd a fomativc iolc in the statc. So squality must Sc re- 

configured in such a way that the form recognition takes is compatible with the demands of our 

subjective identities. Such a reconfiguration of equality can only take place, however, d e r  we 

have become clear about the ontological conditions which make this forrn of recognition 

possible. And here, we arrive at Taylor's philosophical appropriation and transformation of 

Hehcl's dialectic of recognition where the role of the Other is re-contextualised by Taylor and 

situated in a republican-rendered public sphere of equals. Let us examine Taylor's contemporary 

transformation of Hegel's idea through Taylor's conception of the Other and the role it plays in 

recognition. 

Fronl the private to the ptrblic Other 

What is clear in Taylor's concept of recognition is that it creates a role for the Other who is 

integral to the recognition of one's identity. It is because we figure out who we are in relation to 

"others" that the role of the other in recognition becomes so important. Recall that recognition 

depends upon the existence of an other who stands in some significant relation to us. Now the 

significance of this relation is normally found first in the private sphere where we attain our 

sense of who we are through dialogue with significant others-parents, siblings, close fnends, 

relatives and the like. The world, our place in it, right down to how we undentand ourselves in 

relation to it, makes sense to us first through the dialogues we have with othen we know 

intirnately. 

In contemporary debates about recognition, however, the performative role played by 

significant others in the private sphere is now seen to be played by the institutions and practices 
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of the public sphere. Here, the public sphere-infused with cultural, social, political and moral 

evaluations-constnicts identity-roles for subjects differentiated by a variety of features like 

gender, race, ethnicity, religion, age, and so on. The logic of this public extension of the role of 

the significant other has been explicated for us by the practices of social groups challenging the 

identity-roles assigned to them by histoncal or conventionai forms of recognition. Hence, for 

example, feminists' concerns about the way women have been recognized historically and how 

this reco,gnition h s  constmcted ideas of womanhood dehimental to the Ecedorn, equality and 

justice of women in both the public and private spheres. On another plane, people identified as 

racial "rninorities" challenge the forms of recognition existent in white European-dominated 

societies. Here, forms of subordination and marginalization coalesce to "represent" people 

belonging to some races as infenor across a range of moral, social, political, and economic 

discourses and practices. However, identities are not fixed as separate, clearly delineated, foms 

of being. Quite clearly, there are a number of different (although related) identities that are 

present within any singular account of one's self-identity that often reinforce forms of 

recognition which discriminate and marginalize. Elizabeth Spelman2* illustrates how a race 

identity and a gender identity corne together to provide normative grounds for "proper"" 

conduct. For example, girls leam their gender identity via 'relations of subordination and 

domination' but, in the case of Arnencan society, simultaneously leam also a race identity. As 

Jemifer Nedelsky puts it, 

We l e m  not just to be girls and boys, but to be, for example, white girls or black boys. 
The message to al1 little boys cannot be that al1 men are superior to ail women, for this 
message would be very dangerous for a black mother to give to her black boy. He must 
learn that the complex rules of domination and subordination that are part of his gender 
identity are different in relation to white and black women." 

The complex forms of hierarchy evident in the above passage go to the heart of contemporary 

debates regarding the politics of recognition and underscore the importance of the Other within 

Taylor's understanding of the process of recognition as dialogue. It is now easier to see what 

Taylor means when he States that 'nonrecognition or misrecognition can inflict h m ,  c m  be a 

form of oppression, imprisoning someone in a fdse, distorted, and reduced mode of being.'" 
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The role of the Other in dialogue does not just contribute to, but constructs, the normative 

framework through which we arrive at o u  self-understandings. 

Given the prominence of the role assigned to the Other, in both the private and the public 

spheres, and recognizing too that the Other extends beyond actual persons to include cultural, 

social, moral, and political discourses and practices, contemporary movements which aim to 

challenge the normative assumptions inherent in these discourses (and their various institutional 

incantations) takc on an cmancipatorj hue. That is, the thnist of much contemporq talk 

regarding the politics of recognition is not simply to challenge the normative assumptions 

regarding equality and justice in conventional liberal democratic societies, but to transform 

them-to render these assumptions more malleable to the diversity of identities present in 

contemporary societies. To see the problem of mis-recognition, or marginalization, as the 

consequence, whether intended or not, of conventional liberal notions of equality and justice 

posits a direct challenge to the normative justification for liberalism itself. Such a criticism, 

leveled precisely at that point where liberalism derives its normative justification for its political 

programme of protecting individual rights and ensunng equal treatment for al1 citizens 

irrespective of substantive identities, issues a powerful challenge to the procedural ideal of 

neutrality Iying at liberalism's core. At issue here is a compelling counterclaim that liberal 

cultures do reflect particular judgements of worth themselves derived from evaluative 

commitments laden with cultural judgements of worth. Let me unpack this. 

Critics of liberalism like Taylor and Iris Young argue that focusing on issues of equality 

and justice From the perspective of recognition illustrates the conceptual weaknesses in 

liberalism's theoretical structure. They suggest that the normative assumptions inherent in the 

dominant liberal rendering of equality and justice are sometimes responsible for legitimating a 

denial of equality (understood as a claim to equal worth) to particular identities, which results in 

the unjust treatment of people as a matter of course in everyday relations across both pnvate and 

public spheres. The c l a h  against liberalism, broadly stated, is that its professed indifference to 

difference-its formalized procedural imperative to deny substantive considerations into its 
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ethical discourse-renders unequal and unjust outcornes for those whose identities are 

conceived as Other. 

There are two aspects to the politics of recognition discourse and its claims against 

conventional liberalism's rendenng ofjustice and equality that need to be elucidated. Firstly, the 

politics of recognition assumes a positive role for that particular feature of liberal discourse 

which defines subjects as citizens, and who, as equal rights bearers, are undifferentiated 

accordiny to social status or sociai ciass. Howrver, secondiy, the politics of recognition 

embraces the ontological and normative appeal suggested by the politics of identiv, and thus 

challenges the universalism of the liberal ideal of citizen equality to the extent that 

Everyone should be recognized for his or her unique identity ... With the politics of 
difference, what we are asked to recognize is the unique identity of this individual or 
group, their distinctness fiom everyone else. The idea is that it is precisely this 
distinctness that has been ignored, glossed over, assimilated to a dominant or majority 
identity. And this assimilation is the cardinal sin against the ideal olauthenticity." 

Resolving the tensions that emerge From these seemingly conflictual ideals present within 

contemporary approaches to recognition and difference is what frames much of the 

contemporary debate between political theonsts attached to different normative positions. Put 

another way, you could Say that resolving the sort of puzzle, which ernanates out of the 

recognition/differencelequality debate, h e s  the normative positions adopted in the 

liberal/communitarian/postmodemism debate. That is, one's formulation of the unityldivenity 

puzzle will in large rneasure detemine one's normative position in debates concerning justice 

and equality in diverse societies. 1 now tum to highlight Taylor's fomulation of the puzzle and 

the normative recommendations he makes as a consequence. 

Taybr's answer to the unity/diversity purzle 

Taylor's formulation of the issues surroundhg the recognition of diverse identities 

presents us with a puzzle. The liberal ideal of citizen equality, given concrete expression in 

liberalism's normative cornmitment to individuai rights, was established on the foundation of 

Kant's concept of the dignity of penons. That is, no penon could be regarded as i n f i o r  to 

another with respect to their dignity as an authentic individual. From this perspective, the 
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that shuns discrimination on the grounds of substantive differences in identity. But this view is 

challenged by Taylor (and Iris Young, as I demonstrate later in the chapter) who suggests that 

the difference-blind approach adopted by liberal democracies, as the most efficient means for 

protecting the rights of individuals by refusing to institutionally endorse any substantive view of 

the good, in fact fails to deliver equality and justice to particular "identities" in society." As 

Taylor conccivcs it, contcmpons. c hallcngcs to the di Kcrcnce-blind approac h a f lloeralism îaka 

two forms. The first challenge is that liberalism's failure to recognize the substantive identities 

of minorities fails, ironically, to respect persons with regard to their individual differences. The 

remedy is to recognize and foster difference and particularity. The second challenge, which 

arguably represents the most compelling and potentially damaging cnticism of liberalisrn is that 

liberal cultures do recognize distinct identities and yet rnarginalizes, suppresses, and oppresses 

those identities that conflict with the dominant, hegemonic identity present in a particular 

society. Taylor puts it this way: 

The daim is that the supposedly neutral set of difference-blind principles of the politics of 
equal dignity is in fact a reflection of one hegemonic culture. As it turns out. then, only 
the minonty or suppressed cultures are being forced to take alien form. Consequently, the 
supposedly fair and difference-blind society is not only inhuman (because suppressing 
identities) but also, in a subtle and unconscious way, itself highly discriminatory.-b 

Behind this critique of liberal cultures lies a deep challenge to liberal theoryper se which is that 

'the very idea of such a liberalisrn may be a kind of pragmatic contradiction, a particularism 

rnasquerading as the universal.'" Taylor's response to the unityldiversity puzzle as well as his 

response to the challenge to liberalism is two-fold. 

Fintly, Taylor argues that the conventional liberal difference-blind approach to the 

unity/diversity puzzle takes the following form: a liberal view of equal rights must restrict its 

own capacity to interpret individual rights in relation to particular cultural identities to ensure 

that no particular collective goals, representative of a particular culture, are institutionally 

endorsed. For, such endorsement would issue in preferential conceptions of identity, marking 

different groups of people off h m  one another, and thus violating the fundamental principle of 

equality that liberdism decrees as fundamental to equality, justice and fkeedom. Secondly, 
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Taylor asks whether this restrictive view of rights-based liberalism is the only one that is 

compatible with liberal societies. That is, Taylor suggests that there are two-foms of' rights- 

based liberalism, and one of these is, perhaps, capable of accommodating-indeed endorsing- 

diverse identities while remaining faithful to a broadly conceived liberal understanding of 

equality and justice. 

To make his case, Taylor invokes an example close to his own identity. Taylor evaluates 

whether 3 liberal democntic countr; like Canada is capable of intcrpreting rights in such a way 

that enables it to endorse a diversity of (at least three)" cultural identities that would, as a matter 

of formal procedure, provide substantive grounds to discriminate between identities as a matter 

of constitutional principle. In particular, Taylor has in mind the case of recognizing Quebec as a 

"distinct society" representative of a French-Canadian cultural identity. The issue was brought to 

a head in 1982 when Canada patriated its Constitution and simultaneously enshrined a Charter 

ofRights and Freerloms that established formal constitutional protections for a series of rights." 

The adoption of the Charter situated Canada's rights-based liberal democracy alongside that of 

the American Consti t~tion~~ in as much as it provided formal procedures for judicial review to 

interpret the limits of legislative action. The problem of adopting Charter rights in Canada 

becarne apparent in the face of a challenge to the traditional individual rights-based view by 

Quebeckers, who demanded the autonomy to legislate for certain programmes, particularly those 

attached to the survival of the French language. 

En what became known as the Meech Lake Accord, a series of constitutional amendments 

were proposed in an attempt to provide the Supreme Court of Canada with the interpretative 

scope to permit legislation aimed at preserving or fostering Quebec's stanis as a distinct society. 

What was at issue in the process, that eventually saw the Meech Lake Accord fail, was whether 

Quebec's desire for distinct society stanis offered legitimate grounds to trump the nghts enacted 

in the Charter in 1982. For Taylor, Meech Lake failed for two reasons. Firstly, and perhaps least 

importantly, because there was a latent anti-Quebec feeling in the rest of Canada. This so-called 

"anti-Quebec feehg" is undentood as English-Canada's weariness of the continual demands for 

"special nghts" by Quebec. Secondly, and most importantly for Taylor, Meech Lake f ~ l e d  
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because Canadians had corne to adopt a procedurd attitude to the idea of rights which was 

intolerant of the very idea of collective ends or cultural goods. While 1 think Taylor's analysis of 

the reasons for the Meech Lake failure is sornewhat limited," he is nght in an important sense. It 

was certainly tme that in the three years between the proposed arnendments and the deadline for 

the provincial parliarnents to ratiQ the amendments, there was a considerable degree of 

mobilization by groups concemed that the rights of individuals would be placed in peril by the 

example, women's groups were concerned that in the area of social policy, progressive Federal 

programmes might be trumped by less progressive. if not socially regressive, provincial one's." 

Ail of which is to suggest that the procedural individual rights-based view of liberalisrn had 

triumphed over a more collectively oriented, culturally sensitive view of liberalism. But for 

Taylor, this did not have to be the case. 

Recognition of "distinct societies" or cultural diversity generally, does not have to corne at 

the expense of a liberal concem for individual rights. For example, Taylor insists that one could 

distinguish between, on the one hand the hndamental liberties - those which should 
never at any time be infnnged and which therefore ought to be unassailably entrenched - 
and, on the other hand, the privileges and immunities which are important but cm be 
revoked or restricted for reasons of public policy (although one needs a strong reason to 
do SO).~' 

The 'strong reasons' adverted to here would no doubt be something like the goal of si~rvivance 

that has deep resonance in Quebec. So, for example, public policies might legitimately endorse 

pro French-language proposais that some people might regard as over-bearing, or "cultural 

engineering". Such policies do not, however, restrict the important civil and political rights of 

individuals any more than language-based policies in anglophone countries restrict the civil and 

political rights of immigrants, for instance. From the perspective of civil and political rights 

then, policies regarding language instruction in schools, or other policies that attempt to bolster 

the future prospects of a distinct Quebec culture can legitimately be justified by the collective's 

desire to maintain culturally distinct institutions and practices, so long as certain fundamental 

rights remain intact.'* This is a far from cry, however, from revoking important civil or political 
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For Taylor, the failure to win broad consensus for this view of liberalisrn supports the 

overwhelming trend in liberal discourse to d e h e  constitutional rights in strictly procedural 

terms. Defining equality as strictly uniform treatment is, however, the source of so much 

dissatisfaction with liberal societies and their inability to respect notions of difference within 

their notions of equality. indeed, the focus on difference makes plain that defining equality in 

terrns of uniform treatment of individuals is hostile to the very idea of substantive cultural or 

collcctivc goods. 

Two forms of liberalism then, with two corresponding notions of equality emerge. Fint is 

the conventional liberal take on equality espoused by the likes of John Rawls and Ronald 

~workin." This view of liberalism defines equality in procedural terms where the state is 

obligated to enshrine in its constitution a parantee that no citizen is held to be more virtuous or 

worthy of respect than any other citizen with respect to their view of the good. As Ronald 

Dworkin puts it: 

govemment must be neutnl on what might be called the question of the good 
life ...[ Thisltheory of equality supposes that political decisions must be, so far as is 
possible, independent of any particular conception of the good life ... Since the citizens of a 
society differ in their conceptions, the govemment does not treat them as equals if it 
prefers one conception to another ...'" 

From this perspective, no polity can support any substantive view of the good without 

contravening its cornmitment to equal respect for different conceptions of the good. This view of 

equality is linked with the ideal of state neutrality to render a conception of justice in purely 

procedural terms. However, Taylor suggests there is an alternative conception of liberalism that 

is less hostile to substantive views of the good, and hence, less hostile to the idea of cultural 

survival. This view bases its conception of equality on two forms of diveeity. 

First-level diversity is concemed with the 'great differences in culture and outlook and 

background in a population that nevertheless shares the sarne idea of what it is to belong to ...[ a 

country]. Their patriotism or manner of belonging is uniform, whatever their other differences, 

and this is felt to be a necessity if the country is to hold togeti~er.'~~ This level of divenity 

captures the spirit of equality evident in procedural approaches to divenity commonly expressed 

in constitutional guarantees of rights like the Charter. The bais  of equality on this view is 
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regarded as synonyrnous with respect for individual rights and state neutrality. But Taylor 

makes the point that for many, and in the case of Quebec, for the majority of Quebeckers, this 

view of diversity is inadequate. It fails to capture a large part of their identity that is constitutive. 

For those who identify their belonging to Canada through their belonging to la nation 

québécoise or canadienne-jrançaise, the Charter simply fails to capture what is fundamental to 

their identity. Wone still, the Charter as it is presently drafted, is incapable of recognizing their 

idcntiîy and is hostile to the political implications of such an idcntity. Li this ïcgard, thcrc is a 

substantive conflict of identities. Addressing this conflict, Taylor proposes a second-level form 

of diversity that is capable of accommodating substantive differences in cultural goods or 

collective ends. 

Second-level or "deep" diversity is one way of expressing a comrnitment to a notion of 

equality that differentiates between diverse identities and places the recognition of cultural 

difference at the heart of such differentiations. Taylor invokes a distinction between 

multiculturalism and a deeper, more fundamental, and more constitutive sense of cultural 

belonging to explain the difference between first- and second-level diversity. He notes: 

Someone of, Say, Italian extraction in Toronto ... rnight feel Canadian as a bearer of 
individual rights in a multicultural mosaic. His or her belonging would not pass through 
some other comrnunity, although the ethnic identity might be important to him or her in 
various ways. But this person might nevertheless accept that a Québécois or a Cree or a 
Déné might belong in a very different way, that these persons were Canadian through 
being mernben of their national communities. Reciprocally, the Québécois, Cree or Déné 
would accept the perfect legitimacy of the "rnosaic" identity." 

There is an explicit difference then between multicultural belonging and deep belonging. The 

problem for Taylor (evidenced by the phrase "rnight nevertheless" in the above passage) is that 

the importance of recognizing both forms of belonging is exactly what was denied in the Meech 

Lake round of constitutional negotiations. Much to the continuai hstration of those in Quebec 

who identiQ as belonging to both Canada and Quebec, the deep diversity that Taylor advocates 

here is hard pressed for a sympathetic audience in countries which have adopted ht-level  

diversity or strictly proceduml approaches to diversity. The problem rernains that the view of 

equality and justice that Taylor advocates makes a qualitative distinction between two different 

forms of attachment-where one is considered "deeper" than the other. The problem with this 
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view, however, is that it is often interpreted to mean that the two forms of belonging are 

hierarchically ordered in some way. That "deep" belonging is really code for "more important" 

or "more attached". Quite simply, people are reluctant to view equality in ternis that allow for 

such qualitative distinctions of differences. 

Distinguishing between these two sons of liberalism is a useful heuristic device, but 1 am 

not convinced that liberalism c m  be as rigidly demarcated into the two types that Taylor 

identifies. As ive will see in aur discussion of Will Kyndicka's revisai iibzral thesis, perhaps 

Taylor oventates the differences between the two liberalisms, failing to recognize that 

liberalism, like any theoretical framework, adrnits of various interpretations along a continuum. 

Moreover, as we shall see in Parts II and III, the qualitative distinctions that Taylor regards as 

necessary for doing justice in diverse societies possess their own obstacles, especially in 

societies where the boundaries surrounding the political and the aililira! are as complex and 

contested as they are in Northern Ireland. Nevertheless, Taylor is right to suggest that liberal 

societies are, on the whole, uncornfortable about making qualitative distinctions between 

citizens regarding modes of belonging. 

In part, this reluctance is due to the conception of citizenship prevalent in liberal 

democracies where, in the public sphere, persons become citkens via the granting of formai, 

equal rights. For the purposes of public and civic life, citizens are undifferentiated with respect 

to their substantive identities. The formal, liberal-procedural, rights-based view constructs a 

notion of citizenship in uniform terms. Thus, uniformity provides the link between citizens and 

the state by constructing a simple conception of equality which defines citizens as similarlv 

situated in relation to the polity. Different cultural contexts of citizens are denied any 

substantive recognition in the public sphere as this violates the normative principles of 

procedural justice conceived as uniform citizenship and state neutrality. 

That said, however, it is important to point out that the interpretative firameworks that 

Taylor highhghts as responsible for the interpretation of citizenship rights as overly procedurai 

and formalistic are not the only available fhmeworks on offer. Indeed, Canada's Charter 

possesses a particularly novel clause that allows for a provincial opt-out of particular 
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constitutional clauses interpreted as hostile to the collective, democratic interests, of a province. 

So although it is clear that Taylor's concems relate mostly to avoiding the pitfalls associated 

with the approach to rights evidenced in the United States (so aptly described by Michael Sandel 

as the 'Procedural Rep~blic"~) it is nevertheless the case that there are other interpretative 

frameworks on offer. Let me highlight the importance, especially for matters relating to 

recognition of identities, of these other interpretative Frameworks before summing up Taylor's 

rcsponsc to the unityidivcnity puzzlc. 

Alrernative interpretative frameworks 

Challenges to the way govemments have balanced the rights of individuals with the 

demands of democratic govemment are clearly evidenced in the realm of constitutionai politics. 

Constitutions not only establish the pnnciples of legitimate political authority but they define 

the nature of the public institutions through which democracy is practiced. This is tum provides 

the interpretative Frameworks against which claims to Freedom, equality, and justice c m  be 

adjudicated."' Each step in this three-fold process admits of a vast array of variation, which 

accounts for important differences between relatively similar nation-states. Take two (relatively 

similar) liberal democracies where the relationship between democratic practice and 

fundamental (individual) rights has been figured in significantly different ways. 

Amencan constitutional history provides a concrete example of Bgunng the tensions 

between Freedom, equality and citizen mie. In this case, the Constitution limited self-rule via a 

series of checks and balances that were, in the end, supplemented by the imposition of judicial 

review-made possible by the separation of law and politics.'" Democracy was thus 

circurnscnbed by an institution defined in a manner to be beyond the reach of democratic 

authority. Consequently, the proper limits of democratic authority were prescnbed by a regime 

of rights constitutionally protected fiom the vagaries of the political realm. Or so it appeared. 

The actual practice of constitutional politics in the Amencan system is deeply political. From 

Plessy v Ferguson," through Lochner," from Roosevelt's New Deop through to Brown v. the 

Board of Education," and many other cases since, the process of judicial review in the United 
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States highlights the political and social background that accompanies constitutional 

interpretation despite the institutional structures put in place to limit political influence."' The 

idea of limited government conceived by the Amencan experience provides just one way of 

working through the tension between self-rule and the proper limits of state authority, however. 

In contrast, Canada has (since 1952 at least) adopted an approach less hostile to the will of 

the people expressed via democratic institutions." h the Canadian case, the Charter of Rights 

sizd Fi'eedonzs providcs lirnits to judicial rcvicw by providing thc scopc for provincial 

legisiatures to ovemide Charter rights. The 'notwithstanding"~1ause operates in a context 

inclusive of social, political and cultural considerations. The Charter provides for a form of 

constitutional protection where the boundaries, which bracket certain rights fi-om the will of the 

majority, are rendered permeable by political, social, and cultural considerations. Thus, the 

barriers that limit state authonty are conceived in such a way as to be "discemed" rather than 

enforced. That is, the ability to bracket considerations of social and public policy from 

constitutional guarantees to freedom and equality is forgone in the name of enhancing the 

processes (and purposes) of democracy. As Peter Russell observes: 

Most often we [Canadians] will accept the decisions of the courts on ... rights issues. But 
occasionally situations will a ise  in which the citizenry through a responsible and 
accountable process concludes that a judicial resolution of a rights issue is seriously 
flawed and seeks to reverse it. These are the situations in which we should enjoy the 
benefit of the legislative ~ v e m d e . ' ~  

The idea of discerning the proper boundaries between citizen rule and state authot-ity rather than 

relying on strictly enforced boundxies allows greater scope for considering the social, political, 

and cultural significance of particula. policy proposals. Based on the ideal of 'guaranteeing 

rights and freedorns ... subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed by law as c m  be 

demonstrably justified in a fiee and democratic society,''' the Charter exemplifies an approach 

to justice more inclusive of political debate and discernent than the approach adopted in the 

United States. This is not to suggest that the Charter (and the notwithstanding clause) has no 

detractors, there is much disagreement over the Charter, the principle of the notwithstanding 

clause, and the practical effect to which it has been put in a number of ca~es .~ '  That said, 

however, the Charter stands as an alternative example (to the United States) of how the tensions 
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between citizen rule and state authority can be devised in such a way as to ailow a central role 

for considerations of social, cultural and political significance in the interpretative process. 

Against this backdrop then, we need to ask what is mt  provided by the nothwithstanding 

clause that Taylor would regard as fundamental for recognition. And here, two issues arise. The 

fint relates to the operation of the notwithstanding clause which, counterintuitively, makes 

provision for Parliament (National or provincial) to suspend fundamentai nphts necessary to the 

pursuit of cult.ml or social policy goals." 1 sa): counterintuitivcly bccausc constitutions, by thcir 

nature, are usually defined so as to preclude legislative ovemdes when it cornes to fundamental 

rights and fieedoms. On this reading then, the override works against Taylor's idea of 

entrenching the 'fundarnental libertie~''~ that 'should never at any time be infinged'." The 

second issue relates to the objective of permitting majorities to set policy agendas to bolster 

cultural goods. Here, we cm be clear that what is not provided for by the notwithstanding clause 

is the fundamental requirement of reciprocip that, according to Taylor, is required for 

recognition to be meaningful and just. That is, the ability for a province to opt-out of particular 

constitutional clauses in the pursuit of policy objectives will not deliver the sought-after 

recognition of its moral worth that Taylor insists is fundarnental. Hence, to stick with our 

Canadian example, Quebec might choose to override certain constitutional rights it decides are 

detrimental to the survival and/or flowishing of its culture without the Rest of Canada 

acknowledging the equal worth of a Quebec identity. In this sense, the opt-out offered by the 

notwithstanding clause offers only a de-facto or negative recognition of Quebec's distinct 

society claim rather than a positive recognition of its distinctness. Or, to employ the vocabulary 

of liberal political theory, we could say that the provincial opt-out is equivalent to liberalism's 

ideal of tolerating difference rather than endorsing divenity. 

So, where does this Leave Taylor's answer to the unityldiversity puzzle? Taylor's 

reconceived ideal of citizenship allows for two different foms of recognition. The first allows 

for the simple recognition of each penon as  possessing equal moral worth as a feature of his or 

her personhood. The second proposes a comple~ fom of recognition that accepts the simple 

view but which allows for a variety of differences in constitutive attachments possessed by 
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different cultural-identity groups in society. Most controversially though, the second compler 

form of citizenship might be decisive in those situations in which culture matters as a 

substantive issue. Ln Taylor's Canadian context, this would amount to the forma1 recognition of 

three "distinct societies" or cultural groups in Canada-First Nation/abonginal peoples, Quebec, 

and the multicultural mosaic identity of 'Canada outside Quebec'." Each one of these distinct 

societies possess important collective goals and normative standards of judgement that, if we 

follow Taylor's logic, should not be hs tn ted  by Ihe hegemonic existence of indiridualist 

procedural rights evident in the Charter. Moreover, we c m  infer particular political, social, 

economic, and cultural implications that follow from the recognition of the three distinct 

societies in Taylor's idea of Canada. For instance, aborigines should be granted special self- 

determination nghts in the areas of education, land management, policing, law, and punishment, 

and the like. Similarly, Quebec should be granted the right to determine its own education 

policy, language policy (like the enforcement of French only signs on shop Fronts), and 

immigration and welfare policies. Finally. the Reçt of Canada would detemine its own public 

policies in relation to the gamut of issues involved in any contemporary polity limited only by 

the basic principles enunciated in the Charter. The unity of Canada, on this view, revolves 

around the idea of a nation composed by deep diversity where the fact of diversity itself is 

recognized as a legitimate regulative n o m  of public policy. Deep diversity would, according to 

Taylor, offer a positive example to those 'who believe in according people the fieedom to be 

themselves ...[ and] would be counted a gain in civilization.'" 

To sum up then, Taylor's way of coming to ternis with the unityldiversity puzzle provides 

us with a framework for the just recognition of diverse identities. For Taylor, just recognition 

requires the reciprocal acknowledgment of the inherent value of possessing a cultural identity. 

Now, most countries are composed of a variety of cultural identities to which we owe a prima 

facie acknowledgment of thek potential worth while we establish a dialogue of understanding. 

in countries where this dialogue has been occurring for some tirne, we need to ensure that the 

basic conceptual categories-the interpretative frameworks-against which w e interpret the 

values and practices of another culture are not d e h e d  in such a way as to foreclose the 
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ensure that the formal, procedural frameworks which provide the language through which we 

interpret the worth of another culture are not simply assurned to be morally superior to the 

interpretative frameworks of the cultural Other. In some sense, we could say that Taylor's 

concept of recognition provides us with a primary principle of justice and it is ths: since ive are 

forni ed out of the dialogical processes of recognition. ive oive tu every person and every nilture 

an cqzral pr~s i~rnp t i~n  of:vorth. This would sccm to pmvidc the bai s  h m  which a balancc c m  

be stmck 'between the inauthentic and homogenizing demand for recognition of equal worth, on 

the one hand, and the self-irnmurement within ethnocentric standards. on the other.'j7 

There are two questions that remain to be addressed: Does Taylor's concept of recognition 

apply to identities that are derived from h e w o r k s  other than cultural ones and what, in terms 

of' distributive justice, is sanctioned by Taylor's approach to recognition? The answer to the tint 

part of this question should be unambiguously clear. Given the social ontology of the rubject 

h m  which Taylor dnws his normative justification for the recognition of diverse cultural 

identities it would be entirely inconsistent for him not to apply the same criteria to the 

recognition of other socially derived identities. Consequently, the same presurnption of worth 

which we owe to other cultures is owed also, as a pnnciple of justice, to gays, lesbians, women, 

Mormons, Muslims, the disabled and numerous others also. The political implication of this 

standard presurnption of worth, however, takes us into the realm of distributive justice, which 

forms the b a i s  of the second question above, and here, matten become somewhat more 

complicated. For, as I point out later, one of the major cnticisms of Taylor's approach to justice 

is that he regards recognition as a distinct end of justice rather than a condition of justice. This 

criticism of Taylor's approach to justice has corne fiom Nancy Fraser, which 1 take up later on. 

However, I want to postpone my discussion of Fraser's criticism of Taylor until d e r  our 

discussion of Young, because Young replies directly to Fraser's argument. 

III. Young and the Politics of Difference 
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Like Taylor's rendering of the politics of recognition, Iris Young's account of the politics 

of difference engages in a critique of Iiberalism in the process of explicating her own theoretical 

position regarding the nature and role of divenity in contemporary societies. The idea of a 

politics of difference central to Young's work emanates out of the view that equality and justice 

are better conceived when they take account of the foms of diversity present in contemporary 

societies and embrace these diversities as bearing a greater resemblance to the actual diversity of 

pcrsons and cultures present in contcmpony societies. Fundamental to this arir.v is that 

approaching equality and justice 6.om the penpective of difference avoids the pitfalls associated 

with conventional liberal approaches which, it is argued, are incapable of delivenng fair 

outcomes and equal respect to large nurnbers of people. Thus, there is an emancipatory element 

to the discourse of difference present in contemporary political theory which seeks to affirm 

various struggles for recognition by transforming the normative basis of equality and justice.j8 

The ideal of emancipation, or liberation, which lies at the heart of the politics of difference, 

Young re fers to as 'democratic cultural p lurali~rn'.'~ From this penpective. 'the good society 

does not eliminate or transcend group difference. Rather, there is equality arnong socially and 

culturally differentiated groups, who mutually respect one another and affirm one another in 

their di fferences.'* 

There are three core features which lie at the heart of Young's theoretical stance toward a 

politics of difference. First, Young identifies and then critiques what she tems the "drive to 

unity" which emanates out of Enlightenrnent-inspired rendenngs of reason, autonomy, and 

public life. Secondly, liberalism's cornmitment to equality and justice-based on the drive to 

unity as both element and condition-is defined in terms of an assimilationist ideal resulting in 

marginalization, oppression and exclusion of non-privileged groups. Thirdly, theorizing political 

life in contemporary politicai theory often results in the positing of two ideal types of social 

ontology (with normative implications), a liberal individual ideal or an idealized 

republican/communitarian rendering of comrnunity. Against these ideai types, Young posits her 

own normative ideal of "city life" as the embodiment of 'the being together of strangersi6' which 
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she avers is capable of offenng the theoretical and practical insights necessary to embrace 

diversity while fostering a commitment to social solidarity. 

Tlte Drive to Uniy 

The drive to unity descnbes a process whereby difference, particularity, and 

divenity are negated in the name of achieving a "higher ideal" of commonality andor 

iiniverçality There are two interrelated features of the drive to unity which combine to constnict 

a notion of impartiality that denies a rneaningful place to difference in philosophical and 

political theoretical discourse. The first feature is the notion of reason integral to the project of 

modemity, which seeks to liberate individuals by holding out the promise of the attainrnent of 

universality. The second feature of the drive to unity is the idea of the civic public, which holds 

centra1 stage in the development of modem democratic theory. Let me take them in tum. 

a) Reuson and modern@ 

The first direction concems the philosophical assumptions integral to the notion of reason 

operative in the Enlightenrnent. As an instrument vital to the founding of a moral theory which 

regarded individual autonomy as integral to Freedom, reason was the torch light used to 

illuminate the pathway from subjectivity to universality. However, this movement from the 

individual to the univenal could only be achieved by transcending particularity and situation. 

The logic behind the transcendental view of reason Young refers to as the logic of identity, 

where differences are reduced until unity is achieved. Unity occurs once 'particularities of 

situation, feeling, [and] affiliationt" are transcended. Young aven, however, that the logic of 

transcending particularity, situatedness, feeling, affectivity and so on is simply an idealized 

n o m  incapable of realization in actual contexts. Rather, 'particuiarities of context still operate in 

the actual context of action."-' Consequently, 'the ideal of impaxtiality generates false and 

misleadhg dichotomies between universal and particular, public and private, reason and 

passion.'" The result of generating dichotomies of this sort is that certain renderings of reason, 

stance, decision-making, acting and performing, along with the relevant demarcations between 
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spheres of action (civic, private, econornic, moral) are privileged to the extent that they conform 

with the Enlightenment view of irnpartiality and universality and marginalized to the extent they 

do not. 

The normalizing power of modem reason cornes £tom conceiving rationality as the ability 

to "get beyond" one's situatedness. The thrust behind this aspiration is to think about the general 

rule, the "universal law" which govems the phenornena one is considering. We c m  see how this 

strive to univercalize was îpplied in moral theory by K m t  in his Ground~vork of :hc 

Metaphysics of hiorals. Kant attempted to establish the rational grounding for moral principles 

by establishing a forma1 procedure against which al1 maxims of moral action would be assessed. 

For Kant, a strict, formal procedure was necessary to ensure that one's actions were rationally 

motivated rather than mere expressions of subjective desire and inclination. The formalism 

inherent in Kant's approach is farnously captured in the categorical imperative: 'Act us f the 

marim of yorir action were to becorne throtigh p t r  >vil2 a imiversal law of rrot~ire."~ The 

consequences of formulating reason and morality together in this way is that moral principles 

are accorded rational status to the extent that reason transcends particularity. According to 

Young, this modem idea of reason lies at the heart of the modem urge to transcend particularity, 

the 'attempt to d o p t  a point of view outside concrete situations of action, a transcendental "view 

h m  nowhereqt . . .'O6 

The problem with this idealized view of reason, according to Young, is that it denies 

difference. 'Only by expelling desire or affectiveness fiom reason c m  impartiality achieve its 

unity.'" Unity is achieved by collapsing particularity to one standpoint, a universal law or 

impartial procedure which stands beyond any subjective context to adjudicate between rival 

moral (and as we shall see, political, social, economic, and cultural) claims. But why is 

difference so fundamental? Why does Young accord the idea of difference normative standing in 

her own inquiry? The answer lies in the ideological huiction that unified reason, or the ideal of 

irnpartiality, plays in marghalizing and/or repressing particular people in particular social 

locations. 
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Defining reason in transcendental t ems  constructs a view of morality as the discovery of 

universal principles which lie beyond subjective identities and contexts. This appeal to 

impartiality cannot be sustained, however. As Young makes plain, the ideal of impartiality 

central to transcendental reason is 'an idealized fiction/" She notes: 

It is impossible to adopt an unsituated moral point of view, and if a point of view is situated, 
then it cannot be universal ..A is impossible to reason about substaniive moral issues without 
understanding their substance, which always presupposes some particular social and 
historical context; and one has no motive for making moral judpments and resolving mon1 
dilemmas unless the outcome mattex, unless m e  has a pmicular and passionatc intcrcst in 
the o ~ t c o r n e . ~ ~  

If, in Thomas Nagel's words, the "view fkom nowhere" is a fiction, if impartiality is an 

impossibility, as Young contends, then the notion of rationality quintessential to modemity is 

deeply flawed. The problem with the impartiality view lies in its reliance on a particular 

rendering of the notion of transcendence as the vehicle for overcoming difference. The word 

"transcendence" implies a stance which soars above the particularities of subjective contexts. 

The problern with subjective contexts is that they are shaped by historical forces containing 

narratives constituted by an attachment to specific locations. Problerns arise For the notion of 

transcendence central to modem theory, however, with the realisation that modem reason does 

not transcend the social, cultural and political fi-ameworks, rather, it sirnply fails to include them 

in its mode of deliberation. That is, transcendence is defined in such a way that situatedness, 

feeling, passion, play, cultural goods and practices and the Iike are not overcome, they are 

apelled from rational discourse. Rather than reasoning with these contextual categories in 

mind, transcendental reason simply refuses them a place in the act of deliberation. It niles them 

out tout court. From this perspective transcendence is not overcoming it is simply avoidance. 

Young argues that there is a comection between transcendental reason and modem 

notions of the civic public in that the logic behind the ideal of impartiality in moral reasoning is 

carried forward into the realm of politics. Here, the ideal of hanscending particularity serves the 

ideological function of masking relations of domination by privileged groups who posit their 

way of being, their particularity, as impartiai, universal. Let me cal1 this the "idealized public 

sphere". Together these dual forces of transcendent rationality and the public sphere create an 
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idealized form of political life by creating ways of thinking, being, and acting, hostile to 

particularity, difference, pnvate life, affectedness, feeling, play and so on. 

b) The chic public 

Defining rationality in terms of tnnscendence is a powerfùl idea in modem theory. The 

reason it assumes such importance is that this idealized view of reason was canied through to 

the public sphere as an essential element of political deliberation. niat  is, nodern political 

theory adopted a view of the polity that too was based on dichotomies of reason and desire, 

public and private, subjective and objective. Nowhere is this more evident than in the idea of the 

civic public espoused by Rousseau. For Rousseau, 'the civic public expresses the universal and 

impartial point of view of reason, standing opposed to and expelling desire, sentiment, and the 

particularity of needs and inter est^."^ The purpose of the general will, as the locus of impartial 

reason, was to stand beyond the partial, subjective appetites and desires of individuals. The 

general will was not simply an aggregate of interests, rather it tnnscended interests in the name 

of genuine Freedom. As Young observes, Rousseau was clear that the subjective desires and 

impulses inherent within the individual could not simply be supplanted. In order to avoid a 

latent need for the satisfaction of desires two realms were conceived. The civic public realm was 

the realm of genuine freedom and transcendent, impartial reason which unified the people under 

the common laws of the state. The private realm was the place where appetites and desires could 

be satisfied without creating disunity. There were two spheres then, one considered the sphere of 

impartiality, univenality and reason, the other, the locus of desire and affectivity. 

The unif@ng Function of the civic public evident in Rousseau's Social Contract represents, 

however, yet another example of a false ideal of unity. At stake here is the ideological f i c t ion  

that normative theory assumes in light of the apparent contradictions visible in the discoune of 

impartiality. For instance, Young rightly observes that feminist critiques of the universal state 

illustrate the dichotomized nature of the polity as the locus of partial, limited, and overtly 

narrow conceptions of citizenship. Thus, while "political theonsts and politicians proclaimed the 

impartiality and generality of the public ... at the same time[they] quite consciously found it 
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fitting that some persons, namely, women, nonwhites, and sometimes those without property, 

should be excluded from participation in that public."' Such exclusions were justified by 

invoking dichotomies like reasoddesire and mindhody and then associating the negative 

element in the dichotomy with particular persons. The modem civic public simply excluded 

masses of people from citizenship by associating women, people From other cultures, and the 

non-propertied with the inability for rationality and impartiality. The idea of the civic public as 

the uniwrsal impartial st2t.t- w x ,  quite sinply, a fiction. The unit). of t ! e  civic public is anaincd 

'through the expulsion and confinement of everything that would threaten to invade the polity 

with differentiation: the specificity of women's bodies and desire, differences of race and 

culture, the variability and heterogeneity of needs ... and [the] changeability of feeling.lZ 

The concept of impartiality also serves an ideological function in contemporary debates 

over the nature and role of the state with regard to justice and equality. That is, justice and 

equality are defined in formal or procedural t e m s  where state neutrality is considered 

achievable through the discernent  and application of abstract. formal principles, which 

satisfies the ideal of impartiality. The administration of state neutrality is placed in the hands of 

supposed impartial, disinterested bureaucracies who stand beyond the partial and subjective 

spheres of activity. How successful bureaucracies are at attaining the impartiality that lies at the 

root of their raison d'être is, however, contested. As Young suggests, '[plositions of 

decisionmaking authonty are usually occupied by members of privileged groups-white Anglo 

nominally heterosexual men-for access to such positions is part of their privilege. Based on 

assumptions and standards they clairn as neutral and impartial, their authoritative decisions often 

silence, ignore, and render deviant the abilities, needs, and noms  of others.'" Clearly, Young 

takes issue with the idea of bureaucracy d e h e d  in t e m s  of impartiality. The problem, as she 

conceives it, is that bureaucracies are lent philosophical support by the ideal of impartidity. 

Problems &se for bureaucratic administration, however, if the ideal of irnpartiality c m  be 

shown to be deeply flawed. Hence, if impartiality is a problematic concept, the very notion of 

impartial decision-makers, administrators, legislators and judges is drawn into doubt. From this 

criticai perspective, bureaucratic authority loses its capacity to justiS, its role as the impartial 
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adjudicator and dispenser of justice for all. It is clear that Young regards the ideal of impartiality 

as a fiction to the extent that it claims a capacity for neutral, context-free deliberation and 

judgment. She notes: 

hpartiality is ... impossible for bureaucratic decisionmaken ... It is simply not possible for 
flesh-and-blood decisionmakers, whether in govenunent or not, to adopt the standpoint of 
transcendental reason when they make decisions, divorcing themselves from the group 
affiliations and comrnitments that constitute their identities and give them a perspective on 
social life? 

Whilz inipartiality is impossibie, Young yoes to some iengths to avoid the implication chat d i  

acts of delibention are purely self-regarding. On the contrary, Young argues that 

communicative ethics renden intelligible the idea of a situated self compelled to reason in non- 

self-regarding terrns by understanding the idea of a "moral point of view" arising 'fiom the 

concrete encounter[s] with others, who demand that their needs, desires, and perspectives are 

recognized."' Against the backdrop of a dialogical conception of reason, wliere one is moved 

beyond purely self-regarding deliberative acts, 'there is no need for a universal point of view to 

pull people out of eg~isrn."~ 

Liberalism 's assirnilationist tendencies 

The problematic nature of the principal justification for bureaucratic authority- 

impartiality and uniformity-is also evident in liberal conceptions of justice and equality. That 

is, Young argues that liberal conceptions of justice and equality serve to marginalize memben 

of disadvantaged groups by assuming 'that equal social status for al1 persons requires treating 

everyone according to the same principles, rules, and standards.'" The liberal concept of 

equality and justice then atternpts not to recognize the distinct particularities or cultural 

affiliations individuals exhibit as part of their identity. On the contrary, liberalism's attachent 

to forma1 equality and procedural justice regards differences based on race, culture, ethnicity, 

gender, religion, sexual orientation, langage, and social class as non-constitutive and, therefore, 

secondary to one's individudi ty. The humanist philosophy w hich informs liberalism's 

commitment to formal equality has a long pedigree dating back to the enlightenment ideal of the 

equal moral worth and dignity of each person. 
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It is important to remember, however, that liberalism's cornmitment to the equal moral 

worth of al1 persons has provided philosophical grounds for the emancipation and liberation of 

those who have struggled against historical injustices based on social differentiations. For 

example, the notion of strict forma1 equality between persons regardless of racial, class, gender, 

cultural, and religious differences has provided women, blacks, various religious groups, 

homosexuals, and numerous others with the philosophical basis to combat oppression and 

iiiarginalization iii liberal deniocratic socizties. T'lie civil riglits niarclies in Northem Ireland iii 

the late 1960s, civil rights marches in the United States in the 1950s, the suffrage and womenls 

liberation movements, were al1 reliant on a conception of formal equality as the basis for their 

inclusion in the public sphere. Fundamental to daims for forma1 equality is an idea of equality 

and justice that regarded the oppressed and marginalized as individual persons nther than as 

members of groups. That is, while members of distinct groups demanded inclusion (such as 

Catholics in Northem ireland and blacks in .4menca), such inclusion was granted on the basis of 

individual equality rather than the recognition of group identities. Put another way, blacks were 

given civil rights not as mernbers of the black community, but as individual citizens. Thus, 

blacks were included in the public sphere by admitting them to full citizenship rights defined in 

individual, formal, and uniforrn ternis. 

The mode1 of inclusion that lies at the hem of the liberal ideal is one of assimilation. That 

is, the marginalized, oppressed, and disadvantaged are brought "into" the existing moral, legal, 

social, political, economic, and cultural Frameworks which categorize the public sphere. 

Differences based on race, gender, religion, or ethnic origin are rendered inconsequential (as a 

matter of principle) through the granting of full, formal, and equal citizenship rights. The 

philosophical and practical political appeal of the assimilationist ideal is that it 'presents a clear 

and unambiguous standard of equality and justice.17g That is, '[wlhenever laws or niles, the 

division of labor, or other social practices allocate benefits differently according to group 

membership, this is a sign of injustice.'" The problem with the assimilationist approach, 

however, is not just that it denies any constitutive role to those features of one's identity not 

captured by the formalized and procedural rights of the liberal state, but that assimilation 'always 
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implies coming into the game afier it has already begun, after the rules and standards have 

already been set.lsO The are two problems with "cornhg into the game once the rules have been 

set1'. Firstly, the previously marginalized and disempowered have played no part in the 

establishment of the existing standards and rules in the public sphere. Consequently, they are 

included in a process that compels them to fit within existing categories irrespective of how 

capable these categories are of accomrnodating social diversity. Secondly, members of 

privileged p u p s  are located in such a way that their privi!ege exists in 'not recoJnizing ...[ their] 

standards as culturally and experientially specific.'" The very b a i s  of privilege is that it 

facilitates the view that existing standards of justice and principles of fair and equal treatment 

are neutral and universal. That is, the liberal 'ideal of a common humanity in which al1 c m  

participate without regard to race, gender, religion, or sexuality poses as neutral and universal.'" 

While Young acknowledges that assimilation can take either a conformist or 

transfomative fom-with the former stressing the impartiality of existing institutions and 

practices while the latter acknowledges the partiality of existing intuitions and practices and 

attempts to overcome this partiality by devising formal and neutral criteria which does not 

disadvantage any particular g r o u p s h e  makes it clear that both forms of assimilation regard the 

elimination of group difference as necessary to the achievernent of equality and justice. Whether 

the elimination of group difference is a good in itself or not (which 1 address in the next section), 

the fact that group differences do exist, and that they continue to mark out those who do not 

quite fit the "mainstrearn" is a matter of on-going concem. Why? Because the ideal of 

assimilation which 'holds up to people a demand that they "fit," be like the mainstream, in 

behavior, values, goals', is conikonted with the reality that group differences continue to be 

determinant in the process of Othering. Participating in a public sphere which assumes 

cornmonality of values, goals, aspiration (not to mention langage, culture and religious 

conviction) oppresses those identities that express diverse attachrnents, values, practices, and 

aspirations. 

For Young then, the ideal of assimilation present within the iiberal paradigm of 

"emancipation through inclusion" fails to render justice for those whose identities exist in 
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tension with the dominant culture. Rather, assimilation imposes 'an irresolvable di lem~na '~~ on 

those who possess a rnarginalized identity: 'to participate mems to accept and adopt an identity 

one is not, and to try to participate means to be reminded by oneself and others of the identity 

one is.lM It is in response to this dilemma that Young asserts that justice and equality are better 

conceived when group difference is asserted as a positive ideal of contemporary society. 

Di ffercncr and rcclaiming margir;alizcd iden tities 

At the heart of Young's approach to difference is a notion of empowerment that sets out to 

provide avenues via which marginalized and oppressed identities can be reclaimed as positive 

expressions of social divenity. The act of reclaiming one's identity cornes through the process of 

asserting that the meanings, practices, perspectives, and accumulated histoncal experiences 

inherent in marginalized identities are equal, and sometimes superior, to existing mainstream 

identities. The process of reclarnation c m  be gleaned in momentous political events. For 

instance, when the Republic of Ireland attained independence fiom Imperia1 Britain, it set about 

to reclaim its culture through a process of revival. Like most post-colonial societies, ireland 

attempted to revive a sense of identity through the re-telling of its history. Irish literary and 

cultural cntic, Declan Kiberd, describes it thus: 'In the early decades [of independence], the new 

leaders soothed a hstrated people with endless recollections of the sacred struggle for 

independence. Cornmernorations abounded, the Irish version of this disease being the repeated 

political taunt "Where were you in 19 l6?""* Thus, the movement fiom colonial to post-colonial 

society involves a cultural revival of the histoncal narratives integral to a nationaVcultura1 

identity-refashioned to conter the effects of marginalization and oppression. Another, less 

nationalistic exarnple of reclamation is evident in the politics of the womenls/feminist 

movement. Associated mostly with the gynocentric turn of the late 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  women's groups 

challenged the prevailing noms of womanhood/fernininity by asserting a positive value for 

women's distinctive experiences and locations. The act of reclaiming a marginalized identity and 

asserting the positivity associated with the distinctive qualities of that identity is integral to the 

notion of empowerment Young envisages as integrai to the politics of difference. 
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Asserting a positive mle for group difference challenges the liberal humanist ideal of 

commonality. As Young argues, the 'rejection and devaluation of one's culture and perspective 

should not be a condition of full participation in social 1ife.1'~ Included in Young's claim is a re- 

evaluation of the standards of judgement used to attach value to particular groups and the 

identities of their members. Such re-evaluations corne about in three ways. Firstly, asserting 

group specificity as a positive feature of the diversity of contemporary society 'makes it 

incrcasingly difficult for dominant p u p s  to parade their noms as nzuiral minil universai ... By 

puncturing the univenalist claim to unity that expels some groups and turns them into the Other, 

the assertion of positive group specificity introduces the possibility of understanding the relation 

between groups as merely difference, instead of exclusion, opposition, or dominance.'" 

Secondly, group specificity promotes a sense of solidarity arnongst different groups which 

counteracts the prevailing focus on individuality in libenl societies. Solidarity amongst groups 

helps to create a discourse where issues of race, gender, religion, class, cultural and other 

di fferences have signi ficance as a matter of principal. Thirdly, the assertion 'O f group di fference 

provides a standpoint from which to criticize prevailing institutions and noms.'" Creating 

perspectives from which current institutions and practices can be scrutinized and critically 

engaged reinforces the emancipatory and transfomative potential of the politics of difference 

approach to equality and justice. For, subjecting prevailing standards of justice and equality to 

critique compels those who uphold privileged positions to articulate the bais  of their privilege. 

If group specificity is able to destabilize the normative authority associated with the individual 

ideal, then the capacity of those who stand in privileged relation to current standards of justice 

and equality to articulate their position as  universal or impartial is weakened. 

Thus, asserting a positive role for group difference has the potential to transform the 

institutions and practices of contemporary societies. Firstly, it empowen people who belong to 

marginalized groups to reclaim the dignity of their identity and to re-assert its value as a means 

to re-evduate prevailîng judgrnents of worth across society as a whole. Secondly, it destabilizes 

the myth of univenality inherent to the liberai ideal of cornmonality commonly expressed as an 

appeal to individual equality. Thirdly, it fosten solidarity arnongst groups similarly situated in 
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relation to the dominant culture by allowuig for the formation of alliances and coalitions to unite 

around a cornmon experience of mar@alization and to press for emancipation and liberation. 

And fuially, it provides a basis From which conventional renderings of justice and equality can 

be subjected to critique. 

Reconceiving Dl fference 

As 1 pointed out in my discussion of die drive to unity, the logic of identity rcduces the 

'differently similar to the same, it turns the merely different into the absolutely other. 

[Consequently] [i]t inevitably generates dichotomy instead of unity ...'" The issue that remains to 

be resolved for Young's approach to difference is how to conceive difference without 

dichotomizing the charactenstics which separate one group from another while at the same time 

providing some bais for social solidarity that living within nation-states, regional communities, 

cities and towns requires. Put another way, how cm group difference be reconciled with the 

need for some fom of cornrnonality essential to democratic societies? The cntical point for 

Young's theoretical advocacy of a politics of difference arrives with the need to navigate the 

tensions that arise out of the unity versus diversity dilernrna. Young's answer to the 

unity/diversity issue comes via reconceiving difference as a relational concept. 

Conventional understandings of difference tend to rely on essentialized and dichotomized 

notions of identity and belonging. One belongs to a group by virtue of possessing particular 

charactenstics and values which provide the substantive frameworks against which one's 

identity is fonned and located. Often, the idea of belonging is based on notions of exclusion 

where membenhip is defined in negative terms, derived as much fÎom who is not admitted to 

membership as it is from who is. Moreover, there tend to be clear boundaries surrounding 

groups demarcating and separating one group identity fiom another. We can see how these 

categones of inclusion/exclusion corne together to form important political, social, mord, 

religious, national, and cultural allegiances in contemporary societies through reference to 
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Group demarcations evident in contemporary Northem irish society, when viewed fkom a 

conventional understanding of group-rnembership and group-identity allegiances, exhibit a 

range of exclusive categorizations. Consider the following foms of group-belonging normally 

referred to in political and cultural discourses centered on Northem Ireland. One is either 

Catholic, Protestant, or Dissenter, lrish or British, republican or loyalist, unionist or nationalist, 

democrat or revolutionary, working class or middle class. These signifiers which mark out one's 

p u p  membenhip md thefore one's political affiliations -re clearly wident in Northem 

Ireland politics. Indeed, they are even important in that constitutional arrangements (properly) 

make use of group demarcations to ensure adequate representation and eficacy in the political 

process. But such demarcations need not be defined in essentialized and dichotomized tems to 

achieve the desired political outcornes. Against essentialized views of group identity, 

rnernbership, and belonging, Young posits her own account of group difference in order to h l  fil 

two political theoretical aims. 

First, she argues for a re-conception of the notion of difference so that the differences 

between groups are regarded in non-essentialized, non-dichotomized terms. Sirnultaneously, this 

facilitates Young's second political objective of destabilizing the unequal, hierarchical relations 

that exist between different groups. Let me bnng the two together. 

Young attempts to reconceive group difference to combat the hierarchical relations 

between groups which have resulted from the construction of identities dependent upon an 

opposing Other to maintain their political and social privilege. Young aims to relativize relations 

between groups in order to destabilize the privilege enjoyed by the members of some groups 

while simultaneously positing an inferior, negative, or marginalized status on the members of 

other groups. The process of destabilization is canied out through deconstruction. Young 

illustrates how the theoretical insights gleaned through the deconstructive process operate in the 

following example of race-based discourses. 

The method of deconstruction consists in showing how one terni in a binary opposition 
intemally relates to the other. Group difference conceived as Otherness exhibits a similar 
dialectic ... Racist discourses ... articulate the purity and vimie of white civilization by 
detailed fascinated attention to the attributes of the coloured Others, and the white subjects 
thereby derive their sense of identity fiom this negative relation to the Other. A group 
identity formed as a negation of the Other in these ways is h g i l e  and relativeIy empty, 



and perhaps for that reason often violently insists on maintaining the purity of its border 
by excluding that other? 

Defining the charactenstics of social groups fkom this perspective emphasizes the construction 

and nature of a group's specificity and location as the product of series of social relations. By 

focusing on the social relations which exist between groups, Young is able to highlight the 

political and social assurnptions inherent to these relations. Thus, rather than groups defining 

their identities in opposition to an existent (or fictitious) Other, as exhibiting substantive 

attributes not available to these Others, the relational notion of difference defines group- 

specificity as the product of a set of social relations themselves imbued with multivarious 

assurnptions constnicting and creating identities. Let me explain how this theoretical approach 

which views difference as relational rather than Othemess might work in practice and 

destabilize the social and political authority enjoyed by privileged groups. 

As I illustrated in chapter 1, the conflict in Northem Ireland is a conflict involving 

competing cultural identities with rival political aspirations. 1 illustrated that the identities 

present in the province cannot be neatly separated into religious groupings as this denies the 

social reality of overlapping and cross-cutting cleavages that result from politicai, national, 

cultural, class and gender identities and affiliations. However, it is also clear that the conflict in 

Northem Ireland is played out between two broad coalitions of groups each of which exhibits a 

vast array of intemal differences but manages to suppress these differences and form a 

generalized group ideniity in order to advance broadly defined political aspirations. This 

explains how evangelicd non-violent Protestants cm descnbe themselves as die-hard unionists 

in much the same way that loyalist paramilitaries describe themselves as defenders of the union. 

Or fiom the other perspective, it explains how nationalists who totally reject the Catholic church 

and its teachings also form coalitions with Catholic clencs advancing political ends of the broad 

community of Catholics/nationalists. 1 now want to illustrate how the genealogy of these broad 

coalitions of g o  ups demonstrates the theoretical strengths of Young's analy sis of group 

difference as the product of social relations rather than the product of essentialized attributes. 

In the context of the history of Northern Ireland we can see that fiom the colonial 

plantation of Ulster in the 1640s through the act of Union in 1800 and up to partition in 1920, 
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group identities were constnicted in terms of essential, binary opposite, and substantive value- 

laden characteristics. Hence, to be Catholic was to be Irish, to be Irish was to be anti- 

EnglishlBritish, to be anti-English was to be disloyal to the Crown, and io be disloyal to the 

Crown was to be disloyal to the state. Put another way, to the extent that one failed to identify 

with the dominant forms of identity in the province one becme Other. Accordingly, the 

political, social, economic, moral and religious relations in the province were stnictured in 

kccping nith the binaq dirisions bcmccn the broad set of group-identity a~aclunents. X S C ~ S  

of hierarchical relations were established as a matter of course which appropriated and continued 

to create the essentialized notion of group membership and belonging in the province. 

From 1920 to the rnid 1960s, the Northem Ireland administration govemed the province 

according to the forms of identity created by the previous colonial administration. These overt 

forms of marginalization have been under direct challenge since the onset of the Troubles in 

1969. From the late 1960s through the 70s, the marginalized and oppressed minority demanded 

that the institutions and practices of the province reflect more than the exclusive identity 

designations of the Protestant/unionist majority. In short, the minority demanded the political 

recognition of Northem Ireland's cultural and political diversity. They asserted these claims in 

an array of voices-as a national minority, as a people asserting a self-determination right to be 

rid of a colonial administration, as a rnarginalized group denied equal representation, as an 

oppressed cultural identity denied political rights, and so on. Since the mid 1980s (and the 

signing of the Anglo-Irish Agreement), a significant degree of pressure has been applied by 

British and Irish governments to see Northem Ireland as a culturally and politically contested 

zone, where the usual concepts of nation, culture, and democracy are rendered permeable to the 

fact of diversity that lies at its core. Moving beyond the demands of one nation, one culture has 

shifted the emphasis away fiom exclusive cultural identities and political aspirations. It is now 

recognized that the two groups that constitute Northem Ireland, fat from being essentialiy 

different, achially share a political experience, albeit one that has had devastating consequences, 

especially for the rights of the rninority. Although the two communities remain divided by 

cultural attachrnents and political aspirations, the recognition that Northem Ireland is 
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constitutive of diversity has shifted the emphasis away from rigid political and cultural 

fiameworks requiring the denial of the Other's participation in the institutions of the province. 

This process has culminated in the Agreement that has facilitated an understanding of Northem 

Ireland that exists outside of conventional nation-state categonzations. I explore this movement 

toward a more flexible and relational approach to Northem ireland that has developed and the 

changes it has issued in Part II. 

W h :  Young's notior. of diffmncc-as-rclation suggcsts is that it is ncccssaq to îoncci~c 

identities in terms that exorcise the Otherness from one's own group identification. Thus, to be 

Catholic in Northern lreland is not to be Other, to regard oneself as Irish need not refer to a 

concept of Ireland as a unified Catholic state devoid of Protestantslunionists. In other words. to 

identiQ with broad identity attachments located against a histoncal background of difference is 

to express relational difference, affinity, and specificity rather than Othemess. It is to make clear 

that the civic public that exists in Northern Ireland is a heterogeneous one, made up of multiple 

and overlapping identity attachments that express a relational stance to the institutions and 

practices of the province. Such a focus allows for the fact that some identities have been or are 

privileged in their relations and some are rnarginalized and oppressed. This pemits a political 

discourse aimed at transfoming the problematic relations between groups in Northem Irish 

society. Indeed, transfonning relations between groups directly challenges the normative 

justifications underlying the institutions and practices of Northem ireland's public sphere. This 

is evidenced in chapters 4, 5, and 6 ,  where 1 discuss how these changes in conceptualizing 

Northem Ireland have impacted on the way Northem Ireland has been re-constituted in the 

Agreement, and how this constitutional act has created a different dynamic for judgment in the 

public sphere. 

Let me give a brief example of how Young's theoretical h e w o r k  creates a different 

dynamic for political judgment in the province. As I illustrate in chapter 7, part of what Young's 

approach to difference suggests is an alternative communicative ethics. Based loosely on 

Hannah Arendt's conception of "enlarged thoughtt'?' Young consîmcts a theoretical framework 

through which communicating subjects are conceived to stand in mymmetrr*cai re1arion to one 
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another. in contrast to Habermas' discoune ethicsg' and Benhabib's reformulated Habermasian 

ethical fia~nework?~ Young argues against the ideal of symmetrîcal reciprocity in moral and 

political discourse as a) damaging for difference, b) ontologically impossible, and c) politically 

suspect. Such a reformulation of communicative ethics offers much promise for a society in 

which the alternative narrative frameworks of each social group seem to preclude the ideal of 

symmetry as a matter of political and moral dialogue but where the need for dialogue across 

difference is so desperately reqrtired. Hence, Young's reformdated communicative ethics which 

renders po litical and moral judgements as products of dialogue aimed at 'understanding across 

di fference' rather than understanding by negafing di fference, O ffers attractive possibilities for 

reconceiving dialogue in a society divided by difference. 

Unity and Diversiy 

Having directly challenged the basis of commonality, which liberal and cornmunitarian 

theonsts argue is hndamental to the idea of the civic public, the question remains whether 

Young offers any basis upon which social and political solidarity might be realized. Assuming 

that some degree of cornrnonality is necessary for democratic govemment and its related 

institutions, what does Young offer in the way of a foundation for social solidarity? As we have 

seen, according to Young, the concept of civic unity is conventionally denved fkom notions of 

comrnonality grounded in the universality of transcendental reason and impartiality. However, 

having pro b lematized the phi losop hicai foundations of transcendental reason and denied the 

concept of impartiality as attainable, what place is lefi to establish bonds of commonality? From 

Young's perspective, how does one confiont the inevitable problem of multiplicity? The 

unity/divenity dilemma viewed fiom this perspective must address the problems associated with 

establishing social solidarity and cohesiveness on the foundations of difference and specificity. 

1 want to briefly detail Young's response to the unity/diversity dilemma by concentrathg 

on two distinct features of her approach to difference. The Erst of these relates to her critique of 

liberalisrn and cornmunitarianism as embodying two ideai types of ontology. Liberal political 

theory denves its normative justification fiom the perspective of the individual ideal. 1 have 
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detailed the Fundamental features of the liberal ideal (and offered various cnticisms of it) 

sufficiently in the preceding discussions of Taylor and Young to pass over it here with a brief 

remark before going directly to the other ideal type evident in political theory-the ideal of 

community. The liberal ideal of the individual posits a view of the human subject as an 

autonomous rational agent capable of abstract reasoning. The abstract individual enjoys the 

protection of formal rights as safeguards against unwarranted interference by other individuals 

3~ w l l  as the state. The liberal state advocates the institutiondization of fuma1 rncchanisrns to 

ensure that the institutions and practices of the state do not result in granting special favours to 

individuals on the basis of cultural, social, political, religious, racial, gender, or class 

differences. The problem, as we have noted throughout this chapter, is two-fold: the libenl ideal 

of the rationally autonomous subject is deeply flawed and the liberal state is incapable of 

operating in a zone free of political, cultural, social, economic, moral and other assumptions. 

As an alternative to the liberal ideal, some political theorists, like Taylor, posit an ideal of 

community as the answer to the objections raised with the liberai ideal. As Young notes: 

They reject the image of persons as separate and self-contained atoms, each with the sarne 
formal rights, nghts to keep others out, separate ... Existing in community with othen 
entails more than merely respecting their nghts; it entails attending to and sharing in the 
particularity of their needs and interests." 

Unlike the liberal ideal then, the ideal of community does recognize peoples social location and 

the historical cultural, social, political and other narratives that have shaped their lives and their 

community. As Young makes plain, writers such as Benjamin Barber, Robert Bellah, Alasdair 

MacIntyre, and Michael Sandel al1 appeal to 'an ideal of community to invoke a conception of 

the person as socially constituted, actively oriented toward affirrning relations of mutuality, 

rather than oriented solely toward satis@ng private needs and de~ires.'~' The appeai of this form 

of social ontology is that it permits people to partake in the deliberative processes of the public 

sphere fkom within their social location. Thus, it recognizes the constitutive attachments people 

have to their contextually-denved identities and makes room for the recognition of cultural 

forms of specificity. In this sense, it avoids the abstract formalism inherent to the individual 

ideal and facilitates the recognition of embodied, contextually located subjects. 
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However, the problem with the ideal of community is that it too 'submits to the logic of 

iden t i ty~~~ evident in the individual ideal. That is, both individualism and community posit unity 

as necessary conditions for a cohesive society and as such deny difference and heterogeneity. 

The implication that follows nom the denial of difference is that both ideals of unity marginalize 

and suppress those whose identities express difference and multiplicity. For instance, Young 

utilizes Foucault's critique of the "Rousseauian drearn" of social unity to illustrate the d ive  to 

unit>. erident in the ided of cornmuni ty. As Foucault notes, Rousscau's account of social unity is 

derived From a view of society understood as 

transparent ... visible and legible in each of its parts, the dream of there no longer existing 
any zones of darkness ..A was the drearn that each individual, whatever position he 
occupied, might be able to see the whole of society, that men's hearts should communicate. 
their vision be unobsmicted by obstacles, and that the opinion of al1 reign over each." 

The problem with the Rousseauian dream of social unity-which Young clearly sees in the 

work of contemporary cornmunitarian thinkers-is that it denies the ont0 logy of di fference. That 

is, the social ontology which lies at the heart of the ideal of community insists on the denial of 

difference and heterogeneity as a basic ontological proposition. 

Adherents of the ideal of community justiw their ontological arguments for social unity on 

two grounds. The first source of social unity is said to derive form 'shared subjectivity or 

common consciousness.'98 Young argues that Sandel's advocacy of community bears witness to 

the sense of unity defined as shared subjectivity within his critique of Rawls' theory of justice. 

For instance, Sandel claims that the basis of community is the 'shared self-understandings of the 

participants"' whose shared perspectives are 'embodied in their institutional arrangements'. 

Young disputes Sandel's daim of shared subjectivity as an unrealizable goai based on the false 

assumption of the 'copresence of subje~ts ' . '~  That is, the assurnption that subjects appear in a 

transparent light so othen can see the totality of their being-their motivations, needs, desires, 

self-understandings, histones and the like. Young also argues that the copresence of subjects is 

assumed in the alternative source of social unity proffered by Benhabib. Denved from notions of 

'mutuality and reciprocity', Benhabib's notion of social unity is clearly evident in her 

formulation of the "concrete other". Here, social unity is achieved by viewing 



each and every rational being as an individual with a concrete history, identity, and 
affective-emotional constitution ... Our relation to the other is govemed by the n o m  of 
complementa~ reciprocity : each is entitled to expect and assume from the other forms of 
behavior through which the other feels recognized and confirmed as a concrete, individual 
being with specific needs, talents, and capa~it ies.~~'  

According to Young, Benhabib's conception of social unity is achieved via a concept of 

understanding that assumes mutual understanding. On this model. 'the ideal is one of the 

transparency of subjects to one another ... Each understands the others and recognizes the others 

in the samc way that thcy undcntand thcmsclvcs, and al1 ~ c o g n i z c  that the othcrs undentand 

them as they understand themsel~es."~~ The problem, Young avers, is that Benhabib's notion of 

mutual understanding and reciprocity, like Sandel's cornmitment to shared subjectivity, operates 

on a problematic conception of the copresence of subjects. 

The idea of subjective copresence expresses social relations in terms of subjective 

trançparency. Thus, subjects appear to one another in a transparent light which pierces the 

opacity of subjective difference illurninating a view of one another that a11 can recognize, grasp, 

and understand. The problem with this view, according to Young, is demonstrated by Hegel's 

(and later Sartre's) basic premise that 'persons necessarily transcend one another because 

subjectivity is negativity. The regard for the other is always ~ b j e c t i ~ n g . ' ' ~ '  On this view, what 

lies at the heart of communication-and social relations in genenl-is a fragile process of 

exchange that makes understanding and recognition, as well as misunderstanding and 

misrecognition alternative possibilities in social exchange. Relations with others are rnarked by 

this fragility because the subject is not unified. That is, '1 do not always know what 1 mean, 

need, want, desire, because meanings, needs, and desires do not arise from an origin in some 

transparent ego."M For Young, the subject is heterogeneous, never completely aware of what is 

present to oneself, and therefore, never hl ly capable of making oneself transparent to another. 

The idea of social unity that lies at the heart of the ideal of cornmunity is problematic from 

the view of the heterogeneous subject. If the subject is comprised of' multiple, shifting 

discourses, each adding to the multipiicity of one's identity, indeed, if the idea of "identity" is 

regarded as fluid and hcomplete, then the wholeness of the subject central to dialogue in social 

relations is problematic. Further, if social relations are marked by differences as much as they 
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are marked by similarities, if they involve as much misunderstanding and misrecognition as they 

do understanding and recognition, and if they depend upon symmetrical relations between 

differently situated diverse subjects, then the ideal of wholeness and reciprocity necessary to the 

idea of unity should be regarded as suspect on both ontological and normative grounds. 

Ontologically, social unity is suspect because of its reiiance on a view of the subject as a unified, 

transparent, being. Normatively, the ideal of comrnunity becomes problematic when 'in their 

zeal to 3ffm a positive meaning of group specificity people se& to try to enforce n strong sense 

of mutual identification [which is] likely to reproduce exclusions similar to those they 

c~nf ron t . "~~  

I believe there is much to Young's criticisms of the copresence of subjects at work in the 

ontology of communitarian thought, and 1 agree that there are numerous political dangers 

associated with the normative ideal of cornmunity. However, 1 also think that the gulf between 

her ontological framework and Taylor's is less wide than she sometimes suggests. As I 

demonstrate in Part III (especially chapter 8). the ontological insights of their respective 

approaches reveal certain similarities (like a cornmitment to the recognition of cultural 

divenity), but their different approaches to doing justice in culturally diverse societies reveal 

different political comrnitments. Indeed, I suggest that Young is Iess concemed with 

legitimizing the cultural or national boundaries that enframe political aspirations and upon 

which justice claims are based, than she is with justice claims which aim to redress exclusions 

fiom public discourse. Exclusion, as Young makes plain, cornes in many forms, and cultural 

exclusion is just one. in short, 1 suggest that Taylor privileges cultural claims to justice over 

political claims, and that such privileging is detrimental for justice in situations like Northern 

in contrast to the two ideal types of individualism and community, Young posits her own 

normative ideal, which she refers to as the ideal of city life. Here city life refers to an idea of 

social relations defined as the "being together of strangers". She notes: 

City life is composed of clusters of people with affinities-families, social group 
networks, voluntary associations, neighborhood networks, a vast array of small 
"communities." City dwellers frequently venture beyond such familiar enclaves, 
however, to the more open public of politics, commerce, and festival, where strangen 



meet and interact. City dwelling situates one's own identity and activity in relation to a 
horizon of vast variety of other activity, and the awareness that this unlaiown, 
unfarniliar activity affects the conditions of one's own.'" 

There are four "virtues" which Young identifies as central to the normative ideal of city life- 

social differentiation without exclusion, variety, eroticism and publicity. 

Social differentiation withozrt e.cizision expresses the benefits of living in mass-society 

cities facilitating rather than mitigating the formation of group affinities, networks and 

di?liations. For instance, unlikc m l  towns and villages,  ci^ dwelling sffirs iliz cover ùf 

anonymity that Joseph D'Emilio argued was central to the formation of gay and lesbian group 

identities. Moreover, city dwellers 'tend to recognize social group difference as a given, 

something they must live with"07 rather than something that could be excluded in smaller, more 

contained, and controllable environments. In addition, cities embody varie@ as a central 

component of public space. There are numerous uses of space in cities that facilitate various 

activities where strangen corne together in celebration or pursuit of these activities. Cities 

contain erotic Features too which force people out of their secure environments and identities. 

Young suggests that ethnic enclaves, Chinatown's, and the like, as well a s  restaurants, bars, 

artistic displays al1 exhibit erotic tendencies. Finaily, cities facilitate the publicity of a diversity 

of world-views, ways of being, identities, affiliations, and coalitions. Publicity is provided 

through the establishment of public spaces 'streets, parks, and pluas-where people stand and 

sit together, interact and mingle, ... without becoming uni fied in a community of "shared final 

The normative ideal of city dwelling that Young advocates is a place where social and 

cultural differences rnatter Iess, and the experîence of "being togetherV-sharing-in public 

spaces achieves a level of commonality she believes is sufficient for cohesive societies. Clearly, 

Young is concemed to avoid the problems associated with conventional views of social unity 

which were derived f?om individual and communal ideal-types. Uppermost in Young's 

theoretical advocacy is her political objective which seeks an end to the dichotomized, 

exclusionary identity-definitions associated with the ideal of difference in contemporary 

societies. In response to the widespread margllialization, abuses and intolerances carried out 
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against minorities, Young suggests a re-conception of justice and equality consistent with her re- 

conception of difference as a positive social attribute.la> 

Al1 of this may seem a long way from the reality of political and social life in Northern 

Ireland. Indeed, it is. The ideal of city-dwelling advocated by Young bares little resemblance to 

the social life of Belfast or Derry let alone the smaller t o m s  of Portadown or Ballymena where 

social life leaves iittle or no room for cosmopolitan ideals of "erotic differences". However, this 

is not :O say that Yaung's cornopolitan cmbracc of :ocid diffaence is incapable of speaking to 

the practical realities of Northem Ireland. Quite the contrary, 1 want to suggest that Young's 

theoretical approach to justice offers us constructive lenses which afford us the chance to re- 

focus on the issues of justice in Northem ireland in ways which embrace rather than shun 

di fferenc e. 

Young's theoretical ventures into city-dwelling illuminate the h i t fu l  possibilities of 

subverting dominant paradigrns of thought with respect to marginalized identities, but what do 

they suggest for bmader issues of justice? We need to inquire into the implications of Young's 

theoretical conception of city-dwelling as a normative mode1 for social life. Toward ihis end, 1 

want to engage Nancy Fraser's contribution to debates conceming justice in diverse societies. 

Fraser offen a rejoinder both to Taylor and Young. So, I want to engage the rejoinder and 

critically evaluate Fraser's intervention as well as Taylor's and Young's capacity to answer 

Fraser's objections to their theoretical frameworks. 1s social (in)equality, From Young's 

perspective, a matter of identity politics rather than political economy? Are the practical 

objectives of the politics of difference compatible with the objectives of (re)distributive justice? 

It is to these questions that we now must turn. 

IV. Justice: Recognition or (Re)Distribution? 

A clash of ends 

One of the most important criticisms to be leveled against Taylor's conception of 

recognition is that in conceiving it in ternis of a 'fundamental human need' he constructs it as a 

fundamental requirement of justice. A similar criticism is aimed at Young in that Fraser argues 
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that identity-based philosophical scheme undemiines traditional approaches to justice which are 

distributive and are more appropnately undentood as issues relating to political economy rather 

than identity politics. At issue here, Fraser avers, is a disagreement over the proper ends of 

justice. Or put another way, whether justice is best addressed through the theoretical framework 

of distributive justice (like that employed in the work of John Rawls, Ronald Dworkin, and 

Michael Walzer) or through the Framework of identity politics like that suggested by Taylor. For 

Frascr thcre is a tension Setiveen these two cnds as thc philosophical fnmcwork and thc 

normative remedies required are 'contradictory aims'. Fraser notes: 

Recognition claims ofien take the form of calling attention to, if not performatively 
creating, the putative specificity of some group and then of affiming its value. Thus, 
they tend to promote group differentiation. Redistribution claims, in contrast, ofien cal1 
for abolishing economic arrangements that underpin group specificity. (An exarnple 
would be feminist demands to abolish the gender division of labour.) Thus, they tend to 
promote group dedifferentiation. The upshot is that the politics of recognition and the 
politics of redistribution oAen appear to have mutually contradictory aims. Whereas the 
first tends to prornote group differentiation, the second tends to undermine it.'Io 

So conceived, the problem is that the interpretative fiameworks of each approach 'stand in 

tension with each other ... or even work against ... each other.'"' For exarnple, those calling for an 

end to the exploitative nature of waged labour in a capitalist economic order argue for the 

abolition of forms of group differentiation they perceive as arbitrary. However, those calling for 

the recognition of their group-specificity, such as gays and lesbians or Catholics/nationalists in 

Northem Ireland, are demanding the explicit recognition of a distinct identity based on social 

group affinity. Hence, both claims to justice, due to their differing ends pull us in opposite 

directions and require seemingly contradictory remedies. The problem over ends is further 

exacerbated by the nature of the remedies required by the aims of each approach. 

b ) A clash of remedies 

Fraser tells us that the true nature of the recognition - redistribution dilemma appean to us 

in concrete ternis when we examine the nature of the remedies required to redress specific 

injustices arising out of each framework. On the political economy axis of the justice dilemma, 

addressing injustice admits of two mutually exclusive remediesl 12-transformative or 

afirmative. As the name suggests, transfomative remedies require the transformation of the 
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political-economic structures of society. Broadly speaking, a socialist transformation of the 

political and economic structures of society would be considered a transfomative remedy to the 

massive inequalities in the distribution of wealth which socialists regard as a consequence of the 

exploitation of the working class. Afimntive remedies, however, leave the basic political- 

economic structures in place and attempt to mitigate the injustices that result from it. Welfare- 

state policies which attempt to redistribute wealth on a more equitable basis than that provided 

by thc markct are cxamples of affirmativa redistribution. 

On the recognition axis of the justice dilemma, tronsforntative and a m a t i v e  remedies 

are suggested but with different concrete ends. Hence, transformative remedies for marginalized 

identities requires 'deep restmcturing of relations of recognition ...[ which] destabilizes group 

differentiation'"' which Fraser suggests is the task of those who utilize deconsmiction as an 

instrument to tnnsform unjust social relations. Aj%maiive remedies for rnarginalized identities 

are achieved by the 'surface reallocations of respect to existing identities of existing 

groups ...[ that] supports group differentiati~ns,'"~ and is usually achieved by state support for 

multiculturalism. From these observations, Fraser points out that there are four sets of 

institutional arrangements which issue from the alternative strategies adopted by the recognition 

and redistribution approaches. Two of these approaches offer prima facie evidence of mutual 

support while the other two are mutually contradictory. Socialism and deconstruction support 

each other in the sense that both require transformative remedies which mitigate the effects of 

essentialized group differences and where 'hierarchical ... dichotomies are replaced by networks 

of multiple intersecting di fferences that are demassi fied and shi fting." lS Likewise, wel fare state 

policies and multiculturalism support each other in the sense that both leave the initial 

conditions in place while attempting to redistribute economic goods and affirm the worth of 

particular identities. Less coherent (if not contradictory) strategies are evidenced, for example, 

in pairing welfare state with deconstructive approaches because the former promotes group 

differentiation while the latter destabilizes it. Sirniiarly, socialism and multiculturalisrn 

contradict each other in that the former dispenses with group identification and the latter 

promotes it. 
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On the surface then two pairs ofremedies offer promising ways to support the dual ends of 

cultural and political economic justice. For either of the ends of justice to be achievable, Fraser 

argues that we need to ensure that we adopt the correct pair of remedies corresponding to the 

particular end sought. Hence, if we are concemed with both economic injustice and cultural 

injustice, we need to select either the socialist - deconstructionist approach or the welfare state 

multiculturalism approach. 

To i ~ ~ t  lier hypotheses, Fraser axaniines the conipatibility of each approach by iuiaiyzinr, 

its ability to remedy the wrongs of a prevailing injustice. Here, Fraser utilizes the concepts of 

gender and "race" as paradigmatic exarnples of differentiations that accrue both economic and 

cultural injustice. That is, 'people subordinated by gender andjor "race" need both redistribution 

and recognition.'"' So, in the case of gender, Fraser argues that the promising features suggested 

by the affirmative-recognition approach turn out to be less than adequate because they fail to 

address the structural reasons which lie beneath the gendered division of labour, while endorsing 

a form of cuitural feminism which continues to endorse a differentiated view of women and 

men. Consequently, the initial promise of the afirmative-recognition remedy ultimately fails to 

the deliver the political end of both recognition and redistribution, In contrat, Fraser argues that 

a transfomative recognition approach offers a much more promising outcome for those 

concerned with gender and justice. This approach to justice endones a transformation of the 

political and econornic conditions responsible for the sexuavgendered division of labour while 

simultaneously endorsing a deconstnictionist approach to identity which breaks down the social 

hierarchies responsible for the creation of marginalized identities. From Fraser's perspective, the 

politics of recognition needs to be viewed as part of a more comprehensive justice package 

requiring a far greater degree of finessing than is suggested by Taylor's scheme. 

So, Fraser avers that philosophical schemes like Taylor's construct contradictory and 

mutually exclusive theoretical paradigms which undermine the practical political objectives of 

socially progressive forms of distributive justice. Iris Young has questioned the validity of 

Fraser's critique of the politics of recognition on both theoretical and practical grounds and in 

the process has generated a usehl fiamework for re-thinking the links between recognition of 
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diverse identities and political and economic equality. So, let us look at both aspects of Young's 

rejoinder to Fraser before going on to elucidate Young's alternative understanding of the 

recognition-redistribution axis of justice. 

For Young, the central problem with Fraser's critique is the dichotomy she draws between 

culture and political economy. While Young agrees with Fraser that Taylor's discussion of 

recognition is one-sided (in the sense that he pays too little attention to the links behveen the 

recognition of marginalized identities luid political-economic inequality) shc nevertheless 

disagrees with Fraser's theoretical alternative. For Young, the practical objective of recognition 

discourses 'is to reconnect issues of political econorny with issues of reco~~~ition.'"'. However, 

as Young makes plain, Fraser's solution to the one-sidedness of recognition discourses ends up 

being wone than the problem. That is, Fraser herself dichotomizes recognition and 

redistribution by treating 'al1 instances of group-based claims to cultural specificity and 

recognition as though recognition is an end in itself.'"' Consequently, although Fraser admits 

that '[iln the real world ...p olitical economy and culture are mutually intertwined, as are injustices 

of distibution and rec~gnition'"~ she nevertheless constructs analytical categories representing 

ideal-types of both recognition and redistribution as mutually exclusive categories. The direct 

philosophical consequence of this approach is the construction of a framework that represents 

the justice claims of identity-politics as opposed and antagonistic to the justice claims of those 

who suffer economic exploitation and oppression. 

Theorizing with dichotomies, even for 'heuristic pur pose^'"^, oflen proves problernatic in 

cases dealing with complex social, political, and economic phenomena because the strict 

categorical demands of analytical fkameworks tend to hypostatise particular phenomena into 

exclusive groupings. In Fraser's case, the tendency toward hypostasis becomes apparent through 

an analysis of her 'pure' cases of cultural and economic injustice. Fraser constructs 'pure' cases of 

cultural injustice on the one hand, and economic injustices on the other. Hence, the injustices 

suffered by gays and lesbians for example are the result of ailturai constructions of sexuality 

(homophobia and heterosexism). Consequently, the practical solution to this injustice has 

cultural sources-'the recognition of gay and lesbian life styles and practices as normal and 
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valuable, and giving the equal respect to persons identified with these practices."" As Young 

correctly points out, however, theorizing this injustice as having purely cultural origins and 

solutions is, quite simply, wrong, and it is wrong on two counts. Fintly, it is problematic to 

suggest that heterosexism and homophobia anse as purely cultural phenomena, for as has been 

argued by a number of ferninists and others, heterosexual marriage also exists as an economic 

institution."' Therefore, as 'pure' cases of cultural injustice, sexuality discourses fail to provide 

thc catcgorical ccrtainty Fmcr sccks. Sccondly, more importantly, Young conzctly 

identifies the interconnectedness of sexual discrimination and political and economic inequality 

by pointing out that 'among the primary political goals of gay, lesbian, bisexual, transsexual or 

queer activists are matenal, economic and political equality: and end to discrimination in 

employment, housing, health care; equal protection by police and courts; equal freedom to 

partner and raise children.'" In this light, the relationship between cultural and econornic 

injustice is fhr more complex than Fraser's strict methodological considerations allows. If the 

point of theory is to help us to distinguish or clan@ concepts more easily so that we better grasp 

the reality of Our social, political and economic existence, then Fraser's scheme seems deeply 

flawed. In the punuit of clarity, Fraser distorts the reality of the phenomena she seeks to 

undentand by misrepresenting the complexity of their social reality. Another example bears this 

out. 

Unlike the 'pure' cases of gay and lesbian politics, Fraser argues that '[rlace ... is a bivalent 

mode of collectivity with both a political-econornic face and a cultural-valuational face. Its two 

faces intertwine to reinforce each other dialectically, moreover, because racist and Eurocentric 

cultural noms  are institutionalized in the state and the economy, and the economic disadvantage 

suffered by people of color restricts their "voice".'"' Accordingly, addressing the injustices 

suffered by 'people of ~o lour ' "~  requires addrwsing both political economic structures and 

culturd valuations. However, Fraser argues that it is 'the bivalent character of "race" [that] is the 

source of the Cjustice] dilemma'"6, as the remedies required for the injustices suffered because of 

race cal1 for contradictory meanues. On the one hand, addressing political-econornic injustices 

requires the abolition of the category 'race' fkom its lexicon while cultural re-evaluation requires 
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the 'valoriz[ation] of group spe~ificity.'"~ The unforninate consequence, Fraser argues, is a 

contradictory set of justice remedies. However, as Young points out, in the case of 'race' Fraser 

'imposes dichotomous categories on a more complex reality and, by doing so, finds 

contradiction where none exi~ts '"~ by distorting the purposes of 'B lack cultural po litics."" How? 

Young States: 

The purpose of affining the cultural and social specificity of Afncan American or 
First Nations or North Afncan Muslim immigrants is precisely to puncture the 
naturalizcd construction of these groups as 'raced'. These proups aEmi cultural 
specificity in order to deny the essentialism of 'race' and encourage the solidarity of the 
members of the group against deprecating stereotypes. "O 

Theorizing with reference to the sources and potential remedies of injustice needs to be sensitive 

to the complex social and political reality in which injustice occurs. If, for the sake of 

conceptual clarity, we ride roughshod over the complexities of peoples' lived experiences, we 

run the risk of distorting a) the actual nature of social, cultural and political-economic injustices, 

b) the various and often subtle forms these injustices take, and c) the cultural politics which lies 

beneath the justice claims of rnarginalized social groups. I concur with Young that the riçk of 

distortion is too high, and in the name of justice, we need to affirm the complexity of peoples' 

everyday experiences rather than endone a theoretical project which fi-agments and simplifies 

the nature of cultural and political-economic injustice. 

It is clear then that Young favours an approach to (in)justice which takes account of both 

the politics of identity and political economy. Young agrees with Fraser that Taylor pays too 

little attention to the links between recognition and redistribution in his approach. However, 

Young argues that theorking the relationship between recognition and redistribution in 

dichotomous terms distorts the nature of injustice, misrepresents the cultural politics of 

particular social groups, and misdiagnoses and mistreats the problem of injustice in a socially 

complex world. We can attest to the relevance of Young's rejoinder to Fraser by applying 

Young's logic to the politics of social groups in Northem Ireland. For example, to identim as a 

Catholic/nationafist in Northem Ireland is to find oneself a member of a multivaient, complex 

collectivity. To demand justice fkom this perspective is to rnake clear the links between cultural 

valuations, political exclusion, and discrimination in employment and housing. The remedies to 
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the diverse injustices suffered as a result of possessing a Catholic/nationalist identity are 

interconnected. 

The recognition of a Catholic/nationalist cultural identity, as a legitimate expression of 

belonging in Northern Ireland, has distinct political implications. Cm one recognize the 

legitimacy of a cultural identity and then deny this identity political expression? Perhaps one 

can, but if this was so, one would need to justiw this exclusion on grounds that could be 

nom~tively justified (we will see in the next section h3t Kpl icka  attetempts to do this by 

recourse to a notion of societal culture). For Young, however, recognizing marginalized 

identities draws these identities out of the shadows and into the light where they c m  be included 

in debates in the public sphere. The implications (for distributive justice) of Full and equal 

inclusion in the dernocratic process are that the needs of al1 citizens are disclosed in the process 

of public debate. If the needs of minonties were articulated and subsequently denied, negated, or 

rnarginalized serious questions of justice would make themselves apparent. This is not to 

suggest that inclusion in public debates will lead to equal justice behveen groups. we know fiom 

experience that platitudes to inclusion appear attractive but oRen have little effect on policy 

outcomes. However, Young's point is that full inclusion of rnarginalized groups into the 

decision-making processes that allocate resources makes it more difficult to negate the justice 

daims of these groups. Including Catholics/nationalists in the decision-making processes of the 

province would make it possible to redress the fundamental political, cultural, and economic 

discriminations that occur as a result of their exclusion. 

There is no reason to theorize this approach to justice as being two-sided or to theorize 

cultural justice as distinct from political-economic injustice. They are not mutually exclusive. 

On the contrary, justice in Northem Ireland can only corne about by both a revaluation of 

cultural identities and the transformation of the political econornic structure of Northern Ireland. 

Ln other words, complex social realities require complex and subtle treatment. Simple equality, 

or simple justice will fail to deliver equd and just outcomes to complex publics. 
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V. A Liberal Rejoinder: Kymlicka and Multiculturalism 

Having illustrated the ways in which Taylor's politics of recognition and Young's politics of 

difference have opened up new lines of inquj l  for re-thinking issues of unity and divenity, 1 

want to tuni to discuss Will Kymlicka's approach to doing justice in diverse societies. In so 

doing, I will examine Kymlicka's attempt to resolve the tensions associated with issues of unity 

and diversity. In some ways, Kymlicka's political theoretical stance can be seen as a rejoinder to 

the critiques of libcralism evident in Taylor's and Young's work. As is evidsnced in hii carlier 

work, Liberalism. Contmunity and Criltzire, Kymlicka confiants issues of cultural diversity kom 

the perspective of defending a form of liberalism capable of accommodating demands for the 

recognition of cultural-, or minonty group-rights. What makes Kymlicka's liberalism so 

interesting is that it attempts to establish cultural and group-rights upon Iiberal foundations of 

individual choice, freedom and autonomy. Kymlicka derives normative justification for his 

notion of differentiated citizenship by invoking the concept of societal cuitrire, which he regards 

as a fundamental enabling-condition of individual autonomy and freedom. By locating the 

normative justification for his theoretical stance to diversity at the point of culture-instead of 

relying on the abstract, universal ideal of the individual central to conventional liberalism- 

Kymlicka offers an innovative, cornpelling, and cntical rejoinder to the political and theoretical 

position advanced by Taylor and Young. 

There are four features of Kymlicka's defense of minority rights that 1 want to focus on 

here. First is Kymlicka's conceptual clarification of cultural pluralism, which is cmied out 

through distinguishing two sources of cultural divenity in contemporary societies- 

multinational States, which include several nations within the one political unit, and immigrant 

societies, which he describes as polyethnic. Second, Kymlicka distinguishes three different 

types of rights-self-government rights, polyethnic rights, and special representation rights- 

utilized as 'mechanisms to accommodate cultural differences' within muIticultura1 societies. 

Thirdly, Kymlicka establishes the idea of a "societal culture" which provides the fiarneworks 

through which individual fieedom and autonomy are secured. The importance of the concept 

societal culture provides Kydicka with the normative grounds to justify his conception of 
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differentiated citizenship. Finally, 1 focus on the importance of the concepts of ntliure, nation, 

and people within Kymlicka's concept of societal culture. As well, 1 examine his cornmitment to 

a revised fom of social liberalism in orcier to determine the sort of ties he regards as 

fundamental to binding people across their differences to form tolerant, democratic political 

conununities. 

I~fcrprc?ing a;!? r r r d  plurulism 

In iMulricuftl~raI Citizenship, Kymlicka argues that the sources of cultural divenity in 

contemporary societies arise from two sources. The first source of cultural divenity arises out of 

the 'coexistence within a given state of more than one nation, where 'nation' means histoncal 

community, more or less institutionally complete, occupying a given territory or homeland, 

sharing a distinct language and cult~re."~' If a nation-state comprises more than one nation, in 

the above sense, it is multinational. The formation of multinational states have tended, 

histoncally. to occur as a result of conquest or colonization, although there are instances, as 

Kymlicka observes, where different 'peoples' have voluntarily united to fom one political unit 

such as Switzerland and Belgium. The overwhelrning number, however, have occurred through 

colonization and conquest. Canada, for instance, involved the conquest of both Francophones 

and aborigines. Australia was established by a British colonial regime noted for the brutal 

mistreatment of Australia's indigenous peoples. Countiess other examples are found also in the 

United States, South Africa, IsraeWaIestine, and New Zealand. I will tum to the case of the 

Republic of Ireland and Northem Ireland in detail later. 

The second source of cultural divenity is immigration. in immigrant societies such as 

Canada, Australia and the United States, immigrants maintained an attachent of sorts to their 

country of origin while assimilating to the mainstream (predominantly Ang Io) culture of their 

adopted society. The importance attached to the capacity to assirnilate to the culture of an 

adopted homeland is evident in the histoncal policies and practices of immigrant societies. 

Canada's restrictions on Chinese immigration and Austraiia's white-Austraiia policy exempli@ 

the degree to which conformity and absorption were central to the formation of these polyethnic 
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societies. But as Kymlicka notes, From the 1970s the assimilationist mode1 was replaced by a 

pluralist approach to culture. Thus, Canada, Australia, and the United States 'adopted a more 

tolerant and pluralistic policy which allows and indeed encourages immigrants to maintain 

various aspects of their ethnic hentage. [And] [i]t is now widely ... accepted that immigrants 

should be free to maintain some of their old customs regarding food, dress, religion, and to 

associate with each other to maintain these practices.'"' The new pluralism of the leading 

immigrant societies of Canada, Australia, and the b i t c d  Statcs should not bc ovcntatcd, 

however. As Kymlicka observes, ethnic, cultural, social and religious distinctiveness in Canada, 

Australia and the United States is 'rnanifested primarily in their Family lives and in voluntary 

 association^.'"^ What is distinctive in embracing divenity from the perspective of polyethnicity 

is that immigrants are expected, on the whole, to recognize the legitimacy of, and participate in, 

the institutional structures of their adopted societies. Thus, acquinng the official language of 

one's adopted country is regarded as a legitimate criterion of citizenship. 

Although he has distinguished two sources of cultural pluralism-multination states and 

polyethnic states-Kymlicka points out that states cm be both polyethnic and multinational. For 

instance, Canada is multinational in that it inc ludes several "nations" or "peoples1' wi thin the one 

state (English Canadians, the QuebecoisErench Canadians, the First Nations and the Inuit) 

while also being polyethnic in that it has accepted large numbers of immigrants. Important for 

Kymlicka is that there are two distinct sources of cultural pluralism each of which bears 

differently on politics. Distinguishing between these two sources of cultural plualisrn is not 

merely an attempt at conceptual clarification regarding the sources of diversity in contemporary 

societies. Rather, it facilitates Kymlicka's M e r  objective of providing normative grounds for 

the establishment of a differentiated conception of citizenship. It is this normative feature of 

Kyrnlic ka's analysis that distinguishes his liberalism kom the abstract or purely formal approach 

to citizenship adopted conventional liberals like by Rawls and Dworkin. 

As Kymlicka observes, 'one of the major mechanisms for accommodating cultuml 

differences is the protection of the civil and political rights of in~iividuals.''~~ What Kymlicka 

attempts to do in Multicultura~ Citizenship is square liberalism's cornmitment to the individual 
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with demands made for the institutional recognition and protection of minorities. Using the term 

"square" here fits well with Kymlicka's broad theoretical objectives as he makes it clear that he 

regards individual rights and group nghts as complementary rather than contradictory. He 

argues that lit is impossible to oventate the irnportan~e'"~ of basic liberal nghts such as 'freedom 

of association, religion, speech, mobility, and political organization for protecting goup 

difference? However, he also acknowledges that in certain circumstances, group differences 

require the protection of specisl rights beyond those conventicnally usociated with liberal 

citizenship. Articulating the nature of the relationship between individual and group rights led 

Kymlicka to distinguish between three forms of group-differentiated rights: a) self-government 

rights; b) polyethnic rights; and c) special representation rights. 

Group-d~fferentiated rights 

a) Self-government rights 

As the term suggests. self-government nghts enable groups to exercise political autonomy 

with regard to the governing of their group. We cm identim three sub-categories which clarib 

the range and extent of what is involved in the granting of self-government rights. First, self- 

govemment nghts fit well in multination states with temtonally concentrated peoples. As 

Kymlicka suggests, international law recognizes limited conceptions of self-government rights, 

nonnally in cases involving multination states formed through the process of colonization, 

where oveneas colonies have subsequently claimed the right for self-determination-the so- 

called 'salt-water the si^'.'^' However, such cases are few and the principle is limited to overseas 

'peoples' and not national minorities subsumed into larger states through the process of conquest 

or colonization. 

Second, self-government rights might be applied to members of groups whose cultural, 

ethnic, racial, religious and/or social survival requires special status. This is often seen to be at 

the heart of claims by indigenous peoples in Canada, the United States and in some limited 

instances, Australia. As Kymlicka sees it, self-government rights are norrnally restricted to 

temtorially concentrated and d e h e d  sub-units, as in the case above, or are limited to reserved 
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lands as in the case of some Indian reservations in the United States which have acquired 

'[s]ubstantial powe rs... fkom the federal government ...[ to the extent that] they are becoming, in 

effect, a third order of g~vernment.'"~ 

The third sub-unit of self-government nghts involves the allocation of political power to 

sub-units through federal arrangements. This mechanism is useful in, and indeed limited to, 

those instances where national minorities are territoriaily concentrated and 

federril1state'pro\",ncia1 boundaries c m  be h v n  to dernxmte nuthority. This sort of 

arrangement is evident in Canada where the province of Quebec has authority over a number of 

issues it regards as fundamental to the maintenance of a fiancophone/Quebecois culture such as 

education, language, and (in a more limited sense) immigration. However, the problem with the 

Canadian model of federalism, which 1 alluded to earlier in my discussion on recognition, is that 

the other eight provinces are loathed to accept an asymmetrical model of fkleralism where one 

province is granted special rights not granted to the other provinces. Moreover, in a culture 

where individual rather than collective or cultural rights hold sway in the minds of the rnajority 

of citizens, it is politically di fficult to establish the credentials of asymmetrical federalism. 

Taken together, these three sub-units of self-government rights represent useful avenues 

for some nationai minorities. However, self-government rights are difficult to obtain except in 

the most clear cut cases. As Kyrnlicka notes, 'self-govemment daims ... typically take the forrn of 

devolving political power to a political unit substantially controlled by the memben of the 

national minonty, and substantially corresponding to their historical homeland or temtory."" 

b) Polyethnic nghts 

Polyethnic rights refer to a diversity of ways of supplementing common citizenship 

entitlements to address the structural inequdities and barriers faced by membes of cultural, 

ethnic, racial, and religious minorities. in response to challenges to the assimilationkt and 

confoxmist policies of immigrant countries like Canada and Australia, cultural, ethnic, racial and 

religious minorities successfilly re-shaped the political agenda by demanding public support for 

the maintenance of their particularity. Thus, minorities demanded 'various foms of public 
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funding of their cultural practices ...[ including] the h d h g  of ethnic associations, magazines, 

and  festival^."^^ Polyethnic rights aim then, to support minority group-specific practices as a 

means of combating negative effects imposed by majonty institutions and practices on minority 

groups. Thus, such rights might include such things as exemptions from strict dress codes for 

religious/cultural reasons (e.g. the wearing of a turban for Sihkls serving in the RCMP, 

exemptions fiom Sunday closing laws, exemptions Erom school dress codes for Muslim girls, 

and so on). Polyethnic rights are not, therefore, seen as temporary masures which cm be 

removed once equality has been achieved, as in the case of, Say, positive discrimination policies. 

Rather, polyethnic rights are an on-going comrnitment to support group-specific particularity in 

plural societies. 

c) Special representation rights 

Special representation rights issue mostly fiom those who challenge the notion of 

representation in modem democratic societies. From the 1960s, members of various social 

groups have challenged the assumptions underlying the practice of representative democracy 

where it is obvious that the majonty of those elected to public office in contemporary western 

liberal democratic societies are white, able-bodied, middle-class men. The problem with this 

outcome is not that is statistically one-sided, but that under-representation of various groups is 

coupled with historical disadvantage, marginalisation, and oppression. The resuit is an 

exacerbation of disadvantage in that those who responsible for setting the policy agenda do not 

confiont, do not encounter firsthand, the disadvantages faced by under-represented groups. 

Special representation rights then attempt to redress the imbalance in the system by guaranteeing 

a number of seats for representatives of speci fic, historically disadvantaged, groups. Thus, 

legislative seats could be reserved for aboriginal groups, women, gays and lesbians and so on to 

ensure their views are represented within the normal institutions and practices of govemance. 

Kymlicka notes, however, that unlike self-determination and polyethnic rights, special 

representation rights '[iln so far as these rights are seen as a response to oppression or systematic 

disadvantage, ... they are most plausibly seen as a temporary measure on the way to a society 
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where the need for special representation no longer exists-a fomi of political ' a f h a t i v e  

a~tion'.'~" 

Kymlicka argues that these three forms of group differentiated rights cover the range of 

mechanisms utilized by rnost contemporary societies to accommodate minority concems. Of 

course, a society may use a combination of the three or rely on just one of them. in the same 

way that groups c m  lay claim to more than one mechanism to protect their culture andor social 

practiccs. For instance, as Kjmlicka suggests, aboriginal peoples might daim both special 

representation rights in a national Iegislature as an historically disadvantaged and under- 

represented group while also claiming self-government rights 'in virtue of their of their status as 

a 'people' or 'nation'.''" However, combining various group rights in this way is not available to 

al1 groups. For instance, Kymlicka argues that disabled people could legitimately lay claim to 

special representation nghts but could not daim self-government or polyethnic rights. 

Moreover. a society might embrace one of the mechanisms to redress an imbalance as a 

temporary measure rather than embracing a more permanent public cornmitment to special 

rights. Thus, special representation rights might be given to wornen until such time as the 

mainstrearn political parties have (roughly) equal nurnbers of women and men in their ranks. 

There are then multiple ways of utilizing these nghts in democratic societies as mechanisms for 

recognizing diversity, protecting and accommodating minorities, and/or embracing cultural 

pluralism generally. 

I now tum to discuss the most distinctive element in Kyrnlicka's approach to cultural 

pluralism and examine his understanding of the remedy that group-rights are purported to fulfill. 

I begin by discussing the concept of societal culture, which lies at the heart of Kymlicka's liberal 

defense of group-rights. Indeed, it is Kyrnlicka's attempted reconciliation of the liberal tenets of 

individual autonorny and geedom of choice with group-rights that sets his theoretical enterprise 

apart fiom his iiberd counterparts. For Kymlicka's liberalism sets out to be culture-fiiendly. 



Kymlicka notes that 'the basic pnnciples of liberaiism are principles of individual 

freedom."" Thus, he argues that liberals can only legitimately support minonty rights if these 

rights are consistent with liberalism's cornmitment to individual freedom. To make his case, 

Kymlicka invokes a particular rendering of 'culture' that he refers to as 'societal culture'. Societal 

culture is defined as a culture 

which providcs its members Gth meaningful ways of lifc across the full range of liunim 
activities, including social, educational, religious, recreational, and economic Iife, 
encompassing both public and private spheres. These cultures tend to be temtorially 
concentrated, and based on a shared language ... 1 have called these 'societal culturest to 
emphasize that they involve not just shared mernories or values, but also comrnon 
institutions and practices ...in the case of a societal culture, this shared vocabulary is the 
everyday vocabulary of social life, embodied in practices covenng most areas of human 
activity. And in the modem world, for a culture to be embodied in social life means that it 
must be institutionally embodied-in schools, media, economy, govemment, etc? 

Adopting this view of culture. as "institutional comp1eteness""l5 and dl-encompassing or dl-  

pervasive, underscores Kymlicka's attempt to think of culture in terms of modem, indeed, 

contemporary mass society terms. Seen as a process of modemization, societal cultures emerge 

for three reasons: First, modem economies require mobile, educated and literate workforces. 

Secondly, modem democratic states require a high degree of social solidarity where 

contributions to the welfare state are based on a common identification of citizenship 

entitlements. Thirdly, cornmitment to equal opportunity requires that al1 citizens be given some 

form of standardized access to those goods deemed necessary for the opportunity to pursue one's 

interests. Thus, the provision of state-sponsored education services is seen as an essential 

component of ensuring equal opportunity across class, religious, racial and ethnic divisions. 

Societal culture constmcts broad standards that are diffised through society. The basis of 

solidarity within societal cultures is not simply based on shared values or vocabularies, but, 

rather is based on 'shared institutions and practices.'lM 

Kymlicka reconciles this pervasive view of culture with liberalism by locating individual 

freedom, defined in terms of autonomy and choice, in a societal culture. He notes that individual 

fkeedom involves making choices arnongst various options, and our societal culture not 
only provides these options, but also makes them meaningful to us ... People make choices 
about the social practices around them, based on their beliefs about the value of these 



practices ... And to have a belief about the value of a practice is, in the first instance, a 
matter of understanding the meanings attached to it by our culture.147 

Against the idea of the abstract individual, Kymlicka posits a view of individuality within a 

social £i-amework enriched with existing institutions and practices. In sum, autonomy and choice 

are meaningfbl only in the context of one's capacity to choose amongst various options present 

within the societal culture in which one is located. Prescribing such a moral significance to the 

notion of societal culture seems, necessarily, to suggest that one's capacity for autonomy and 

choice is enabled, and thus limited by, the access one has to a societal culture. As Kymlicka 

observes, '[flor rneaningful individual choice to be possible, individuals need not only access to 

information, the capacity to reflectively evaluate it, and fieedom of expression and association. 

They also need access to a societal cult~re.'"~ Consequently, access to societal culture is a 

primary good in Kymlic ka's liberal understanding of the self. 

Defining societal culture in terms of individual autonomy poses the question of whether 

access to societal culture is limited to one's own culture or whether autonomy and choice are 

guaranteed by locating the individual in any societal culture. Following Margalit and Raz, 

Kymlicka argues that access to one's own societal culture is vital because we derive our sense of 

who we are, our self-identity, from our own societal culture. Our '[c]ultural membership has a 

high social profile, in the sense that it affects how others perceive and respond to us, which in 

tum shapes our ~elf-identity.'~~~ That one has access to one's "own" culture begs the question of 

what "own" refers to. For Kymlicka (as for Margalit and Raz), access to one's own societal 

culture is defined in terms of one's national identity. Cultural membership and self-identity are 

closely tied to one's membership in a national culture because national identities are 'particularly 

suited to serving as the 'primas, foci of identifi~ation'."~~ The implications of this line of 

argument are these: access to societal culture is a condition of realising one's kedorn. The 

societal culture we require access to tends to be the culture in which our identity has been 

formed, normally (though not always) the societal culture of the nation we are bom into. As a 

consequence, one's capacity for freedom is severely impeded if one is prevented from accessing 

one's societal culture. Thus, societal cultures must be protected, and individuals rnust be given 

the nght (and means?)to access their societal culture, as a fimdamental principle of fieedom. 
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While Kymiicka rnounts a strong argument to support the view that societal cultures are 

integral to realizing individual autonomy and self-identity, securing access to one's societal 

culture is complicated by the existence of national minorities and immigrants. in the first 

instance, Kymlicka argues that, as a matter of equality, national minorities have the right to 

maintain their culture as a matter of pnnciple. He justifies this claim on the basis that al1 

governments enact decisions that reflect particular cultural choices and promote particular 

cultural goods. He notes: 

the idea that the govemment could be neutral with respect to ethnic and national groups is 
patently false ...[ O]ne of the most important deteminants of whether a culture survives is 
whether its language is the language of government4.e. the language of public 
schooling, courts, legislatures, welfare agencies. health services, etc. When the 
government decides the language of public schooling, it is providing what is probably the 
most important form of support needed by societal cultures, since it guarantees the passing 
on of the language and its associated traditions and conventions to the next generation. 
The govemment therefore cannot avoid deciding which societal cultures will be 
supported. l s l  

As a matter of principle, no government c m  argue that support for the culture of a particular 

national minority violates the separation of state and ethnicity because it already acknowledges 

cultural goods in the institutions and practices of the state. Therefore, if the state already 

supports the societal culture of the majority, on what basis can it deny support to minority 

societal cultures? in the case of national minorities, Kymlicka is clear. National minorities have 

the right to access their societal culture and the state has the obligation to ensure secure access to 

this culture. Consequently, group-differentiated self-government rights secure access of national 

rninority groups to their societal culture and protects hem form the negative consequences of 

cultural domination by the majonty culture. 

in the case of immigrants, however, Kymlicka is less supportive. Supporting diversity, it 

seerns, is more important in the case of national minorities than it is in the case of ethnic 

minorities in polyethnic coutries. Kymlicka argues that immigrants who up-root themselves 

fiom their native home and migrate to another country do not enjoy the same rights as national 

minorities of access to, or maintenance of, their culture. Pivotal to the demarcation between 

immigrant rights and national minority rights is the context of choice that both groups face. For 

Kymlicka, the context of choice of immigrants is voluntary relinquishment 'of the rights that go 
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along with their original nation rnembership.'" For unmigrants then, the fact that they choose to 

leave their homeland, so long as they do so voluntarily, is evidence that they desire to inteprate 

into another culture. Of course, as I pointed out earlier, Kymlicka does not endorse the 

assimilationkt form of integration that was prevalent in pre-1970s immigrant nations. On the 

contrary, Kymlicka endorses immigrants' rights to maintain their particularity by seeking public 

support for the maintenance of cultural festivals and argues that they have the right to daim 

exemptions h m  social pnctices that inhibit thc cxprcssion of thcir pmicülaiiiy. Howevcr, 

members of ethnic minonties do not enjoy rights to self-government or special representation 

rights as they are regarded as having consented to leave their original societal culture behind 

when they voluntarily immigrated. 

Demarcating minority rights based on the idea of access to a societal culture presents us 

with a paradox, however. On the one hand, Kymlicka argues that access to societal culture is 

fundamental for the realization of autonomy. On the other hand, he argues that the societal 

culture one c m  claim a right to depends upon the contert of chice surrounding one's 

geographical proximity to one's societal culture. The reason this is paradoxical is that bnnging 

self-identity, autonomy, and societal culture together suggests that al1 people (including 

immigrants) rely on their cuitural membership for their sense of self-identity that makes their 

capacity for choice meaningful. However, Kymlicka argues that immigrants do not have a right 

to their original culture, but have a right to access the societal culture of their adopted homeland 

and should be given state support to do so. Now, as a matter of principle, we need to ask what 

distinguishes immigrants need for their societal culture fiom their right to assert their access? 1s 

the fact that they choose to migrate enough to disqualiQ their right to their original societal 

culture? But surely the context of choice surrounding peoplesr decisions to migrate needs to 

count for something. What about refugees? Surely the context of their choice needs to be 

distinguished from voluntary migrants-r does it? As a matter of principle, what is the 

determinhg factor that distinguishes one group's nght to access their societal culture from 

ano thefs? 
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At issue here is whether Kyrnlicka is justified in distinguishing-indeed, hierarchically 

ordenng-the rights of one group from another on the ba i s  of their proximity to their culture 

and the context of choice which underlies this proximity. We can identim the problem by asking 

whether it is morally significant that Kymlicka justifies his normative prescriptions for group- 

rights on the b a i s  of an ontology that prescribes certain cultural conditions for individual 

flourishing then selectively denies one group of people the very conditions necessary to Bourish. 

Against ibis backdrop, it c m  bc x g x d  that Kqmtickats notion of diffcrcntiated citizenship faces 

a moral counterclaim; that Kymlicka's support for cultural diversity is embraced only within a 

hierarchical frarnework privileging certain modes of belonging over othen. That is, the more in- 

tact one's societal culture is, and the closer one is to one's cultural roots, the more substantive 

one's rights to access one's societal culture becomes. Such a formulation appears, however, to 

have less to do with grounding normative principles on a moral-ontological basis than it does 

with pragmatic political and economic rationale. 

1 think there is something to be said for Kymlicka's defense of differentiated citizenship. 

His reliance on a social ontology to support his revised liberal conception of individual freedom 

is an important step toward the recognition of the substantive value that culture has for self and 

national identities. Moreover, identif'jmg the sources of cultural pluralism helps to clariQ the 

relevant differences between specific groups and the nature of their (differential) relationship to 

the state and to the dominant culture. in both these senses, Kymlicka offers interesting ways of 

approaching the issues surrounding unity and diversity in contemporay societies and offers 

concrete prescriptions for the establishment of a di fferential conception of citizenship to 

mitigate the problems encountered by minorities. What is unclear in Kymlicka's reformulated 

liberal paradigm of citizenship is the extent to which he endorses rninonty rights in situations 

where there is some ambiguity as to the identity-statu of the minority in question. For exarnple, 

are Catholics/nationalists a national minotity in Northem Ireland, or in the United Kingdom, or 

either, or both? Are Protestants/unionists a national mllionty in the United Kingdom, or in 

Ireland, or both? Moreover, are the critena Kymlicka uses to assess whether a particular 

minority possesses a societal culture too rigid? For example, if a distinct language is 
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fundamental for determining the independent status of a societal culture, how would 

Catholics/nationalists fare? While there is an independent Irish language, it exists mostly as a 

cultural artifact. The majority of Catholics/nationalists in Northem Ireland are unable to read, 

write and understand Irish (Gaelic) despite attempts to keep it alive by maintaining it as a core 

part of the school cumculurn in Catholic schools in Northern ireland. Would the fragmented 

nature of the Irish language disqualiQ Catholics/nationalists Grom laying claim to a societal 

culture? Moreover, c m  one belong to just one societal culture? 1s it not the casc that inany of us 

belong to at Ieast two (possibly more) societal cultures at once? Isn't it the case that one could be 

Irish and British, have Catholics and Protestant for parents, or be the child of immigrants, and 

thus affected by the meaning Frameworks of several c ~ l t u r e s ? ' ~ ~ ~ h e s e  questions leave some 

doubt as to the suitability of societal culture to render justics in diverse societies. Following Our 

discussion of contemporary proposals to re-think justice in Northem Ireland, we re-visit these 

problems in Part III (chapters 7 and 8) and evaluate them in light of the practical difficulties 

raised in the case of Northem Ireland. 

VI. Condusion 

Having discussed the contributions to political theoretical debates surrounding issues of 

recognition and difference by Taylor, Young, and Kymlicka we are now in a position to begin to 

bnng this somewhat distant philosophical conversation together with the conversation which 

concems itself with the political malaise of Northem Ireland. Although the relevance of this 

mostly philosophical discourse for Northem ireland has been adverted to throughout this chapter 

it is now time to move on to engage directly with some of the most pressing issues in Northem 

ireland such as parity of esteem, the Agreement, and Parades. Following the discussion of these 

issues in Part II, we will be well situated to evaluate the ways that these two conversations 

clarie the nature of the political, social, and cultural problems which beset Northern Ireland as 

well as illustrating the lirnits of the theoretical fIameworks to speak to these problems. As 1 said 

in the Introduction, the process 1 embark on here can be thought of as similar to what Carens 

cdled 'reflective disequiIibriurn.'".That is, I begin with a set of normative arguments about 

justice in diverse societies, evaluate the range of issues and possible answers in the political 
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context of Northem Ireland, and then re-evaluate the initial theoretical premises we have raised 

in Part 1 in light of what we discover in Part U. This three-step process helps us to clarify the 

dernands of justice in the complex circumstances of contemporary Northem Ireland. 
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PART II 

BEING AND BELONGING IN 
CONTEMPORARY NORTHERN IRELAND 



Foreword 

In the next three chapters, 1 examine three aspects of contemporary Northern Irish 

politics. Chapter 4 examines the concept of parity of esteem, and scmtinizes the role this 

concept plays in providing an alternative normative framework against which notions of being 

and belonging are interpreted and enacted in the province. Chapter 5 deals with the processes of 

political, cultural, md social rcconstmction envisioned in the .Igrccmcnt. ncrc, 1 dctail the 

constitutional arrangements outlined in the Agreement and examine the nomative framework 

underlying the Agreement's approach to being and belonging in a diverse and just Northem 

Ireland. Chapter 6 then goes on to consider the impact that these conceptual and constitutional 

changes has on political judgment. 1 consider these chmges in the context of a major difficulty 

in Northern Ireland-parades. Here, 1 argue that the alternative normative Framework suggested 

by parity of esteem, and constitutionally endorsed in the Agreement. has far reaching 

implications for judgment in the province. In particular, 1 argue that political and cultural 

arguments that rest on absolutes about Northem Ireland's political or cultural status should 

(rightly) be regarded as antithetical to the demands for justice in a diverse society. 

There is a particular relationship between the three chapters that 1 will punue throughout 

Part LI, narnely the relationship between concepts, constitutions, and political judgments. 

Political theorists know that interpretations of key concepts like justice, freedom, rights, 

equality, recognition, and the like, Vary in meaning and scope across a range of possibilities. 

Determinhg the nature and scope of these terms is part of the political process of every 

democratic society. Democratic theonsts know that the ideal of democracy admits of a range of 

variations, with different democratic regimes implementing the democratic ideal differently, 

according to local variations in culture, history and social relations. And fiom political and legal 

theory, we know that one of the pnnciple avenues via which democratic regimes give effect to 

these interpretations of the key concepts of a Liberal democratic order is through constitution- 

making and constitutional or judicial review. What I do in Part II then is bring together the 

insights common to political, democratic, and legal theory and explore them in relation to the 



concrete reality of political change in contemporary Northern Ireland. Thus, 1 link constitutional 

arrangements to political judgrnent by arguing that the way a society understands itself 

(expressed via constitution rnaking and constitutionalism) shapes the everyday political 

judgrnents of citizens, policy-makers, and policy-implementers alike. 

The central insight to be gained From exploring this relationship between concepts, 

constitutions, and judgments is that we gain a much clearer undentanding of the political 

cultural, social and legal dynarnics integral to the quest Cor understanding how to conceive and 

practice justice in diverse societies. 



Chapter 4 

Conceptualizing Justice and Diversity: Parity 
of esteem 



Northern Ireland needs a new concept of community. Clearly, the conventional ideal of 

one nation, one state, one culture, is of linle use in the face of its political and cultural 

complexity. In what ways then, c m  cornmunity be re-conceived in Northern Ireland so that both 

cornrnunities can interact with each other and create a tolerant and diverse public sphere? For 

those who seek peace, and who want this peace to be the product of reconciliation and not 

simply a ceasefire, the answer lies in two directions. The first direction attempts to reconstmct 

identity narratives so that they capture the positive m a t i o n s  of self and group experiences 

whilst shunning those aspects of historical narratives that re-create group hatred. The second 

direction leads us d o m  the well-trodden path of institutional refom. Here the ernphasis is on 

re-constructing the structures of Northem ireland's institutions so thût both traditions have an 

equally effective voice in the province. While distinct, both approaches presuppose a common 

goal-a reconstmcted Northem Ireland absent the communal exclusions and group loathing 

underlying social relations. This chapter explores the nature and limits of a concept that is 

central to the achievement of a reconstructed Northern Ireland, parity of esteem. 

Like any concept introduced into a volatile political and cultural situation, the concept of 

parity of esteem is interpreted differently according to its perceived impact on the identity- 

perspective of each group. In the Northem Ireland case, the concept is often interpreted against 

the backdrop of hvo mutually exclusive identity frameworks in which rival interpretations of the 

concept's purposes and scope are aired to support each group's broad political and cultural 

objectives. As a means of navigating our way through current debates about the concept and 

what it implies for politics and society in the province, I delve into the cultural and political 

context in which the concept first emerged and highlight the interpretative ~ e w o r k s  

employed by advocates fiom both cornrnunities. In this chapter then, 1 unpack the concept of 

p&ty of esteem and critically assess its usefulness in reconstnicting Northem Ireland. In so 

doing, 1 explore the first link in the relationship between concepts, constitutions and judgment 

by exarnining the role the concept plays in providing an alternative interpretative tiamework 

against which deliberations conceming the cultural and political nature of the province will take 

place. 



1. The cultural and political context of parity of esteem 

As Alan Finlayson points out, in the 'late 1980s the social policy of the Northem Ireland 

Office N O ]  began to go cultural." As the Office responsible for the formulation and 

irnplementation of the most important areas of public policy affecting the lives of Northem 

Ireland's inhabitants, the MO began to consider alternative policy avenues in an effort to address 

the antagonistic nature of community relations within the province. As a consequence, the NI0 

established the Central Comunity Relations Unit (CCRCT) in 1987 whose brief was to corne up 

with initiatives to foster cross-community understanding. The work of the CCRU resulted in the 

formation of yet another group, the Cultural Traditions Group (CTG) which was established to 

bring issues of culture to the fore of public debate and make culture an integral part of the 

broader politicai dialogue taking part in the province. Following this, the British Government 

established the Northem Ireland Community Relations Council (CRC) as a publicly Funded 

grmt-giving institution. The CTG became part of the CRC and has since operated as a gant- 

giving and Fundraising institution. 

The logic behind the formation of groups like that CRC and the CTG becomes clearer on 

closer inspection of the vocabulary of the discoune it utilizes to describe its role. The 1995 

publication of the CTG, Giving voiees,' exemplifies the key terms which the CTG regards as its 

raison d'être. [t describes its role as 'conLnbut[ing] to greater cross comrnunity tolerance and 

understanding," and to 'explore and debate questions of identity and culture", and for 'groups to 

express the cultural context in which they live and work.". The basic idea behind the CTG then, 

is to facilitate cross-community understanding by supporting projects that explore the meanings 

of identity, culture, comrnunity, politics, and the like within Northem Ireland. From this 

perspective, the CTG mediates that part of the political debate in Northem Ireland that seeks to 

come to terms with the claims made in the name of "identity" and "culture". Beyond serving this 

(important) instrumental function, however, bodies like the CTG reveal a deeper context within 

which political discourses surrounding issues of identity and culture take place. This context is 

philosophical in character and concerns the philosophical assumptions of, and normative limits 

to, justice claims that emanate out of considentions of identity and culture. 



So, we have two levels at which the terms of political discome take place. The first 

level is the public dialogical level where people engage terms like identity, culture, tradition, 

and understanding as a means to establish a rapport, a m e w o r k ,  in which participants can 

freely articulate what is important to their sense of self and their "way of life" or mode of 

belonging. However, at the second level, the conceptual level, it is the tems of discursive 

engagement themselves that become the focus of debate. And it is at this level that the debate 

over parity of esteem assumes an even greater importance than that usually reserved for 

government-inspired catch phrases. 

Words like identity, culture, tolerance, tradition, belonging, undentanding, al1 represent 

key referents via which al1 of us interpret who we are, Our place in the world, and the 

constitutive attachments we consider fundamental to Our Being. However, there are a number of 

different ways in which each of these terms can be interpreted and their moral significance 

assessed. Think of the multiple modes of being which the word "identity" represents and then 

think of the various ways the notion of identity is invoked in different contexts and for different 

purposes. These tems are of Fundarnenial importance in political and cultural discourse because 

of the normative prescriptions they bnng with them and the epistemological force of the social 

theory underlying these regulatory noms. Against this conceptual background we cm see more 

clearly that the process of public political and cultural dialogue performs two functions: fint, it 

serves as a forum of disclosure where participants articulate their sense of themselves and their 

sense of the good in an open forum! This ideal is often rendered as central to the notion of 

democratic citizenship. Secondly, it highlights the moral, social, cultural, and political values 

and cornmitment embedded within the forum of disclosure. This second function of public 

discoune is what Iris Young focuses on in her critique of the ideal of irnpartiality and the civic 

public where the standards of judgrnent and worth operative in dominant discourses often 

masquerade as impartial standards, deflecting critical scrutiny of their rnerely privileged status.' 

It is this second Function of public discourse, which holds the key to disputes over parity of 

esteem-the point at which the terms of discourse meet the standards used to cnticaily evaluate 

the meanings and importance of these terms. Another way to Say this is that the debate 



conceming parity of esteem takes place at the point where the language of political theory meets 

the politics of language. 

The intersection between political theory and the politics of language is most clearly 

visible in the way the CTG expresses the relationship between identity and culture on the one 

hand and political and social relations between the two cornrnunities on the other in Giving 

Voices, It states: 

The group's philosophy involves a general acceptancc of the validity of al1 cultural 
traditions, the importance of tradition in the creation of a sense of identity, the 
importance of group identity as a means of self fulfilrnent and to give a sense of security 
to the individual, that difference is not necessarily destructive or darnaging and can be 
positively invigorating in the society, that Northem Ireland cannot ignore or suppress 
any of the cultural values, that there has been such a degree of interaction between the 
various elements of the culture that there is unlikely to be a pure-bred or pedigree 
version of anything and that life is likely to be richer and conflict more likely to be 
contained in a multicultural society with pluralist va~ues.~ 

The above bears witness to the ways in which words like identity and difference are mobilized 

for political purposes, and how at the same time these political purposes are themselves situated 

against a broader conceptual-theoretical ûamework laden with evaluative notions of democratic 

citizenship and pluralism. As a concept that appeals to both discursive forms then, parity of 

esteem exemplifies the intersection between political purpose and normative injunction. 

Understanding this dual-role of parity of esteern language goes some way to explaining the 

reasons behind the concept's hotly contested usage in political discourse in the province which 

we are now in a position to address. 

II. The political contert of parity of esteem 

As 1 noted in the introduction to this chapter, the concept of parity of esteem is 

Uiterpreted against the background of pre-existing communal antagonisms. Hence, when the 

British Govemment attempted to give policy force to the ideal of rnutual recognition of both 

cultural traditions the result was a rush to c l a h  an authontative and authentic interpretation of 

the concept's centrai precepts. For Catholics/nationalists, it meant at least three W g s :  fktly, 

the concept signaled officia1 Govemmental recognition that the history of Protest;uit/unionist 



rule had resulted in widespread discrimination and a general lack of even-handed treatment of 

the minority cornmunity, thereby signaling that there would not be a retum to a majontarian- 

based form of govemment; secondly, it legitimated Catholic's/nationalist's political aspirations 

for the inclusion of an Irish dimension into Northem Ireland's public institutions; and thirdly, it 

gave explicit recognition to the demand for political and social equality by the minority 

cornrnunity. Thus, for Catholics/nationalists, the concept of parity of esteem offered the 

possibility of political and cultural inclusion on an equitable basis for the first time since 

partition in 192 1. 

For Protestants/unionists, the concept has been interpreted in two distinct ways. tnitially, 

the concept was interpreted as a direct challenge to the unionist daim that Northem Ireland's 

political identity was synonymous with the Union (i.e., with no Irish political dimension) and 

that its cultural identity was synonymous with Bntishness, or an "Ulster way of life", with its 

inherent invocation of a Protestant cultural ethic. Consequently, the very idea of parity with an 

Irish political or cultural identity imbued with expressions of Catholicity was simply beyond the 

paleg for many Unionists. While it is clear that for some Protestants/unionists the concept of 

parity of esteem remains a hostile intervention in Northem Ireland's political affa i r~, '~  others 

have recognized the strategic potential of embncing the concept. 

Interestingly, academic, party-political, and cultural group responses to the idea of parity 

of esteem have al1 highlighted an important conceptual distinction between political parity of 

esteem and cultural parity of esteem that invariably shapes the interpretative scope of the 

concept. Hence, various interpretations invariably distinguish between political and cultural 

understandings of what the concept means and how it might be applied in policy formulation 

and implementation processes. For example, for Catholics/nationalists, cultural par@ of esteem 

is interpreted as a justification for changing the province's symbols and transforming its 

institutions so that they represent an Irish identity as well as a British identity (like flying the 

Tricolor alongside the Union Jack fiom public buildings, or at least not Bying the Union Jack 

and opting for an alternative symbol; and an increased use of Irish laquage for naming streets, 

areas, towns, re-naming the Royal Ulster Constabulary as the Northem Ireland Police Service, 



for instance). The objective is to use the concept of parity of esteem to argue for the creation of 

spaces in civil society more inclusive of the symbols, meanings, values and aspirations of the 

mino ri ty cornmuni ty . 

For Protestants/unionists, cultural parity of esteem represents a two-edged sword. On the 

one hand, it represents a direct challenge tu the idea of Northem Ireland as an exclusively 

British province with British values, symbols, and meanings. Thus, this interpretation of the 

concept regards the idea of "cultural parity" as a diminution of Bntish sovereignty over Northem 

Ireland serving to merely facilitate the political discourse of nationalists who stress the 

"naturalness" of an Irish identity in Northem Lreland. On the other hand the language of cultural 

parity of esteem has been used by some Protestants/unionists to defend particular institutions 

and practices that might otherwise be seen as symbols of sectarian triumphalism. This is 

evidenced in the language of those who defend Orange parades as important cultural symbols of 

a Protestant/unionist identity. Other examples relate to retaining the distinctively British 

character of some of Northem Ireland's most important institutions such as the police force (the 

Royal Ulster Constabulary) and The Queen's University of Belfast (1 address both of these 

issues later in the chapter). Seen tom this perspective, cultural parity holds out the possibility of 

justifying any number of events or attitudes in the name of cultural respect which in other 

democratic societies might need to be tolerated " but neither respected nor esteemed. 

Like cultural parity of esteem, political parity of' esteem is similarly wrought by 

conflicting interpretations of its scope and purpose. For Cathoiic/nationalists, political parity of 

esteem suggests complete political equality with Protestants/unionists, which could be 

interpreted to endorse the idea of power-sharing at the governrnental Ievel as well as complete 

institutional equality in terms of employment opportunities in the public sector. Moreover, as the 

Opsahl ~ornmission'~ pointed out, political parity of esteem might also entai1 the legal 

recognition of Irish nationali~m.'~ That such recognition is interpreted by Protestants/unionists 

as a direct threat to British sovereignty and the continued existence of British institutions 

highlights the difficulties that greet the concept of recognition in Northem Ireland. When viewed 

in this light, a potential problem with the concept of parity of esteern is that it implies a sense of 



simple equality in a context renowned for its political and cultural complexity. It is a context 

where advocating equality is often perceived as a potential threat to one's way of life, values, 

and mode of belonging. As we noted in chapter 1, because the political narratives underlying 

both traditions require the existence of a hostile and subversive Other, the ideal of simple 

equality or simple recognition devoid of conflict between groups is fraught with difficulty. 1 

address these difficulties and pose some tentative solutions a little Eûrther on (and in subsequent 

chapters). 

We can see then that the peculiar social context of a society like Northern Ireland, with 

its conflicting identity narratives, is always going to be a factor in the way political and cultural 

concepts are interpreted. Pre-existing group narratives based on mutual exclusion and Othemess 

create and re-create interpretative frameworks that reinforce the constmction of the Other as 

something or someone to be feared, despised, and distnisted. Consequently, parity of esteem 

ofien becomes a tool, a strategic instrument, of existing political and cultural antagonisms 

instead of the means to destabilize antagonistic group-relations. To date, the conventional 

response to this problem has been the renewed advocacy of a liberal political program due 

mostly to its emphasis on state neutrality and individual nghts. Such advocacy is concemed 

largely to shift the emphasis away fkom group-oriented identity narratives to a more 

individualist-inspired identity Barnework. Clearly, the desire to destabilize sectarian group- 

affiliations by emphasizing individual aspirations is the key factor in the adoption of the liberal 

political hamework. However, adopting a liberal policy approach also cornes with the added 

benefit of being able to draw on the nch theoretical and practical literature of the liberal 

tradition. Having access to these histoncal and contemporary resources adds justificatory force 

to liberal policy approaches because they are presented as neutral and impartial discourses. The 

movement toward neutrality then attempts, contra political and cultural recognition, to pare 

down or peel away the layers of public discourse associated with particular political and cultural 

aspirations. 

Let us take an example. The decision by the Senate of Queen's University (Belfat) to 

stop playing the British national anthern at graduation ceremonies could be interpreted as an 



example of the neutrality approach to the issue of political and cultural diversity. Underlying 

this approach is a cornmitment to remove fkom the public sphere those symbols that invite group 

antagonisms.'" However, the Senate's decision not to endorse the symbols inherent to any 

tradition by opting out of the practice of anthem singing altogether demonstrates the neutral 

hvist that parity of esteem approaches can take. instead of adopting an approach that attempts to 

include the symbolic foms of both traditions, the Senate opted for the negative approach by 

refusing to endone any tradition at all. However, unionists interpreted the Senate's actions as an 

example of a loss of esteem for a British identity and British culture and thus viewed the 

Senate's actions as deeply political-which, of coune, they were. The Senate's adoption of a 

neutral political and cultural stance as a means of facilitating social divenity amply 

demonstrates the problems associated not just with neutrality, but with some interpretations of 

the normative t h s t  of the concept as well. 

As the Senate should probably have been aware, neutrality (and even impartiality) is 

difficult to achieve in the deeply divided context of Northem Ireland, and it cannot be achieved 

via the endorsement of strategies framed in the negative. That is, by the mere abolition of 

cultural symbols and forms. Al1 societies need public symbols-they stand as important 

referents of social solidarity. Northern Ireland is no different. It cannot do without cultural 

symbols, but it must turn away fkom those that represent exclusive and antagonistic cultural 

identities and political aspirations. The point is that Northem Ireland requires new symbols, ones 

that c m  represent both cornmunities. 

A better approach is indicated by the stance adopted by the Irish Rugby Union (one of 

the few organizations that operates on an island-wide basis) which commissioned a new piece of 

music to represent the Tearn when it played international matches. This approach seemed to win 

the support of players and fans alike and appeared to represent an important step fonvard in the 

process of accommodating culturai and political diveaity on the island. Now 1 am not 

suggesting that such an approach would have succeeded in appeasing those who were offended 

by Queen's abolition of God Save The Queen. But it might have presented those who were 

offended with a much clearer sense of wtat the University thought was appropriate in a context 



where half of its students were drawn From the community that identifies itself as 

Catholidnationalist. Moreover, it would also have required those who were offended to argue 

why such a conciliatory proposa1 would be wrong. This in tum might have compelled those 

opposed to changing traditional practices to articulate reasons for their opposition. Now perhaps 

those Protestants/unionists who were offended would not have round it difficult to argue against 

change and for the status quo, which in essence is what they did argue. But they were arguing 

about the abolition of God Save The Queen. They had not been challenged by alternative 

proposals that would have required a more articulate and well thought out response. For 

example, if other proposals had been suggested, ones that included the symbolic representation 

of Northem Ireland's diversity, perhaps those who remained opposed to change would have been 

forced to engage different arguments to defend their position. They might have argued for a) the 

status quo and thus for the exclusive recognition of a Protestant/unionist cultural and political 

identity; b) the inclusion of two anthems (although this would be even less likely as the Irish 

anthem is The Soldier's Song, which is inherently antagonistic to a BritisWrotestant/unionist 

identity); or c) an alternative strategy that would highlight the cultural tradition that established 

the University while endoning the need to recognize that that tradition does not recognize nearly 

half of Northem Ireland's inhabitants (and half of the student population at Queen's). Now these 

are just some of the alternative approaches available. Notice though that these alternatives 

emanate out of concern for doing justice in culturally and politically diverse societies (a positive 

approach), not From the need to be neutral with respect to culture and politics (which owes its 

origins to negative accounts of the ideal of liberal neutrality). 

III. Normative ideals and policy processes 

As the Queen's University example demonstrates, it is important to distinguish between 

the normative ideals underlying parity of esteem and the policy processes utilized to give effect 

to these ideals and then to compare the two. This is important for two interrelated reasons: first, 

to ensure that the normative principles underlying parïty of esteem objectives can be clearly 

identified; and second, to ensure that the policy processes set in place to give effect to these 



principles are compatible with the pnnciples themselves. In a sense, this relationship is a 

microcosm of the larger one 1 am explorhg in this section between concepts, constitutions and 

judgment. That is, interpretations of the concept's scope and purpose have a direct bearing on the 

nature of the policies and processes formulated to give effect to its purposes. 1 do not want to 

appear as though 1 am suggesting that there is something novel in the relationship between 

parity of esteem and public policy that does not exist between other concepts and other policy 

processes. It is not the existence of the relationship that I seek to describe, but the normative 

ideals that lie beneath this concept which structure its implications for public policy. Let me 

explain by way of example. 

There are two broad arenas of political and cultural interaction in Northern Ireland 

within which the concept of parity of esteern operates. The first is the officiai governrnental 

arena, composed of two sets of governmental relations, inter-govemmental relations [British- 

Irish] and intra-governmental relations [representatives of local parties and official organizations 

within Northem Ireland]. In both of these spheres, the political and cultural aspirations of both 

traditions rnust be accorded equal weight in al1 negotiations especially those concemed with 

future constitutional arrangements. In this context, the representatives of govements  and 

political parties must ensure that there is an appreciation of the need to identify, and where 

possible include, the political and cultural frameworks of each tradition as a matter of principle. 

We could call this the "officia1 inclusion principle". The second arena where parity of esteem is 

intended to operate is the much more general arena of the public sphere. Here, parity of esteern- 

inspired languagz is aimerl at changing the way people relate to each other across the political 

and cultural divide. This normally takes the form of a generalized direct appeal to the public to 

recognize the Other as bearing lepitirnate identities worthy of respect. We could call this the 

"recognition principle". Residing within and across these two arenas then, is a wide range of 

policy options to give effect to the concept's normative ideals and policy prescriptions. To 

demonstrate, let me highlight some of the range of options available at both the normative and 

policy levels within the two arenas outline above. 



a) The offlccial govemmental sphere and the inclusion principle 

The normative issues at stake within officia1 govemmental approaches to parity of 

esteem fa11 mainly into hvo categoneç. The first category concems itself mainly (though not 

exclusively) with political issues conceming the basic elements of a just democratic order. 

Here, the focus is on making qualitative discriminations (between different political and ethical 

principles) necessary to establish and maintain a fiee, open, and publicly accountable democratic 

order. So, for example, we coiild Say that one of the principle elements of a just democratic 

order in a divided society is the inclusion of minonty voices in the decision-making processes of 

public institutions. Of course, we might also want to say that this should be a relatively 

uncontroversial feature of any political system that described itself as both democratic and just. 

For, such terrns seem, necessarily, to imply a notion of citizen nile where membership rights and 

entitlements are undifferentiated with respect to political aspiration, or social, religious, and 

cultural values. But as we have seen in Part 1, the history of democracy in Northem Ireland 

demonstrates that the gap between the idea (andor the rheioric) of democratic equality and the 

practice of democratic equality can be considerable.15 So, we need to be far more precise when 

we invoke terms like "inclusion" into our political lexicon. 

Perhaps we should begin with the more tentative question: how much scope is there (in 

terrns ofjustice) in detemining the Iimits of an ideal of democratic inclusion? Surely there are a 

number of options available as a means of establishing the normative ideal. Take the variations 

in the way different democratic States like Canada, Britain, Ireland, the United States, Australia, 

Gemany, Japan, and New Zealand apply the principle of democracy and organize their 

democratic institutions. Variations in the nature of institutions, lying beneath different 

democratic regimes, utilizing various forms of representation, illustrate the considerable degree 

of flexibility built into the idea of a just democratic order. 

To retwn to our revised question then, and bearing in mind the particular political and 

cultural complexity of Northem Ireland, we need to assess the normative scope of the principle 

of inclusion implied by the concept of political parity of esteem. Several alternatives present 

themselves immediately as inappropriate in the Northem Irish context. First, simple majonty 



rule (detennined by a representative parliamentary system) is incompatible with the principle of 

political parity of esteem and its implied notion of inclusiveness. Majority rule, as we noted in 

Part 1, is incapable of delivering justice to the members of the minority community. Moreover, a 

parliamentary system based solely on proportionality would also fail to render an effective voice 

for minority concems due to the relative strength of the majority and the inability of the minority 

to have an effective voice in the executive. A more promising option, evidenced in the 

Agreement, is the concept of power sharing mixed with a proportional system of representation. 

Such a system seems to deliver the structural means to ensure a voice for the minority in the 

executive while also allowing for some flexibility in the range of political parties seeking 

election.16 Further still, this system maximizes political participation by increasing the chances 

for minonty parties to get themselves elected. This 1 s t  feature also serves to reinvigorate the 

electorate's connection to the political process by making structural allowances in the political 

system so that the complex voices of the electorate might be mirrored in its institutions. 

The normative principle of parity of esteem appears then, to require a senes of equality 

measures airned at delivenng political parity to Northem Ireland's bvo communities. But again 

we must ask how much equality is owed and to whom is it owed? Does parity suggest formal 

equality? Or should paxîty be interpreted in proportional terms? Moreover, how should the ideal 

of parity be implemented? 1s it mainly about giving constituents the capacity to elect 

representatives who share their own political and cultural aspirations? Or is it about ensuring 

that al1 political parties (including those on the fiinge, and within this sub-group, including those 

who seek to dismantle attempts at political equality) have equal access to the decision-making 

processes of govemment? To a large extent, these questions have been addressed in the 

Agreement in as much as the Agreement represents one way of re-constituting the province 

dong the lines suggested by the concept of parity of esteem. 1 explore the Agreement and its 

normative basis in the next chapter. For the moment 1 simply want to advert to the important 

relationship that exists between a concept's normative fhmework and the nature and shape of 

the policies constructed in its shadow. The importance of this relationship is perhaps more easily 



seen in the public sphere where officia1 government responses to parity of esteem take on a 

different hue. 

6) The public sphere and the recognition principle 

In the public sphere, government policy objectives toward implementing parity of esteem 

reflect two broad approaches. The first approach adopts a neutral attitude toward the values and 

practices of both cultural groups. Hence, there is no "official"17 endorsement of one culture over 

another. However, as Catholichationalists hasten to point out, this principle is contradicted by 

the practice of continually reinforcing the dominance of a Protestant/unionist cultural Bamework 

in the symbolic structures of the institutions and practices of the state. For instance, 

Catholics/nationalists insist that the British government's refusa1 to disband, re-constitute, and 

re-name the RUC is an example of the gap between the ideal of cultural parity and the actual 

practice of it." Added to this is the continual reinforcement of a British cultural identity by 

flying the Union Jack and the singing of "God Save the Queen" at officia1 functions and 

Catholichationalist grievances conceming cultural parity of esteem appear to have substance. 

The second (and most important) approach to implementing parity of esteem policies has been 

to highlight the importance between self-identity and social context by emphasizing the 

interrelationship between identity-formation and cultural tradition while simultaneously 

proposing that the public sphere be a "neutral zone" where different identities can coalesce in a 

cosmopolitan-style atmosphere of diversity. Let me flesh out what is involved in this second 

approach. 

As the brief of the CTG makes clear, the principle social objective of the Northem 

ireiand 0ffice19 has been to facilitate the expression of both cultural traditions as a means of 

'welcoming group identity'" into the public sphere. Such a focus undencores the govement's 

acknowledgment of 'the importance of tradition in the creation of a sense of identity [and] the 

importance of group identity as a means of self fulfillment.'2' Of importance here, is the Mplicit 

appeal to a particular notion of the human subject-one with a social ontology-where identity 

is understood in relational terms. That is, where self-identity is understood to be forrned against 



the background of a series of relationships-between self and social context-where such 

relationships are of an irreducibly social as well as cultural nature." Acknowledging the social 

basis of self-identity provides the justification for govemment objectives that aim to create 

spaces in the public sphere for the expression of alternative or marginalized group-identities. 

The proposed outcome, so conceived, is a public sphere devoid of cultural antagonisms which, 

on this view, are regarded as the direct result of a continued attempt to create a unified public 

rather than a diverse one. 

Before 1 point to some difficulties within this approach to parity of esteem, let me point 

to its principal virtues. The first virtue of this approach is that it acknowledges the problem with 

conventional liberal conceptions of the public sphere. Far fkom being a realm where 

deontological individuals coalesce to exchange opinions, this approach realizes that the social, 

cultural and political context in which the subject's identity is formed is brought into the public 

sphere. This is by no means a trivial matter. Let us not forget that conventional liberal theory 

refuses to acknowledge the irreducibly social nature of one's identity," and as a consequence, 

fails to detect the problematic ideals of a unified public sphere derived, in part, from a notion of 

undifferentiated citizenship. The second principal virtue of this approach then is this: to the 

extent that the concept of parity of esteem welcomes group-identities into the public sphere, 

fully cognizant of the political and cultural narratives they bnng with them, it should be warmly 

welcomed. In welcoming group-narratives into the public sphere, parity of esteem mitigates the 

narrow individualism inherent to liberal conceptions of citizenship and situates divenity and 

multiplicity at the core of citizenship, rather than commonality. Thus, the third virtue of parity of 

esteem is that it acknowledges the fùndarnental political, cultural, and social importance of 

groups. That is, this approach acknowledges that subjective identities are interpreted through 

notions of group belonging, in contradistinction to the central tenets of conventional liberal 

individualism, where the subject defines itself autonomously. 

There is, however, an important problem with this approach to re-thinking the public 

sphere and it relates to the idea of neutrality. Given that the concept of parity of esteem both 

recognizes and endorses the social ontology of the subject, and given too that govemment 



policies aiming to give effect to the concept of parity of esteem welcome group identities into 

the public sphere, it is troubling, indeed confusing, that there continues to be a view that the 

public sphere can be defined as a "neutral" zone. The Queen's University Senate decision is 

representative of the neutrality-inspired approach to cultural diversity. The notion that expelling 

cultural identifiers from the public sphere is an appropriate response to cultural diversity 

misidentifies both the nature of the minority's c l a h  for recognition and the nature of the public 

sphere itself. Minorities, on the whole, do not approach the public sphere with neutrality in 

rnind-they have no desire for the public sphere to be void of cultural values, symbols, norms, 

and practices. On the contrary, what minorities desire is for the public sphere to be 

representative of (or at least not hostile to) their own cultural forms. On this view, the public 

sphere ceases to be the preserve of the dominant group's cultural norms and practices (although 

it would still represent these). Instead, the public sphere would include spaces where the 

opinions and judgrnents, practices and observances, and modes of being of minorities could be 

expressed as legitimate cultural forms. 

On first glance, such a vision of the public sphere may not appear to be theoretically 

distinct from that vision of it prescribed by liberalism's cornmitment to the notion of 'benign 

neglectt." That is, that any cultural way of being worthy of public respect will End its way into 

the public sphere and find an accommodating public to take up its cause and propagate its 

values. But this is not the case with the scenario irnplied by the concept of parity of esteem. 

Opening up the public sphere to cultural influences of those previously marginalized from it 

requires more than 'benign neglect' policies can deliver. Firstly, it requires the dis-establishment 

of norms and practices hostile to the values of those who have been marginalized. For, if the 

values, beliefs, and practices of the marginalized had been able to find a sympathetic hearing in 

the public sphere, they would not have acquired their marginalized status in the first place. 

Making the public sphere receptive to cultural diversity requires the ammiation of diversity 

itself. Such afIirmation requires more than the enactment of anti-discrimination measures, 

although these are vital. It requires the recognition that culturally dominant modes of being in 

the public sphere are merely partial representations of being and belonging. We can see this 



clearly in a society like Northem Ireland where the public sphere has to be re-imagined in a way 

that welcomes the cultural forms of the minority as equally legitimate expressions of being and 

belonging. This requires more than mere neutrality, this requires the endorsement of the idea of 

diversity. Parity of esteem's conceptual resources gives governrnent the capacity to design and 

implement policies that can give effect to its principal aims-re-irnagining the cultural and 

political fiameworks of govemment and " c o r n r n ~ n i t ~ " ~ ~  in pursuit of a just, and diverse, society. 

Ln contradistinction to my endonement of the concept of parity of esteem, Norman 

Porter suggests replacing the paradigm of parity of esteem with a discourse of recognition 

because the former 'seerns to obstmct as much as aid the requirement of reciprocal openness to 

othen' traditions by imposing conditions that are practically impossible to meet .'16 Such 

conditions are implied in the language of parity of esteem that we discussed earlier such as an 

implied right to have one's traditions "esteemed" by the Other, even if said tradition is 

antagonistically situated to one's own. So, as Porter puts it, [t]o expect Catholics to esteem an 

Orange culture that they perceive as inherently anti-Catholic and triumphalist is as far-fetched as 

expecting unionists to admire a nationalist culture that expresses itself through such slogans as 

'Brits 

Consequently, Porter goes on to suggest that the word "parity" be replaced by the word 

"due" and that "esteem" be replaced by "recognition" toward achieving two practical aims. First, 

to replace the language of parity of esteem with a language capable of expressing what is 

required to establish a constructive dialogue between both communities, narnely, that the 

identities inherent to both comrnunities be given their "due" and be "recognized". To give an 

identity its due, explains Porter, lis a reasonable request which encourages deliberation and 

informed judgments about what individual, cultural and political identities are entitled to given 

the different types of claims they imply and the historical context in which they are made.'" To 

have one's identity "recognized" rather than "esteerned" is to dlow for a critical space to be 

developed where judgments can be made regarding the most extreme, or as Porter describes 

them 'obnoxious', elements of each identity. At the forefront of Porter's thinkuig here is to 

overcome the problem of relativism suggested in the laoguage of p a d y  of esteem. For Porter, 



recognition overcomes most of the problems of relativism because it is capable of distinguishing 

between 'taking others' self-understandings senously and endorsing them, and between 

accommodating different identities and accornmodating them equally.1'9 There is much to debate 

here, and I will retum to these issues when 1 return to theoretical concems in Part III. For the 

moment, 1 want to suggest that Porter's concems about parity of esteem c m  be conceptually 

accommodated without changing conceptual or theoretical paradigms. The principle objection 

that Porter levels at parity of esteem is that it is incapable of providing the conceptual resources 

to render critical political judgments. However, as 1 go on to illustrate in the next hvo chapten, 

such need not be the case, and indeed there is some evidence to suggest that it is indeed not the 

case. And as I suggest in Part III, parity of esteem provides Cundamental resources to challenge 

the dominant liberal conception of citizenship as undifferentiated and the public sphere as the 

site of cultural and political cornmonality. 

IV. Conclusion 

1 began this chapter stating that Northem Ireland needed a new concept of comrnunity, it being 

clear that the conventional liberal approach to political cornmunity as one nation, one state, one 

culture was inappropriate for its cultural and political cornplexity. The concept of parity of 

esteem emerges then, in punuit of re-imagining cornmunity in Northem Ireland, itself a 

response to demands for inclusion and transformation by Northem Ireland's minority population. 

What the concept offers is an alternative interpretative fiamework against which the noms of 

belonging, of one's political aspirations and cultural attachments, are critically scrutinized in 

light of Northem Ireland's complexity. Hence, it becomes clear that the idea of doing justice in 

the province involves more than attempting to find culhually or politically neutral spaces where 

the two communities can corne together in a politics- or culture-fiee zone. Such a solution is not 

just ontologically impossible, for subjects do not leave their identity-narratives at home when 

they venture out into public space, partîcularly when that space has been shaped by a politically 

charged history, but is politically suspect aiso. That is, a focus on cultural neutrality deprives 

minorities of the very voice through which their claims to justice are articulated, md upon which 



their claims for inclusion rely. Doing justice in al1 societies, but particularly those in which 

group and individual identity narratives play such a pivotai role in shaping day to day social 

relations, requires transforrning the institutions and practices of society so that they reflect the 

diversity within. To achieve this transformation, one has to engage an interpretative Framework 

in which noms of being and belonging are d e h e d  through concepts which advocate and 

endorse diversity, rather than those which attempt to found a comrnon space in spite of it. This is 

the principle virtue of parhy of esteem-it creates an alternative interpretative frarnework to 

facilitate such a transformation of the public sphere. In the next chapter, 1 move on to discuss 

how this alternative Framework finds its expression in the constitutional arrangements 

envisioned in the Agreement. 
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As the title of this chapter suggests our inquiry d l  focus on the ability of the Good 

Frida-v Agreement (the Agreement) to deliver justice in a re-constituted Northem Ireland.' As is 

clear from the 'Declaration of Support" the Agreement is meant to offer a Framework 'for a new 

beginnir~g'~ where 'the tragedies of the past'" c m  be used to inspire ail of those in Northem 

Ireland to 'dedicate.. .[themselves] to the achievement of reconciliation, tolerance, and mutual 

trust,  and to the protection and vilidication of the hurnan rights of ail.'' Unfortunately, the ability 

to gct Scyond the past rcquircs morc than rncrcly a desiw to live in a province absent sectarian 

violence. For, as I have illustrated throughout my discussion, the problem in Northem Ireland is 

not simply one of sectarian violence (as temwng as this is), but what lies beneath the day to 

day tit for tat exchanges between the two communities-namely, the antagonistic identity 

narratives which inspire such il1 will and mutual loathing. From this perspective, we need to 

inquire as to the capacity of the Agreement to perform the multiple and complex tasks included 

within its stated aims. 

This of course raises the question of how one interprets the ments of a document that is, 

to al1 intents and purposes, a new Constitution for a reconceived province. Writing this as 

negotiations over the irnplementation of the Agreement appear destined for failure illustrates the 

fragility of any interpretation that attempts to assess the ability of the Agreement to deliver on its 

stated aims. However, the interpretation I offer here is underscored with a different emphasis 

and has a different purpose. I want to critically examine the Agreement in terms of the 

assumptions it makes about delivenng justice to a society composed of competing identities. I 

want to scrutinize the Agreement's self-understanding of what a just constitution, and a just 

constitutional process, is. And 1 want to do this for three interrelated purposes: fint, to 

adjudicate the Agreement's take on justice in a society where identity and culture have such 

profound political import and often dire social consequences; second, to critically assess the Link 

between justice conceived in terms of processes and justice conceived in terms of outcornes; 

and third, to reflect on the ability of political theory to deliver a conceptual apparatus capable of 

speaking to the problems confionthg societies as deeply troubled by issues of identity and 

culture as Northem Ireland. In order to carry out this sort of analysis 1 wiil proceed to criticdly 



analyze the Agreement as if it is Northem Ireland's new Constitution, even though at the time of 

writing the likelihood of the Agreement and its related institutions coming into being appear 

~ l i r n . ~  

The analysis 1 offer in this chapter continues to develop the idea that there is a particular 

logic underlying the relationship between concepts, constitutions and political judgment. As 1 

mentioned in the introduction (and reiteratrd at the beginning of the previous chapter), concepts 

like fkedom, qualit)., recognition, and diversity play important rolcs in ~CV-eloping and 

regulating the democratic practices of states. That is, the ways ir, which a state understands the 

core components of these key terms in democratic theory will in large measure shape the 

approach it adopts in many of the most fundamental areas of democratic practice. But what does 

it mean for a state to have a particular conception of freedom, or equality, or recognition? What 

it means is two things. First, states begin with rudimentary definitions and interpretations of 

these key concepts when they draw up constitutions as, for instance, the Irish Republic did when 

it adopted its Constitution (the Bunreacht na hÉireann) in 1939 or as the British govemment did 

when it constituted Northem Irelmd by passing the Government of Irelorici Act 1920.' In both 

cases, there were articles covenng fundamental freedom and equality provisions (even though 

the practices of both states seemed to contradict their overtures to liberal equality and fieedom). 

But secondly, as we are al1 too aware, there is no singular interpretation of what freedom or 

equality or recognition mean. Rather, these Fundamental terms of democracy are given their 

meanings through the interpretations they receive in the concrete circumstances of particular 

societies. While individual liberty might be interpreted to mean something in general, how a 

particular state instantiates it as a fundamental rîght and interprets its scope as a matter of 

democratic practice will differ fiom society to society. And m e r  still, not only will these 

interpretations differ fiom society to society but they will also be shaped by the intemal 

dynarnics of societies over time thmugh the processes of judicial review. So when 1 Say that the 

way a state understands a particular concept will in large measure regulate its practical scope 1 

am suggesting that there are important links between concepts, constitutions, and the judgments 

which emerge out of the everyday practices of democratic society. 
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Let us tum then and examine the concepts integral to the Agreement, analyzing their 

normative background and their scope in regulating political practices in Northem Ireland. 

Throughout this chapter 1 will continue to stress the political, social and cultural background that 

gives shape to the concepts employed in the Agreement. For the Agreement is (like most 

constitutions) designed against the background of its peculiar political, social and cultural 

circumstances. Accordingly, its strengths and wealaiesses need to be adjudicated in that light. 

1. Background 

On the 10' Apnl 1998 an histone moment was achicved in Northem Irish politics. The leaders 

of political parties representing both traditions in Northem Ireland signed an agreement that 

provided for the re-constitution of Northem Ireland's polity. in a deal that brought together the 

Ulster Unionist Party (ULJF), the Progressive Unionist Party (Pm), the Social Democratic and 

Labour Party (SDLP), Sinn Féin (SF), the Women's Coalition, and the Alliance Party, Northem 

Ireland's political funire was re-envisaged to exclude the exclusivist daims to political 

sovereignty from either side of the sectarian divide. In keeping with this new approach to 

democratic govemance in the province a fkrther requirernent that the Agreement be ratified by 

the people in a referendum was put in place so as to ensure that both the principles of the 

Agreement and the processes integral to it had the unambiguous consent of Northem Ireland's 

people.8 As a consequence, on the 22" May 1998, 72.12% of Nonhem ireland's registered 

voters answered "Yes" to the question "Do you support the agreement reached in the multi-party 

taks on Northern ireland and set out in Cornmand Paper 3883?". This overwhelrning vote for 

change in Northem Ireland's political arrangements represented a momentous shifi toward a 

more inclusive democratic society. 

In tems of consent-a pnnciple that has always been problematic in Northern Ireland- 

the Agreement stands out as the first political moment in Northem Ireland's history where 

consent could be defined in ternis of cross-comrnunity support? There were three separate 

instances where consent was clearly discemable: the election of parties to the tallcs, the 

agreement between the parties at the talks, and the ratification of the Agreement by the people. 
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Moreover, in line with the view adopted in the Anglo-Lrish Agreement (1985) and a v e n  new 

expression in the Framework Documents (1994), (where the British Government recognized that 

the status of Northern Ireland was as much a matter for the Irish Government as it was for the 

British) there was a concurrent referendum in the Republic where those in the south were asked 

to pass judgment on the Agreement also. This was not entirely a symbolic gesture, however, for 

the Irish Government had consented in the Agreement to amend Articles 2 and 3 of the Irish 

Constitution (ahcrc thcy lay daim to sovcrcignty orcr Xorthcm Ircland) in favou; of a morc 

conciliatory approach to sovereignty in Northem Ireland.'' In accordance with the amending 

formula outlined in Article 46 of the Irish Constitution, the Irish Governent  was obliged to put 

its proposed changes to referendum. The referendum in the Republic was also a resounding 

success with 94.39% voting in favour of the Constitutional amenciments to Articles 2 and 3. 

This signaled (to Unionists in particular) the Republic's capacity to move away from its previous 

exclusionist policy on Northern Ireland and to recognize that the pnnciple of consent would be 

authontative in any future change in Northem Ireland's political status. 

Reactions to the Agreement were ovewhelmingly Favourable with the notable exception 

of Ian Paisley's Democratic Unionist Party (DUP) who boycotted the talks due to Sinn Féin's 

involvement (who the DUP view as synonymous with the Provisional [RA) and advocated a 

"No" vote in the referendum" (because the Agreement legitirnized an irish claim to involvement 

in Northem Ireland). Although there were some fnnge parties who joined the DUP in the 

denunciation of the Agreement, the most significant parties in political as well as pararnilitay 

terms" signed on to the Agreement process and its outcomes. Let me tum now to critically 

examine what the parties signed on to in the Agreement and inquire into the normative and 

empirical structure of the Agreement's re-conceived notion of Northem Ireland. 

II. Re-conceiving Northern Ireland 

a) The structure of the Agreement 

Before 1 engage the normative principles of equaiity, justice, and democratic govemance 

underlying the Agreement, I want briefly to provide an overview of the structure of the 
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Agreement which will also serve to highlight just how comprehensive the changes to Northem 

Ireland's polity are. The Agreement is divided into eleven sections. The fint section coven the 

declaration of support for the Agreement by the parties to the taiks while the second attends to 

the constitutional arnendments requiring enactment in British and Irish legislation for the 

Agreement to be brought into effect. The next <tee sections cover the new institutional 

arrangements for the province and arguably are the most important elements of the Agreement. 

Divided into t h e  strands, the institutional bluepnnt for thc provincc includcs a ncnly 

conceived provincial Assembly (Strand One), a North-South Ministenal Council (Strand Two), 

and a British-Irish Council (Strand Three). The sixth section covers 'Rights, Safeguards and 

Equality of Opportunity' and include subsections detailing the incorporation of the European 

Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) into Northem Irish law as well as subsections on 

reconciliation and victims of violence and 'Economic, Social and Cultural Issues'. Section seven 

concems the deeply divisive issue of decommissioning paramilitary organizations. Failure to 

reach agreement on the process of decommissioning has, at the time of writing, led to a 

breakdown in the Agreement with no solution in sight, despite the best efforts of (Arnencan ex- 

Senator) George Mitchell and (Canadian General) John de Chastelaine, who heads the 

lndependent International Commission on Decommissioning tearn overseeing decomrnissioning 

in the province. Section eight deals with security issues including a reduction in the number of 

personnel deployed by the British Amy, the removal of security installations (barricaded public 

buildings like police stations and British Army and RUC checkpoints on public roads, for 

example), and the removal of emergency powers. Section nine deals with Policing and Justice 

and addresses the problems of policing in a divided society especially when 93% of the 

personnel From the police force is drawn from the same community (Protestant/unionist). 

Section ten concems the fate of prisonen convicted of "scheduled offences" (paramilitary 

activities) and draws up a plan for their release. Section eleven deals with validation and 

implementation. The h a l  part of the Agreement relates specifically to a new British-Irish 

Agreement where both Governments pledge to work together to resolve the Northem Ireland 

"problem" by aarming 'their cornmitment to the principles of partnership, equality and mutual 
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respect and to the protection of  civil, political, social, economic and cultural rights in their 

respective jurisdictions'. This feature of the Agreemenr replaces the Anglo-hsh Agreement done 

at Hillsborough on 15' November 1985. 

There can be little doubt that the Agreement is a bluepnnt for a re-conceived Northem 

Irish society. The changes cover those areas of greatest political, social, cultural and economic 

significance and establish institutions with the authonty to re-shape every aspect of Northem 

Irish socicty. The most sigiificmt arcas of interest from the perspective of my project hare relate 

to the normative conceptions of equality and justice that provide the constitutional foundations 

for the new and re-constituted institutions in the province. What 1 want to turn to now then is a 

more detailed analysis of these normative foundations underlying the Agreement. My approach 

will be thematic in the sense that my analysis will focus on the conceptions of equality and 

justice-the key concepts underlying the Agreement-rather than adopting a more mechanistic 

approach by taking each section of the Agreement in tum. This will help us stay focused on the 

themes of justice and diversity follow on from my discussion of the concept of parity of esteem 

in the previous chapter. As will becorne evident, the concept of parity of esteem-a justice and 

equality concept-plays a significant role in the Agreement. As a consequence, it provides a 

normative basis from which judgments about specific policies will be able to be made. 

III. Equolity and Sovereignty 

The Agreement is a document founded on a revised notion of democratic equality. Unlike 

the previous constitution-Government of Ireland Act 192Gthis document does not assume 

that Northem ireland is a conventional democratic society in the usual sense of that term. 

Rather, it is clear from the 'Declaration of Support' that Northem Ireland is conceived in terms 

that reflect its historical antagonisms. Take the following declarations for instance: 

The tragedies of the past have left a deep and profoundly regrettable legacy of suffering. 
We must never forget those who have died or been injured, and their families.. .We 
acknowledge the substantial differences between our continuing, and equally legitimate, 
political aspirations. However, we will eudeavour to strive in every practical way 
towards reconciliation and rapprochement within the fiamework of dernocratic and 
agreed arrangements. l3  
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In a sense the 'Declaration of Support' functions as a constitutional preamble to the ilgreement. 

It sets the scene, as it were, by making it clear that Northem Ireland is not a society founded by 

the people as an act of popular will. There is no overtwe to a common political aspiration for 

which the province stands testimony; uniting people across their differences. No, the Agreemerrt 

makes it clear that Northem Ireland is a society shaped out of difference rather than 

commonality. In so fat as the Agreement represents the cornmon will of the people, it does so 

almost as an act of political dcspcration; wherc thc brutality of the past cornpels ilio~e in the 

present to seek peace, and in so doing, re-think the conditions that make peace possible. Like the 

South Africans before them, the Northem Irish had reached the point where the desire to live in 

a society absent communal violence was the principal driving force to a new consti~tional 

sett lement, 

This is not to suggest that the process that led to the Agreement was somehow 

spontaneous. It was not. The Agreement was the culmination of a process begun in the early 

1990s that had three distinct strands. The first strand is now referred to as the "secret talks" 

which began when the British Govemment met with Martin McGui~ess  in October 1990 which 

was 'followed by continuous exchanges/negotiations between the [British] Goverment and the 

IRA until the winter of 1993'.'" The second strand was the Hume-~darns'~ talks where the 

respective leaders of the nationalist community sought a joint position on self-determination. 

While some suggest that the Hume-Adams talks were initiated because of Sinn Féin's falling 

electoral support, viewed in the context of the earlier meetings between Sinn Fein and the 

British Govemment, there seems to have been a general desire by republicans to adopt a 

different strategy to secure political outcornes. The third strand emerged out of the momentum 

of the others in that the Taoiseach, Albert Reynolds, having engaged the Hume-Adams 

initiative, convinced British Prime Minister, John Major, that a joint declaration which dealt 

with Irish self-determination and paved the way for dl party taiks would bnng a cessation to 

republican violence. When the Downing Street Declaration was announced on the 1 5 ~  of 

December 1993, there was a renewed impetus to political taiks in the province. The following 

eight months was taken up with discussions between the various parties until the major 
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breakthrough was announced on the 3 1" August 1994: the IRA ceasefire. The IRA ceasefire was 

a watershed moment in the peace process. It provided the opportunity for republican hard-liners 

to be brought into a peace process that offered them political credibility and some direct political 

gains (like a seat at the peace talks). This was followed by a similar ceasefire by the Cornbined 

Loyalist Cornrnand, and the stage was set for a new beginning in political relations in the 

province and between the British and Irish governments. 

The prccess thnt led to the .lgrccmcnr illustmtes the new approach to democratic equality 

that lies at the heart of the Agreement. It was clear-and remains so-that to move beyond the 

political impasse a new pnnciple of democratic inclusion had to be found. While it had long 

been obvious that the future of Northem Ireland was not something that could be decided upon 

without engaging directly with the paramilitary organizations from both communities, the 

dificulty lay in finding the appropriate means to admit their representatives to the political 

process without endorsing their campaigns. The revelation that the British Government had been 

involved in secret negotiations with the IRA for several years made it easier to open the process 

to al1 paramilitary players as soon as a fi-amework for talks could be agreed upon. This was 

delivered in the Frarnework Documents announced jointly b y the British and Irish Govemments 

in February 1995. The inclusion of representatives of paramiliiary organizations as legitirnate 

voices in the political process made it possible to foresee a process where political outcornes 

might also realize positive social consequences, like the absence of paramilitary violence. 

Being forged out of the necessity to find a peaceful senlement to an age-old dispute, the 

Frarnework Documents brought a fresh perspective to the problem of Northem Ireland. Indeed, 

the pragmatism underlying the recognition that Northem ireland is shaped out of difference 

rather than cornrnonality was a crucial tentative step towards a political resolution. Despite 

Northern Ireland's particularly violent history, the political acknowledgement of deep cultural 

and political differences has struggled for recognition. As I made clear in chapter 1, Northem 

Ireland was constituted with majority-rule liberal democratic institutions. It was not conceived 

as a province with antagonistic and competing political and cultural aspirations lying at its core. 

Instead, it was conceived in the conventional mould of most nineteenth and twentieth century 
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nation-states, where political boudaries were presented as contiguous with cultural identities. In 

contrast, the approach to sovereignty underlying the Agreement makes it clear that there would 

not be a definitive "solution" to the contested claims of political sovereignty in favour of one of 

the two communities. 

Thus, the Agreement represents a movement away from the conventional Iiberal 

democratic mode1 of thinking about political sovereignty and towards a more cornplex, less 

state-centnc, mode! of community. The virtue of this îpproach is that here is no tendency to 

mask the differences in cultural identity and political aspirations that lie at the heart of both 

communities. Nor is there an attempt at "nation-building", in the sense of establishing a libenl 

democracy that attempts to treat communal differences as existing outside the institutional 

structures of the province. If we think back to the discussion in chapter 1, we could say that the 

'Declaration of Support' in the Agreement makes its appeal to democratic inclusion fùlly 

cognizant that important political and cultural differences will be maintained. There is no 

allusion to a democratic ideal based on a principle of civic unity, the most prevalent assumption 

in conventional liberal-democratic theory." Instead, the Agreement operates fiom the 

perspective that there are two communities in Northem Ireland-two civic publics-each 

containing legitimate political and cultural aspirations. 

With conventional conceptions of political sovereignty displaced, a way becornes open 

to imagine a political community without the all-too-ofien required existence of an alternative or 

antagonistic Other. As Roy Foster argues, 'cultural self-confidence can exist without being 

yo ked to a determinist and ideologically redundant notion of unilaterally-declared nation- 

statehood'." What the Agreement attempts to do is give constitutional force to Foster's belieE In 

so doing it offers an alternative visions of democratic inclusivity which has been absent in the 

province to date. John Cash makes a similar point with regard to the Agreement's structural 

predecessor, the Framavork Documents. Referring to the guiding pnnciples underlying the 

Framework Docziments (self-determination, consent of the governed, agreement based on 

democratic means and not coercion, and parity of esteem and treatrnent for both traditions), 

Cash rightly observes that they 'establish that any new political arrangements which would 
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satisfy the principles of the Framework Document] would inevitably involve a fundamental 

challenge to the exclusivist foms  of both Unionism and Nationali~m."~ 

The political side-effects of this re-conception of sovereignty are visible in the DUP's 

rejection of the Agreement and in David Trimble's problems in trying to prevent the 

conservative elements within the UUP from turning their backs on the Agreement. As Cash 

makes clear,19 and as other studies of Unionism have illustrated," the image of Northem Ireland 

as an cxclusivcly British or unionist statc continues as thz dominant ideological reference poirit 

for those who self-describe as unionists. Consequently, political frameworks that dilute the 

daim to exclusivity are likely to destabilize Party dynamics and force Party leaders into the 

unenviable position of having to convince their party members of the virtues of a policy which 

undermines their historical raison d'dre. The position is somewhat different for nationalists 

although not entirely so. Nationalists have the luxury of imagining a political community in 

conventional ternis when they imagine a united Ireland. In a united Ireland, minority status 

would be reversed and Northem Ireland's Protestant/unionist community would be located in a 

"foreign" state. Not that the Agreement provides for the establishment a united-Ireland. But 

making the principle of majority consent foundational offers sorne hope to nationalists because 

if current trends in population birth rates continue, by the year 2020, Catholics/nationalists will 

make up the majority in Northern Ireiand. As a consequence, nationalists need not recline from 

ovemires to democratic consent because the outcome they expect in the Future will suit their 

age-old ideological position. That said, nationalism does have a considenble number of 

memben whose political aspirations rest on exclusivist identity narratives. While the SDLP 

have always advocated a more flexible position on the constitutional status of Northem ireland 

and its institutions, the ability of Sinn Féin's leaders to carry their rank and file into a process 

which "copperfastens" partition via the principle of democratic consent is far less assured. As 

the Agreement continues to cling for life in late 1999, only tirne will tell whether the forces of 

exclusivity within both camps shall prevail and send Northern ireland back to the mutually 

exclusive and cornpetitive nationalisms of the past. 
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Just as the Agreement's conception of Northem Ireland challenges conventional notions 

of nation, state, and sovereignty, so too does the Agreement's use of the concept of parity of 

esteem challenge conventionai liberal democratic model of equality. Conventional liberal 

notions of equality are understood as entitlements to fair treatment andor fundamental rights 

invested in the individual, defined either antecedently to society, or in tems which draw strict 

boundaries around the individual-marking out no-go areas for state intervention. The 

philosophical faundations of i l i ~  conventional view emanatz From thz modem ideal sf 

citizenship. Here, individuals are defined in ternis of a fundamental equality before the law 

where notions of state neutrality and principles of justice have replaced the ancient standards of 

honour, or of religious confession. As Ronald Dworkin puts it: 'We might say that individuals 

have a right to equal concem and respect in the design and administration of the political 

institutions that govem them'." As a guiding principle, we have already noted that this liberal 

view failed the Catholic/nationalist citizenry in Northem Ireland this century. Indeed, 

Catho Iics/nationalists perceive that they were denied fundamental citizenship entitlements suc h 

as political representation. It is in response to the problems associated with the conventional 

model-the one which permitted hegernonic control by the Protestant/unionist majonty in the 

period 1921-1972-that the parties to the Agreement opted for an alternative model of 

institutional design. 

From this perspective we can make two observations. First, we can undentand why the 

normative principles underlying the Agreement move away lrom the conventional liberal- 

individualist view of equality and towards a notion that grants considerable constitutional power 

to the groupidentities and group-interests. Secondly, we can also see that moving away from the 

conventionai liberai view of democratic institutions bnngs with it an alternative set of normative 

principles informing key notions of political legitimacy and consent. Let me demonstrate how 

these two changes in approach have been realized in the Agreement and the implications they 

have for thinking about justice and recognition in Northem Ireland. 
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W.  Rethinking Public Institutions 

We have already noted the significance that identity has for Northem Irish politics. The 

nexus between cultural identity and political aspiration provides the point at which communal 

divisions take their shape. The antagonistic identity narratives of both communities shape the 

political, the social, the cultural, and the economic-the major arenas of contestation-in the 

province. Most controvenially, in the Agreement, these identities are recognized as legitimate 

entities. Indeed, one of the most difficult tensions which qqxvs  to be foresh3dowed in the 

structure of the Agreement is that which arises out of the affirmation of existing cultural 

identities and political aspirations while simultaneously aiming to overcome the very tensions 

which arise as by-products of the expressions of these identities. 

Take, for instance. the procedures goveming the operation of the Assembly. Fintly, 

members are elected to the Assernbly via the PR (STV) method. This method allows for 

multiple representatives to be dnwn Erom each electorate and due to the method of counting 

votes, tends to favour smaller parties." The benefits of PR (STV) for Northem Ireland are 

obvious: they undemine the capacity for the majority to win control of the iegislature; they 

admit a range of smaller parties to the institutions of govemance; and thus enhance the 

democratic nature of popular institutions. Secondly, once mernbers are elected they are required 

to 'register a designation of identity - nationalist, unionist or other - for the purposes of 

measuring cross-cornmunity support in Assembly votes.. .'" This requirement is integral to the 

'arrangements to ensure key decisions are taken on a cross-comunity ba~is'. '~ Of importance 

here is the necessity to prevent the majority cornmunity Erom gaining control of the legislative 

process as it did during the Stormont y e m  1921-1972. The key arrangements put in place to 

prevent this require that for a Bill to pass into law, there must be: 

(i) either parallel consent, Le. a majority of those members present and voting, 
including a rnajority of the unionist and nationalist designations present 
and voting; 

(ii) 0 a weighted majonty (60%) of memben present and voting, including at 
least 40% of each of the nationalist and unionist designations present and 
vo ting? 
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While the need to prevent majoritarian control of the Assembly makes the above procedures a 

necessity, it does raise some key problems underlying them. First, the need to register one's 

identity designation is, while procedurally necessary, problematic if one conceives the problem 

in Northem ireland to be borne out of the problerns inherent to the designations themselves. At 

issue here is whether the structures of the Assembly contribute to the reification of identities in 

the province-thus actively subverting attempts to create bridges across the boundaries 

separating the narratives of both communitiec. 

As we noted via our discussion of Iris Young in chapter 3, one of the central problems 

with locating identity at the centre of our understanding of politics and culture is the tendency to 

essentialize speci fic charactenstics of groups. The by-product of the process of articulating or 

expressing one's cornmitment to a particular group, is the construction of Othen who by their 

nature are excluded fiom group membership. Or to put in slightly differently, we c m  say that 

group membership is defined in ternis of mutual exclusion. This is, as Young puts it, the 

dilernma of di fference. She notes: 

On the one hand, any attempt to describe just what differentiates a social group From 
othen and to define a comrnon identity of its members tends to normalize some life 
expenences and sets up group borders that wrongly exclude. On the other hand, to deny a 
reality to social groupings both devalues processes of cultural and social affinities and 
makes political actors unable to analyze patterns of oppression, inequality, and exclusion 
that are nevertheless sources of conflict and claims for redress." 

This neatly captures the dilemma in Northern Ireland. On the one hand, there is a need to "get 

beyond" the differences between the two communities and define a common identity that al1 in 

Northem Ireland could ascribe to. On the other hand, the existence of groups based on identity 

narratives cannot and should not be denied. Such a denial would silence the important claims to 

justice that are made in the name of group identities in the province. 

The Agreement makes it clear that the reality of Northern Ireland's communal 

antagonisms are recognized by institutionally embedding the identity narratives of both 

cornmunities into the structures of govemance. In this sense, it satisfies the needs of both 

communities to be recognized as bearing legitimate group identities. However, we need to ask 

whether the practical necessity of implementing a system which depends upon cross-community 

support falls v i c h  to Lris Young's concem that such structures essentialize group differences 
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ask whether the normative principles underlying the recognition of group identities run the risk 

of constmcting antagonistic group relations and thus prejudicing the establishment of common 

identities? If so, might it not be prudent to opt for the conventional normative framework 

underlying constitutional democracies around the world with their requisite reliance on 

individual rather than group r i a s  in pursuit of destabilizing group identities and fostering 

individunlist notions of frcedorn and cquality? It is a faiiiliar question but perhaps it too 

assumes an overly rigid dichotorny between individual and group oriented noms. 

V. Balaocing Individual and Group Rights 

What the Agreentenr makes clear is that both foms of rights, group and individual, 

require recognition and protection. While the structures of the Assembly institutionalize group 

identities in terms of identity designation, the product of Assembly deliberations-legislation- 

must be consistent with the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR) and, in due course, 

a Bill of ~ights." hdeed, The Agreement explicitly sets out key individual rights but situates 

these within the context of Northem ireland's communal division. The Agreemerit marks out the 

following rights as  fundamental. 

The parties affirm their cornmitment to the mutual respect, the civil rights and the 
religious liberties of everyone in the community. Against the background of the recent 
history of communal confiict, the parties affirm in particular: 

the right of free political thought; 
the right to keedorn and expression of religion; 
the right to pursue dernocratically national and political aspirations; 
the right to seek constitutional change by peacehl and legitimate means; 

0 the right to freely choose one's place of residence; 
the right to equal opportunity in al1 social and economic activity, regardless of class, 
creed, disability, gender or ethnicity; 
the right to 6eedom from sectarian harassment; and 
the right of women to full and equal political parti~ipation.'~ 

Clearly, the rights annunciated above belong to individuals rather than social groups. There 

does not, however, appear to be any necessary conflict between these liberal rights and the 

rights of social groups. Indeed, the 'right to pursue dernocratically national and political 

aspirations.. .the right to seek constitutional change by peaceful and legitimate means.. .[and] 

the right to keedom from sectarian harassment' seem to ammi the presence of social groups 
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rather than negate them. And yet, al1 of these rights are rights that c m  be claimed by 

individuals, not groups. But rather than rely on the ability of these rather skeletal rights to 

protect the now legitimate right of groups to cultural and political aspiration, the Agreement 

also makes provision for a Bill of Rights that would make specific reference to groups. 

The new Bill of Rights will be a combination of the European Convention on Human 

Rights and 'additional rights reflect[ing] the principles of mutual respect for the identity and 

&os OC botli conmurdies ancl parity of estzem.. .'." To De drawn up Dy the new Nonhem 

ireland Human Rights Commission. the Bill of Rights paves the way for specific rights 

belonging to collectives rather than individuals. While the precise nature of these rights is still 

yet to be detennined, it is clear that the enjoyment of the right spelled out in the phrase 'the 

identity and ethos of both communities and parity of esteem' applies to groups and not 

individuals. In so doing, the Bill of Rights will embody two sets of rights usually conceived in 

rnutually exclusive terms-individual rights and collective or group rights. What remains 

ambiguous in the Agreement, is the procedure for adjudicating between rival claims to 

protection in those cases where an individual's right confionts a group's right. For exarnple, we 

could imagine a case where an individual might protest at the form in which a particular group 

expresses the "ethos" of its comrnunity on the grounds that such expression is tantamount to a 

Form of sectarian harassment. Such a situation is not, of course, entirely hypothetical. The 

problems at Drumcree (in Portadown) and the lower Ormeau Road in Belfast highlight specific 

instances where the expression of a cultural identity is interpreted as an act of sectarian 

harassment by Catholic/nationalists who reside in these areas. 1 address the issue of parades in 

the following chapter and offer a fiamework for adjudicating disputed parades. For the moment 

let me point to another potential problem with balancing these two sets of rights. 

Balancing the rights-based claims of individuals with the nghts-based claims of groups 

presupposes two normative fhmeworks of beedom and equality. The first framework is 

provided by the familiar tenets of liberalism with its concomitant appeal to the fundamental 

principles of individual freedom-variously described as either the fundamental right to 

autonomy, or the fundamental right to keedorn of choice. Will Kyrnlicka's revised liberal 
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framework offers an example of this approach in so far as he draws on the normative appeal to 

the principle of freedom of choice to trump a collective's authority over its memben. n i e  second 

normative fnmework begins Erom the premise that individuals are contextual beings who define 

their values in relation to their location in a social context. Here, one's goup affiliations will in 

large measure determine the way one interprets the world and thus the context will shape the 

way one exercises one's capacity for choice. Variants of this approach are evident in Charles 

Taylor's and lris Young's approach to cquality. !l%ilc thcrc arc important diRcrcnccs bctwccn 

these two theoi-ists, they share a similar critique of liberalism's tendency to assimilate minonty 

cultures to "normalized" majority cultures. Elements of both of these h e w o r k s  are apparent in 

the Agreenzent, and indeed, both were equally important requirements to get the various parties 

to the Agreement to sign on to the peace deal on offer. But what is less than clear in the 

Agreement, and what remains unclear generally, is any discussion of the limits of both 

h e w o r k s .  Or to put it differently, we need to answer the question posed by Kymlicka in 

hhlticultural Citizenship-what are the limits of group rights, and specifically, how much 

authonty resides in the group and how much in the individual? How far cm a group go in 

controlling its memben? 

We noted in chapter 3 that for Kymlicka, the individual's nght to opt-out of the goup 

remains the fundamental principle that cannot be tnimped by a group's right to exercise 

authority in a given domain. That is, for Kymlicka, an individual has the right to opt-out of the 

collective if he or she wishes to do so. This opt-out clause is derived from Kymlicka's 

adherence to the liberal view that the individual always retains the capacity to revise his or her 

ends. Thus, as a consequence, one must be fÏee to change one's evaluative commitments and 

opt-out of a group that embodies a particular way of life. For Taylor, however, the collective's 

right to secure a future could legitimately curb certain practices. This is what lies behind the 

goal of srrrvivance in Quebec. Here, the right of a collective to determine things like the 

langage of educational instruction, signage laws, and p ~ c i p l e s  that determine immigration 

priorities, are al1 examples where Taylor would advocate the collective's legitimate right to set 

policy parameters to regulate the range of options available to individuals. For Young, the 
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problem of balancing individual and group rights is a by-product of a larger problem-namely, 

the tendency of rnajorities to dominate minonties and to justiQ this domination by appealing to 

the nonnative principles underlying state sovereignty and majontarian liberalism. Against this, 

Young advocates 

a sofiening and pluralizing of the differences among cultural minorities.. .which allows 
more possibility for considering the specific issues of justice at stake for different 
groups, because it can take more into account the history of how the group became a 
cultural minority, to what degree that process was chosen and to what degree the group 
has been welcomed irito the oconornic political lifc of the ~ocicty.'~ 

Now in the Agreement, elements of al1 three approaches to rights are evident. On the one hand, 

there are fundamental individual rights that cannot be infnnged like freedom of political 

thought, freedom of religion, and the freedom to choose one's place of residence." On the other 

hand, there are rights that flow from considerations of parity of esteem, such as language rights 

for the minority community or cultural equality in symbolic representations. And sornewhere in 

between these two approaches is an appeal to transcend the categories that have contnbuted to 

sectarian differences and to move iowards a community where the recognition of difference 

might hold the key to re-constitute the relationships between people within Nonhem Ireland, 

between Northem lreland and the Republic, between Northem Ireland and Bntain, between 

Northem Ireland and the rest of Europe. and between Britain and Ireland. Each of these three 

approaches has virtue, but can they exist alongside one another? 

While there are normative tensions between each of these approaches there is no reason 

to rule out toztt cowt  the possibility that elements of al1 three approaches c m  CO-exist. Every 

constitutional Gramework in the liberal tradition balances (with varying degrees of success) the 

rights of individuals with the rights of the collective. Although the actual practices of different 

states Vary considerably, it is nonetheless clear that no democratic state can suvive without 

placing limits on individual action; and conversely, Iimits to state authority offer important 

protections £kom majoritarian or collective control. Striking the right balance is what matten, 

and determining when the balance is right is the crucial issue. The principal virtue of the 

Agreement is that it is maintains maximum flexibility with regard to how that balance might be 

m c k .  This is the vimie of operating fkorn a perspective that privileges a contextual approach to 
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resolving political, cultural and social dilemmas; rather than a procedural one that restricts room 

for manoeuvring among normative pnnciples. This is a tension 1 will return to in the following 

chapter in my discussion of parades and again in Part KI when 1 re-engage political theory in 

light of our inquiry into the dilemmas posed by Northern Ireland. 

Whether the Agreement is successful in constructing a Cramework capable of delivenng 

justice to al1 in Northern [reland is yet to be determined. Much of the difficult work will fall to 

the lcgislators in thc Asscmbly and tu thc Xorttcrn kcland Human Iiights Commission whose 

task it will be to review the impact of specific policies on both individuals and groups. But there 

are p o d  reasons to regard the normative principles underlying the Agreement's approach to 

equality and sovereignty as an innovative and virtuous attempt to find workable solutions to 

difficult tensions. And these tensions and puzzles exist as much at the normative level as they 

do at the policy implementation level. hdeed, I want to suggest that the principal vimie of the 

Agreement is that it adopts different approaches to address different problems. The virtue of this 

approach is that it puts into practice an idea often mooted in political theory but too rarely 

practiced. Namely, normative pnnciples underlying specific policies should be formulated with 

due regard to the context in which they are to operate rather than formulated according to 

abstract principles or supposedly neutral critena and subsequently applied to actual political 

dilernmas. 

The consequences of adopting a contextual approach is that policy decisions may 

sometimes appear to be inconsistent, or ad hoc, or policies in one area will ofien exist in tension 

with policies in another. For example, confionting the problems that surround parades highlights 

the difficulties of balancing competing claims to enjoy public space by two equally legitimate 

political forces-politicaVcultural groups and individuals. But these important disputes point as 

much to difficulties of application as they do to the normative principles underlying them and 

this is a general problem that confronts every democratic society. So, while judgments regarding 

the way particular parades are practiced, the areas they go through. and the nature of the identity 

being expressed, may Vary fiom one parade to another (with different outcomes for individuals 

and groups in different contexts), these judgments should be viewed against the background of 
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the context in which they emerge. The normative requirements underlying particular policy 

decisions should be made clear, but they should not be held ransom to a principle of consistency 

derived from overly abstract notions of rights where one right must t m p  another, irrespective 

of the context in which the rights are contested. What 1 want to suggest then is that judgments 

emanating out of principles that exist in tension with another are capable of delivering principled 

outcornes in t e m s  of equality and justice, even though said outcornes will be difficult to pre- 

detemine by looking to a particular principb. This, of couse, is not an unîaniiliar idea io iliose 

accustomed to reading the judgments of constitutional courts. The problem of "balancing" is a 

familiar (and hotly contested) one in constitutional law and politics. 

Having highlighted the normative Frameworks underlying the Agreement's approach to 

equality and sovereignty, 1 now tm to the related issue of how the Agreement conceptualizes 

justice in Northem Ireland. In line with one of my principal themes, I want to critically examine 

the Agreement's take on justice as the recognition of cultural and political diversity. For the 

Agreement is an attempt to conceive of a just society within the context of cornpeting and 

antagonistic identity frameworks. Given this difficult task of recognizing cultural and political 

identities, which in their most common incarnation are defined in t ems  of mutual exclusion, the 

Agreement offers us a unique normative insight into the constitutional possibilities of afinning 

di fferences while attempting to establish the conditions of mutual respect, tolerance and CO- 

operation. I emphasize CO-operation here because the structures of govemment in the province 

are such that they require parties from al1 sides of the sectarian divide to work together at every 

level, the first minister and deputy minister, the executive, the Assembly, the independent 

commissions, and increasingly, the bureaucracy. in this respect, the Agreement does not simply 

provide for the recognition of diverse identities, it compels those kom both traditions to deal 

with one another in ways that the majority of them have not countenanced before. 

VI. Justice through the Recognition of Diversity 

Justice has long been a controversial issue in Northem ireland. Rival interpretations of what it 

means to live in a just Northern Ireland have been central to the bloodshed over the past century. 
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The Agreement represents yet another attempt to reconceive the foundations upon which a just 

society for Northem Ireland might be realized. As an ideal, justice lies at the heart of the 

Agreement as well in the processes that led to its creation. Considerations of justice pervade 

nearly every section of the document for the Agreement is concemed to provide just foundations 

for a re-constituted Northern Ireland absent the exclusivist claims to political sovereignty (and 

thus authority) that has shaped its political, cultural, social, and economic life to date. What 

then, do the fimers of the .Igrccnmt think justice is, and how arc t h q  going to "dclivcr" 

justice to the people of Northem ireland? 

We have already noted that the claims to exclusive political sovereignty over the 

province by either community have been extinguished by the Agreement. It is unambiguously 

clear that the political aspirations and cultural identities of both traditions are affirmed in the 

Agreement, and provision has been made for the representation of both communities in the 

govemmental structures of' the province. It is also clear that these structures enjoy a supra- 

political status in the sense that either group cannot unilaterally revoke thern. But there are 

important elements to justice in Northem ireland that lie outside of the forma1 govemmental or 

legislative arenas, which nevertheless are of utmost importance. These elements of justice 

revolve around issues of policing (including the criminal justice systern), employment, security, 

housing, and education. Underlying each of these areas where justice remains crucial is a 

conception of belonging linked to a conception of citizenship which moves away from 

conventional liberal notions of citizenship. 

The Agreement affims that political aspirations and cultural identities are fundamental to 

the self-understandings people have about notions of belonging in Northem Ireland. Because of 

the contested nature of Northern Ireland's past there is no unifyuig concept of nation or 

community or culture present to transcend other identity differences in the province. There is, as 

we have noted repeatedly, an overlapping set of cleavages that pervade Northern ireland, 

preventing the creation of social bonds around which notions of shared membership or non- 

sectarian communal solidarity can be realized. Accordingly, the notion of citizenship evident in 

the Agreement owes as much to issues of group belonging and cultural identity as it does to 
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notions of civil and political rights held by individuals equally under the law. Even the law, as 

an institution comrnonly defined in terms that set it apart from partisan political control, is 

dependent upon an ideal of commonality and legitimacy historically lacking in Northem ireland. 

For Catholics/nationalists the law (the police, the courts and auxiliary secunty forces) merely 

represented the interests of the majority. Consequently, the law wash regarded as an instrument 

of oppression, where arbitrary authority is exercised over one community by the other for 

sectarian purposes. It is not surprising, therefore, that the cowentional libcnl path of S C C U ~ ~ ~  

justice-granting civil and political rights to individuals and then guaranteeing these rights by 

creating impartial state institutions-has been modified in the Agreement. And this has been 

made necessary as much because of the capacity of the minority community to demand a fom 

of democratic inclusion to protect them from a retum to the past where clairns to impartiality 

masked mistreatment. 

But as we noted in chapter 3, no state c m  avoid endoning certain cultural noms and 

practices. States endorse cultural goods and practices when they adopt an official language(s), 

when they estabtish the language of educational instruction, when they adopt public holidays, 

and prescribe symbols, or dress codes For public services like the police and the military. Al1 of 

these acts will depend in one way or another on the cultural goods and practices held to be 

worthy of state support due to their importance to a culture's self-understanding. While it is now 

widely recognized that the doctrine of state neutrality with respect to cultural goods and 

practices is an incoherent ideal, such recognition does not mean that the state can remain 

agnostic about cultural goods and practices. But nor does it necessarily Follow that States m u t  

endorse the range of cultural goods and practices apparent in a society composed of a diverse 

population. There is an important normative distinction to be made between the recognition of 

cultural goods and practices and the endorsement of any particular cultural good or practice. In 

the context of Northem Ireland, the state cannot shirk from its moral responsibility to recognize 

the lepitirnate right of Catholics/nationalists to a cultural identity and a political aspiration, but 

this does not mea .  that the state need endorse al1 expressions of a Catholic/nationalist identity or 

aH the political aspirations of nationalists. 
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So, for example, concomitant with the state recognizing the legitimacy of a 

Catholic/nationalist identity is the further recognition that the political aspiration of the majority 

of Catholics/nationalists is for a united Ireland. This does not mean, however, that it must 

endorse the idea of a united Ireland and establish this aspiration as a constitutional goal of the 

state. This would violate the state's dual obligation to the Protestant/unionist comrnunity's claim 

to distinct cultural identity with a distinct political aspiration. The state must recognize that the 

political aspirztion of a major@ of Protestants;unionists is ti, rernain part of the LX, but 

similarly, this does not mean that this should be endorsed as a constitutional goal of the state. 

There is a normative distinction then between recognizing the legitimacy of an identity (and its 

political aspiration) and endorsing it. Just as the state can recognize the legitimacy of the 

Catholic Church or the Church of Ireland without endorsing the practices of either religion (or 

establishing a confessional state). So the issue really turns on which identities the state 

recognizes, how it recognizes hem, and the practical implications that follow as the result of 

this recognition. 

When viewed from this perspective, it would be absurd if the Agreement attempted to 

establish institutions in Northem Lreland on the principle of state neutrality. Not only would the 

minority population regard this as an act ofbad faith, but it would also deny the obvious truth of 

the past seventy years-that liberal institutions are neither politically nor culturally neutral. 

a) Two fonns of recognition 

So it is that the Agreement moves away from the conventional liberal principle of state 

neutrality and towards a framework that constitutionally recognizes the legitimacy of group 

affiliation. Of course, in Northern ireland, group affiliation translates as divergent cultural 

identities with amagonistic political aspirations. Thus, the principles of recognition must be 

finely balanced between the twin ideals of group recognition and tolerance of group 

differences-so as not to give moral support to sectarianism. What this movement away fiom 

conventional noms achieves though is a re-ordering of constitutional priorities. Not only does 

recognition become a means to achieve justice, but also in a certain sense, recognition becomes 
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an end of justice in itself. Now this is no small achievement. The Agreement makes it clear that 

the normative principle of group recognition is a fundamental element of justice by requiring 

identity designations as evidence of cross-community support. But it also gives parity of esteem 

a regulative role in shaping state policies. 

Human rights are protected by the incorporation of the ECHR into Northem Irish law. 

But the ECHR is to be suppiemented by a Bill or Rights which will 'reflect the particular 

circunlstances of Sortlieni Irciand.. .niese additional r igh îs  [ ~ i l l ] .  . .rcfiect If le prînciplzs of 

mutual respect for the identity and ethos of both cornmunities and parity of esteem.'" The 

Agreement goes on to state that 'the formulation of a general obligation on government and 

public bodies fully to respect, on the basis of equality of treatment, the identity and ethos of both 

communities in Northem ~reland'" will be forthcoming as a supplemental provision to human 

rights protections. So there are two distinct roles that recognition performs in the Agreement. 

First, recognizing that there are two cornmunities, each with a cultural identity, with different 

historical narratives supporting distinct political aspirations provides the normative grounding 

required to establish group representation as a principle of dernocratic inclusion. Viewed in this 

Iight, recognition in the form of group representation is an end of justice in itself. Without this 

basic t o m  of recognition the normative principles underlying the institutional stnicture of the 

province (which gives a central role to group identities) could not be justified. Secondly, 

recognizing group identities is also a fidamental ingredient of achieving justice. Here the 

emphasis seems to have two interrelated, but distinct, constituent elements. 

The first element aims at creating the conditions whereby the boundaries that surround 

group membenhip become less important (or at least become less fortified), leading perhaps to 

the transcendence of such identity designations as an everyday matter of political importance. 

We could Say that this emphasis aims to privatize values and beliefs so that they become issues 

of individual preference rather than fundarnental characteristics of self-identity thmugh group 

belonging in society. As an ideal this borrows a lot nom the tendency in Iiberalism to pluralize 

values and to denote them simply as expressions of individual interests? The second element 

contains an appeal to redistributive justice. This element of recognition conceives of justice in 
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terms of delivering fair outcomes in the distribution of goods to citizens. Here, fairness relates to 

both the conception of justice which lies at the heart of redistributive policies and to the actual 

outcomes delivered as a result of redistribution, 

Now the fint role that recognition plays in the Agreement should be uncontr~venial.'~ 

Given the history of Northern Ireland (outlined in chapter l), the minority cornmunity has a 

legitimate claim to status as a distinct cultural group with a legitimate political aspiration. Only 

the wont f o m  of Iqd positi:4sm would deny the mord force ro the C3tholic!nationalist daim 

to equal cultural and national status. Having said that, legal positivism in fact underlies many 

Protestant/unionist arguments which attempt to silence the political claims of 

Catholics/nationalists by arguing that the 192 1 treaty (which established partition) was the point 

at which any (Irish) cultural or political claim to Northem Ireland was extinguished. Apart from 

the moral problems associated with this argument, such an appeal is, however, rendered moot by 

successive British government declarations in the Anglo-Irish Agreement, the Downing Street 

Declaration and the British-lrish Agreement that Great Bntain possess no strategic or long-term 

political interest in the province. 

The second role that recognition plays in the Agreemeiti is somewhat more complicated. 

Remember that from this perspective, recognition is a means through which two distinct 

outcomes are sought. The Brst outcome aims to publicly acknowledge the injustice of treating 

members of specific groups as less worthy or less deserving of fair consideration or fair 

treatment. This approach views recognition of distinct identities as part of a hansitional process 

whereby groups previously excluded or marginalized are recognized in the sense that they are 

"brought into" the public sphere. That is, they are recognized as having suffered from forms of 

discrimination-marginalization, exclusion, domination and oppression-because of their 

location in a specific group. From this perspective justice is dehed  in terrns of a principle of 

sameness or equal treatment. introducing formal procedures that attempt to eradicate the 

arbitrary exclusion and discrimination of those regarded as Other is the chief means via which 

justice is secured. There is dso a sense in which the a h  is to regard differences between 

peoples as ultimately unimportant. Because the normative fknework of this notion of justice 
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various 'horizons of significance' evident within the public sphere. 

We catch glimpses of this approach to justice in the Agreement in two ways: 
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lity between 

: firstly, in so 

fa as there is an appeal to render the claims of both communities as equally legitirnate (i.e., in 

political and cultural statu); and secondly, in those sections which make references to human 

rights which give explicit recognition to individual rather than group rights. What both 

qpmcchees share is 3 common desire to render identity desigrrations 3s secondas. tu principles 

of fair treatment. On this view then, recognition acts as a catalyst to highlight past injustices 

perpetrated against those people belonging to specific identity-bearing groups and makes an 

appeal to justice in ternis that render identity designations as secondary to the principal concem 

of impartial treatment of persons irrespective of their identity designation. 1 Ieave consideration 

of whether the theoretical Foundations underlying this strategy are coherent and/or ultimately 

achievable to my discussion in Part III. For the moment, 1 simply want to point to the different 

ways in which the concept of recognition is conceived in the Agreement. 

The second outcome of this form of recognition is related to the first but operates with a 

different emphasis and utilizes a different strategy to achieve its outcornes. This approach aims 

to redress past injustices by focusing on the ways in which the unequal distribution of resources 

emanates out of forms of discnmination, experienced by those characterized as Other. 

Discrimination assumes many foms and occurs across al1 spheres including the political, the 

social, the cultural, and the economic. The conventional and dominant response to the injustices 

perpetrated against minorities (or the less powefil or the disenhchised), has been via 

action or positive discnmination policies. Such policies are justified as necessary to 

redress the practices of the past that have systematically and disproportionately effected 

members of marginalized groups. The emphasis here is on redistribution. That is, notions of 

fahess  and justice are activated to highlight the inherent inequality in the distribution of 

resources in ways that discriminate against those who belong to marginalized groups. In 

Northem Ireland, affirmative action policies have been implemented to redress inequalities in 

the distribution of jobs, educationai oppomuiities, and housing. The Agreement rnakes it clear 
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that these policies will continue to be utilized in those areas where necessity warrants. Hence, 

the section concerning Economic, Social and Cultural issues provides for: 

measures on employment equality included in the recent White Paper ("Partnership for 
Equality") and covering the extension and strengthening of anti-discrimination 
legislation, a review of the national security aspects of the present fair employrnent 
legislation at the earliest possible time, a new more focused Targeting Social Need 
initiative and a range of measures airned at combating unemployrnent and progressively 
eliminating the differential rates between the two communities by targeting objective 
need.36 

The focus here is on redress through redistribution via recognition. The Agreement recognizes 

the discriminatory practices of the past; regards these practices as products of policies aimed at 

excluding members of one goup from fair access to resources and opportunities; and 

implements a set of policies to redistribute public goods and resources to redress past injustices. 

Clearly, the conception of recognition here is intimately connected to notions of redistnbutive 

justice. 

We can see then that there are multiple conceptions of recognition openting in the 

Agreement relying upon alternative normative h e w o r k s  of justice. Put differently, we could 

Say that different conceptions of recognition rely on distinct normative Frameworks. The first 

conception of recognition (which regards recognition of distinct culturaVpolitical groups) rests 

on a normative frarnework that asserts a positive role for group identities in politics. On this 

view, the state has a duty to recognize the existence of distinct cultural groups. The duty to do so 

derives from the moral requirement to recognize that the cultural and political claims of the 

minority are no less legitirnate because they are not shared by the majority or because they pre- 

date present constitutional frameworks. Instead, the idea of doing justice in a society like 

Northern Ireland compels the state to recognize that the minority has legitimate claims because 

of their group status. Hence, justice requires the recognition of this status, which in t u .  requires 

an alternative normative framework of justice. Thus, the recognition of cultural and political 

diversity is both a means to justice and an end of justice. 

From the perspective of the second form of recognition, recognition of group affiliation 

or cultural identity is a means via which justice is served. This view regards group-belonging as 

an important element to the way justice is interpreted, to the extent that identity-designations 
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and/or marginalization occur. 

or exclusion tend to focus on 

L 

either eliminating group demarcations altogether (attempting to transcend notions of group- 

belonging) or on redistributing resources toward those most in need of the state's support. Both 

approaches rely on a normative hnework capable of recognizing the political and social 

importance of group affiliation and group belonging yet view recognition as a means to a 

highcr-ordcr good-one which reaches beyond identity-designations and toivard a fundamental 

pnnciple of human dignity or citizen equality. 

VIL Conclusion 

The Agreement is a profound document. Designed to mitigate violent manifestations of diversity 

in Northem Ireland, it re-conceives the aims of democratic justice in line with the cultural and 

political divenity lying at the core of the province's contested identity. This is evidenced in the 

way the Agreement mani fests a series of alternative normative frameworks via whic h democratic 

institutions and practices have been re-constituted. Against this backdrop, we cm see an 

example of the thematic link between concepts and constitutions that 1 have been highlighting 

throughout Part II. We can see that the concept of parity of'esteem has delivered the conceptual 

resources needed to re-think justice in a diverse society. The explicit recognition of Northem 

Ireland's political and cultural diversity is clearly in evidence throughout the Agreement. 

Consequently, the Agreement mani fests the normative link between conceptual understandings 

and constitutional noms and practices. That is, the Agreement assumes the shape that it does 

because concepts like parity of esteern have already legithated notions of group belonging and 

group affiliation. Although the Agreement is shaped by  more than a single concept, the approach 

to justice contained within it offers us an important exarnple in the development of 

constitutional politics and normative politics. It offers us an example of constituting a political 

landscape in the absence of commonality. Recognizing the importance of this developrnent for 

politics in Northern Ireland is one thing, constitutionalizing this principle is something quite 

different, for it establishes a fi-amework upon which political, social, cultural, and economic 
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policies will be interpreted and ultirnately, adjudicated. As those familiar with constitutional 

law and politics will be aware, the fiamework that establishes the parameters of future 

judgments is fundamental to the fom that politics takes because it both regulates the scope of 

the state and establishes the ethical foundations of the state. Let me turn then to dernonstrate 

how re-constituting a political landscape so that diversity or multiplicity are central to its raison 

d'être has direct implications for political judgment. 
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Chapter 6 

Judging Through Justice and Diversity: 
Parades 



The parades issue is a microcosm of the politicai problems of Northem Ireland. It is not 
new. It is a complex issue which has great capacity to polarise local comrnunities and the 
whole of Northem Ireland society. The events o l  1996 showed that Northem Ireland 
remains divided. too often marked by misunderstanding, mistrust and fear. 

Northern Ireland society is significantly lacking in tolerance and sensitivity towards the 
perceptions and experiences of other groups within it. Neither the law nor changes to it 
can of themselves resolve the underlying anxieties or heal the divisions. More is 
needed. ' 

This chapter examines the issues surrounding parades in Northern Ireland. Most of the 

international comrnunity is now aware of at least some of the problems that pandes present for 

Northem Ireland, due mostly to the international media attention focused on the on-going 

dispute at Drumcree. My bief  here then will be to focus on the issues that parades mise for 

Northem Ireland generally. rather than detailing the numbers and types o r  parades that occur in 

the province every year. To begin. 1 highlight the relevant issues surrounding parades. what the 

practice of parades means in Northern Ireland. how the relevant issues are conceptualized by 

each side of the dispute (i.e. the protestant bands and the nationalist residents' groups). This is 

Followed by an examination of the authorities responsible for policing parades (The Parades 

Commission). focusing on the ways they conceptualize their task. I then critically examine 

whether Northem Ireland possesses the conceptual resources to affect a successful resolution to 

(or at least the ability to successfully manage) the problems surrounding parades. 

This of course prompts the question of where a society attains the conceptual resources 

to deai with these sorts of disputes. Usudly. such resources are located in well-settled' 

principles of constitutional law, political conventions, and/or the cultural noms of democratic 

practice present ivithin a given society. In the case of Northem Ireland. however. these 

conventional sources have only just begun to surface in the wake of the Agreement. 

Consequently, we need to examine the capacity of the institutions conceived in the Agreement to 

deliver the conceptual resources to those entnisted to deal with communal disputes. In so doing 1 

will focus on the idea of judgment which stands out as key to Northern Ireland's future 

prospects. For Northem Ireland will continue to face situations where judgments involving 



expressions of cultural difference, communal rights, the right to live free of threat and 

intimidation. the right to assembly, fieedorn of speech and the right to political expression. 

remain central areas of political concem. This aspect of the chapter involves an examination of 

the third element of the relationship that 1 have been exploring throughout Part II of the thesis. 

namely. the relationship between concepts. constitutions and judgment. That is, 1 critically 

evaluate the capacity of the concepts articulated in the Agreemenf to deliver a sound normative 

basis from which political judgments balancing the concems of both communities can be made. 

1. The issues 

Let me begin with some general background that will help to clarify the nature of 

parades and the role they play in Northem Ireland's political. social. and cultunl life. First somc 

figures. In 1996. there were approximately 3 160 parades in Northern Ireland. The RUC statistics 

on parades identified that 2404 parades were loyalist. 230 nationalist. and 526 were designated 

'Other.' What this demonstntes is that the ovenvhelming number of parades are conducted by 

those belonging to the protestant comrnunity. There are two core organizations that form the 

heart of protestant parades in the province, the Loyal Orange Order and the Apprentice Boys'. 

Other organizations like the Royal Black Preceptory hold parades also. although these are less 

frequent and attract a smaller following than either the Orange Order or the Apprentice Boys'. It 

is also worth noting that the RUC statistics record that the overwhelming majority of parades 

p a s  over without any major disturbances recorded (although ihese figures do not. of course. 

necessarily reflect the regard with which parades are held). Although the majority of parades 

pasç without major disturbances. parades contain two key features that explain their capacity for 

major political and social disniption. 

First. as 1 mentioned, statistics regarding disturbances do not identi- the esteem in 

which parades (and a parading culture) are held. For example, a portion of a residential 

community might be blocked off (or barricaded) so as to prevent residents from access to parade 

routes and thus mitigate the possibility of groups confronting one another. Although successful 

in achieving this end, the net result of these defensive strategies is the reinforcement of 

resenmient from those whose neighborhoods are affected. Moreover, resentment is directed 



against the police and other security forces that are tasked with the job of preventing the two 

sides from confronting one another. In a society where the police and security forces are 

perceived as biased towards the rninority community. the added burden of policing parades is a 

complication that needs to be carefully adjudicated. Secondly, parades are symbolic expressions 

of Northem Irelmd's divided past. Parades rely on histoncal narratives imbued with political. 

cultural. and social meanings constructed out of a common experience of mutual antagonism. 

disrespect, and ioathing. It is what parades represent that 1s at the root of the problem. not the 

actual events themselves. On the whole. parades represent more than merely cultural meanings. 

they represent a political aspiration based on notions of historical tnumpbalism and 

sectarianism. As with other aspects of Northrm Ireland, the problem of parades needs to br 

situated against the backdrop of antagonistic group relations. 

As the Independent Rrview of Parades crnd Marches3 correctly points out then. the 

problem of parades in Northem Ireland is a microcosm of Northern Ireland's larger political. 

cultural. and social problems. In one sense, parades reflect the range of Nonhem Ireland's 

dilemmas. They provide the site at which the two communities square off against each other in 

the sense of staking a daim to the public sphere. They provide the means to express the 

differences that lie at the core of the idrntity narratives, which in tum provide rich source 

material for communal antagonism. And they reinforce notions of the "siegc mentality". which 

are never Far frorn the surface in Northem Ireland. However. in another sense. parades create 

communal antagonisms as much as they reflect existing tensions. They provide the forum for 

the expression of ideals and views from the most extreme elements of both communities. They 

provide "cultural cover" for political trîumphalism and sectarianism. And they create 

antagonism by re-creating the past in ways which reinforce views of the other community as 

less legitimate. or less worthy, or less deserving of equal respect. In essence. parades have the 

capacity to wreak havoc in the area of cornmunity relations and ofien result in constructing 

barrien to mutual understanding. 

1. Competing Claims: Cultural or Civil Right? Cultural Celebration or Sectarian 
Triump halism? 



From the perspective of those who participate in the annual events. parades represent a 

variety of identity attachrnents that are celebrated and justified in a variety of ways. For some. 

parades represent a histoncal link with their cultural attachrnents in much the same way as 

parades do in other cultures. So. for example, the annual Apprentice Boys' parade in Demy 

cornmernorates a significant date and a significant set of events in that city's history. Those who 

march do so to commemonte the courage of the 13 boys who stood fast against the forces of 

James II u t i l  reinforcements arrived. Commemorations of these sorts of events Xe not in 

themselves novel. On the contrary. histoncal stories Iike the Siege of Derry are common to most 

cultures. But as has become cvident in many couritries. many events that had previously bren 

"celebrated" ris foundational moments in a culture's estabIishment are now "commemorated" in 

a more subtle and reflexive way. The transformation from celtbration to commemoration is a 

recognition of the fact that many of the core events surrounding a culture's founding take place 

on the back of a defeat for another culture or people. In the case of Northem Ireland celebrating 

the victories of the past exacerbates existing tensions between the two communities because 

such celebrations invoke a "defeated Other" or a "disloyal Othrr" or a "less worthy Other". 

Coupled with the ongoing problems associated with the antagonistic identity narratives in both 

comrnunities, celebrating significant events which depend upon the existence of an opposing 

Other adds fuel to the fires of sectarianism. 

For some, however. the content of parades is immaterial to the "right" to march the 

"Queen's highway". This euphemistic expression of a right to fiee passage through the streets of 

the province is commonly invoked by Orangemen to lay claim to a hdamental  principle of 

liberty. What such pleas amount to in actual fact is an invocation of a right to peacehl assembly 

and the concomitant right to political and social freedorn. Asserting these rights makes sense 

only against the backdrop of well established principles of democratic practice where the rights 

to assembly and political and social fkeedom are interpreted via their role in preseming 

democratic ideals." That is, the right to march needs to be understood as a contextual right, not 

an absolute right. 



Highlighting the contextual nature of the "right to march" (Le. as an important but not 

unconstrained democratic right) mitigates attempts by some (Orangemen in particular) to 

ground the right on absolutist terms. The significance of recognizing the contextual nature of the 

right is that it situates it in a political and social context. That is, the nght to mach needs to be 

seen alongside similar democratic rights such as the right to live free from intimidation and 

harassment. Understanding the right to march as a contextual right marks it out as an important 

civil right. but not one that is unconstrained by other, equally important rights. Consequently. 

the right to mach is but one right that needs to be balanced with the equally important need to 

prevent h m .  disorder. and crime-al1 of which tend to occur in circumstances where parade 

routes are challenged and where one community feels that it's democratic rights have bren 

"betrayed" by the state. 

There is nothing particularly novel in the redization that rights often exist in tension 

with one another. On the contrary. as the Euopean Convention on Humm Rights (which as part 

of the Agreement fonns Northern Ireland's human rights law) makes clear, therr is a constant 

need to balance the demands of one right against those of other. equally important rights. 

Consider Article I l  of the ECHR (Freedom of assembly and association) where the need to 

balance the demands of the right to tieedom are circumscnbed by the need to presrrve order in a 

democratic society. It states: 
(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and to freedom of 

association with others. including the right to form and to join trade unions for the 
protection of his interests. 

(2) No restrictions shall be placed on the exercise of these rights 0 t h  thon srich os are 
prescribrd by law and are necessary in a tlrnocratic socieg in the interrsts of 
national secziriv or priblic sajèry, for the prevrnrion of disorcier or crime, /or the 
protection of heath or rnorals or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of 
others. This article shall not prevent the imposition of Imvfiil restrictions on the 
exercise of these rights by members of the armed forces, of the police or of the 
administration of the State. 5 

As section 3 makes plain, the dernands of the state to preserve order will sometimes conflict 

with the equally important right to fieedorn of assembly and association. If certainty about 

matters relating to issues of cultural rights or even civil nghts was what was expected from 

ùicluding the ECHR into Northern Ireland's constitution then the province's policy makers will 



be  disappointed. Civil rights protecting freedom of assembly. association. expression. religion. 

and conscience might be interpreted by some to be politically neutral with regard to content- 

that is, they apply equally irrespective of the content of the opinion or belief being expressed (a 

view that 1 do not e n d ~ r s e ) . ~ ~ u t  even if this was the case, it does not help to resolve the 

dilemmas posed by the existence of two equally important. but competing. civil rights daims, as 

the case of parades in Northem Ireland demonstrates. 

The difficulty for those entrusted with the job of making judgrnents about parades is that 

such judgments will always take place against the background of a divided public sphere. In 

these circumstances. the judgments of any public authority will be perceived to be overtly 

supporting the political program of whichever community is deemed to have "won" the 

decision. This is evidenced in the history of decisions made in relation to the Orange parade in 

Portadown over the past three years (known mostly by the name of the church at which the 

Parade turns around - Drumcree). Let me tum to discuss the case of Drumcree in more detail to 

clari& the nature of the problem of parades. 

II. The DrumcreelGarvaghy Road Dispute 

First, let me give some context to the present problem of parades in general and 

Dnimcree in particular. From the mid-1980s. the British Government placed an increasing 

amount of control over the organization and running of Orange parades. Prior to this. Orange 

parades enjoyed a privileged status in the province. reflecting the political, cul~ural. and 

religious attachments of those who wielded power. Hence, the unionist-dominated Stormont 

years (192 1-1972) established Orange parades as part of the "public culture" of the Province. 

reflected in the fact that the 12" of JuIy (the date Protestants celebrate the victory of William of 

Orange over James II) was a public holiday. During this period. the week of the "Glonous 

Twelfth" also saw many shops and business closed to allow maximum participation (for both 

marchers and spectaton) in the annual e v e n d  

As relations between the two communities deteriorated, and as pressure mounted on ail 

sides8 to seek some form of accommodation in the province, it became increasingiy clear that 



notions of public space and civic culture would have to be modified and expanded to include 

room for both comrnunities. When political control of the province passed back to Westminster 

in 1972. the Orange Order could no longer count on the patronage of the pro-Order unionist 

parties to protect what was increasingly regardedg as an out-dated and anachronistic sectarian 

celebration. As a result. notions of public space and civic culture that had hitherto been defined 

in more or less exclusively protestant/unionist terrns had to make way t'or CathoWnationalist 

concems. As a consequence, the issue of parades stood out as a concrete instance where the 

historical practices of the province had to be modified to reflect the tum toward a more inclusive 

and flexible rendering of the idea of culture in Northem Ireland. 

Drumcree stands out as a good example of the problernatic nature ot' parades because it 

possesses the Fundamental elements of a disputed parade. First. it ûttracts members of Orange 

Lodges from as far away as Scotland who travel to lend support to their fellow Orangemen who 

they believe io be "under siege" fiom a hostile state. Consequently. as with many disputed 

parades. Drumcree attracts a lot of "outsiders"-people with no special relationship to 

Portadown Save for their membership of the Orange Order. Secondly. the so-called "traditional 

route" of the parade passes through the middle of a nationalist housing area. This has resulted in 

the formation of "resident groups" who have sought to have the parades re-routed. Residents 

seek re-routing for many reasons. First, they find the parades intimidating as members of the 

majority community celebnte their victory over Catholics. Secondly. they feel threatened by the 

presence of large numbers of "hangers-on" who do not pass through the area with the sarne 

strident silence that their more formal fellow marches do. Thirdly. they find it culturally 

offensive. Fourthly, when the RUC barricade the parade route with armoured vehiclrs, residents 

resent the fact that their Freedom to Ieave their houses is denied to dlow Orangemen's fteedom 

to march through their streets with symbols of cultural domination and political power. Fifthly. 

they find the issue of parades to be symptomatic of the fact that public space and civic culture in 

Northern Ireland rernains biased towards the interests of the majority c ~ r n m u n i t ~ . ' ~  For ail these 

reasons then. residents groups have applied to have the parades re-routed, and have. 

unsurprisingly, been supported by the political representatives of their community. 



To those in the Orange Order (and many in the broader Protestanthnionist community). 

resident groups from nationalkt neighborhoods and housing estates are regarded as Front 

organizations for republican organizations such as Sinn Féin or the IIW. Indeed. in recent 

attempts to broker an agreement between the two sides at the heart of the Dmmcree dispute, 

negotiators have been forced to employ the now familiar procedure underlying most political 

negotiations in the province-proximity talks-because parties to the dispute refuse to engage 

each other directly. In the most recent discussions. the Orange Order refused to participate in 

talks because one of the key members of the residents' group had bren convicted of offences 

comrnitted while a member of a republican organization. thus confirming the Orange Order's 

skepticism about the politicd agenda of the residents' groups. This skepticism reflects an 

historically ingrained sense of the Other that is politicaliy devious. hence unworthy of wide 

scale public trust. and therefore incapable of negotiating in good faiih. 

The continuing standoff at Drurncree stands out as testimony to the \vider problems in 

Northern Ireland. Those engaged in the DrumcredGarvaghy road dispute engage each other as 

bitter rivals. They regard themselves as part of a multi-layered dispute. At its simplest. the 

dispute is about who can march down a public road in Portadown. County Dow. At a more 

complex level, it is about who gets to decide who marches down a public road and on whose 

authority such decisions are made and then enf'orced. On a more complex level still. it is a 

contest over the right to public space in Northern Ireland and the political and cultural ideals 

embodied within that space. That is. what cultural values and politicai aspirations are retlected 

in public culture? Who and what do they represent? And in its broadest sense. Drumcree is a 

microcosm of dispute that has been ongoing since the 1 6 ~  century-a dispute behveen rival and 

antagonistic political and cultural claims for the mord right to exercise political authority in 

Northern Ireland. 

[t is important to be clear that the dispute at Dnimcree is by no means merely symbolic: 

it has very real (and sometimes catastrophic) consequences. To give some context to the 

seriousness of the dispute, consider the following statistics. in 1996, the dispute reached its 

zenith when there were two deaths, widespread rioting throughout the province, a senes of 



clashes between the RUC and both communities, and an estimated cost to the province of 130 

million." ïh i s  was followed by M e r  "disturbances" in 1997, 1998, and 1999. Although the 

disturbances in 1999 were by far the Fewest and the l e s t  intense of the past four years. the 

importance of the dispute was re-activated when the dispute at Drumcree was linked to the 

formation of the new power-shxing executive provided for in the Agreement. While the threat 

by (some) unionists to disengage from the formal processes related to the executive amounted to 

nothing, it reinforced the capacity of parades, and the Dnimcree dispute in general to act as a 

catalyst for widcspread political and social turmoil." 

Although the dispute at Dnimcree has become less intense it has not be resolved. While 

many commentators on Northem Irish politics make the point that seeking a resolution or a 

solution to the conîlict (and its subsidiary elements like disputed parades) creates obstacles to 

settlement by reinforcing the idea that the contlict c m  in fact be resolved-that there is a 

solution to the age-old conflict-others argue that there are fruitful and innovative ways of 

regulating the contlict. Perhaps the distinction between the two camps is less rigid than we 

might be led to believe. Except for the most extreme eiements within both communities. who 

advocate either the annihilation of the Other or at least its complete capitulation to the political 

and cultural control of the Other. no one seriously believes that there is a solution to the conflict 

that will once and for al1 resolve the centuries-old dilemma. However. the pragmatism 

underlying the view that it is better to opt for smaller, more piece-meal settlements and political 

accommodations rather than zero-sum or end-game solutions does not circumvent the necessity 

of making actual judgments about specific (and important) conflicts in the province-no matter 

how small or insignificant they might appear in a broader context. There are countless 

Drumcree's at every tum in Northem Ireland. Not just in the form of disputed parades. but in 

much broader areas like the provision of public services in the province: employment programs. 

housing, education, health and social welfare provide points at which the outcomes for one 

cornmunity are adjudicated against the outcomes of the other. 

So. there is a need to make determinations about specific disputes in the province 

irrespective of the fact that making judgrnents in such circumstances necessarily entails making 



determinations about political and cultural goods. Consequently. the outcornes of such 

judgments will always (rightly) be subjected to carefùl scrutiny by al1 parties as well as 

interested. if not neutral, observers. The question then is how should such judgments be made'? 

It is to this question that I now tum. 

III. Making Difficult Judgments 1: The Development of the Parades Commission 

What are the conventional ways in which judgments regarding important political. social. and 

cultural disputes are determined? In most liberal democratic countries. such disputes are 

adjudicated by recourse to a body of law. sometimes constitutionalized in the form of Charter 

Rights or a Bill of Rights. and often if not always a matter of ongoing judicial review. The 

judicial history of Canada and the United States. for example. exemplities the constitutional 

route to the development of important legal principles affecting civil. political and human rights. 

developed through the process of adjudicating important disputes in their respective pasts. Rules 

regulating civil rights marches in the United States south in the 1960s. and judicial decisions 

involving such diverse areas of public culture as Hate Speech and the distribution and 

possession of pornography are examples where legal judgments have been utilized to address 

political. social. and cultural disputes in liberal democratic countries. This is not to suggest that 

recourse to legal institutions is the only or even the best approach to resolving the dilemmas that 

emerge in contemporary. complex societies. But despite the problems associated with 

employing legal institutions to resolve political. social. and cultural dilemmas. it remains true 

that legal institutions like the Supreme Court of Canada or the United State's Supreme Court 

provide a judgment framework via which political and cultural dilemmas can be adjudicated. 

Using legal institutions to resolve dificult cases is grounded in the view that the law 

exists beyond politics and thus beyond the forces of social control. That is. judges fulfil the 

symbolic tùnction of being disinterested or neutml arbiters of disputes that engender 

considerable political or cultural support. Put differently, we could Say that legal institutions are 

regarded as being supra-politicai; they are considered to stand beyond the political. social. and 

cultural fray, ailowing for 'rationai' judgments to be exercised. A great deal could be said about 



both the symbolic and actual capacity for legal institutions (and the judges within them) to be 

neutral, disinterested, and 'rational', which 1 will get to in a moment. For the moment. let me 

point out that whether courts and judges actually have the capacity to fulfil the job assigned to 

them holds only a passing interest for the great majority of people in many countries. That is. it 

is generally tme that the legal institutions of most liberal democratic countries enjoy the degree 

of legitimacy necessary for them to cany out their tasks without widespread public discontent. 

fhe point L want to make then is this: making difficult judgments in contemporary societies is. 

in most cases. made possible by the existence of two key conditions. Firstly. the institutions 

charged with the responsibility for making judgments (courts. tribunals. commissions. etc.) are 

regarded as lying beyond direct politicai control. And secondly. those tasked with the job of 

arbitrating disputes are regarded as being disinterested parties to the dispute. and hence rational 

decision-makers. 

However. as we have discussed previously. Northrm Ireland has not had public 

institutions capable of commanding the legitimacy of a majority of both communities. 

presenting a constant dilemma for making important judgments with respect to political. social. 

and cultural goods. Because Northem Ireland's political divisions mirror its cultural and 

religious divisions. and owing to a history of hegernonic control by the political representatives 

of the majority community. the province has not been able to develop public institutions capable 

of comrnanding the allegiance of a majority of citizens fiom both communities. Moreover. 

because the majority of the minority cornmunity identify the problem in Nonhem Ireland as a 

dispute over national identity (i.e., between Irish and British). wresting political control from 

unionists and implementing direct rule from Westminster was unable to create the conditions to 

foster widespread public confidence in Northem Ireland's institutions. Why? 

Northem Ireland has not enjoyed democratic institutions since 1972. which has led many 

observers to point out that there is a 'democratic deficit' in the province. Goveming the province 

from without has had at least three important consequences. First. the people have been denied 

the capacity to exercise control over the institutions that govem them. This effectively means 

that ihey have been d e ~ e d  the capacity to act as citizens of their own state (which has also 



meant that they have been able to deny responsibility for the problems of governarice as well). 

Secondly, due to the 'democratic deficit', the political representatives of the two communities 

have iittle experience in negotiating across communal boundaries with the representatives of the 

other community. And thirdly. in the absence of direct political control. institutions charged 

with adjudicating dificult disputes are unable to support any daim to democratic legitimacy 

from the people. 

As the problems surrounding parades came to occupy a more central place in Northem 

Ireland's political life. the difficulties associated with adjudicating disputes in a society berefi of 

legitirnate public institutions became more and more dificult. Thus. when the disputed parade at 

Drumcree reached its zenith in 1996. the focus of hostilities shifted to those whose task it was to 

adjudicate the rival claims of Orangemen and Catholic/nationalist residents. 

Authority to determine the conditions attached tu the organization of parades was lek to 

the RUC. who operated under the guidelines set d o m  in Article 4 of the 1987 Public Order (NI) 

Order. As Fionnuala McKenna and Martin Melaugh point out: 

According to this the Chief Constable of the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) has to 
take into consideration the time. place and route of any parade. and if he feels that it 
might cause public disorder he has the power to impose conditions restricting the route. 
Furthemore. if this is not suficient to enable him to prevent serious public disorder then 
he has the power to apply to the district council for an order to prohibit al1 public 
processions in that area. with the consent of the Secretary of State. h y  person Ming  to 
comply with the conditions imposed, or who organises or helps to organise any parade or 
public procession in contravention of an order made under this section. is guilty of an 
O ffence. '' 

On July 9" 1995. the RUC announced that the Orange Order would be prevented from marching 

d o m  the Garvaghy Road (hence passing through the nationalist housing area) after its church 

service at Drumcree. This immediately led to a stand-off b e ~ e e n  the RUC and the Orange 

Order with numbers at the site rising to over a thousand. On this occasion. the standoff was 

settied through mediation, where nationalist residents agreed to let the parade pass unhindered 

on the condition that the march proceeded in silence. The significance of the condition of silence 

is that it prevents the triumphalist overtones of the bands that accompany the parade from 

having the intimidatory effect that they usuaily have as they pass through nationalist areas. 



Although the march passed through in silence with nationalists standing on either side of the 

Garvaghy Road as it passed by. events took a sour tun i  when UUP leader David Trimble and 

DUP leader Ian Paisley (who ledthe mach) raised their amis in tnumph when they reached the 

centre of Portadown. McKenna and Melaugh aver that nationalist residents felt that their 

goodwill in letting the march proceed through their streets had been betrayed by Trimble's and 

Paisley's display of triumph as they reached the end of the march. 

Predictably. residents were less accommodating the following year and when the then 

Chief Constable of the RUC (Hugh Annesley) again refused to let the parade pass down the 

Garvaghy Road. a massive standoff developed between nationalist residents. the Orange Order. 

and the RUC. Events between the 9" and 12" of July escalated with three batallions of the 

British A m y  transferred to the province. a massive police presence at Dnimcree. and the 

erection of barbed wire barricades to prevent the parade proceeding down the Garvaghy Road. 

Thousands of Orangemen from around the province went to Drumcree in support of thrir fellow 

Orangemen and there was widespread civil unrest throughout the province. Indeed. one of the 

most troubling features of disputed parades is that they have the capacity to bring the rest of the 

province to its knees. And so it was in 1996 when loyalists throughout the province constructed 

road blocks and check points. high-jacked cars and buses. and generally prevented the province 

from doing the normal things people take for granted in a modem society. like going shopping. 

travelling from one region to another. transporting goods throughout the province. and rxporting 

goods across the sea. 

By July I 1 ". Northern Ireland was chaotic. Several villages and towns had been cut off 

due to the roadblocks erected by loyalists, there was noting in Newtownards (a Protestant area 

just out of Belfast) and the numbers of Orangemen at Dnimcree had reached ten thousand. On 

July 11" the Chief Constable reversed his earlier decision to re-route the parade and permitted 

approxirnately one thousand Orangemen to parade down the Garvaghy Road. through the 

Nationalist housing area. Of course, for the parade to pass down the Garvaghy Road. the British 

Army and the RUC had to clear the barricades erected earlier and then sed off local 

(Catholic/nationalist) residents who had gathered to protest at the parade. The Chief Constable's 



reversa1 of position had been decided without consulting the residents' representatives. The 

effect then was that residents were forcibly removed From the Garvaghy Road. and surrounding 

streets sealed off by m o u r e d  trucks, A m y  and RUC personnel. There was a clear perception 

in the Catholic/nationalist cornrnunity that the reversai of the original decision was taken at the 

expense of the Catholic/nationalist cornmunity's right not to be intimidated, and that the rights of 

Protestants/unionists would always trump those of Catholics/nationalists. 

Just as the original decision to ban the parade d o m  the Garvaghy Road had caused 

widespread disruption. so too did the reversai of' that decision. What also changed was that the 

trouble spots in the province switched from predominantly loyalist areas to predominantly 

nationalist ones. According to McKenna and Melaugh. rioting in Derry that day saw over a 

thousand petrol bombs thrown with over a thousand plastic bullets fired in response by the 

RUC. During that week. over six thousand plastic bullets were fired. five thousand of them were 

directed at Catholic/nationalist rioters. 

On July 15". 1996. the Secretary of State for Northem Ireland. Sir Patrick Mayhew. 

'announced the setting up of a review to make recommendations for the better management of 

future controversial parades."" The major recommendation of that review was the formation of a 

Parades Commission whose primary functions were the îàcilitation of mediation between 

residents groups and mach organizers pior  to the organiwtion of parades. and where 

necessary. to make determinations relating to the conduct of specific parades. Essentially then. 

the Parades Commission was created to provide an independent and authoritative voice via 

which contentious pandes could be re-routed without appearing to favour one political and 

cultural tradition over another. There is little doubt that establishing the Parades Commission 

was an important step toward the creation of public institutions representative of both traditions 

within the province. 1 say "representative" here in an effort to avoid the f a  more problematic 

(but more common) term "neutrality", upon which conventional Iiberal understandings of 

democratic institutions so often rely. Thus, 1 want to reinforce an important point I raised 

eariier; namely, public institutions are the products of the culture through which they emerge. 

Consequentiy, they are imbued with politicai and culturai values shaped by specific political, 



cultural and social attachments. Accordingly, the Parades Commission needs to be regarded in 

this light. It is a public body created out of the necessities of Northem Ireland's political and 

cultural divisions. It emerges at the point of communal breakdovin to adjudicate some of the 

most potent disputes in the province's political life. 

To press the point Further. let me suggest that the political authority, practical capacity. 

and institutional legitimacy that allows the Parades Commission to perform the tasks it does is 

borne our of riie îact that its raison ti'irre emerges out o i  the contlict. It is not. as some 

advocates of democratic proceduralism might suggest it should be. a body which exists beyond 

the conflict or outside of the conflict. The Parades Commission is not antecedent to the contlict. 

but integral to it. This is important for three reasons. First. unlike the RUC. the British State 

department, or the Northem Ireland Office (NIO). the Commission does not have to justify its 

ability to deal with the Parades i s s u c i t  is its sole purpose. Second. the Commission does not 

have io shirk from performing the most difficult task that accompanies adjudication. critical 

evaluation of the meanings and relative ments of cultural and political goods. and the ways in 

which these goods are expressed. That is. the Commission is not bound by a principle of 

neutrality, which would circumscribe its capacity to engage in evaluative judgments about the 

conteenl of political and cultural expressions. Third. the Commission does have a (reasonably) 

clear set of political values and civic virtues that it is attempting to uphold and foster. As the 

North Report makes clear, the Commission is committed to the principles of freedom of 

association and freedorn of expression. But it is equally concemed with the 'impact of a parade 

on relationships within the cornm~nity"~. Thus, it argues that those exercising their rights 

'should take account of the likely effect on their relationships with other parts of the community 

and be prepared to temper their approach a c ~ o r d i n ~ l ~ ' . ' ~  

The Commission's bief shares many of the sarne characteristics of Review Tribunais. or 

Arbitration Courts operating in most liberai democratic countries around the world. It is charged 

with adjudicating disputes between different factions in a bitter dispute. But there are also 

important ways in which the Parades Commission differs from similar bodies in other societies. 

For instance, the Parades Commission is operating in a climate where the background 



assumptions about civil engagement and institutional stability are absent. In this context. there 

are no clearly defined " d e s  of the garne" which enframe the Commission's place and enable it 

to render its judgments in a politicdly stable climate. There is also the sense in which the 

Commission acts like a constitutional court in a controversial case involving disputed civil and 

political rights. That is, it is the final stop in a review process whose judgments carry (Iike those 

of a Constitutional Court). the weight of state authonty and the force to implement its rulings if 

ncçessq. But uniike most constitutional courts in western democratic societies. the Parades 

Commission does not have the benefit of a unified public sphere. Nor does it enjoy the benefits 

of a historical legacy of judicial review where the major arguments conceming the rights of 

individuals have been unfolding over time. 

In one sense. the Parades Commission could be regarded as being at the forefront of 

important debates weighing the political and civil rights of individuals against the civil and 

political rights of groups: where the rights of the former have until relatively recently been given 

preference in liberal democratic societies. The (relatively) recent mival of group-based claims 

to political. social and cultural rights has re-focused attention on the very basis of civil and 

politicai rights in a number of countries. revealing an historical myopia on the part of 

democratic institutions to the rights and needs of minorities. This has lead to a review of the 

ways in which plural societies Like Canada. Australia. Great Britain. the United States. France. 

Germany, and many others have systematically denied minorities an equal place in the public 

sphere for a variety reasons; of which chief amongst hem has been political and cultural 

hegemony. Such reviews inevitably focus on the ways in which public institutions have been 

instrumentai in creating structures hostile to group-based claims for Full inclusion into political 

and cultural institutions. In the Pandes Commission, we have a body where group-based claims 

form the ba i s  of the disputes they must adjudicate. In that sensc, the Commission might just 

offer those of us interested in debates involving contested group-based claims a window to the 

futwe. 

What marks the Commission out as an interesting body is that to fulfil its task, it m u t  

adjudicate each dispute with due regard for the concrete context in which the dispute arises. 



Now it does not determine the ments of each case in isolation tiorn general principles 

underlying political, social, and cultural rights in a democratic society. On the contrary. the 

Commission makes its determinations by reflecting upon key principles underlying the political 

and civic culture of liberal democracies in Europe (and elsewhere). But it does so in due regard 

for the fact that these principles exist in tension with one another. That is. the Commission is 

hlly cognizant of the fact that the right to freedom of assembly, association. and expression c m  

sometimes conflict with the right of an individual or group to live free from intimidation and 

harassment. However, what distinguishes the Parades Commission from constitutional courts is 

that is afforded the flexibility to adjudicate the relative merits of these conflicting rights in each 

particular case. in isolation from other cases. Kence, the Commission can make its judgments fit 

the particular circumstances of distinct cases, which will issue different outcornes. while at the 

same time upholding a coherent set of political and civil principles. Now let me remark on the 

normative backdrop to the Commission's tasks. 

As 1 rnentioned above. one of the most difficult tasks with making judgments in a 

society like Northern Ireland is the absence of a unified public sphere. Now it is the case. of' 

course. that the public spheres of most countries are today marked by plurality-a plurality of 

cultural influences and origins. of political and social values and ideals. and of religious (and 

irreligious) faiths and practices. And many liberal democratic countries are currently dealing 

with the dilemmas posed by the recognition of this plurality. But in most countries. there is a 

stable background fnmework against which these recent challenges to democratic societies c m  

be articulated, debated, and codronted (if not resolved). But Northern Ireland lacks such a 

background fiamework. Indeed. it was the desire to construct such a frarnework that led to the 

Agreement. As we noted in the previous chapter, the Agreement provides the institutional 

Grarnework through which the recognition of both communities-and the political and cultural 

identities within them-is given officiai recognition in the institutions of the state. From the 

creation of the power-sharing executive, through the incorporation of the PR (Sm voting 

method to the European Convention on Human Rights as the province's Bill of Rights, the 

Agreement paved the way to re-constnict the basis of political reiationships in the province on 



the way toward reconstructing social and cultural relationships as well. So it is the Agreement. 

and the processes surrounding the irnplementation of the Agreement. which provides the 

normative backdrop to the Parades Commission. 

So far, I have highlighted the relationship that exists between the nature of a society's 

politicai institutions. (i.e. the normative and constitutional framework that enfrmes them) and 

the manner in which it engages challenges to its democratic practices and ideals. Hence. the 

robust constitutional framework underlying the public institutions of the United States forms the 

basis against which it deals with many of the political and cultural challenges to its democratic 

institutions." Or to give a different exarnple. Canada stands out as an example OF a country 

engaged in a continuous dialogue about the normative fiarneworks underlying its political ideals 

and cultural attachments without relying too heavily on rigid constitutional frameworks to 

confront these challenges. As I pointed out in Part 1. what makes the Canadian case interesting 

is that it too has been shaped by dual cultural identities (if not political ones) over the p s t  three 

hundred years-Quebecois and Anglophone'R My point though. is this: most societies in the 

west enjoy the stability of a background framework which provides the moral. political. civil. 

social. and cultural foundations against which important national debates c m  take place. Such 

debates inevitably arise and tend to revolve around issues similar to those in Northern Ireland: 

the nature of the public sphere. its capacity to represent minority identities. the inclusivity of 

dernocratic institutions. the identity of the nation state, and so on. But in the case of Northern 

Ireland, the background Fnmeworks are absent or too hotly and divisively contested to be of any 

practical use. What the Agreement represents is an attempt to fiil that void. And in an important 

sense. it has. 

IV. Making Diffîcult Judgments 2: Unraveüng Conflicting Identities 

The Agreement institutionalizes both political and cultural diversity within Northern 

Ireland. In so doing, it provides public bodies Like the Parades Commission with the moral and 

political fiamework against which it can make the dificuit judgments it is charged with the 

responsibility of making. Because the Agreement recognizes the legitimacy of both 



comrnunities, their political aspirations, their cultural attachments. and the fact that they self- 

identify as members of identity-bearing groups. it facilitates the Commission's task of giving 

equal and full consideration to the needs of both communities. The importance of the .-fgreement 

then, lies as much in its flow-on effects as it does in the actual institutions themselves. 

What makes judgment possible in the difficult circumstances of Northern Ireland? The 

ability to see beyond the reified categories of the identity narratives of both comrnunities. This 

is not to suggest that there is some neutral Northem Ireland identity that c m  be called upon to 

render rational judgments. Rather, the ability to see beyond identities as they are currently 

configured in both communities requires a tiamework against which such identities c m  be 

engaged and critically scrutinized. Because the .-lgreement takes the îïrst step in recognizing the 

existence of two. rqually legitimate. identities in the province. much of the hard work that has 

gone into either denying the political and cultural clairns of the Other or into trying to rstablish 

the moral. political. and cultural superiority of one community's attachments has been rendered 

superfluous. That is, the Agreement makes it clear that Northem Ireland's institutions will not 

reflect just one cultural identity and one political aspiration. And here lies the principal virtue of 

the concept of pari. of esteem discussed in chapter 4. 

The very idea of parity ofesteern in Northem Ireland is novel and is to be applauded for 

the way in which it has re-focused the debate on the important link between group identities and 

political aspirations in the province. But its real benefit lies in the role it plays in breaking down 

the boundaries that have been constnicted around identity narratives in the province. The 

concept of parity of esteem makes it possible to conceive of the province as more than a zero 

sum garne of antagonistic and conflicting identities. It signals that the idea of politics, of 

political and cultural accommodation, has to change in such a way as to give each community 

its due. The major stumbling block is that the contents of the narratives that abound in the 

province are constructed in ways that make esteem from the Other a definitional impossibility. 

Indeed. this is the nature of the problematic behind Orange parades. 

To cl&@ the nahue of the connections that have been ninning throughout this chapter 

and through Part II, let me r e m  to the Drumcree dispute again. But this time let me 



concentrate on the ways in which the concept of parity of esteem and the existence of the 

Agreement have changed the nature of judgrnent in the province. Put slightly differently. let me 

clarify the logic behind the relationship between concepts. constitutions and political judgment. 

Drumcree is a dispute that goes to the very heart of the conflict in Northem Ireland. It 

involves a dispute betwen traditional liberal renderings of the right to freedorn of assembly. 

association. and expression (of both political and cultural attachments) and the right of a 

community not to be intimidated and harassed. It is a dispute that involves claims of individual 

civil and politicai rights against the right of a group to lirnit the types and forms of expression 

that pass before it. It involves cultural attachments, political aspirations and makes use of 

religious symbolism. And it has the capacity to move the entire province to crisis if either one of 

the comrnunities perceives a lack of respect. or believes that it hm been unjustly dealt with. So 

how does the concept of parity of esteem and the .-fgreemcnt help to navigate the Drurncree 

dispute? 

We know that. as a concept. parity of esteem enjoys broad support in the community. 

even though there is a considerable degree of dispute about the precise nature of the concept and 

its efficacy in the conflict. We also know that it forms the backdrop to British and Irish 

proposals for changing the nature of relations between the two communities within the province. 

We know too that parity of esteem operates on two axes. The first mis is concerned with 

equality issues and relates to things like access to education. housing. employment, health 

services and the like. The second a i s  is concerned with recognition of the province's two 

politicaily and culturally divergent traditions. Here. the emphasis is on institutional legitimacy. 

the right to possess a different identity narrative and to have important elements of that narrative 

represented in and via the institutions of the state. In terms of' the Agreement, we know that it re- 

constituted Northem Ireland in line with the principles and ideals of parity of esteem. We know 

that the Agreement is meant to operate on a cross-community basis. where the political 

representatives of' each tradition must accept that it does not possess the unilateral right to 

control the institutions of the state, to exercise a veto over policy decisions. or to have its own 



political aspirations and cultural attachments regarded as superior or more worthy than the 

Other's. 

With this as our background framework then. how might we adjudicate the Orangemen's 

demand to parade down the Garvaghy Road? One possibility offered by Norman Porter runs this 

way. 

[Iln judging that.. . [an] expression should be circumscribed in specific instances. 
contextual considerations are...relied upon to decide whether such a judgement is 
warranted. For instance. in a particular historical situation would unresüicted cultural 
expression amount to a serious and not merely a trivial misrecognition of another 
cultural identity? 
Relating this question to the controversial issue of Orange marches passing dong 
'traditional routes' now inhabited by a nationalist majoriiy that does not want them, the 
answer seems to me unambiguously yes. The content of Orangeism does amount to a 
denigration of 3 nationalist identity and this is the tùndarnental matter at stake. although 
Orangemen disagree. To place restrictions on their access to areas where they are not 
wanted, especially given a context where the mutual mistmst of nationalists and 
unionists remains very deep, is not a senous infnngement of Orangemen's civil and 
religious liberties since these can be exercised at leisure elsewhere. It is simply to say 
that clairning a rîght to march through certain areas is neither an absolute rntitlemenr nor 
a claim that is spared evaluation of what its exercise rnrans. And a crucial part of what it  
means is a serious misrecognition of another cultural identity and this. I think. is what 
must count against id9 

For Porter. the primary focus is on recognition. or more precisely. its opposite. misrecognition. 

h d  as Porter makes clear. the nature of the misrecognition has to be more rhan merely triviai- 

it has to be of such significance that the denigntion of the cultural attachments of the Other are 

unambiguous. For al1 intents and purposes. the Drumcree parade passing d o m  the Garvaghy 

Road with its syrnbols of the Protestant ascendancy and Orange culture underscoring notions of 

political and cultural triumphalism would fulfill the criteria of a signiticant act of misrecognition 

of the Other. But surely an objection could be raised that the line of reasoning evident in Porter's 

analysis owes nothing to parity of esteem or the Agreement. but is derived from an adherence to 

a principle of cultural pluralism reinforced by notions of mutual respect. tolerance. and 

sensitivity? 

In a sense, this is me. It would be possible to defend a judgment to re-route or ban a 

parade (or part thereof) on the grounds that it breaches a notion of tolerance and mutual 



recognition that a culturally pluralistic society must be seen to endorse. The point. however. is 

that Northem Ireland does not possess the civic or political culture that would provide the 

conditions to make such an argument sufficiently convincing to the population at large. Quite 

simply, making a determination with respect to a parade on principles of cultural pluralism 

relies on what it sets out to achieve-the acceptance of cultural pluralism itself. That is. it entails 

an acceptance of the view that one lives in a culturally pluralist society. and that living in such a 

society will sornetimes limit the forms and modes of political and cultural expressions so as not 

to offend others. Thus, cultural pluralism requires a reasonably robust regime of mutual respect 

and toletance because the recognition of diversity carries with it challenges to the political. 

cultural, social. legal, econornic. and mon1 noms of society. It is the absence of this regime that 

Northem Ireland needs to address. 

The significance of parity of esteem and the clgrrrrnrnr becomes clearer once we 

recognize the important role they play in creating the conditions where cultural pluralism might 

become an accepted nom. Of course. cultural pluralism on its own will not solve Northern 

Ireland's pro blems. I t leaves untouched the antagonistic and munially rxc lusive po litical 

aspirations that lie at the hem of unionism and nationalism for instance. And yet here again 

parity of esteem and the Agreement play a crucial role. for they challenge those narratives so 

fundamental to the maintenance of the rxclusivist political and cultural out100 k that holds such a 

tight grip on political and cultural imaginations in the province. For instance. parîty of esteem 

makes it clear that the public sphere will not be the exclusive preserve of one çommunity's 

aspirations and anachrnents, that just one tradition will provide the narrative that M e s  the 

public sphere. And the Agreement ensures that the institutional structures of the province reflect 

the diversity of aspirations within. which in itself would provide some impenis for a process of 

continual reflection about the nature of Northern Ireland's political identity. This is not to 

suggest that the existence of parîty of esteem and the Agreemenr will necessarily be successfu1 

in Nming Northem Ireland into a flourishing cosrnopolitan society marked by plurality and 

difference, where noms  of mutual respect and toIerance form the basis of social relations. What 

1 do want to suggest though is that such a situation will be beyond the reach of the province 



without a concept like parity of esteem and the Agreement (or something very much like the 

Agreement) being part and parce1 of political and cultural discourse. 

In the absence of a public sphere where political and cultural diversity form part of the 

public imagination, judgments regarding controversiai issues like parades necessarily depend 

upon the existence of concepts and constitution-like structures that act as aspirational guides for 

judgment. Parity of esteem and the Agreernenr provide that background to render judgrnents 

about parades possible. Indeed. these background tiameworks do not just make judgments 

possible they make them defensible. 

Judgment is a key feature of life. From our persona1 lives where we engage Our capacity 

for practical reason to the major political, cultunl and social debates that require rvaluations 

about the nature of our society and the goods it values and embodies within its institutions. we 

are compelled to judge." When the standards we use to make our judgrnents are found wanting. 

the judgments rendered will more than likely be found wanting also. In a situation lacking 

cornmon standards. or when there is such deep social antagonism that the standards held by one 

half of the population will be decried as biased motifs by the other halC there is a need to 

unravel existing structures and re-create new ones. It is clear that Northem Ireland needs to 

unravel the narratives that bave created a society composed of identities that see the Other as a 

threat. This much seerns obvious. But the simplicity of this need hides the difficulties attached 

to the task. How exactly do you go about unraveling someone's. or a group's. identity? 

One answer (arnong many possibilities) is to embrace concepts and institutional 

structures that make the continued exercise of narrow identity-narratives unworkable. Parity of 

esteem and the Agreement perforrn just this task. Together these two influences have made the 

rantings of Ian Paisley and his ilk appear more narrowly self-interested and overtly hostile to 

political and cultural tolerance than a direct appeal to liberal virtues like individual freedom and 

mutuai respect have been able to manage. Put differently, parity of esteem and the Agreement 

make it possible to make the discriminating judgments that a society like Northem Ireland 

requires. They facilitate judgments that rely on contextual circumstances and provide these 

judgments with the moral support necessary for their broad scde acceptance. And importantly, 



they contribute to the long-term process of unraveling that is so necessary in Northem Ireland. 

They provide the background fnmeworks against which such unraveling is made possible and 

create spaces for the articulation of identity narratives more tolerant of diversity. and with a 

greater capacity for political and cultural dialogue across traditional boundaries. 

IV. Conclusion 

The relationship between concepts. constitutions and judgrnents should now be clear. We c m  

see that in the context of having to adjudicate difficult disputes like those surrounding parades in 

Northem Ireland. there is a clear need to retlect upon the ways in which these three elements 

combine to either make good judgments possible. or to render such judgments more difficult. 

We have seen that the issues surrounding Parades involve more than disputes over contested 

rights clairns-they involve long-standing arguments over the right to enjoy and control public 

space. for public space to reflect just one tradition. or whether one group can effectively silence 

the expression of a cultural idrntity altogethrr. We are now more suitably placed to understand 

what lies behind these claims and to see more clearly that the dispute over parades in Nonhern 

Ireland is. as the Aiorth Repon put it. a microcosm of the much larger conflict. But in so much as 

we now know how to reflect on the issues surrounding Parades. we also find ourselves well 

positioned to refiect on the larger issues of the conflict. Such was the purpose of this chapter. 

and of Part II-to illuminate the larger issues by engaging in a critical discussion of the smaller 

ones. Let us now proceed to a review of the relationship between political theory and Northern 

Ireland and reîlect on they ways in which these two conversations speak to each other's 

concerns. 
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Independent Review of Parades and ibiarches 1997 (executive sumrnary). p. 3 Hereafter cited 
as the North Report so narned after the Chair of the review Comrnittee. Dr. Peter North. 
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c!eu. What 1 am suggesting is that thcsc countrics posscss institutions thar cnjoy a broad-bajed 
sense of political legitimacy, which has deep roots in their culture. and is part of their historical 
c harac ter. 

Ibid. 

4 Contrast the right to assembly with the right to individual security or the right to a frec 
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5 Convention t'or the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedorns. Article 1 I ( 1 )  & 
(2) (my emphasis) 

6 Although the history freedom of expression in many nations is filled with attempts to rrgulate 
the content of speech as much as the f o m  of speech. Obscenity laws and libel laws are both 
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of the ways in which the doctrine of neutrality has been applied in cases involved freedom of 
expression in the United States see Michael J. Sandel. Democracy's Discontent: rlrnrrica in 
Search of a Pzdlic Philosophy. The Belknap Pmss of Harvard University Press. Camb. Mass., 
1 996. chapter 3. 

7 Joseph Ruane and Jennifer Todd. Dynamics of conflict in Northern Ireland. pp. 108- 1 10 
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province were at an impasse. 

9 One might well expect Catholics/nationaiists inside Northem Ireland to regard Orange parades 
as sectarian and anachronistic. However, with the exception of a small number of revisionist 
jomaiists in the North and the Republic (who write on specific pandes as "invited guestsl' and 
comment on the "picnic-type" atmosphere of parade days), Orange parades appear to be 
regarded by most observers as anachronistic displays of sectarian triumphalism. See. Michael 
Ignatieff' Blood and Belonging: Joseph Ruane and Jennifer Todd, The dynamics of conjlicr in 
~Vorthern Ireland. pp. 1 08- 1 1 O. 
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this chapter. 
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Chicago Press, 1983. See also Charles Taylor, Saierces of rhr Self; Part 1 and his 'Explanation 
and Practical Reason' in his Philosophical Arguments. pp. 34-60 



PART III 

THEORY IN CONTEXT: JUSTICE, 
DIVERSITY, AND NORTHERN IRELAND 



Chapter 7 

Reflecting on Theory and Northem Ireland 



A defense of toleration doesn't have to be a defense of difference. 1t c m  be. and often is, 
nothing more than an argument fiom necessity.' 

Michael Walzer is correct when he notes that a defense of toleration does not depend on 

a defense of difference, but could we imagine a situation where difference is extolled as a vimie 

and tolerance is absent? And yet in some ways this seems to often be the case in Northern 

Irelmd. !t is not novel to encounte: ovemires tu diffcrence or divcrsity in h c  public discoursc of 

Northern Ireland while at the sarne time witnessing a situation in which tolerance of the Other is 

missing. Essentially, ways must be found whereby appeals to difference corne to be regarded as 

identity-affirming rather than identity-threatening quests. And this seems to hit on the major 

dilemma in Northern Ireland, and a major concem of political theo.. Namely. how to conceive 

of public institutions in ways which create comrnonality while fistering diversity and 

difference. Of course. 1 am assuming here that diversity and difference are ideals worthy of 

pursuit and that some form of cornrnonality is possible once we render it vulnerable to the 

claims of difference. Yet these are assumptions that have to be argued for. some of which we 

did in Part 1 in Our discussion of Taylor. Young. and Kymlicka. 1 am also assurning that it is 

possible to conceive of Northem Ireland in terms of both commonality and difference. Having 

discussed parity of esteem. the Agreement. and Parades in Part II. it should now be clear that 

such a conception is at least possible. even if changes io social relations in the province have yet 

to take on a significantly different (and positive) hue. 

In this final part, 1 re-engage the political theoretical discussion we began in Part 1 and 

reflect on what we might now consider to be its core relevance to a society like Northem 

Ireland. To be true to the characterization of our discussion 1 drew in the Introduction-as a 

conversation between two distinct, but reiated, dialogues-1 also reflect on the ways in which 

the Northem Irish confiict sheds light on debates within political theory, most notably, those 

debates that focus on the politics of recognition and difference in the work of Taylor, Young and 

Kyrnlicka. Or to put it differently. I want to illuminate how each of the theoristç we discussed in 

Part I speaks to the problems in Northem Ireland as we came to understand them in Part 11. 1 



then ask whether what we now know about Northern Ireland illuminates particular aspects of. or 

tensions within, the theoretical work of each of the theorists. 

I proceed by reflecting on the general thematic question posed in Part 1-namely, what 

does justice require in a diverse society like Northem Ireland? We have already encountered the 

alternative arguments employed by each of the theorists. as they account for justice in diverse 

societies. What we will now do is reflect on the ways each of them would consider the three 

issues we discussed in Part Il-parity of esteem. the rlgrrernenr. and Parades in order to bring 

the two conversotions together in a dialogue conceming the problems of justice in diverse 

societies. I will continue to stress the relationship between concepts. constitutions and judgment 

raised in Part II  in order to highlight the ways that the theot-ists see their own tlieoretical 

arguments comected to the every day practices of political life. 

1. Taylor: recognition and deep diversity 

For Taylor. justice is about recognition-recognition of' distinct cultural identities. like 

the Quebecois in Canada. For Taylor. recognition is not n good that anses out of an observance 

of key liberal virtues like tolerance. respect. or pluralism (although for Taylor. these are al1 

essential characteristics of a just society). Rather. recognition is a vital human need that emerges 

out of the complex interactions in both our private and public lives. Put simply. our identities 

are Fomed. in part. through Our interactions with others. Hence. if the image we have of 

ourselves is reflected back to us in negative ways. the outcornes for our self-understandings and 

self-image could be devastating. 

So. the argument goes. if one's identity is integral to one's sense of self. then the ways 

and foms in which one's identity is recognized by others is also integral io our sense of 

ourselves. In the private sphere, intimate relations have a direct bearing on our identity. We 

know diat if someone we are intimately connected with constantly demeans us. our sense of 

ourselves will suffer as result. The dynamic is the same in the public sphere. If one's identity is 

demeaned, or ignored? then the image we have of ourselves becomes distorted. It is distorted 

because we filter our personal narratives through existing social narratives. So, to use the 

examples Taylor does, to be black in the United States, or to be a feminist in a patriarchai 



society is to find oneself in hostile surroundings. where one's identity is effectively 

misrecognized by the distortions of the dominant form of social relations existing in the public 

sphere. 

What justice requires then is tindistorted recognition of different identities. nie problem. 

of course. is what counts as undistorted recognition. and which identities are to count-cultural 

identities. social identities, or political identities and so on. To understand the reasons behind 

ïàylor's advocacy for cultural identities. we must remind ourselves that for Taylor. identities are 

forrned through language. Language is the key to everything. It is through language that we 

interpret the world. through language that we articulate who we are, it is through language that 

we disclose our identities to each other and it is through language that we have Our identities 

recognized ancilor misrecognized. 

This helps to rxplain why Taylor is intimately wedded to the idea of distinct society 

status for Quebec rvithin the existing framework of a federal Canada. The problem for 

francophones in Quebec is that k e y  perceive a lack of recognition (by the rest of Canada) of 

their distinct cultural identity. embodied in a distinct language and deserving of special status.' 

For Taylor. recognition is an end in itself-without which one risks being locked in a world of 

distorted and demeaning social relations with the requisite negative political. cultural. economic 

and legal consequences. So for Taylor, doing justice in culturally diverse societies requires an 

official recognition of the distinct nature of different cultural identities. 

There are many points at which Taylor's theory of recognition and the three features of 

the Northern Ireland conHict connect. First, there is a link between parity of esteem and 

recognition of diverse and yet distinct identities. There is little doubt that the political and 

cultural discounes of both communities in Northem Ireland distort the identity of the Other. 

Bearing in mind that Taylor's explicit aim in the 'Politics of Recognition' is to demonstrate the 

negative political, cultural, social. and individual consequences that flow from distortions in 

group relations, it could be suggested that parïty of esteem represents an important step toward 

the abolition of misrecognition in the province. How? A fundamental feature of Taylor's theory 



of recognition is the presumption of equal worth he advocates as necessary for dialogue across 

political and cultural fiontiers. He notes: 

How can this presumption be grounded?. . . [Mlerely on the human level. one could argue 
that it is reasonable to suppose that cultures that have provided the horizon of rneaning 
for large nurnbers of human beings, of diverse characters and temperaments. over a long 
period of time-that have, in other words. articulated their sense of the good. the holy. 
the admirable-are almost certain to have sornething that deserves our admiration and 
respect, even if it is accompanied by much that we have to abhor and reject. Perhaps one 
could out it another way: i t  woiild take a supreme arrogance to discount this possibility 3 

. )  prion. 

Arguably. this is precisely what parity of esteem attempts to establish. narnely. the presumption 

of equal worth of both traditions to facilitate a genuine dialogue between the two comrnunities. 

It is this exploratory dynarnic behind the concept-its capacity to create the conditions where 

dialogue is made possible-that holds out the possibility of understanding the Other in new and 

(hopefuliy) more respecthl ways. 

A more troubling feature of parity of esteem discussed in Part II. however. was the sense 

in which the concept appeared to require a positive valuation of the political and cultural 

attachrnents of identities that were inherently antagonistic to one's own. Wc observed via 

Norman Porter that the idea of "esteerning" a cultural identity and a political aspiration that one 

quite simply loathes is too much to ask in such a volatile situation. And even with al1 the 

goodwill in the world. would it be right to endorse a concept that appeared to render value 

judgrnents about political aspirations and cultural practices in such a relativist way? We need to 

inquire about the capacity of the concept to render critical judgrnents with respect to the co.onrrnt 

of traditional narratives. 

One line of inquiry takes us back to the problem that parity of esteem was designed to 

address. Or to put it differently, we might want to distinguish between the intention of the 

concept, its implications, and possible outcornes. It is tmet as we observed in our discussion in 

Part II that the conceptual apparatus underlying the concept is vulnerable to charges of 

relativisrn. That is. there is a sense in which people are asked to "esteem" or value an identity 

because someone else bears it. Now it would not be difficult to imagine identities for which 

such a demand would be impossible to meet (Nazis spring to mind, or white supremacists, or 



perhaps the Taliban in Afghanistan). I am not convinced. however. that that is what is being 

demanded in the narne of parity of esteem in the case of Northem Ireland. It is undoubtedly true 

that there is an inherent dernand that the core elernents to the identities of both traditions be 

accorded a level of respect as a matter of course. Now just what counts as a "core element" will 

no doubt be the cause of some debate. But there are a couple of core elements that should be 

beyond debate. As the Agreement makes clear, there are two traditions in Northern Ireland. 

Consequently. we c m  dispense with (or at least reject and condemn) those views that attempt to 

deny the existence of an Other in possession of an authentic political and cultural identity. 

Moreover. the Agreement acknowlrdged that each of the two traditions possessed a 

comprehensive and legitimate political aspiration. but that such aspirations were simply that- 

aspirations. Accordingly. the political priority in Northem Ireland is to establish institutions that 

would represent both cornmunities-again this is a hnction both of parity of esteem and the 

Agreement. Further still, it should be beyond reasonable debate that any narrative which dcfined 

its mode of belonging to the province in exclusivist political or cultural tems was guilty of 

misrecognizing the identity of approxirnately half the population of the province. In these 

respects, there are some certaintirs that parity of esteern establishes. even if these are merely 

foundations for further dialogue. 

For al1 these reasons, Porter's proposal to exchange the words "parity of esteem" Cor "due 

recognition" would go some way towards remedying the conceptual weaknesses inherent in the 

concept. That is, to give an identity its "due" does not arnount to unqualified support for the 

content of that identity. On the contrary, it lis a reasonable request which encourages 

deliberation and informed judgments about what individual, cultural and political identities are 

entitled to given the different types of claims they imply and the historical context in which they 

are made? Although it mitigates the relativistic tendencies inherent in parity of esteem. due 

recognition does not avoid the dificulties associated with making judgments of worth about 

cultural and politicai identities. And here 1 think lies the proper issue for considention, namely. 

the relationship between the modes of recognizing the Other and the judgments we make about 

the proper nature and purposes of recognition. 



There are two crucial elements to rethinking the conflict in Northem Ireland. The first is 

simply to move people beyond the borders that demarcate one identity From another and 

reinforce distorted modes of recognition in an effort to create spaces for critical encounters 

between the two communities. But this first element requires a second element. and that is the 

ability to make critical judgments with respect to ail identities-one's own, one's group. one's 

histoncal tradition as well as the Other's. I t  is precisely because of the intenelationship between 

these two elements that I highlighted and made explicit the links between concepts. 

constitutions and judgments in Part 11. 1 wanted to make it clear that theoretical concepts were 

important because of the role they played in creating fimewvorks (whether these rue 

constitutional tiameworks or simply normative ideals) against which. or within which. political 

and cultural dialogues would take place. So. although Porter is right to point to the conceptual 

weaknesses inherent in the concept of parity of esteem. 1 am not convinced these weaknesses 

render the concept as problematic as he does. For one thing, on a practical level. the concept has 

already assumed a particular place in the political and cultural lexicon of the province. And 

despite some key misgivings. it continues to provide a buffer between the most extreme views 

on both sides of the divide. For another. 1 do not put the same store in the ability of the concept 

to frustrate dialogue between groups. So perhaps a desire to be rid of the concept altogether 

misses an important point. 

Like al1 concepts. parity of esteem is limited. It is a concept. not a comprehensive 

constitutional package. By far the most important tunction it performs is that one which 

challenges the basic narratives that are brought to political negotiations and to cultural 

encounters in the public sphere. The challenge is to at least consider the Other, and to consider 

the ways in which the narrative of the Other is integrai to the identity of the province as well as 

considering how it has been instrumental in the construction of one's own identity. The idea as 1 

see it, is to create just enough space where an exchange between those for whom the idea of a 

dialogue is considered out of the ordinary might take place. What parity of esteem does is focus 

attention on the spaces in which such dialogue will occur, whether they be encounters in social 

space, constitutional negotiations, or mediations between resident's groups and Orangemen. And 



it is its role in bringing the different parties together in the process that led to the Agreement that 

1 see as its fhdamental contribution. 

Justice-based concepts are not the sole deteminants of cnticd judgments. On the 

contrary. concepts are brought to brar on problems arising out of political. cultural and social 

contexts in which existing judgrnent-frameworks are already in place. The problem in Northem 

Ireland is that the pre-existing judgment-frameworks were unjust to the extent that they 

misrecognized the identity of large numbers of people and the groups to which those people 

belonged. To put it in the language of political theory. the normative principlss shaping the 

institutional context of a polity provide the key values which make political judgments possible. 

In an important sense then. parity of esteem had already fulfilled its central task when it 

facilitated the political talks that preceded the Agreement and established a set of institutions in 

the province that give official recognition to both traditions. It is the normative thrust behind 

parity of esteem that creates the possibility of a diverse polity in Northem Ireland. What is of 

consequence for political judgment siibsequrnt to the act of constitution is the scopr of 

interpretations about the nature and meaning of the normative idcds constituted as part of the 

polity's identity. And it is here. at the point where normative ideals meet political judçments that 

Taylor's notion of deep diversity has some resonance with the cultunlly diverse make-up of 

Northern Ireland. 

Deep diversity establishes a differentiated conception of citizenship that allows for 

alternative modes of belonging in a diverse polis. [n Taylor's Canadian context. deep diversity 

involves constitutionally recognizing Qwbec as a distinct society and granting the province a 

degree of autonomy within the structures of Canadian federalism. The importance of political 

autonomy is that it permits the people of Quebec (via their representative institutions) to 

establish policies reflecting Quebec's distinct culture. So. for instance. Quebec could morally 

justi& their "French firstff language policy, education policy, immigration policy, and so on by 

recouse to a principle of democratic consent derived from the collective aspirations of the 

people of Quebec. The province is not, however, sovereign. Political autonomy operates under 

the umbrella of the Canadian State. So there are different levels of belonging For the citizens of 



Quebec. Their prirnaq mode of belonging is expressed via their identification with Quebec, but 

because of Quebec's relationship to Canada, they also belong to Canada. A notion of citizenship 

that admits of core differences in modes of belonging thus replaces the ideal of undifferentiated 

citizenship common to liberal democratic states. Citizens are differentiated by the alternative 

cultural and political ways they belong to the state. 

Deep diversity's contravention of the liberal tenet of equal and undifferentiated 

citizenship Faces the critical objection that individuals who do not belong in the ways defined by 

the majonty run the risk of political and cultural alienation at best and profound inequality of 

consideration (in terms of public policy) at worst. Taylor's answer (as we noted in Pari t) to this 

objection is that what marks a liberal society out is the way it treats its minorities. not its 

adherence to the principle of common citizenship. He states: 

On this view. a society c m  be oqanized around a definition of the good life. wirhout this 
being seen as a depreciation of those who do not personally share this definition. Where 
the nature of the good requires that it be sought in common. this is the reason for its 
being the object of public policy. According to this conception. a liberal society singles 
itself out as such by the way in which it treats minorities. including those who do not 
share public definitions of the good; and above all. by the rights it accords to al1 its 
members. In this case. the rights in question are conceived to be the fundamental and 
crucial ones that have been recognized as such from the very beginning of the liberai 
tradition: the right to life, liberty. due process. free speech. free practise of religion. and 
the like.' 

For Taylor then. as long as a society recognizes the fundamental rights that have emerçed with 

liberalism, there is no reason to fear a differentiated conception of citizenship. The 

constitutional recognition of Fundamental (individual) rîghts would serve to protect the 

individual while the constitutional recognition of distinct society status of Quebec ma'timizes 

the public policy scope of Quebecken. 

Taylor's notion of deep diversity operates on two aues. Firstly. it constructs a normative 

fiamework within which divergent political and cultural goods c m  be accommodated within one 

political system. Where, for example, Quebec's collective goal to maintain French or its political 

goal of self-government is given explicit constitutional recognition. Secondly, it establishes a 

normative fiamework for managing the tension between collective authonty and individual 



fieedom. n ia t  is, the collective aspirations of Quebeckers are subject to limits prescribed by the 

(constitutionalized) fundamental rights inherent in the liberal tradition mentioned above. 

The theoretical framework of deep diversity can be brought to bear on Northem Ireland 

in several ways. Firstly, Taylor's theoretical approach to deep diversity exemplifies the 

relationship 1 articulated throughout Part II between concepts. constitutions and judgments. That 

is, Taylor redefines the concept of citizenship to allow for divergent identities. then situates his 

concept of differentiai citizenship within a consririrrional structure that both recognizes distinct 

identities bearing political and cultural attachments and simultmeously guaranteed certain 

minimum standards of freedom and equality that can not be infi-inged by the collective. The 

principal (political) effect of deep diversity is located at the point of political jzrcigment where 

provincial autonomy mwimizes the collective's control over public policy. IF  we tm to 

Northem Ireland. we c m  see a similar logic at work. Parity of esteem reconfigures the concept 

of citizenship to allow for divergent political aspirations and cultural attachmants: the 

Agreement consritirrionally recognizes the distinct identities of the two traditions: and public 

policies on everything From employment to the Parades issue compel jlidgrnenrs that take 

account of Northem Ireland's divenity. In this light. the theoreticai framework of Taylor's deep 

diversity and the normative structures underlying the Agreement are similarly situated. 

Secondly, Taylor's advocacy of deep diversity gives theoretical support to a revised 

notion of political unity. In deep diversity, there are several modes of belonging which overlap 

in the public sphere. So. for instance. anglophones in Quebec might not define dieir primary 

identification with Quebec, opting instead to identiQ as Canadians who happen to live in 

Quebec (in much the same way as someone in Ontario or British Columbia would likely identiQ 

themselves as Canadians first and Ontarian or British Colurnbian second). In this sense, the 

unity of Quebec's public sphere is founded on an ideal of diversity, far removed fiom an ideal of 

cultural or political homogeneity. The by-product of this overlap of identities is a public sphere 

composed of diverse aspirations and values, and yet founded on a pnnciple of political 

engagement that reflects a common allegiance to the institutions of the state. Another way of 

expressing this is via the phrase "unity through diversity". In the context of Northem Ireland, the 



phrase "unity through diversity" captures the essence behind the attempt to foster common 

allegiance to political institutions precisely because these institutions are constitutive of 

Northem Ireland's diversity. Comrnonality is expressed via cornmon institutions. but these same 

institutions reflect a diversity of ways of belonging to, or identifying with, the province. 

There are. of course. some key differences between Taylor's Canadian-Quebec context 

and Northem Ireland. The most obvious is that the ideai ooF self-government for the two 

cornmunitirs is not a viable option. due rnostly to the h c t  that they do not exist in territorial 

concentrations. Secondly, there is no overarching state common to both communities (although. 

as Richard Kearney and others have pointed out. the idea of a Federal Europe of Regions holds 

out the prospect of a reconfi~gured common identity devoid of the major pitfalls of the nation- 

state narrative in unionism and nationa~ism).~ Thirdly. the differences interna1 to Quebec 

(between francophones. anglophones. and allophones) are not intertwined with the same 

intensity as the deep antagonisms and the history of communal violence evident in Northem 

Ireland. By far the most important implications of the differences between the two cases is that 

the two cornmunities in Northem Ireland need to spend a much greater effort in finding ways to 

recognize the lrgitimacy of the Other prior to their engagement of the Other in a context of 

mutud respect. 

Nonetheless. there are key points of convergence between Taylor's theoretical work on 

recognition and deep diversity and the demands of justice in Northem Ireland. Taylor conceives 

of justice in terms of recognizing the fundamental social ontology of individual identities. He 

demonstrates the links between cultural and political location and individual and/or group 

identity. He demonstrates the link between normative ideals and constitutional recognition and 

how recognition of the Other is fundamental to political diversity. Further. we have noted the 

ways in which Taylor's advocacy of differentiated citizenship corresponds to the dernands of a 

diverse polity in Northem Ireland. However, 1 want to tum now to consider the problem I raised 

regarding deep diversity in chapter 3 and consider the implications of this problem for Northem 

Ireland. 



In my earlier discussion of deep diversity (in chapter 3, 1 raised two critical issues. The 

first related to the fimdamental rights Taylor observed as crucial safeguards to individual 

fieedom and equality while the second concemed the public appeal of deep diversity in a society 

composed of conflicting identities. As far as fundamental rights is concemed. the arnbiguity lies 

not in the nghts themselvrs, but in the interpretative scope of the rights and their capacity to 

proscnbe limits to collective authority. Taylor is correct to suggest that the fundamental rights 

of tiee speech, tiee press, association and the like. should be beyond debate. That is, they are 

rights integral to the development of a fiee and indeed ethical democracy. But debates over 

rights have nearly always been over their scope in a democntic order. or the waps in which their 

"fundamentahess" has been concrived and practiced, rather than their existence per se. So. for 

instance. debates tend to focus on whether the right to fiee speech can tmmp the demand to live 

fiee from harassment and intimidation. Or, equally importantly. whether rights owe their 

"fundamental" status to those who distinguish nghts from the good and prioritize rights in a 

democratic society. As a panicipant in these debates Taylor is al1 too aware that the dominant 

liberal ideal of prioritizing ri@ holds sway in most societies. The problem. as Taylor 

conceives it. is that the tension7 between individual freedorn (rights) and collective wviil (the 

comrnon good) has corne to be debated and worked through in the judicial arena (where 

questions of the good are excluded) iristead of the public sphere (where questions of the good 

are properly considered). The consequence is that the "difference biind", or "simple equality". or 

overly abstract conception of rights inherent to conventional liberal societies renders the claims 

for recognition and differential consideration of groups void. 

We observed in chapter 3 that the constitutional recognition of distinct society status for 

Quebec was defeated when the Meech Lake Accord failed the ratification process.%ow the 

reasons for the failure are cornplex and variedS9 But a significant factor in the defeat of Meech 

was that the majority of Canadians outside Quebec, and a significant number of minority groups 

inside Quebec were fundamentally opposed to a constitutional regime that appeared to 

legitimate the subordination of individual rights to collective (i.e. provincial) authority. As 

T ~ y l o r  argues, liberal tenets like constitutional protection of individual rights (such as in the 



Charter of Rights and Freedoms) have corne to be regarded as synonymous with the 

fundamentai status of rights. That is, devoid of the constitutional status to tnimp democratic 

institutions. rights become vulnerable to political will. The idea that individual rights are best 

protected via constitutions has another effect. It means that interpretations of the scope and 

limits of these rights will take place in legal arenas. which by their nature are not open to public 

debate.IO For Taylor. this is lamentable, for the idea behind deep diversity is to prescribe a new 

lexicon where political rights are not discussed simply in terms of individual rights or in terms 

of equal (i.r. undi fferentiated) citizenship. Instead, he envisages a vibrant civil society where 

people debate issues of the good, where these debates are taken up in the public sphere. 

articulated and further debated through the institutions of the state. and then considrred as 

primary source material for political judgment. There is then a large dose of democratic 

participation in Taylor's scheme that is ruled out by the forma1 procedures of judicial review. 

But is this not what precisely happened in the case of Meech? Was it not the case that Meech 

was defeated. at least in some important respects. by the collective desire of non-Quebeckers for 

the Charter to remain trumps? The public debate seemed to suggest that this was at l e s t  

partidly me-that faced with the possibility of differentiated citizenship. many Canadians 

opted for cornmon citizenship. 

By far the most important element to deep diversity is the idea of differentiated 

citizenship lying at its core. What is troubling though is identifying the most suitable means of 

institutionalizing differentiated citizenship while remaining faithful to the equally important 

ideals of Fundamental nghts and collective or group arithority. And yet here, perhaps there are 

important lessons to be leamt fiom Northem Ireland. Northem Ireland has a differentiated 

conception of citizenship but within a context of fundamental rights protection. That is. the 

Agreement constitutionalized two identities. each with its own political aspirations and cultural 

attachments underw-ritten by the ECHR. In so doing, it established that each cornmunity 

expressed its relationship to the institutions of the province via alternative routes. For unionists. 

Northem Ireland is an autonomous province of the United Kingdom, culturally British, sharing a 

deep with British constitutional history. For nationalists, Northem Ireland is part of 



Ireland, is culturally Irish, and (aspirationally) belongs to the tradition of Irish republicanism 

that established the Irish Republic. In establishing the equal legitimacy of both identities, the 

Agreement fundamentally casts the nature of political judgrnent in the direction of communal 

diversity, requiring judgments that reflect this diversity. 

In a sense. this is what deep diversity is al1 about. Navigating the many-sided tension 

between individual nghts, cultural rights, and group rights in a context of deep communal 

antagonisrn 1s. as the Parades issue made cleu, not helped by recourse to overly abstract or 

forrnalized renderings of civil rights. But it is made possible by the recognition of diversity. In 

the context of Northern Ireland. with its conflicting identities and its history of violent 

antagonisrn between the two communities. the ideal of deep diversity is more a pragmatic 

necessity thm an interesting departure from conventional liberal notions of citizenship. 1 ts broad 

appeal lies in giving those previously excluded from an equal say in the institutions of the state a 

more significant role-one that compels the normative framework underlying political judgment 

to be open to the claims of political and cultunl Othen. This is in direct contrast to the situation 

in Canada where some of those nomally identified with exclusion frorn political and cultural 

affain (immigrant groups. and women) placed their faith in ideal of common ci t i~enshi~."  So 

we have an interesting and complex iriference to draw from this: the more apparent the 

difference in political and cultural attachments of groups, the more obvious the need for a 

differentiated conception of citizenship. But such an inference would seem to contradict the very 

basis of liberal democracy, does it not? 

The answer to this question, as we now know, is no. Although libenl institutions have 

professed to be neutrai with respect to substantive political, cultural, social. and religious 

conceptions of the good, the historical experiences of minorities in every western liberal 

democratic society suggests othenvise. Contemporary political theorists like Taylor, Young, and 

Kymiicka recognize the problematic nature of liberalism's earlier exhortations to difference 

blindness. But we also know just how important the relationship between the development of 

liberalism and the rise of the nation-state has been. Far from being contradictory political 

visions, they have, since the nineteenth century (and reinvigorated in the post-colonialism of the 



twentieth century) been CO-dependent. Nation-states defined in terms of a more or less 

homogenous culture, that when confronted with cultural differences through immigration 

embraced assimilationist policies to neutralize cultural differences. have proved to be the nom. 

Societies like Canada, with at least two" culturaily divergent founding nations have been the 

exception to the rule. Ireland was no different. T'he immediate post-colonial period in the 

Republic was driven by the attempt to constmct a nation dong the lines of a culturally 
* * 

homogenous. reiigiously undit'ferentiated, ethnically distinct. society." Although the process of 

'national reconstruction' was progressively replaced by a more tolerant and diverse vision of the 

nation. it remains t u e  that the political development of Ireland, like so many other countries. 

passed through the idea of a politically and culturally homogenous stage of a unified national 

identi ty . 
We should not be surprised then that as minorities emerge from the shadows of political 

and cultural exclusion that the normative basis of liberalisrn will be challenged. and held 

accountable to its professed goals of procedural faimess and equal justice. This is the dynamic 

that confronts notions of common citizenship in western societies like Canada, the United States 

and Great Britain. The tact that such a divided society like Northern lreland might actually 

embrace differentiated citizenship and a reasonably cohesive society like Canada continues to 

suuggle with its loyalty to common citizenship needs to be understood in this light. So 

understood. the challenge of differentiated citizenship, or of deep diversity generally. is to 

illuminate the problematic nature of conventional liberal tenets of equal citizenship to those who 

most commonly seek its protection-minorities. 

Taylor's quest for a public sphere characterized by an on-going debate regarding the political 

and cultural ends of society sits comfortably alongside the re-constructive aims inherent in 

parity of esteem and the Agreement. Parity of esteem aims to create an atmosphere where 

dialogue between traditions is used to foster an understanding about the political and cultural 

attachments of the Other, while the Agreement institutionalizes political and cultural diversity, 

imposing an alternative, more diverse normative framework on political judgrnent. Since Taylor 



places such a considerable weight on the importance of language to politics. especially in the 

realm of the public sphere where citizens articulate their sense of the good in political debate. 

the expressly dialogical or disclosive element to parity of esteem resonates with Taylor's broad 

political and philosophical approach. 

There are then. several similarities between Taylor's notion of recognition and deep 

diversity and the theoretical iiamework behind the drive to diversity in Northern Ireland. They 

share a theoretical dynamic that draws together the links between concepts. constitutions and 

judgments. They both aim to reconstruct the norms of ordinary political and cultural discourse 

in order to let people speak in an authoritative voice absent oppression and social denigration. 

They both attempt to found a public sphere where encounters with Othen take place in an 

atmosphere of respect rather than suspicion. And both parity of esteem and recognition share a 

common critique of conventional notions of the public sphere. where commonality based on 

political and cultural goods is (rightly) shunned in favour of a more flexible notion of belonging 

where different identities c m  express their diverse attachments in a shared spacr. The aim then. 

is to create a public sphere where the dominant mode of belonging is defined in ierms of an 

association rather than in tems of a political or cu1turai contract based on the illusion of 

commonality. But there is a need to move beyond deep diversity. and we see that in the way Iris 

Young's thought sheds additional Iight on Northern Ireland. 

II. Young: Difference and Enlarged Thought 

In our previous discussion of Iris Young, we noted that justice requires more than the 

recognition of difference. Justice requires remodeling the norms that lie beneath the dominant 

rendenngs of justice in contemporary societies. For Young, justice shorild be concerned with the 

various ways people come to be (unjustly) imprisoned in identity-narratives that demean them, 

that subject them to sanction by "normalized standards" of right. and that prevent them From 

engaging the public sphere as equal, but difference-bearhg citizens. The problern with the way 

justice is conceived is that it renders particular standards as universal noms. This is what Young 

refers to as the 'drive to unity' in the modem era. It is the quest for a united civic public of 



undifferentiated, equal rights-bearing, citizens that results in the acceptance of partial standards 

as universal or impartial standards. 

The process Young describes is one that illustrates die success of the most powerful- 

that is, the politically dominant-in creating normative and institutional structures to maintain 

and re-create entrenched privileges. So. for example, looking back to the theoretical foundations 

of the enlightenment demonstrates the ways that partial notions of reason. subjectivity, 

impartiality, equality. and morality were standardized in a way that would. by definition. 

exclude certain groups from membership in the decision-making structures of the public sphere. 

Women. the poor. those fiom different cultures. those whose identities contained different 

elements. were perceived to be Other and thus incapable of what the public sphere demanded- 

rational consideration of and discernrnent of impartial (Le. universal) standards of right. 

For Young then. the quest for justice is intimately linked with the emancipation of those 

defined as Other by structures whose own foundations represent partial political. social and 

cultural noms  masquerading as universal or impartial principles of right. Young's is an appeai 

to give excluded groups a voice in the public sphere. to dismantle the imperial structure of 

individualisrn that obscures the fact that the members of dominant groups have detined the 

" d e s  of the game" so as to exclude others. Young aims to situate difference at the heart of the 

public sphere. not just to problematize unity but to dismantle the unjust structures used to 

support the drive to unity and thereby exclude the disenfranchised. This is why we cm describe 

Young's approach in terrns of reclarnation. She gives theoretical support to those who aspire to 

reclaim a voice. in its political, cultural and social foms, in the public sphere. 

Young's practical objective to emancipate those excluded fiom the public sphere is 

u n d e k t t e n  by clearly discemable mord and philosophical goals. For Young. democratic 

inclusivity in itself is not the sole purpose of her quest for an open and diverse public sphere. 

Rather, her political objectives are intimately comected to a desire to see justice and equality 

defined in terms that illuminate rather than obscure the injustices and inequalities systematically 

wrought on minorities in democratic societies. In an important way then, Young's approach to 

politicai theory exemplifies the relationship I have been trying to illuminate-the link between 



concepts, constitutions and judgments. hdeed, there is a sense in which her work makes this 

luik explicit in ways that Taylor and Kymlicka's works only implicitly recognize. This is most 

clearly discemable in her essay on Hannah Arendt's notion of enlarged thought where she 

tocuses on the possibilities of dialogue and political judgment once the n o m  of multiplicity has 

replaced that O f commonality. '" Both the theoretical and practical implications of this approach 

have relevance for Northem Ireland. Let me illustrate by bringing the two conversations of 

theory and Northern lreland together as we did t'or Taylor. 

We know that parity of esteem is a concept emanating out of the recognition OF 

difference. It challenges those for whom comrnon citizenship entails the best route to equality 

and justice in Northem Ireland. In an important way. parity of esteem is a concept conceived out 

of the recognition of multiple failures. A failure by the unionist-dorninated Stormont regime to 

live up to the ideals of British liberalism and to accord each person equal consideration 

irrespective of their political or cultural attachments as a matter of justice. But it suggests 

another failure also. It suggests that the libenl ideal of common citizenship is incapable of 

delivering just and equal outcornes in a society composed of conflicting identities. Of course. 

what makes liberal democracy workable in situations of plurality. as Robert Dahl and like- 

minded libenl democrats tell us. is the existence of crosscutting difFerences between individuais 

and groups. And yet. as we have become al1 too aware, minorities in western democratic 

countries suggest that there is much more to equality and justice than the illusionary pluralism 

evidenced in crosscutting preferences. So parity of esteem in Northem Ireland represents one 

answer to a dilemma that continues to emerge in al1 societies-how to render justice and 

equality in societies where identity differences determine the form and substance of justice and 

equality that one receives. 

Likewise. Iris Young's theoretical endeavors emerge out of liberalism's failures. Her 

thorough deconstniction of the ideal of impartiality and the civic public resonates with the 

failure of politics in Northern Ireland. Young's theoretical objective in the ideal of impartiality is 

to break the connection between unity and the public sphere. What she attempts via a 

deconstruction of the logic of identity is a reconception of the public sphere based on notions of 



relation and process rather than fixed and knowable identity categories. As a challenge to the 

conventional characterization of a shared public sphere, Young's approach shares a deep affinity 

with the logic behind parity of esteem. That is, parity of esteem situates members of groups in 

relation to one another. It posits the identity of individuals and groups in equal relation to one 

another (parity) and it requires a performative attitude of openness to enable exchange with the 

Other (esteem). Moreover, parity of esteem is not in itself a political or cultural end. It is a 

means to the more îùndamental goal of justice and equality in a diverse, reconstructed. Northem 

Ireland. This too resonates with Young's criticism of Taylor's conception of recognition where 

she suggests that '[iln a diverse society with compiex problems and conflicts ... recognition is 

best thought of as a condition rather than a goal of political communication that aims to solve 

problems justly.'15 In ail of these senses then. the language of parity of esteem sits comfortably 

within Young's difference-centred approach to justice in diverse and complex societies. 

However. we must also note with caution. the possibiiity of a critical exchange between 

Young's advocacy of difference as relation and any tendency within parity of esteem discourses 

to reiQ differences between groups and to fortify narratives emphasiung fixed identity 

narratives. Put more simply. we might ask. does parity of esteem essentialize group differences? 

As I noted in chapter 4, we could imagine a situation where parity of'esteem language was relied 

upon to demand respect for beliefs and practices that should be rejected. Something like this 

occurs when Orangemen demand the right to march through nationalist neighborhoods. 

displaying triumphalist symbols of Protestant domination. When these sorts of demands are 

made in the narne of parity of esteem, they serve to reinforce notions of Othemess. relying on a 

notion of the Other as a fixed, munially exclusive, oppositional, identity. A similar logic also 

lies behind nationalist slogans such as 'Bnts out', where non-nationaiists are detïned in such a 

way as to preclude them from possessing a legitimate relationship to Northem Ireland. Attempts 

by both sides to demand esteem for their respective claims to cultural or political superiority 

presuppose an uncritical and entirely relativistic approach to the idea of identity. To the extent 

that parity of esteem language fumishes sectarian bigots with the ability to define self in 



opposition to Other, to define their (partial) cultural and political identities as the normative 

standard againrt which Others will be defined (and excluded if different) it must be rejected. 

Such rejections are made easier, however-and indeed. are given philosophical 

support-when we interpret identity and difference as relational rather than substantive. 

Remember that Young's notion of difference as relation emanates out of a critique of difference 

as the result of fixed differences in "identity attributes" where particular attributes set the 

normative standards against which others are processed and detemined to be either the sume 

(like self) or an Other. This logic creates a series of definitional standards or characteristics that 

demarcate group belonging in terms of fixed and imrnutable attributes. Against this idea. Young 

suggests that group differences be defined in terms of shared affinities rather than fised 

charactenstics. She notes: 

What rnakes a group a group is a social process ot' interaction and differentiation in 
which some people corne to have a particular uflnity for others. M y  "affinity group" in a 
given social situation comprises those people with whom 1 feel the most cornfortable. 
who are more Farniliar. Affinity names the manner of sharing assumptions. affective 
bonding. and networking that recognizably differentiates groups form one another, but 
not according to some common nature." 

From this perspective. there is nothing essential about the contlicting identities in Northem 

Ireland. That is. the differences between the two cornmunities in the province. and indeed. 

between the dinerent groups within the two communities. are the product of differences in 

perspectives. not the product of natural or essentiai characteristics of identity. Distinguishing 

between these alternative ways of understanding group belonging is vitally important because it 

demonstrates that group di fferences are borne out of political. social and cultural p henomena, 

rather than some naniral phenornena. Now it might appear obvious that the conflict in Northem 

Ireland is borne out of a long dispute over competing cultural goods and political aspirations 

(and indeed, this is what 1 have been arguing throughout), but what is less obvious is that this 

reaiization cames with it the capacity to mitigate the contlict. 

We know that there are two communities in Northem Ireland reflecting different (and 

competing) cultural ideals and political aspirations. We also know that these differences have 

long historical pedigrees and have been significant enough to result in deep antagonism and 



violent disputes. But now, the ovenvhelming majority within each community recognizes that 

the conflict will not be resolved by the victory of one community over another. It is abundantly 

clear that the zero-sum game approach will not deliver peace. let alone reconciliation. There is a 

sense in which both sides have begun to recognize that what the Other represents is a different 

perspective requiring some form of legitimate expression. Now this is given explicit recognition 

in the language of parity esteem and has been constitutionally endorsed in the Agreement. 

Coming to see the Other as differently situated in relation to the province is key to eliminating 

the sectarian extremes in both communities. And this is the value of Young's approach to 

difference. It relativizes the cultural. political. and mon1 claims of bot11 comrnunities just 

enough to prevent one group from claiming exclusive authority over another. And because her 

framework is undenvritten by a cornmitment to equality and justice in diverse societies. her 

framework prevents this relativism from reaching into public discourse and rendering all 

expressions of group di fference equall y valid. The ba i s  of group con flict-the inabili ty to 

recognize differently situated others as legitimate bearers of an identity-bearing perspective 

worthy of respect and requiring public space for its expression-is mitigated by three factors; 

the emphasis on difference as relational. the recognition that groups are social phenomena 

arising out of cultural and political narratives. and the realization that relations of domination 

cannot be mordly justified by recourse to exclusive notions of identity and belonging. Against 

this background, it is clear that those who express their group affiliation by demeaning another 

groupl7 and who hide behind the language of parity of esteem to do so will find no moral or 

theoretical support in Young's notion of difference. 

niere are important distinctions to be made here concerning group identity and the 

politics associated with reclaiming one's identity as a positive attribute. Young makes it clear 

that previously subordinated groups require the space to reclairn the meanings and valuations 

associated with their social, cultural, or political identity, and that such acts of reclamation serve 

two related purposes. Firstly, reclamation 'subvert[s] devaluation and negative stereotyping [of 

subordhate social groups] in [the] dominant cu l t~ re . "~  Thus, it ailows members of groups to 

reassert a positive valuation of their 'activities, cultural styles, and modes of affi~iation"~. But 



reclamation also exposes the partiality of social and cultural noms that hitherto had been 

conceived as bearing the ethical standard against which other cultural and social norms were 

adjudicated. Hence, reclamation is a romdation upon which a diverse society is established. 

That is, reclaiming public space challenges the privileged status of conventional norms. In so 

doing, it establishes a revised normative and ethical framework against which social and cultural 

differences can be re-irnagined in relational rather than essentialist terms. 

If we were to imagine a situation where Young's theoretical project regarding 

reclamation was given concrete expression. we could do worse than look to contemporary 

Northem Ireland. That is. Young's theoretical project bears many similarities with the way 

parity of esteem and the Agreement work together. That is. parity of esteem provides the space 

For groups to reclaim the meanings associated with their identities (ix.. their activities. styles. 

perspectives and the like). and the Agreement provides a constitutional framework to recognize 

and thereby legitimate those identities. And. as I have argued throughout. the concept of parity 

of esteem and the constitutional framework of the ..lgreernenr remain wary of endorsing notions 

of identity and belonging conceived in exclusivist or essentialist terms. The Agreement gives 

concrete expression to the Fact of cultural and political diversity facilitated by the concept of 

parity of esteem. 

Moreover. it is also clear that Young's quest to disengage the idea of civic unity from the 

idea of a common culture (with shared political aspirations expressed via a notion of common 

citizenship) offers philosophical support to the attempt to re-constitute Northem Ireland as a 

politically and c u l t ~ ~ ~ l l y  diverse polity. There is no attempt in the Agreement (or the talks which 

led to it) to re-think or re-conceive Northern Ireland in terms of cultural cornmonality or 

hornogeneity. On the contrary. the Agreement constitutionally endorses the cultunl ideals and 

political aspirations of both cornrnunities. In so doing, the bais of citizenship has shified fiom 

the conventional liberal paradigm of common citizenship (based on a common culture and 

political unity) to a post-liberai paradigm where differential citizenship underlies public 

institutions and issues a more complex public policy mandate. 



Young's re-conception of citizenship as a differentiated concept has profound 

implications for political judgment. To appreciate the significance of these implications, let us 

remind ourselves about what we mean when we invoke the idea of judgment. Judgment is a 

faculty of human reasoning. We make judgments about what we value. about the sort of life we 

want to lead, and within certain Iirnits. about the nature of work we choose to do. Political 

judgrnent. however, as the name suggests. concerns 'questions of ethical norms and political 

ends'" which too &en 'are assurned to be beyond rational scrutiny.'" That is. the rerlrn of 

political judgment has been aligned with the realm of public opinion. with the concomitant 

result that political judgments are said to reflect nothing more than mere subjective (and self- 

interesteii) opinion. As Ronald Beiner puts it: 

Pitched between the rigid demands of rule-govemed method and the equally 
constraining stipulations of reignin subjectivity. the rational opinion of the common A 
citizen fails to find its proper v0ice.l 

Finding the 'proper voicet for the 'cornmon citizen' to express their political opinions is crucial if 

the public sphere is to be something more than the aggregation of subjective interests. It is a h  

crucial if the public sphere is to be marked by a debate which is genuinely inclusive. and thus 

representative. as well as expressive of some form of social solidarity capable of bringing 

people together to debate political ends and ethicd norms. 

Yet finding this proper voice is made al1 the more dificult by two problrms. Firstly. 

once diversity (or multiplicity) has replaced the ideal of unity (or commonality) the possibility 

of forming a cornmon agreement about ethical norms and political ends appears difficult. 

Secondly. if the ba i s  of political judgment involves transcending subjectivism and founding a 

rational agreement amongst citizens now conceived as differentiated. what might provide the 

basis for cornmon agreement? These two problems go the heart of debates about judgment. and 

reflect the general problem with wooing the consent of the other. But so ofien in the 

contemporary world, we are compelled to woo the consent of an other who is differently 

situated with regard both to the political institutions of the state and to the cultural and ethicd 

norms of society. 



These problems are not merely theoretical either. For example, Ronald Beiner has 

illurninated the practicai and concrete ways in which these problems are manifest in 

contemporary western polities where technical reason now provides the frarnework against 

which rationality is rnea~ured.'~ But closer to ou immediate tasks here we c m  appreciate that 

Northem Ireland is, in at l e s t  one sense, paradigrnatic of a case where commonality is absent. 

and yet the need for forming cornmon agreements in a diverse (and in this case. antagonistic) 

environment rernains pressing. This is where Young's approach to judgment proves to be 

particularly insightful. 

What is novel in Young's approach to judgment is that it begins from a premise opposite 

to that of most theorists engaged in the judgment debate. For instance. unlike John Rawls. 

Jürgen Habermas, and Seyla Benhabib. each of whorn attempt to round a principle of rational 

agreement on conditions of symrnetry and reciprocity. Young starts by recognizing the 

asymmetrical positioning that exists between people in a diverse society. That is. conventional 

wisdom tells us that the possibility of political judgment requires a context where dialogue is 

based on notions of moral respect between persons and where moral respect is itself a product of 

either a culture of shared perspectives or of syrnmetrical and reciprocal relations. But ive now 

know that the idea of a culture of shared ends is at best unlikely and at worst exploitative ot' 

minorities and other disenfranchised sections of society. So how should we respond to the 

seemingly incommensurable demands of political judgment in a diverse society? Young's 

answer is that we need to re-think the basis of social solidarity and from this basis re-confi gure 

the type of conversation we have in the public sphere. 

As with most theorists engaged in the judgrnent debate, Young retums to the work of 

Hannah Arendt. Unfortunately Arendt died just as she began to write her definitive account of 

judgment-'Judgingt-and so interpreters of her thoughts on the topic have been left with the 

task of drawing together the threads of her previous work on the topic. I mention this because 

Young's interpretation of Arendt diEers in important respects from others engaged in 

interpreting her work on judgment. Young's interpretation of Arendt is novel in at least bvo 

respects. Firstly, Young interprets Arendt's appropriation of Kant's enlarged mentality" 



differently from, say, ~enhabib". On one reading, the enlarged mentality (or enlarged thought) 

is the capacity to represent to oneself the opinions of othen and to retlect on them in a 

disinterested (i.e. non-partial) manner. Lying beneath this process of representing the opinions 

and tastes of others to oneself is a particular interpretation of the mode of retlection which 

regards the agent of reflection as a spectator, not an actor. Here. the idea is that we are best able 

to see al1 the options. the whole game as it were, if we are removed from the field of play. 

removed from the demands of performing one's role. As Arendt notes: 'the advantage the 

spectator has is that he sees the play as  a whole. while each of the actors knows only his part or. 

if he should judge fiom the perspective of acting, only the part of the whole that concerns him. 

The actor is partial by def in i t i~n. '~~ 

Young does not dispute that Arendt's interpretation of enlarged thought involves this 

form of distmcing. What Young does dispute is whether Arendt's appropriation of Kant's 

enlarged mentality lives up to the central task it is meant to achieve. narnely. 'to explain how a 

person moves from a narrowly subjective, self-regarding perspective on action to a more 

objective and socially inclusive view.'" For Young. the idea of 'occupying the standpoints 

of.. .othersl" does not achieve the transition to a more objective standpoint. Rather. it merely 

aggregates 'a senes of subjective and self-regarding perspectives.''9 That is. it does not represent 

the whole of the story because it fails to represent the basic concem that the aggregated 

perspectives represent. We are still lefi in the dark. as it were. as to what it is that these 

viewpoints represent. Further still, Young suggests that the idea of 'taking the standpoint of a11 

the others presumes the possibility of an identification among us d l ,  that we can represent others 

to ourselves in the sense that we c m  be substitutable for one a n ~ t h e r . ' ~ ~  The key to Young's 

objection here lies in the notion of syrnmetry. Contra Benhabib. Young argues that the 

presurnption of syrnmetry (or revenibility)-of being able to adopt the perspective of another- 

entailed within Kant's notion of edarged thought is both ontologically and politically suspect. 

It is ontologicaily suspect in that it misidentifies the link between recognition of the 

other and symmetry. Benhabib's appropriation of Hegel's notion of reciprocal recognition is 

flawed, avers Young, because it fails to distinguish beîween recognizing the authenticity of the 



"other" as an independent subject (with its own narrative accounts of its self) and being able to 

"get inside" that narrative account of the subject and comprehend it fully. For Young then. 

recognition does not imply reversibility, and hence does not (and should not) imply symmetry. 

Reversibility is politicaily suspect in as much as it suggests that we do not need to create spaces 

for the "othen" most often neglected in public debates to speak because we are capable of 

representing their standpoints to ourselves. In a perverse way. the ideal of syrnrnetry might be 

(mis)appropriatcd Sy thosc opposcd to ;ransforming institutions mi praciicés in order tiiüt ihe 

proper voice of the citizenry might be more inclusive of the differences existing in society. 

In contrast to Benhabib's notion of syrnrnetry. Young proposes a notion of asymrnetrical 

reciprocity to be the foundation upon which enlarged thought functions. Although initially it 

appears as an inversion of Arendt's use of Kant's original concept. Young argues that there is 

evidence within Arendt's work that asyrnmetrical positioning of subjects is consistent with the 

ideal of an enlarged mentality. and hence of judgment. To support her claim. Young points to 

Arendt's notion of publicity. Publicity. Young suggests. aims to preserve the plurality of 

perspectives that Arendt regarded as fundamental for enlarged thought. That is. if one is to move 

beyond the subjective and self-regarding perspective one knows. one cannot collapse the 

irreversible and asymmetrical differences that exist between subjects. In order to preserve the 

plurality of perspectives. there must be a space for these differences to emerge and be disclosed. 

It is the space, the field that is created between subjects. that Young suggests is tùndamental to 

moving beyond subjective opinions. But is the field, as 1 have termed it. more than a mere 

aggregate of subjective opinions? In short, Young argues that the field is the objective by- 

product of public disclosure. That is, the field where subjects disclose their asymrnetrical 

perspectives is created out of the dialogue. Young notes: 

The people who appear to one another in a public situation of communication each have 
a perspective on the world that lies between hem, as well as on one another. The public 
world that lies between us is a creative product of the dialogue among our multiple 
perspectives, but distant from them because it is an objective relation between us.31 



Clearly, the space between subjects is something other than the aggregate of subjective 

perspectives. In this sense, public dialogue between differently situated-that is. asymmetncal 

and non-reversible-subjects is a condition both of enlarged thought. and of political judgment. 

To substantiate her claim, Young argues for a re-conception of the public sphere. Instead 

of viewing the public sphere as the realrn where undifferentiated citizens meet to disclose their 

symmetrical perspectives. we need to understand it as the locus of 'the web of social relations 
-. - 

that surrounds us and within which we a d -  For Young, the web of social relations provides a 

way of understanding the processes involved in public dialogue without assigning them the 

derogatory value of mere opinion. On the contrary. the 'collective social reality' created out of 

the dialogue between asytnmetncal subjects creates an objective account of they way we relate 

to one another. and the consequences of our relating in the ways we do. The implication for 

political judgment is that the field of public opinion must account for both the plurality of 

perspectives, and the web of social relations created out of that plurality. If political judgment is 

to transcend subjectivity, it must ascend to an objective reality via an enlarged mrntality that has 

been shaped by plurality and divenity. 

If we consider the implications of this perspective for Northem Ireland. we immediately 

see both the need for. and a justification of, a public sphere where the differences between 

subjects are disclosed. not simply to provide evidence of different perspectives, but to create a 

dialogue where people come to see themselves as constituted. in part. by the web of social 

relations existing between thern. Although the web of social relations. 'the collective social 

reality', of Northem Ireland highlights antagonism and misrecognition. it nevertheless 

concentrates our gaze on the fact that the two communities are intimately implicated in 

constructing the social reaiity of the province. There is no essential difference between the two 

communities that renders communal antagonism inevitable. On the contrary. once the 

distortions of social relations can be seen as the objective by-product of bad judgments. 

judgrnents that eeclude the perspectives of the Other. perhaps the idea of a public sphere 

constituted by diversity tvill be regarded as an obvious fact rather than a theoretical possibility. 



Let us bring our discussion of Young's notion of judgment into conversation with our 

discussion of Northern Ireland. In an important sense, parity of esteem represents an attempt to 

mitigate distorted social relations by pluralizing the social. cultural and political perspectives of 

Northern Ireland's public sphere. The Agreement constitutionally endorses this project by 

implementing power sharing executives as well as opening up corridors of CO-operation between 

the province and the Republic. In the attempt to broker local accommodations between residents 

groups and march organizers. the Parades Commission helps to establish the field-the 

collective social redity-where both groups disclose their political opinions. in full recognition 

of the fact that neither side will win a determination in disregard of the other. or by negating the 

plurality of perspectives that exists within Northern Ireland's reality. Now al1 of this might 

appear in a bowdlerized fahion. as if I have excluded the rather obvious fact that mernbers of 

both communities do not wish to create a new social reality where plurality informs political 

judgment. But this misses the point I am endeavoting to establish. 

My task here is not to explain why the two communities do not regard the Other as an 

equally legitimate partner in the province. Rather. 1 am trying to provide theoretical support for 

alternative ways of conceiving of justice and equality in a state where difference and diversity is 

central to the state's existence. Hence. the concrete reality of Northem Ireland's diverse 

communities requires new and innovative ways of thinking about social solidarity. In the 

absence of shared political and cultural ends, however. what basis can there be for social 

solidarity? Both Young's theoretical work, and the current approaches to political and cultural 

accommodation in the province converge at the crossroads of diversity. where re-configured 

concepts of recognition meet re-worked constitutional settlements that in turn provide the 

normative framework to facilitate a new 'collective social reality'. That is. re-conceived 

understandings of citizenship, where difference displaces presumptions of comrnonality. create 

new understandings of publicity which in twn provide fertile ground for alternative, yet still 

objective, political judgments. 



The relationship I have drawn between concepts, constitutions and judgment in Part II is also 

reflected in Young's theoreticai endeavors. Young's critique of the theoretical basis of 

conventional liberal understandings of the citizen and the state illuminate alternative avenues via 

which political and social judgments might be better served. Her theoreticai vision. undenvritten 

as it is by a moral cornmitment to equality and justice, offers considerable philosophical insight 

for a society like Northern Ireland. She identifies the hilures of the conventional liberal 

üpproacii to curnrnondity ÿnd offen an alternative account of modes of beionging expressive o t  

the diversity of contemporary democratic societies. Against this background. Young gives 

theoretical support to current endeavors in Northern Ireland to reconceive the constitutional 

bu i s  of belonging in a diverse society. In this regard. perhaps Young's theoretical framework 

offers important insights into the needs of al1 contemporary societies who struggle to tind just 

ways of recognizing diversity and responding to the demands issued by this recognition. 

III. Kymlicka: Societal Culture and Croup Rights 

For Kymlicka. the relationship between justice and diversity is conceived in different 

terms. Kymlicka re-constructs liberalism so as to account for the fact of cultural diversity within 

Iibenl regimes. In so doing. Kymlicka constmcts a typology of V ~ ~ O U S  types of minorities and 

then definitionally amibes different rights to different groups. His aim is to provide a liberal 

defense of group rights without tearing down the entire theoretical edifice of liberalism. 

Towards this end, Kymlicka has to account for what appears to be an obvious interna1 tension in 

his revised liberalism between the rights of individuals and the nghts of groups. 

Kymlicka accounts for the tension by stdcing his liberal credentials to the principle of 

fieedorn of choice. It is the fieedom to choose a tvay for oneself-to realize one's potential as an 

autonomous being-which provides Kymlicka's scherne with its moral and political foundation. 

Such fieedom, Kymlicka then avers, is realized through one's membership in a 'societal culture'. 

That is, it is one's location in 'a culture which provides its members with meaningful ways of life 

across the ni11 range of human activities, including social, educational, religious. recreationai, 

and economic life, encompassing both public and private ~ ~ h e r e s ' ~ ~  that provides one with the 



options fiorn which to choose. This theoretical maneuver mitigates the tension between the 

individual and the group by locating the individual in a social context. 

Having situated the individual in a social context. Kymlicka then sets out to establish a 

"hierarchy of belongingH-where one's location relative to one's original societal culture 

determines the weighting accorded to the rights-claims one c m  make. For instance. national 

minorities who possess 'institutionally complete' societal cultures have a moral right to self- 

determination and hence self-government rights. Immigrants. however. who have voluntarily 

severed the links with their original societal culture do not possess the moral right to stake a 

claim for self-determination but do possess what Kymlicka refers to as 'polyethnic rightsl.'" 

Polyethnic rights work to address the inequaiities that beset cultural and ethnic minorities within 

existing libenl societies. However, as Joseph Carens suggests, polyethnic rights might better be 

referred to as 'recognition rightst3' because their main h c t i o n  is to recognize and thereby 

legitirnate cultural identities previously ignored by the state. Finally. Kymlicka turns to those 

who believe that the modes of representation in liberal democratic countries systematically 

prevent particular groups from gaining a voice in the political process. Special representation 

rights then are 'a f o m  of political 'affirmative action'.. most plausibly seen as a temporary 

mesure on the way to a society where the need for special representation no longer exists.'j6 

Locating individual choice at the heart of his conception of culture facilitates Kymlicka's 

main question which. broadly stated. is this: because state neutrality (with respect to cultural 

goods and practices) is unachievable, how should the (liberal) state decide which cultural goods 

and practices to recognize and support and which one's to neglect? Endeavoting to provide a 

theoretically coherent and moraliy justifiable answer to this question is what lies behind 

Kymlicka's use of the concept of societal culture. As we proceed i want to remain focused on 

two questions: does Kymlicka's revised liberalism provide key insights into the practical and 

complex demands of Northem Ireland, and how does his theoretical approach fit with the 

relationship between concepts, constitutions and judgments? Does his approach support the 

connection between these three features on political theory and if so, how does it fit with the 

relationship between parity of esteem, the Agreement, and Parades? 



We c m  identiQ two key similarities between Kymlicka's theoretical and practical 

project and the various demands for the recognition of diversity embodied within the idea of 

parity of esteem. The first similarity relates to the idea of state neutrality (with respect to socio- 

cultural goods and practices) and its ability to deliver the cype of democratic equality demanded 

by a diverse citizenry. For instance. Kymlicka exposes. in a robust fashion. the contradiction 

between policy objectives based on concepts of state neutnlity with the actual practices of 

liberal States. He demonstrates that at the very least. 

[gjovemment decisions on languages. intemal boundaries, public holidays. and state 
symbols unavoidably involve recognizing. accommodating, and supponing the needs 
and identities of particular ethnic and national groups. The state unavoidably promotes 
certain cultural identities. and thereby disadvantages others." 

Exposing the intellectual bankruptcy of state neutrality has strong similarities with. and serves to 

bolster the daims of, the Catholic/nationalist minonty who have been demanding explicit 

recognition of their distinct socio-cultural identity for over three decades as a means toward 

overcoming their rnarginalized cultural and political statu. Moreover. because state neutrality 

remains a powerful rallying point in many conventional political discounes within Northem 

Ireland. particularly those associated with the view that Northem Ireland's full integration into 

the British aate would be the panacea for the cultural problems which beset the province.'x 

Kymlicka's dernolition of the "benign neglect" view of the neutral state as a sham and ultimately 

'in~oherent"~ is both cornpelling and convincing. Conventional liberals who reject the basis of 

parity of esteem as a violation of the principle of neutrality would do well to encounter 

Kymlicka's arguments to the contrary. 

The second key similarity relates to the interrelationship between individual freedom, 

self-detemination, and tradition. Because Kymlicka locates individual freedom (of choice) and 

self-realization within the context of societal culture, he constructs a framework that is capable 

of accommodating the demands for cultural and political recognition entailed within parity of 

esteem. Indeed, his framework seems to be pdcularly relevant to panty of esteem because of 

the value he places on "culture" as integral to individual choice. Conter-balancing his focus on 

culture, however, is his unwavering cornmitment to individual choice. That is, Kymlicka 



remains vigilant in preserving the maximum amount of space for the individual to choose not to 

identiS, with the core elements of one's cultural narrative. In this regard, Kymlicka's approach to 

culture is tempered, perhaps even supplanted. by his cornmitment to liberalism. Again, his 

perspective has the benefit of allowing individuals to claim a cultural space to express their 

identities without sacnficing their "ultimate right" to choose to identiq with whatever tradition 

(or lack thereof) they choose. Hence. some Catholics choose not to identify with an image of 

Ireland as a unitary state with a relatively homogenous cultural heritage. Instead. some choose to 

identiS, themselves as Northem Irish. even if this is accompanied by narratives that bnng their 

own difficulties. In the same way, some Protestants choose to identify themselves with the UK. 

othen with an idea of "Ulster". while others still might identify with an image of Ireland as a 

diverse island composed of multiple cultural and political identities. The point here is that there 

is prima facie rvidence to suggest that Kymlicka's theoretical project is compatible with panty 

of esteem so long as it is situated within a liberal political and constitutional framework. 

Does the Agreement satisQ the requirements of a liberal constitution? In one srnse. the 

Agreement lives up to liberal ideals. It has a constitutional Bill of Rights (in the form of the 

ECHR). and it affirms such liberal values as 'tolerance.. . .mutual trust. and.. .the protection and 

vindication of the human rights of a11."' I t  also affirms a host of other liberal rights as we noted 

in our discussion of the Agreement in Part I I .  There is some evidence then. io suggest that the 

constitutional Framework of the Agreement is well disposed to liberal approaches to recognizing 

cultural diversity. The compatibility between the Agreernrnr and Kymlicka's liberalism. 

however, needs to be scmtinized at a deeper level, one that brings both fiarneworks together. Let 

me turn then to focus on the theoretical framework Kymlicka employs to enable his revised 

liberalism to speak to the demands of cultural and political recognition enunciated in parity OC 

esteem and explicitly endorsed in the Agreement. In short, is Kymlicka's theory capable of 

sustaining the cultural and political demands of both communities? 

For Kymlicka the basis of the c l a h  to cultural or political recognition lies in the ability 

of a group to lay claim to a 'societal culture'. Let us remind ourselves of just what a societal 



culture consists of and who c m  lay clairn to possessing one. Kymlicka states that a societal 

culture is a culture 

which provides its memben with meaningful ways of life across the full range of human 
activities, including social, educational, religious, recreational. and economic life. 
encompassing both public and private sphere. These cultures tend to be iemtonally 
concentrated, and based on a shared ~ a n ~ u a ~ e . ~ '  

In an attempt to move away From notions of culture which might apply to any number of social 

îotlcctivities or grsups, Kyrnlicka insisis tliat sosietül cuilures niust br  'insiicutiondiy 

embodied-in schools. media. economy. govenunent. etc."" In this sense. Kymlicka notes 

(following Gellner) that societal cultures did not always exist but. rather. emerged in parallel 

alongside the development of the modem  tat te.^^ Kymlicka identifies the affinity which societal 

cultures share with states by remarking that 'societal cultures are almost invariably national 

cultures [and] ... nations are almost invariably societal c ~ l t u r e s . ' ~  However. it is also crucial to 

recognize, avers Kymlicka, that societal cultures are not synonymous with national cultures in 

the sense of there being just one societal culture present within each nation. On the contrary. 

while a single nation may possess a dominant culture. it might nevertheless contain two or more 

societal cultures which. most often, have been maintained against the tide of a powerful 

assimilating cultural force in the form of a dominant nationai culture. Quebec stands out as an 

obvious example of this. where despite the existence of a dominant culture in the rest of Canada. 

it maintains a distinct societal culture with separate institutions and practices torged against the 

tide of a dominant anglophone culture in the rest of Canada. 

As the example of Quebec demonstrates. those most likely to qualiQ as possessors of a 

societal culture are national rninorities, territoridly concentrated, with a distinct language. who 

can demonstrate a history of stmggling to maintain their distinct cultural heritage against the 

culturai incursions of a dominant (assirnilationist) culture. I t  is clear both from the type of 

examples he cites and the ernpiricai conditions he lins as fundamentai, that Kymlicka regards 

Quebec as methodologically definitive in his conception of societal culture. Quebec stands out 

as a temtorially concentrated (and significantly, with more or less definitively drawn 

boundarïesJ5), culturaily and linguistically distinct, with its own historical narratives 



underwriting its ideal of an "imagined comrnunity". From this characterization of what counts as 

a societal culture. Kymlicka proceeds to demonstrate the broader significance of societal 

cultures as providing the contexts of choice against which individuals choose their life direction. 

He States: 

Put simply, fkeedorn involves making choices arnongst various options. and our societal 
culture not only provides these options, but also makes them meaningful to us. People 
rnake choices about the social practices around them. based on their beliefs about the 
d u r :  of thesr pracrices ... Anci to have a beiie f about the vaiue of a pnctice is, in the first 
instance, a matter of understanding the meanings attached to it by our c~l ture . '~  

The ontological significance of societal cultures-as the link between social context and self- 

determination-is. quite clearly. profound. What we need to ask. however. is whether the 

Quebec model should stand out as the model against which other's claims to possessing a 

societal culture should be judged. How. for instance. should we approach Northem Ireland? The 

obvious answer is to use Kymlicka's criteria of societal culture to test the societal culture of 

other minonty groups and to see whether they pass the threshold conditions he sets as minimum 

standards. 

We c m  take as given that Protestants/unionists possess a societal culture as the 

institutions and practices of the state reflect their cultural attachments and political affiliations. 

What we nred to assess is whether the Catholic/nationalist qualiQ as a national minority in 

possession of a societal culture (and thus the rights that would 80w from such possession) or 

whether they possess a different, less morally binding, less politically significant. f o m  of social 

or cultural collective. It is clear that they do not belong to the category "immigrants" and yet it is 

not entirely clear that they would constitute a national minority given the problems that beset the 

question of which state they belong to. 

We should note at the outset that Kymlicka does not address the case of Northern Ireland 

directly except as a footnote in chapter 5 of Mufficultziral Citizenship where he notes that there 

are 'rnany ... hard cases and grey areastJ7 where the ternis "immiLmts" and "national 

rnino~it ies"~~ fail to adequately capture the social, cultural, and political reality of some peoples. 

A somewhat more troubling feature of this observation is reveaied in his explanation to the 



footnote where he seems to suggest that the problem in Northem Ireland is largely a religious 

one where previous acts of discrimination have so divided the population that the establishment 

of a common political community has been rendered impossible. despite the fact that both 

communities share a cornrnon language. Although this analysis is problematic. I do not want to 

criticize JQmlicka's understanding of the historical causes of the conflict. or the reasons he 

appears to consider as responsible for the continuation of it. One of the virtues of Kymlicka's 

book is the breadth of its appeal and no one can be expected to be an expert on every area of 

political and cultural dispute. However. 1 do want to take issue with what lies beneath 

Kyml icka's observations. namely. his methodo logical construction of ideal-types of po litical and 

cultural conflict. 

Kyrnlicka notes that 

Pre-existing societal cultures which have been incorporated into a larger state are the 
most common groups which see themselves as distinct 'nations', and which have 
developed 'nationalist' movements. But in some cases, an existing nation has undergone 
such a deep division. perhaps along racial or religious lines, that it has developed into 
two or more groups. each of which cornes to see itself as a distinct nation or people. even 
though they continue to share a common language ... Such racial and religious differences 
account for most of the fmiliar cases of nationalist movements which are not based on 
language. But notice that suc11 movements. fiom a liberd point of view. are either the 
cause or resuit of an injusti~e.'~ 

While the above rnight adequately capture the historical background to some conflicts. it falls 

far short of capniring the Irisi-dNorthem Irish context and I am suspicious of just how many 

cases it does capture. Let us Look more carefully at what Kymlicka is doing here. First. hr is 

trying to establish the moral pexmissibility (and pre-eminence) of language-based nationalism. 

He attempts to do this by suggesting that language-based nationalism is 'maximally consistent 

with freedom and equality since (unlike religious-based nationalism) it does not presuppose any 

shared conception of the good; and (unlike ncially based nationalism) is not inherently 

exclusionary or d iscr i rn inat~r~. '~~ Secondly, and flowing from his fint objective. he is also 

trying to account for social, cultural, and political differences which a i se  in cases where 

linguistic differences either do not figure, or where original linguistic differences have been so 

transformed via assimilation that they no longer figure as prominent sites of diserence. And 



thirdly, he is attempting to limit the number of cases where the principle of self-determination 

would be normatively authoritative by imposing a set of empirical conditions which serve to 

restrict a large nurnber of groups from demanding self-determination or self-government rights. 

With respect to this third objective, the resultant political and social dificulties which arise as 

corollaries to clairns to self-determination and self-government rights do not. as a matter of 

normative principle, justi@ the imposition of an overly restrictive set of criteria for assessing the 

nght to it. On the contrary. what Kymlicka needs to demonstrate is that the empirical criteria he 

deploys as definitive in assessing social. cultural and political contlicts are able to be 

normatively justified. And it is here that he runs into trouble. Let me rxplain by criticaily 

examining the assumptions underlying Kymlicka's first two objectives mentioned above. 

Let us begin with the issue of language and its relationship to societal culture. Kymlicka 

argues that language-based nationalism is consistent with (his revised) libenl principles of 

freedom and equality because it does not depend upon a shared conception of the good. 1 am not 

entirely convinced that a group of people who share such an unswrving commitment to a 

language such that they are constantly engaged in a struggle to ensure its survival do not. in 

some sense. constitute a collective with at least a minimally shared conception of the good. Is it 

not the case that the very (collective) act of fighting for one's language and its cultural and social 

value exemplify a shared commitment to a particular good. namely. the social and cultural value 

ofone's language? To put it slightly differently. we could ask whether these sarne people would 

have a sense of the good which was not. in some deep sense. derived from their commitment to 

the social. cultural. and political attachment to their languqe? Although he is right to 

distinguish between the different types of cornmitment or the forms of solidarity required by 

different forms of nationalism, 1 think Kymlicka is on very slippery ground when he suggests 

that the intensity of social solidarity required by linguistic nationalism is necessarily more 

consistent with liberai principles than other forms of solidarity which might be imbued with 

notions of national identity. For exarnple, there are nationalists in Northem Ireland who consider 

themselves liberals and whose nationalism does not preclude the political and cultural 

recognition of Protestants/unionists. Kymlicka's concems notwithstanding, political and cultural 



goods and practices need not be defined in terms antithetical to the tenets of liberdism. There is 

nothing necessary about political andor cultural nationalism that makes it authoritarian. even if 

many examples of nationalism in this century should make us cautious about nationalism per se. 

The problem with Kymlicka's account of language is that it is extremely difficult (if not 

ontologically impossible) to separate language from other cultural, social. political. and moral 

values. Why? Because language is constitutive of the evaluative discriminations" we make- 

and the interpretations through which we articulate what is fundamental to us-when we choose 

particular life paths over others. It is through language that we fint encounter social. cultural 

and political rneanings. it is through language that we interpret what makes sense to us and what 

resonates with Our intuitions, and it is through language that social goods are txpressed. Hence. 

because language is so fundamental for the way cultural goods are expressed and political 

communities imagined. linguistic difference i tself might not be as politically innocent as we 

might imagine. 

If the right to self-determination or self-government rights is restricted to those whose 

societal cultures possess a distinct language, then the prospects of colonized peoples are very 

dim indeed. For is it not the case that the very act of colonization in many countries was 

extremely successful in eliminating the original language by banning its use in civil society? By 

forbidding education in the language of the original culture. colonial regirnes attempted to create 

a local educated middle class who would provide the regime with somr of  its most r-igorous 

apologists. Creating an educated middle class alienated From its original culture served more 

than merely instrumental purposes. however. It also served the larger purpose of instilling the 

cultural and politicai values of the colonial regime. These dual purposes were clearly evident in 

nineteenth century Ireland under British colonial mie. Although the British were not able to 

eliminate the Irish language altogether, they were successful in limiting its use in most areas, 

most significantly preventing its use as a matter of course in civil society. The effects of this 

feature of British colonial d e  were still being felt well after Ireland had gained its political 

independence where the relationship between language and culture re-emerged as a matter of 

political and cultural importance. This is captured nicely by Declan Kiberd who highlights the 



political impact on language of the practices associated with colonization and post-colonization 

in Ireland. He notes: 

By [the late 1920~1 the language [Le. Gaelic] had been standardized dong the lines 
demanded by . . .a new intemal imperialisrn, Gaelige Chaighdehnach (standardized Irish). 
[which] sought to erase dialectical differences. Children who failed Irish tests were 
deemed to have failed their entire state exarninations. Whereas in the nineteenth century 
many had been caned for speaking Irish. many were now punished for not speaking it 
properly or for not speaking it at d l .  Generations of children carne to see it not as a gift 
but as a threat. and were hardly consoled by the thought that if they wote their aleebraic 
symbols in Gaelic lettering, they could score ten percent extra marks in the 
exarninations." 

Clearly. language stands out as a primary marker of cultural distinctiveness. But should 

linguistic difference be as normatively authoritative with respect to cultural difference as 

Kymlicka makes out? 

Let us try and answer this question by broadening Our argument to see what groups. if 

any. possess a societal culture in Northern Ireland. Northem Ireland is composed of two groups 

who c m  be characterized as bearing different. indeed competing and antagonistic. identities. 

There is no single focus of difference that is responsible for separating one group from another. 

Rather there are a number of points at which differences in one sphere-say. political 

aspiration-are reinforced by differences in another-say. cultural identity. Hencr. those who 

identify as "Irish" tend to be nationalist or republican, and would in the majority of instances 

have been bom into a Catholic family. and would identify themselves as part of a cultural and 

political minority group. On the other hand, those who identiQ as "Britishff tend to have a 

unionist political outlook, would have been born into a Protestant family. and tend to regard 

themselves as members of the majority cultural and political group. Now let us ask the question: 

does the minority Irish/Catholic/nationalist group possess a societal cuinire? 

Kymlicka makes it plain that national minorities are most likely to possess a societal 

culture because unlike ethnic groups, 'Western democracies ... have had far less success 

a cc~ rnmoda t i n~ '~~  them. So, we need to inquire as to whether the Catholic/nationalist minority 

meets the critena of being a nationd minority. Kymlicka defines national minorities as 'distinct 

and potentiaily self-governing societies hcorporated into a larger state.'" Pnor to partition in 



1921, Catholicslnationalists formed part of the culturai and political majority of Ireland. So, it 

was only as a consequence of partition that they became a minority group. Are they a naïionrrl 

minority? Here the situation becomes far more complex. First, there is the ambiguity over the 

status of Northem Ireland. The majority of republicans and nationalists do not recognize 

exclusive British sovereignty over the province. So, in what sense are they a minority? Are they 

an Irish minority in the UK or are they a minority dispossessed from the Republic of Ireland? It 

is clear that the ovenvhelming majority of Catholicslnationalists identify themselves as Irish and 

as such see themselves as part of "historical Ireland" (ix. a united ireland). They do not possess 

a British identity and have a competing political aspiration with those who do. Furthemore, they 

were incorporated into a Iqer  state as a political by-product OP  a long and bitter campaign for 

Irish home rule. Are they potentialiy self-goveming? To the extent that they imagine themselves 

as equal rnemben of the Irish political community they would be capable of self-government 

and may even be capable of self-government as a distinct cornmunity with self-government 

rights within Northern Ireland. Although they appear to hl fil some of the criteria of being a 

national rninority. it is unclear what it would achieve in terms of settling the most troubling 

issues of politicai membership. But let us continue. 

Let us consider the supplementary requirements of the right to self-determination as a 

national rninority-possessing a societai culture. Here Kymlicka requires that the minority in 

question be 'culturally distinct. geographically concentrated. and institutionally complete 

societies.'" We will take the first citerion of cultural distinctiveness as given-having noted in 

Part I the distinctive characteristics of the identity narratives of both cornmunities. In tems of 

the second cnterion. I am not sure how to charactenze Catholicslnationalists regarding their 

geographicd concentration. They are not concentrated within Northern Ireland in the sense that 

they reside in one part of the province and the Protestants/unionists another. There are. however, 

some areas of the province where there are larger concentrations of one group rather than 

another, but again, these are not contained within strictly defined geographical areas except at 

the most local levels. In Northem Ireland's two largest cities (Belfast and DerryILondonderry), 

for example, both groups are represented with Protestants/unionists and Catholicslnationalists 



each holding a slight majority respectively. Within the cities themselves. both communities are 

geographically concentrated in the sense that housing estates do not. on the whole. house 

members of both communities. Estates. local neighborhoods and council areas are divided dong 

political and cultural identity lines. Hence, West Belfast is a predominantly Catholic/nationalist 

a m  and East Belfast a predorninantly Protestant/Monist a r e a . S 6 ~ i s  pattern is repeated in Iarger 

towns throughout the province where there are clearly defined areas marked out as the exclusive 

preserve of one or other of the communities. This Iast feature being a contributing factor in 

disputes as we noted in Our discussion of parades and Drurncree in particular. Unlikr the case of 

Quebec. however, there is no territorially concentrated area belonging to Catholics/nationalists 

in Northern Ireland. Accordingly, Catholics/nationdists do not Fulfil the geographical cntenon. 

Do they possess an institutionally cornplete societal culture? Remember that to possess 

an institutionally complete society. a minority must be able to demonstrate that it contains 'a full 

range of social. educational. economic. and political institutions. encompassing both public and 

private life.'j7 In most of these respects. Catholics/nationalists do possess an institutionally 

complete societal culture. They are educated in Catholic schools, they tend to consume media 

produced by their own community (retlecting the political and socio-cultural attachments of 

their identity narratives). they tend not to engage in social activities with the Other community 

(because social life embodies practices which retlect other political and cultural differences). 

they tend to marry within their community. and they are represented by political parties whose 

raison d'éne is defined by differences in political aspiration. In a society as divided and as 

violent as Northern Ireland's, one would expect these strict demarcations. What we nred to 

consider is whether these differences amount to a normative justification for self-government 

rights. For Kymlicka. at fint glance, they do. As he pub it: 'What matters. from a liberal point of 

view, is that people have access to a societal culture which provides them with meaningful 

options encompassing the range of human acti~ities."~ But on closer inspection, perhaps they do 

not. As Joseph Carens has argued,j9 Kymlicka has recently elaborated on. and expanded, the 

conditions that he regards as fundamental for laying daim to an institutionally complete societal 

culture. Kymlicka notes: 



it is not enough for a rninority to simply resist the majority's efforts at difksing a single 
common language. The minonty must also engage in its own competing form of modem, 
state-sponsored nation-building. Nationalists in Québec realize that to sustain their 
national culture, they too must seek to d i f i se  a common culture and language 
throughout their society so as to promote equality of opportunity and political solidarity. 
And they m u t  use the sarne tools that the majority nation uses in its progrm of nation- 
building -- i.e.. standardized public education, offcial languages, including language 
requirements for citizenship and government employment. etc!' 

Following Carens. we should ask how many national minorities would be in a similar position to 

the francophone cornmunity in Quebec. Most national minorities do not have the resources to 

embark on a nation-building project like ~uebec?  In Northem Ireland. the Catholic/nationalist 

minority does not have the economic power to rstablish viable alternatives to the institutions of 

the British State-notwithstanding the British govemment's funding of Cûtholic schools in the 

province. As a consequence. '[ilf the sole justification for group diftèrentiated cultural rights is 

that they can contribute to the maintenance of a societal culture. then how c m  a group be 

entitled to such rights if it does not have the capacity to sustain a societal cu~ture'?'~' 

The abstract concept of societal culture is inadequate to the task Kymlicka sets it and is 

incapable of delivering the normative certainty Kymlicka suggests. And we must be clear that 

this is not simply a matter of Northem Ireland being a "hard case". Analyses of other cases. 

involving indigenous minorities for example. identify key deficiencies in the concept when it is 

applied to acnial cases.') 

Where does this leave the rights of the minority community in Northem Ireland? I f  

Catholics/nationalists do not constitute a national minority with the requisite societal culture 

necessary to justiS group nghts, what normative ba i s  is available to challenge the conventional 

pnnciple of majority rule that is so clearly inappropriate to Northem Ireland? Somewhat 

ironically, one possible avenue of inquiry that might bear a Fniitful answer to this question lies 

within that part of Kymlicka's theory concemed with immigrants and their right to hwe their 

cultural goods and practices recognized as legithate expressions of theu identity. Although we 

have already noted the inappropriateness of characterizing the minority community in Northem 

Ireland as "immigrants", the nature of the rights attached to immigrants within Kyrnlicka's 

scheme appear closer to delivering the sorts of equality provisions required by them than does 



his scheme reserved for national minorities. But we need to be mindhl that the normative claim 

to cultural and political rights entailed within parity of esteem would not be validated by 

recouse to polyethnic rights, for polyethnic rights do not normatively justify political rights for 

cultural groups. Rather, they validate claims to make the present institutions of the state 

amenable to the cultuml interests of minorities. In this light. there is no direct challenge to the 

political legitimacy of the state from within polyethnic rights. 

The distinction Kymlicka draws between national and ethnic minorities is clearly 

problematic. There are many instancesa where neither term will capture the nature of the 

minority group and the sorts of rights that might be appropriate to protect and enhance their 

capacity to survive with their distinctive identities intact. That said. we might well inquire 

whether polyethnic rights possess some potential to illuminate other ways of recognizing and 

protecting cultural rights. Recall that polyethnic rights are meant to serve the interests of cultural 

minorities who do not. on Kyrnlicka's terms. possess societal cultures (immigrants and religious 

groups for example). Polyethnic rights. Kymlicka tells us. givr 'financial support and legal 

protection for certain practices associated with particular ethnic or religious groups.'" He goes 

on to argue that 

these rights are intended to help ethnic groups and religious minorities express their 
cultural particularity and pride without it hampering their success in the economic and 
political institutions of the dominant society. Like self-government rights. these 
polyethnic rights are not seen as temporary, because the cultural differences they protect 
are not something we seek to eliminate? 

Kymlicka has captured the important point that recognizing social and cultural diversity requires 

more than provisions for equal and common citizenship rights-it requires state support for 

institutions and practices necessary for the maintenance of a distinct identity. What is usehl 

about the notion of polyethnic rights is that it allows for the support and protection of 

institutions and practices for groups who neither desire, nor qualifi for. self-government rights 

but who, nevertheless. require forma1 institutional recognition. 

Against this backdrop, there are important parallels between immigrants in western 

democracies like Canada Australia, and the United States and the minority comrnunity in 



Northern Ireland. For, given the complex nature of the Northem Irish context-where the 

contested nature of state sovereignty obscures the national status of the minority community- 

rights which guarantee some form of support for the cultural institutions and practices of 

minority cornmunity at least minimally recognizes the importance of minority identities. This 

would go some way to amelionting the minority community's demand that their distinct cultural 

status be given formal institutional recognition and support. 

But as we know, the problem in Northem Ireland is that the cultural narratives of both 

communities are intertwined with political aspirations. This complexity means that it is 

extremely dificuit to treat one aspect of the conflict in isolation from the other. Hence. one 

carmot treat the cultural aspects of the conflict without also addressing the political narratives 

that reinforce them. To the extent that polyethnic rights mitigate contlicts that are largely 

concerned with cultural issues. they should be welcomed. In this sense. parity of esteem is 

useful as a countenveight to the dominant cultural tradition of Protestants/unionists. However. 

because we know that a significant feature of the conflict concems the political legitirnacy of 

both communities (with their respective interpretations of political sovereignty). the granting of 

polyethnic rights alone would do little to ameliorate the political demands of the 

Catholic/nationalist cornmunity. We should also note that the conceptual problems that prevent 

the application of polyethnic rights to the situation in Northem Ireland are not necessarily the 

result of Norihem Ireland's "peculiar" context. As we observed in our earlier discussion of 

Kymlicka in Part 1, there are some conceptual weaknesses inherent in the notion of polyethnic 

rights itself. Take, for example, Carens' point that the distinction between polyethnic rights and 

self-government rights is 'ultimately ...an exercise in persuasive definiti~n.'~' He States: 

Kymlicka wants to establish both empirical and normative links between self- 
governent rights and national minorities on the one hand and between . . . p  olyethnic 
rights on the other hand. Whether or not such connections exist, calling the second kind 
of rights "polyethnic rights" is not helpfbl conceptually because it does not draw 
attention to what it is about the rights (as opposed to who exercises them) that 
distinguishes them fiom self-government rights. As 1 see it, the key difference between 
polyethnic rights and self-government rights is that polyethnic rights do not necessarily 
require any control by the group over the legislative process establishing and carrying 
out the r i g h d 8  



Carens has hit on something fundamental here. He highlights that what is crucial about the 

nature of rights attached to a particular group is the ends that such rights are meant to achieve 

and the political context in which these rights are determined, implemented, dispensed. 

interpreted, and practiced. In the end, Kymlicka's theoretical scheme obscures the political 

relationship between the ends sought and the means used to achieve them. Conceptuaily 

distinguishing between groups on the basis of empirical differences does not. in itself. 

normariveiy jusriQ the establishment of àifferential nghts: it mereiy attempts to persuade us that 

such group differences should count politically. Now this is not to deny that there might be 

important differences between groups that w a m t  differential treatment in terms of rights. But 

the conceptuai distinctions separating polyethnic rights fiom ~el~govemment  rights do not tell 

us where those differences lie and how we should treat h e m  politically. 

So. what are we le% with in Kymlicka's revised liberalism? If societal culture-the 

centrepiece of his theory-is incapable of speaking to the situation in Northem Ireland. what 

other arguments supportive of differentiated citizenship does he offer? Whnt is the normative 

status of parity of esteem and the Agreement From Kymlicka's perspective. and how should 

political judgment be conceived in a situation that admits of diversity but fails to give a 

normative account of its political status? Put sirnply, Kymlicka's argument runs into trouble 

here. There is no doubt that his ideal of differentiated citizenship is usefui to national minorities 

of the Quebec variety, but as far as paradigrns go. that one is rather limited. Establishing 

differentiated citizenship via the rigidities of his theoretical frarnework proves ultimately to bind 

his theory to those cases where there are clearly defined borders containing distinct societal 

cultures that have survived the penod of imperial colonization and yet managed to remain 

'institutionally complete'. 

Another troubling feature of Kymlicka's theory is what it implies for political judgment. 

For instance, how might Kymlicka respond to the conflicting demands of residents' groups and 

Orangemen in Dnimcree? No doubt, he would make an appeal to libenl notions of fieedom of 

association and expression while simultaneously noting the right to live free of harassrnent and 

intimidation. But to whom do these rights belong and upon what bais  will the adjudicators 



detennine the outcorne? Do these liberal rights inhere in the individual or c m  they be seen to 

exist for groups, or is it both? And if it is both, on what basis can a group's right to expression 

trump an individual's right to live Free of harassrnent and intimidation. and vice versa? 

Kymlicka argues that a liberal theory of minority rights imposes two types of limitations 

on tolerance of difference. '[A] liberal view requires j'kxhrn ivithin the minority group. and 

rqitality between the minority and majority groups.'69 Now the first of these is far From 

probiematic. as Bikhu Parekh convincingly demonstrates,'%ut 1 want to endorse the general 

principle underlying it, namely. that individuals should not be overtly coerced into living a life 

they find abhorrent or inauthentic to their own self-understandings of who they are. The second 

principle. however. is the one that concems me the most. for this principle too is applied 

differently according to the normative status of the group. For instance. Kymlicka argues that 

where group-differentiated 'rights are recognized. members of the majority who choose to enter 

the minority's homeland may have to forgo certain benet'ts they are accustomed to.'" On this 

reading, if one regards nationalist housing areas to be minority 'homelands' then restrictions on 

Orange parades is normatively j usti fied. 1 f. however, Cathol ics/nationalists do no t meet the 

necessary criteria to establish themselves as worthy recipients of group-differentiated political 

rights, then the normative ground to restrict Orange parades disappears. Leaving aside the 

absurdity of regarding neighborhoods in the same light as 'homelands'. once again we confront 

an inability to deliver a detemination due to the unnecessarily strict burden Kymlicka places on 

minority groups p io r  to attaining normative validity status. 

Kymlicka's theoretical framework leaves Iittle room for arguments that aim to challenge 

the dominant cultural and political noms of the public sphere. It is difficult for his theory to 

speak to Northem Ireland because most of what makes Northem Ireland cornplicated also makes 

it unfit for Kymlicka's anaiysis. For the two conversations to engage one another. we require a 

different mode of communication. one less preoccupied with theoretical rigidity. By far the 

greatest limitation of Kymlicka's mdticultural citizenship for Northern Ireland is an inability to 

understand how his approach might help to alter the reasons people give as excuses for 

intolerance. Judgment, as Kant famously put it, involves wooing the consent of others. How. 



from Kymlicka's perspective. would A woo the consent of B? If A and B possess competing 

identities, and yet do not fit into the theoretical categories Kymlicka constructs. what would 

their conversation amount to? 1 suspect it would result in a conversation of special pleading. 

where one attempts to woo the consent of the other without being able to point beyond their 

subjective self-interests to do so. Kymlicka prevents minorities like those in Northern Ireland 

from claiming the normative legitimacy necessary to establish a moral right to equality in the 

public sphere. Consequently, he fails to offer them a voice through which they could attempt to 

woo the consent of others. and to render political judgment more amenable to the objective 

reality of political and cultural diversity in Northern Ireland. 

IV. Conclusion 

For each of the theorists then. there is an ovemding concem to re-work the major premises of 

liberal democratic societies io give a voice to those previously disenfranchised. The major 

differences between each of the theoretical positions advanced by Taylor. Young and Kymlicka 

stem fiom their broader philosophical presuppositions. Taylor's Aristotelian and Hegelian 

inspired political theory leads him to a defense of commonality even though he substantially re- 

works the philosophical ideal of comrnonaiity into a two-level notion of cultural and social 

belonging (deep diversity). Young, however, problematizes the ideal of commonality altogether. 

opting instead for a reconceived notion of the public sphere where differences in cultural ongins 

and social locations become common place assumptions. The primary result of' Young's theory 

is that conventional (enlightenment and overtly liberal) assurnptions regarding rationality. 

knowledge, and individual identity are critically scrutinized and made vulnerable to the 

cnticisms of those oppressed and disenfranchised because they are rendered as Other. Contrary 

to both Taylor and Young, Kymlicka defends a revised notion of liberalism by reconceiving 

liberalism's major tenets. His attempt to create just enough space within liberdism to allow 

groups the authority to make politicai claims on behalf of their members and to make states 



morally responsible for including group-based noms into the policy-making arena is 

theoretically inspinng (if also deeply problematic). 

Al1 three theorists engaged in the debate over the recognition of diversity illuminate a 

broad critique of conventional paradigms for dealing with diversity (liberalism and 

separatism/nationalism) while challenging the philosophical presuppositions inherent to each 

other's Framework. Of the three theorists, it should now be clear that Young's approach holds out 

the most promise for a society Iike Northem Ireland. In essence. the conversation between her 

work and the concrete reality evidenced in panty of esteem, the Agreement. and parades seem to 

enjoy a conversational space of mutual compatibility. Young offers those pursing innovative 

and non-conventional approaches to the Northem Ireland conflict much needed philosophical 

support in their attempt to woo the consent of its inhabitants. What the Northem Ireland 

experience offen Young is a post-liberal paradigm. Northern Ireland is a study in the failures of 

nationalisrn. the arbitrariness of borders as cultural markers. and an example of the need to re- 

think the moral basis for democratic legitimacy in non-majoritarian terms. To conclude. let me 

substantiate this claim. and de fend the superiority of Young's approach against two critical 

rejoinders from each other two perspectives. 
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Conclusion 



I concluded the last chapter by suggesting that Young's theoretical approach had the 

most to Say to Northem Ireland's political and cultural problems because it offered the most 

compelling account of public dialogue in the face of cultural and politicai difference. Young's 

theory re-imagines the realm where political judgment is exercised and offers us a different 

vision of the public sphere, one that re-creates social reality so that it mirrors society's 

differences rather than negating them. In the conclusion. 1 want to defend this daim against two 

critical rejoinders, one inspired by Taylor and the other by Kymlicka. Let me begin with Taylor. 

1. Rejoinders 

From Taylor's position, Young's approach would appear to misinterpret the importance 

of recognition of cultural identities as a bdamentai  hurnan need incapable of being 

accomrnodated by relativizing the notion of difference so as to rendrr cultural differences on a 

par with differences in social or political attaciunents. The idea here is that that our cultural 

identities are literally constitutive of us. If our cultural narratives were incapable of being 

formally recognized by the state as authentic expressions of our identities, our self- 

understandings would. to that degree, be diminished. It would be as though a gulf was created 

separating the way we thought of ourselves and what the state recognized as "us". The "us" the 

state represented would be Far less than what our cultural identities demanded. This, of course, is 

the cnix of what lies behind Taylor's advocacy for Quebec's distinct society status. So, on this 

view, Northem Ireland demands a form of institutional solution like Quebec's. One where there 

are two forms of being, two cultural identities CO-present. The difference, of course, is that 

Northem Ireland does not have the benefit of an independent nation-state like Canada in which 

these multiple identities will be housed and through which they can be continudly re-negotiated 

in times of crisis. 

The fact that Northem Ireland cannot lay claim to an overarching nation-state that both 

commurÛties regard as legitimate does not render Taylor's understanding of cultural identity 

problematic. On the contrary, on a certain reading it might even tend to support his c l a b  that 

the recognition of our cultural identities is a fundamental human need, one that is longing for 



fulfillment in Northem Ireland. The problem with Taylor's understanding of cultural identity. 

fkom Young's perspective, is that his focus on recognition misidentifies the nature of the goal in 

question. For Young the end in question is not the recognition of identity. it is justice. That is, 

while justice dernands recognition, it simuitaneously challenges the paradigm of that in which 

recognition is present-the public sphere. And here lies a crucial difference between their 

respective approaches. For Young, deep diversity does not contain within it the conceptual 

resources capable of challenging the n o m  of commonality, held by Taylor to be central to 

political judgment. 

This illustrates two things. Firstly, that Young's theoretical approach to justice captures 

the essence of the link between concepts, constitutions and judgment differently from Taylor's, 

in that she demonstrates that comrnonality is both a flawed ideal of democratic practice as well 

as an historical fiction. Unlike Taylor, Young re-conceptualizes the idea of public agreement in 

the absence of shared ends. Her approach displaces the ideal of cultural homogeneity with an 

ideal of social reality representative of what Arendt called the 'web of human relations'. While 

we still end up with two ideal types of relating to one another. Young's cornes closer to the 

concrete reality of most societies, and it certainly cornes closer to the concrete reality of 

Northem Ireland. Secondly, Young's approach to justice speaks beyond the borders of the nation 

state. n ia t  is, her theory of the public sphere does not rely on a notion of shared cultunl 

experiences or a common political aspiration beyond an inclusive ideal of democratic 

govement .  Instead. Young aims to preserve the ideal of publicity which she regards as 

fundamental to inclusive political dialogue and, consequently, for just political judgements. She 

notes: 

The public is not a cornfortable place of conversation arnong those who share language, 
assumptions, and ways of looking at issues. Arendt conceives the public as a place of 
appearance where actors stand before others and are subject to mutual scrutiny and 
judgrnent from a plurality of perspectives. The public is open in the sense of being both 
exposed and inclusive; a genuinely open discussion is in principle open to anyone.' 

In the final analysis, Young and Taylor have different perspectives on just who the term public 

refers to. For Taylor, it is defmed, at least in part, in relation to shared notions of cultural 



identity and political attachment. For Young, there appears to be no preliminary pnnciple of 

cultural or political attachment determining the "right" to speak. Because of this absence of a 

pnor test of loyalty or suitability, her approach gets us beyond the exclusionary tendencies of 

discourses that operate from a perspective of cultural homogeneity or of "authentic" modes of 

political belonging. 

From both of these perspectives, Young's theoretical approach to justice is more relevant 

to the contemporary fact of divenity. Although her theory challenges conventional noms  of 

commonality and prescribes an ideal of the public sphere radically different fiom that conceived 

as conventional by liberal democntic theorking, her invitation to enlarge the public imagination 

beyond the cornfortable confines of commonality speaks most directly to those societies where 

that ideal has most clearly failed to deliver a just and equitable dialogue. In a province where 

cultural identity and political aspiration are defined in terms of mutual exclusion. the appeal of a 

theory that refuses to establish normative validity on the basis of sectarian modes of belonging 

should have a strong appeal. 

The mord significance of granting normative validity to cultural identities and their 

political aspirations is not lost on Kymlicka either. As we have noted. Kymlicka aims to 

distinguish between those group-based daims that have the right to assert their specificity in the 

public sphere and to have their specificity recognized as politically binding, from those that do 

not carry with them the normative right to political authority. Kyrnlicka agrees with Young that 

Iiberal societies have marginalized those who belong to groups defined in contradistinction io 

prevailing noms, like indigenous peoples and national minorities. But unlike Kymlicka, Young 

refuses to distinguish (in terms of normative validity that is) between the different groups 

seeking access to political institutions. Given Kymlicka's approach, we might expect him to 

object to Young's embrace of diversity as entirely relativistic, and therefore incapable of serving 

the ends she seeks-a just and inclusive democracy. Kymlicka's objection might well take the 

form that indigenous rights should be distinguished from immigrant rights, with the former 

granted privileged possession of self-government rights and the latter granted a right to be 



recognized in the public sphere as having an equal cal1 on the way a state represents its cultural 

Life. 

This is a compelling challenge to those who, like Young, are moved by the injustices 

meted out to indigenous peoples. For Young though, the answer to these problems lies not in the 

privileging of one group's rights over another, but in transforming the logic that says that such 

discriminations are merited, indeed even necessary. Young's argument is that the logic that 

excludes immigrants from full and cornplete inclusion into the prevailing political dialogue of 

liberal societies under lies the same positivistic legal clairn of irnperialists to deny indigenous 

people rights in their own lands. These discriminations are made on the basis of a right to draw 

boundaries around particular identities and to proclaim such boundaries as normatively valid. 

The drawing of such boundaries, however, does not provide a moral justification for normative 

validity it merely provides the means via which certain groups will be excluded tiom normative 

considention. Just as women, ethnic minorities, the disabled, and the poor have been excluded 

From rqual consideration by paternalistic political institutions, so too have indigenous peoples 

been Othered by colonization and hence excluded fiom equd and just consideration. 

The problem with Kyrnlicka's approach is that he seems to understaie the link between 

concepts, constitutions. and judgment. On one Ievel, he attempts to transforrn the conceptual 

b a i s  of liberalism to include a space for group-differentiated rights. But on another level. he 

rnerely re-creates the problem by procedurally demarcating one group from another on the basis 

of their c l a h  to belonging (e.g. proximity to their original homeland). While this approach 

carries with it the capacity to aansforrn the processes that contribute to some forms of exclusion 

from equal and just consideration in the public sphere, it's transfonnative capacity remains 

limited by his reliance on an overly rigid, and morally arbitrary, theoretical Framework. 

II. Recapitulation 

This dissertation had severai objectives. It explicated the arguments of three key thinkers in 

political theory and their approaches to doing justice in diverse societies. It brought these 

thinkers into a common space to let their arguments speak directly to one another so we might 



better undentand their similarities and differences, and thus be able to more clearly situate our 

own arguments about justice and diversity in relation to theirs. But 1 also wanted these 

arguments to be brought to bear on situations beyond the abstract realm of political theory (as it 

is usuaily conducted in the appropriate fora of the academy). 1 wanted to bnng the conversation 

of political theory together with the conversation of Northem Ireland. 1 chose Northem Ireland 

for several reasons. Firstly, it is clearly a land where politics is both cause and cure-the politics 

of the province has produced narratives of bitter histoncal memory and yet it must also be 

through politics that these narratives are challenged and transformed. Secondly. as a political 

theonst engaged in debates about the nature of justice and "the chailenge of diversity" it becarne 

increasingly hstrating to see Northern Ireland's political and cultural problems usually referred 

to in the footnotes of rnost theoretical texts. It was as if Northern Ireland was politically 

anachronistic. and thus beyond contemporary theoretical frameworks. 

It is true. however, that Northem Ireland is different from many other places where the 

challenge of divenity bas been less violent. if not less tumultuous. But in noting Northern 

Ireland's othemess. perhaps we need to pause and reflect on the legitimacy of the paradigm that 

bestows the label of Other on societies like Northem Ireland. Perhaps the enlightenment- 

inspired tradition of Libenl dernocratic iheory has less in common with the practical reality of 

most countries, refemng instead to a rather limited number of societies whose historical 

experiences merely reinforce conventional wisdom about democracy. Namely. that it is a type of 

regime whose normative validity is established upon foundations that are themselves far more 

partial than the tradition would have us believe. It was not the intention of this dissertation to 

resolve this issue, however. I simply wanted to begin the process of probing this question by 

bringing together two conversations that, for the most part, remain isolated from one another 

and to see what they had to say to each other about justice in diverse societies. To that end, the 

dissertation is complete. 

A distinct though not unrelated objective of the dissertation was to examine, and indeed 

argue for, the recognition of a relationship that exists between theory and practice. Here 1 set out 

to identi& the relationship that exists between concepts, constitutions and judgment, in order to 



argue that transforming distorted relations between groups requires a multileveled approach. Put 

differently, I argued that complex dilemmas demanded complex solutions. Thus, 1 demonstrated 

the link between how a concept used to disestablish commonality in the province (parity of 

esteem) was recognized in Northern Ireland's constitution (the Agreement), and how this 

constitutional recognition of diversity established a new framework against which politicai 

judgments could be made (in the case of parades). 

In so doing, we have been able to identi@ the different ways that Taylor, Young, and 

Kymlicka represented this theory-practice relationship as it pertained to justice and divenity. 

We noted how Taylor's concept of recognition was related to his notion of deep diversity and 

recognized the challenge his framework issued to the idea of political judgment in contemporary 

societies, resulting in a challenge to the overly forma1 proceduralism underlying public debate in 

most societies. Then we examined Young's approach to justice and highlighted her difference- 

centred approach to justice in democratic societies. We critically exarnined the practical 

implications for justice once assumptions of commonality and unity have been s h o w  to be 

considerably less neutral and considerably more partial than their normative framework 

suggests. We concluded that Young's approach to justice exemplified the importance of the 

relationship between concepts, constitutions and judgment by demonstrating the link between 

thinking through di fference and cnlarging our judgrnents to re flect our recognition of this 

difference. In a sense, Young's approach to difierence challenges the moral imagination of those 

attached to the idea of democracy. She issues a challenge to those who recognize difference to 

eniarge Our thought in such a way that our recognition of difference has concrete implications. 

Finally, we examined Kymlicka's revised liberal defense of minonty rights, as a critical 

rejoinder to the liberal critiques of Taylor and Young. Although KymIickaf s arguments to 

establish the normative validity of group-rights is a powerfil and illuminating re-working of 

liberalism's major tenets, we also noted how its (ultimately) narrow conception of societal 

culture failed to provide minorities like Northern Ireland's with the ammunition they needed to 

establish a legitimate voice. 



We are led back then to where we began the dissertation-trying to determine what justice 

requires in diverse societies. It is clear that al1 three theorists share a cornmitment to delivering 

equal justice in diverse societies. even though their understanding of what justice entails and the 

means to achieving it differ in significant ways, as we have noted in Parts 1 and III. M a t  1 hope 

to have demonstrated is that the way we theonze justice and diversity relates directly to the 

ways in which we attempt to bting about just outcomes in diverse societies. This is what 1 

demonstrated in Part II where I argued that the conceptual resources written into constitutional 

frameworks have a direct and immediate effect on the nature of political judgments. 

Highlighting the significance of this complex interaction between theory and practice serves as a 

constant reminder that justice should be conceived as a contextual concept. This is not to deny 

the fmits of those who have iaboured over the more abstract notions of justice discourses. We 

cannot think clearly about the complexities of justice devoid of concepts and their often highly 

abstract character. What we need to be wary of though is allowing our conceptual tools to 

deterministically mould Our understanding of justice, in the absence of considering the context 

of particular dilemmas. The dissertation exemplifies this complex interaction behveen theory 

and practice. between concept and context, and illustrates the multiple benefits that can be 

gleaned by bringing conceptual and contextual considerations closer together. 

The dissertation did not set out to defend Iris Young's conception of justice against 

Charles Taylor's and Will Kyrnlicka's. While I hope to have provided convincing arguments 

demonstrating that this is indeed the case in the context of justice and Northem Ireland, it was a 

conclusion reached in the telling of the story and not in its Framing. My principle aim, as I have 

repeated throughout, was to bnng two discounes into conversation and critically examine the 

consequences. Along the way, 1 wanted each of the discussants, as it were, to cntically reflect on 

what the conversation meant for their own self-understandings and their related purposes. 1 have 

argued that political theory has much to offer those interested in justice in Northem Ireland just 

as understanding the complexity of politics in Northem Ireland offers political theonsts h i t fu i  

avenues to explore what justice requires in complex, and decidedly messy political and cultural 

circurnstances. The dissertation thus set out to broaden the horizons of political theory and those 



engaged in thinking about and transfonning the politics of Northem Ireland. to that end 1 hope 

the dissertation is a worthy contribution. 
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